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à b s tra o t  o f  a PhoD. T h e s is  s u b m itte d  by 
D,J*9tephens*
E soha to lo rdea X  Themes i n  X I T h e s s o lo ir iu n s  2 :1 -1 2 ,
I I  Tho 2 :1 -1 2  i s  one o f  th e  m ost d i f f i c u l t  passages in  th.o 
N * T ,p t r e a t ln g ,  as i t  does, o f  eBCha'blogioaX them es w h ich  
do n o t  re -a p p e a r in  P a u lin e  L i t e r a t u r e .  The th e s is  an a tte m p t 
to  d e a l a d e a u a te ly  w ith  th o s e  them es. F i r s t  th o u g h , th e  
a u t h e n t ic i t y  o f  I I  i s  c o n s id e re d  ( c h p . l )  and h o ld  to  be 
by Paulo The e s o h a to lo g y  o f  I I . 2 i s  th e n  r e la te d  to  th e  
e s c h a to lo g y  o f  th e  two p^heseslon ian l e t t e r s  and i t  i s  
con c lude d  th a t  a g re a t d e à l o f  p re -P a u lin o  m a te r ia l  e x is t s
i n  th e  e p is t lo s ,  ( c h p .2 ) .
A d e ta i le d  s tu d y  i s  made o f  th e  p rob lem  w h ich  gave r i s e  to  
I I  o 2 by lo o k in g  a t  th e  p a s to r a l  concern  o f  th e  A p o s t le ,  th e  
s ta te m e n t w h ich  caused th e  d i f f i c u l t y  (The Day o f  th e  L o rd  
has come) end th e  means by  w hich  th e  e r r o r  was sp read . I t  
i s  conc luded  t h a t  some a t  T h o s s a lo n ic a  were re a ,d in g  ® present 
s a lv a t io n *  in t o  th e  e x p re s s io n  *Day o f  th e  L o r d ' , w h i ls t  a t  
th e  same tim e  n o t  d e n y in g  n e c e s s a r i ly  a f u t u r e  P a ro u s ia  
o f  O h r is tÇ ( c h p .4 ) .
The n e x t th re e  c h a p te rs  (!5“ 7 ) lo o k  a t  th e  th ro e  themes w h ich  
]?' I l l  uses to  show th e  Day has n o t y e t  a r r iv e d  g The A postasy , 
The Anomos and The Katechon (o n ) .  The Apo a t as:' i s  v iew ed  as 
r e l ig io u s  and ta k e s  p la c e  w i th in  th e  bosom o f  the  c h u rc h .
The Anomos themo i s  s tu d ie d  a g a in s t th e  suggested  backgrounds 
o f  h i s t o r i c a l  p re c u rs o rs  and th e  B e l ia l  ( D o l la r )  m yth ,The
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oonoluKlon reechod l8 that the Antichrist (KAnomoG)idGa l8 
the oroation of the early churoh dxrawing upon elements found 
in the descriptions of earlier figures, e*g* Antloohua IV.
The Anomos figure must be understood from texts showing 
Satsnio poaeession since those aid an undorstaiiding of his 
relationship to Satan* Details Tfithin the pasBf^ge of the 
apnearanoo and activity of the Anomos throw light on the' /  V  ssflir*»4e.i«s.*3raiWiKS3i
conception of the figure; ho is set up as a mocking counter­
part to Ghriot and hie parousia, (ohp,6)*
Thé last chapter argues for a theocentric underôtanding of 
the Katechon with the Greek verb being tranelated 'restrain*. 
Paul is here referring to God and Hi# restraint. The background 
to this lies in the thought of God holding onto evil and 
then allowing it to flourish for a set time* Evidenoe for 
this Î8 provided and conaidered,
Paul has developed themes which counter an G. ror in the 
early church. By dealing with events aseooiated with the Day 
of the Dol'd he has shown that tho Day cannot h w e  come.
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INTRODUCTION
A reading of II Thessalonians (II) reveals that 
the main point of the letter is concerned with eschato­
logical matters. Immediately after a thanksgiving, 
l:3ff., which itself contains allusions to the eschato­
logical bliss of those who endure opposition to the 
faith, w .  4,5, the author of the epistle launches into 
this area of theology. He is not only concerned, for 
dogmatic reasons, to correct false opinions but also from 
a pastoral interest, to provide a solid basis from which 
the church can grow. To do this he reminds the Christian 
community of views which he expressed whén he was with them 
earlier, 2:5.
Little, if any, disagreement will be provoked by 
this brief and general analysis of the letter. Major 
problems arise when we attempt to delineate the precise 
concerns and difficulties which faced the writer and his 
readers. This is due to the enigmatic and sketchy manner 
in which the author writes and the grammatical and syn­
tactical problems of the text. Chapter two; for example, 
presents a bewildering number of eschatological thoughts 
and ideas, which encouraged even those commentators who 
were writing nearer to the time of the letter's composition 
(or editing) to put forward different interpretations. 
Differences of opinion centre around the 'Man of Lawless­
ness' , the scope and nature of 'The Apostasy' and the 
function of the Katechon. Moreover, even if a satisfac­
tory answer may be found to the question 'To whom or what
did these eschatological ideas refer?' other questions 
remain, e.g. 'Why did the author wish to allude to 
eschatological features in the way he did?' The passage 
in chapter 2sIff. remains today as intriguing and baffling 
as ever.
All we, as others before us, can ever hope to 
do is to try and provide a possible and plausible under­
standing of the passage. Although other writers and j
commentators have suggested explanations a further attempt ’
•• ■ Irequires little justification. Chapter two is first I1century eschatology (irrespective of authorship) and it '
is clearly important to define the views held at that ’
time. - i
CHAPTER ONE
THE AUTHENTICITY OF II THESSALONIANS^
We start by noting that there are some important
2scholars who reject the Pauline authorship of II .
These include Bultmann^, Schoeps^, Bornkamm^, the French
6 7 8commentator Masson , Marxsen and very recently Trilling .
In one way or another they have been impressed by the
erudite essay of W, Wrede^. This scholar shifted the main
area of dispute away from the alleged differences in
eschatology between I and II, to a critical and thorough
assessment of the language and style of the Thessalonian
correspondence. However, before we consider these view's,
we should look at the alleged differences in eschatology
between the two letters.
A. Eschatological Differences
It is suggested that II.2:3f. is at variance with
the imminence of the Parousia, as outlined in I,4:13ff. and
5:lff^^. It is felt that the time-schedule of events in
II precludes any thought of the sudden coming of Christ
and therefore points to a later church situation when the
need arose to dampen down 'over-expectant' Christian
attitudes^^. This line of argument denies that there is
any link between I.Szlff. and II.2:Iff. - in particular
1.5:1, Se "Toov" ’^pox/tAjv/ r w V  Ko(i
où j^ peiVv/* upTv/ i ^
and the signs of Apostasy, Anomos and Katechon, 11.2:3,
126ff , We have to agree that the two texts do not
necessarily present the same ideas, but the expression
Twy/ y^ po\/u)\/ "TwV Kot ( pw\/ includes End-time
features. This parallels the statement in Acts l:6f.
where Jesus replies to the disciples question about the
restoration of the kingdom to Israel, jjuwv àcTriy^
yi/Lo\/oiI ou^ 6 Tvotr^ p cOero
The basic objection which is being raised here
is without any real force since in eschatological passages
cwe often find imminency^linked with signs. Such apparent 
incompatibility may appear strange to us but for earlier 
writers it was part of eschatological belief. Didache 15 
provides an example with its juxtaposition: Fpfjyop
U7\erp Upuov/ » oVS«CTê* Wpo<v^  fev/" ^
0 Kop. r^ pvA)v/ e | o P C  » . This statement is followed
immediately by an account of signs which will indicate the 
end of the age and include lawlessness, false prophets and 
a world deceiver. This passage appears to be based on 
earlier Markan and Matthaean syntheses which contain the 
same paradoxical features, Mk.l3:14ff., 35ff.; Mt. 24:15ff., 
32ff, It would be more appropriate if those who deny 
Pauline authorship for II on eschatological grounds, did 
so by arguing that II.2:Iff. is an illustration of I.5:Iff, 
and not a contradiction. However, if this is so, we have 
forfeited any reliable grounds on which to allege differences.
Essential to this position is the assumption that 
I shows that Paul believed in an "any moment" appearance 
of Christ- Whether or not Paul believed he would be alive 
when Christ came, 1.4:15, he did accept that the church had
to wait for Christ-, 1.1:10, that some would die, I.4:13ff, 
and that the Day should not be unexpected by the "sons of 
light", I.5:6f. Why should it not be unexpected? The 
only satisfactory answer can be that Christians are expected 
to read the signs, v.l, that herald the approaching Day of 
the Lord. For the "sons of darkness" thé Day will over­
take them all too swiftly, as it will the "sons of light" 
who are 'asleep'. We should note that Paul is not talking 
about imminency here but the manner of the coming of Christ, 
It is sudden, like a thief in the night, 5:2, even though 
the chapter contains hints of .imminency?v,6, "let us watch", 
cf. w . 8,10, 23, To sum up therefore, the alleged escha­
tological differences between the two letters are less 
than appear at first sight and are in general accord with 
early Christian thinking.
From a more positive angle there is the interesting 
use of the singular imperfect in 11.2:5,
It is reasonable to assume that a later editor would have
difficulties in imagining and creating personal Pauline
touches. Such a person could read other letters and I
in particular, and borrow both expressions and ideas which
were common to Paul but he could not know or think of
15everything,. For example, in 11.2:5 we might well have 
expected an aorist plural, 1.2:2 or singular, 1.3:5 instead 
of an imperfect. But on the assumption an imperfect was 
chosen, why did an editor or author choose the singular?^^
We would have expected Silvanus to be associated with Paul 
in the community's instruction. In 1.5:1 Paul says "we 
have no need to write to you ... "? a strong case for a
similar plural here. In I chapters 1 and 2 the plural
is used of the initial activity of Paul, whilst in 1,2:18,
3:5, where Paul uses the singular, he adds the personal
pronoun ey to for stress. This could hardly have
escaped the attention of an editor and imitator who has,
if II is a forgery, performed such a good job.
The use of the imperfect accords well with the
implication of 1.5:1, namely that Paul had taught the
17community about events leading up to the Parousia
It was part of his basic (cf. I,l:9f.) and no doubt,
inherited teaching when he set up churches. The problem
was that the community found it difficult to take in so
much at once. This thesis will attempt to show that this
was only to be expected from a newly converted group of 
18pagans . Unused to apocalyptic thought categories they 
found teaching on the subject difficult to accept and 
digest.
If the church at Thessalonica was predominantly
Jewish, then this argument is of no consequence but there
are reasons for thinking that this was not so. It is
interesting that we find no O.T. quotations in the
Thessalonian correspondence as we do in other epistles, .
1 9cf. Rom 10:16,19? 11:26? I Cor. 2:16 . If there were a
great number of Jews within the community we would surely 
have expected Paul to have appealed to the Scriptures and 
known apocalyptic literature ( I Cor, 2:9?) for proof of his 
arguments, especially Wien dealing with eschatological matters. 
He makes allusions to the O.T.? indeed II.l:7ff. can only 
be described as a mosaic of O.T. phrases and thought and in
711,2:4 he comes close to quoting Dan. 11:36, but the 
fact that he does not do so must be because he realised
20that it would not carry sufficient weight with his readers 
The reason for these allusions is that Paul, assuming for 
the moment that he wrote II, found it impossible to avoid 
such expressions and hints for he had been trained in the 
atmosphere and language of the O.T. To sum up once more, 
we can state that in the two letters we find complementary 
not contradictory teaching. Eschatological differences do 
not furnish adequate grounds on which to dispute Pauline 
authorship.
B, Literarv Difficulties
The second argument is very simple in outline.
It suggests that whilst new material exists in II, a great 
deal of what remains after we have extracted it, is so 
similar to-I in content, language and style, that we should 
think of II as a deliberate imitation. The original 
protagonist of this view was Wrede. By setting out the 
parallels between the two epistles, he concluded that only 
a literary use of I could explain the problem. He con­
jectured that an unknown author wrote II at the close of
21the first or the start of the second century A.D.
It is unnecessary in this introductory chapter to review 
all the arguments which Wrede used to support his contention, 
but we cannoty(ignore them either—as they are the basis upon 
which those who deny or have doubts about authenticity build 
their views. It is not out of place at this point to 
remark upon the fact that whilst most commentator's on this
8epistle accept Pauline authorship some, with reservations 
about the arguments for it, use it only as a working 
hypothesis.
To return to Wrede's hypothesis. The epistolary
form of I is followed closely by II, but it is never
slavishly 'copied*. Ktimmel notes that ."the parallels are
not in the same sequence and extend to only about a third 
22of the Epistle" , Phrases and words which do agree with
I are intertwined with new ones in a delicately balanced 
23way . The linguistic problems raised by the Pastoral - 
Letters are not in evidence here. Moreover of the new 
words in II, (i.e. not in I), most can be traced elsewhere 
in Paul, cf. 1:7? I Cof, 1:7?
6\/y \/(K ^ 2:2? Rom. 8:38? pv e w  2:8? Rom. 3:3,
Others are found in the New Testament writings as a whole, 
cf. (X ok 2:3? Acts 21:21? èùro'KO^ t 3:2?
Lk. 23:41? , 1:5? Mt. 10:15. Only a few are
peculiar to II, cf. 1:9? g
3:6,11. These last two groups are very small and yet not 
so small that we are led to suspect forgery. We must 
always allow for fresh words in any letter, since the 
content of a letter may require new words, (e.g.
2:3 in II), and the readers may understand words not suit- 
able to another group, (e.g. 7^o< p ûuck. and e 7\v (po(\/ério<.
11.2:8). Frame demonstrated some time ago that of the 
146 words common to both epistles all but four are found 
in one or more of the major epistles^^. This is to be 
expected if the letter is genuine.
However recently Trilling has discussed the
question of authenticity with renewed vigour in another
study which shows considerable indebtedness to Wrede,
His form-critical approachsto II.l:lf,, 3-12 and 2:1-12
have extended the argument of that earlier scholar, although
he still relies heavily on an analysis of style and vocabulary
25for his conclusion that II is a pseudepigraphon . He also 
investigates not only the eschatological but theological
differences between true Pauline epistles and II which he
believes lead to the same conclusion^^. Not that we must
consider a pseudepigraphon a falsification? it is rather
27an authorative realisation of the teaching of Paul • Yet 
i^pite of Trilling ' s arguments certain problems are created 
rather than solved,
i) According to Trilling II is much further
28from Paul's thought than the Pastorals 
This appears to be highly questionable since 
one of the previous criticisms has been that 
II imitates li
ii) The theology of II (dealt with in 
section 4 of Trilling's book) in no way 
contradicts either I or Pauline thought.
It can hardly be said to reflect a later 
time. The Christology and general tenor 
of II point to primitive Christian times,
iii) A definite situation and community
29seem indicated by 11.2:2? 3:6ff
iv) There is much more to be said for a 
theory which regards II as dependent on I
10
30(which Trilling rejects) on the basis 
of a great deal of similarity in thought 
and style.
v) Why is II.2;3ff. included in the letter?
If an author is dealing with the delay of the 
Parousia could he not have expressed himself 
or used his material in a clearer way?
Even so II.2:2ff. deals with the question
'Why the Day cannot be here', not 'What has
AwA (vrVWfcv vo'Wc^.'sr delayed it.' What—eaetirer^-trad&tien—too is
31the author re-interpreting?
vi) Trilling has ignored the work of stylistic
analyses whibh have suggested other explanations.
32Recently S. Michaelson and A.@. Morton have • 
reached quite the opposite conclusion to Trilling 
by stating that I and II (non-authentic) are by 
the same hand. K. Grays ton and G. Her dan 
earlier argued, on the basis of hapax leaomena, 
that when I and II (together) are compared with 
other Pauline letters they furnish the lowest 
percentage of new words relative to the total 
number (29.5%s average 32-34%). From this they 
concluded that both are in agreement with "their 
being of true Pauline style, though not 
necessarily coming from the same hand".
11
To sum up, we have mentioned the problems posed 
by those who reject authenticity, but the brief look at 
these arguments does not suggest of necessity an imita­
tion or pseudepigraphon theory. On the contrary the 
parallels and differences are of a type which are to be 
expected if II is a genuine letter which was sent to the 
same church soon after I.
Moving now from internal considerations are there 
any external references which might support the Pauline 
case? At the turn of the century and earlier it was
fashionable to quote early Christian writings as a fairly
34-reliable guide to the authorship and date of an epistle
The difficulty encountered by such a view is the tacit
assumption that all possible allusions have to originate
from a N.T. written source. This takes no account of the
growth of oral and written traditions within the early
church, which can be quite separate from 'canonical sources'.
The problem for the scholar is whether an alleged parallel
in an early church father comes from the N.T., an unknown
oral or written tradition, or a combination of both.
We shall glance only briefly at suggested parallels.
In the Ascension of Isaiah^^  4:2ff. the writer uses
apocalyptic ideas similar to those in II.2 and Rev.13 and 17.
Beliar, described as Antichrist, will control the world and
act as a lawless king, /So<«r« \ v \ / o p o O  ,
He will be accepted by people because of his miraculous
exploits, cf. 11.2:3,9. Didache^^ , early 2nd or late 1st
\ /century seems to exhibit echoes of Thessalonians, Koii ToTe
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(Te Tût I O KO<rjJÔ7^\p(y|^^ tO_ç UIO^ Béoo Ko^l 
TvomVei (Tf]ue^  TepolT< , 16:4; cf. II. 2:9;
Mt. 24:24; Rev. 13:2,13^^ (late 1st century A.D.)
The use of e vj . Ep, B a r n a b a s (the same period
as Didache) 2:1 can hardly be a reflection of 11.2:7,
Ou\y Ou (Twy^ -7CC) K(K% 0<uT0O TO V CV6py-
Ou\/To^  n^ x/" o(j?)e-»^Xojiiê\/K.T»X^ .^ Ignatius,
Ad. Ephes. 8:1 has the expression ol!v u
6 o^(7<olT(<TuO, cf. II. 2:3a whilst the second century 
Apocalypse of P e t e r has ideas parallel with 11.2:3,
& KëT\/b ( u io  I cf ol^ (Ton/ T ck. I and
Kou Kpw^fc? Td)bg uîoü£ -nj'g
It is likely that all these documents reflect 
current apocalyptic beliefs which go back to various earlier 
sources for their inspiration, and one such original source 
could be II.2:Iff. However, these do not prove Pauline 
authorship. If I Clement 38:4 is based on II it too only 
proves the existence of the source prior to that time, ca.
95 A.D.'^ .^
So far we have examined authenticity in relation 
to language, style and eschatological content and concluded 
that Pauline authorship remains the most likely solution.
The expected Parousia is present in II.2:4ff. as are also 
instructions to settle down and get on with daily living, 
II.3:6ff.; cf. I.4;9ff.; 5:12ff. Yet it is precisely
at this point that a new difficulty is encountered. Why 
does II follow on I so closely in time, as is commonly 
assumed by many scholars?^^ This question usually pre­
supposes that both letters cover the same area of 
eschatological thought. In a very general way they do.
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but they also show major but not necessarily contradictory 
differences. In I the writer deals with the state of the 
dead at the time of the Parousia and the fears of the 
living about the recent Christian dead missing the event, 
4:13ff, In II the problem is quite different. For 
,reasons given in chapter four it will be argued that some 
in the church community had rejected or misunderstood 
(perhaps both?) the meaning of the Day of the Lord, 2:2. 
Because of their recent conversion and Paul's short 
mission visit the Thessalonian Christians had had too 
little time to assimilate all that they had been taught,
11.2:5. To correct this the writer outlines basic and 
earlier teaching to show that "the Day has not come".
In addition to this we should note that whereas Paul says 
he does not wish to have them ignorant, 1.4:13, perhaps 
implying that he had not covered that aspect of the future, 
or at least in any detail, in II,2:Iff. the opposite is true. 
'He is re-iterating what he has said already. Is it sur­
prising that a second letter should be sent so quickly on 
the heels of the first? If the church had already had 
problems with the future, (as I shows), it is not unlikely 
that more would arise in Paul's absence.
Nevertheless some scholars have felt the force of 
the objection and have provided alternative solutions.
These have centred around trying to define more specifi­
cally the readership of the letters. Harnack argued that 
II was addressed to the Jewish section of the church which 
he regarded as a sort of 'annex' to the main Christian 
community^^. Dibelius^^ was attracted by this idea
14
although in the third edition of. his commentary he 
estimated that I was a private letter and II, in view of 
its more formal characteristics, was sent to the community 
with full apostolic authority‘s^ .
Attractive though these explanations are^^, they 
suffer from serious drawbacks. Was the original address 
of the letter different from that which we now have?
If so, when was it changed and why? Does not 11.2:15 
suppose that an earlier letter was sent to the whole community I
I
and not just a particular group? Can we go along with the j
idea of Harnack that Paul, the champion of unity, would write I
47 !in such a divisive manner? Admittedly Paul's thoughts }
iIon unity emerge from the two (or more) letters sent to the 1
Corinthians which were written a few years later, but it is 1
likely that he had already formed his views on the subject I
since I.5:12ff. contains an implicit belief in the unity |
of a church community, ?
It certainly seems more probable that Paul wrote ;
to the whole church, since all the community was involved j
in the life of the church but that at the same time II had 
special relevance to a (minority?) group within this com- ;
muiiity. There is nothing to warrant our supposing this ,
or any other group to be Jewish in character. It is 
better to think of a group made up of recently converted j
Gentiles who are trying to come to grips with their new 
faith. The author of II sees them as a potentially harm­
ful group and writes to them to correct their errant 
theology. At the same time he gives no hint of this group 
of people being guilty of 'heresy' or deliberately deviating 
from the truth, as was the case with the Galatians^®. . j
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T.W. Manson approached the problem in a different
49way . He argued that the situation of II is assumed 
in I. To support this contention he urged the following 
important considerations. The severe trials of II.l:4ff. 
are past in 1.2:4, The charge to work, 1.4:11, pre­
supposes some previous occasion when this was not happening, 
i.e. 11.3:5-13. Again 11.3:17 is pointless unless II was 
written before I. Timothy, the bearer, authenticates the 
style. Finally 1.5:1 assumes the readers knew II.2.
The theory is, superficially, ' extremely plausible, 
but the passages do not require the solution provided by 
Manson. The troubles mentioned in II,l;4ff. can quite 
naturally follow those referred to in I.3:3ff. Laziness 
might well have been a common occurence within the com­
munity and 11.3:6-13 can be seen as a stronger and further 
reminder on the subject. Timothy, it should be noted, is 
* co-writer' of the letter not its bearer, and finally II.2 
can well illustrate 1.5:1 as much as the other way round.
On the other hand if the theory is correct it does explain 
why the two letters were written so closely together; the 
second, (i.e. our I), comments on the first (II) which was 
sent to the Thessalonians. However as the arguments of 
Manson are not conclusive, there seems to be little reason 
for us to change the order. Indeed for this thesis, even 
if the two were reversed, it would not affect materially our 
understanding of II.2:Iff.
In recent times W. Schmithals^^ has geared himself 
to a new study of the Thessalonian epistles. In an article, 
written in 1960, he linked I and II, as well as Philippians.
16
to Corinthians and Galatians and argued that they were
51written during the period of the third missionary journey 
I was written after Corinthians C, (= II Cor. 2:14 - 6:13? 
7:2-4), and closely associated in time with II. He 
believed that the error dealt with in II was paralleled in 
I Cor.15. He has since argued that I and II are composite
works, originally compiled from four pieces of correspon­
dence sent by Paul to the Thessalonians, He has made the
53following classification:
Thess, A. 11.1:1-12 + 3:6-18.
Thess. B, 1.1:1-2:12 + 4:3 - 5:28.
Thess. C. 11,2:13-14 + 2:1-12 + 2:15 - 3:5 t 3:17-18.
Thess. D. 1.2:13 - 4:2. j
IWith due acknowledgment to Wrede, who 'suggested' 
the four-fold scheme, he dismisses as improbable the imitation !
theory. Instead his own scheme is a new way of accounting Î
!for material which appears to be so Pauline. Bjerkelund j
has subjected Schmithals' theory to a close analysis in his 1
I54 !book on Parakalo clauses in the Papyri and Pauline litera- j
!ture. On the basis of his studies he asserts that clauses |
beginning with oarakalo or even eratao mark formal units of 
material and consequently we cannot split up passages in the !
way Schmithals does. These clauses, e,g. II.2:lff. pro­
vide a unity to the Thessalonian correspondence and he 
charges Schmithals with ignoring this fact. ;
This is only one objection to Schmithals' views.
There are other questions to which Schmithals must give 
satisfactory answers if his view is to be accepted. Why, 
for instance, did the editor of the four originals, wish
17
to add a second thanksgiving at 11.2:13 after that at 
l:3ff. (cf. I.l:2ff.? 2:13)? If, as we must suppose,
an editor is attempting to achieve a unity for the recon­
structed letter, why did he leave it in this parlous state. 
It is difficult to see two conclusions in 11.3:16 and 3:17 
as Schmithals does. If we compare 3:16ff, with II Cor. 
13:llff. and also note the use of a similar semi-conclusion 
at 11.2:16, which Schmithals ignores, we can find a parallel 
example. In fact when we set out Thessalonians in the 
way he suggests it appears to us that the transitions for 
which he argues are worse than those at present in the N.T. 
The analysis is so arbitrary in its formulation that it 
becomes totally unacceptable. .The contents of II.1 and 2 
are so similar in style that it is more likely they were 
written together, than that they were the result of a fusion 
of two earlier letters. If Schmithals’ conclusions are 
correct, he ought also to account for the haphazard process 
of editing and suggest a stage at which this took place in 
the history of the Pauline Corpus.
We can now pass on to consider the question of
the date of the epistle. If it is Pauline, then it is
55probably to be dated around 50-51 A.D. and written from 
Corinth^^, when the apostle was there on his second mis­
sionary journey. Schmithals disagrees with this dating.
He finds that the close relationship of the epistles with 
Galatians and II Corinthians, where Paul is combatting 
Gnostic views, forces us to consider that the letters were 
written on the third missionary journey. This conclusion 
is further strengthened, he believes, by the assertion that
18
I Cor. 15 and II.2 deal with similar errors. However,
he is in danger of finding too many Gnostic opponents for
Paul. It is unlikely that Jewish-Gnosticism is to the
57fore in I Cor. 15 and even more improbable that Gnosticism 
is present at Thessalonica, at least on the evidence we 
have^^o We could deduce tendencies towards a heresy which 
was later called Gnosticism (a very difficult term to define) 
but nothing more. j
iWhat inclines us towards a date of 50-51 A.D. are }
the references to the foundation visit and mission preaching jf
of Paul and his companions, 1.1:5,9? 2:2,8f.,12, phrases j
such as "you know" or "you remember ", 1.1:5? 11,2:5, and j
!the general tone of the letter which moves quickly from one 
thing to another. It suggests a close relationship between ;
the original mission and the letter's composition. If the I
I
letter or letters were composed and/or edited from a later 
standpoint we might well have expected a more theological 
work, at least oblique references to the passage of time, i
and more detail about the church situation. However, even 
if Schmithals is correct in his analysis of I and II our 
exegesis of II.2 will again be little affected.
We have considered briefly the authenticity of Î
II and during it our own position has become clear.
Arguments in favour of its genuineness may not be over­
whelming but they do still point to authenticity as the 
best working hypo the s i s ^ ^ . We shall assume that II was a
letter written not long after Paul had left Thessalonica 
and has, as its main thrust, eschatological matters.
Although eschatological teaching had formed a part in I ;
19
the founder of the church still required another letter to 
recall beliefs which had been mentioned during the 
mission time in view of the current problem (11.2:2).
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1 !We consider I Thessalonians to be Pauline.  ^ ;B. Rigaux, p.120, writes "en effet cette authenticit^e est jacceptes actuellement par tous les àritiques". Similarly |W.G. Kdmmel, Introduction to the Ne^ Testament (transi, by A.J. Mattill), London, 1966, p.185. "There can be no justifiably doubt that all pf I Thess. is of Pauline origin". Amongst the commentatorp who share this view are E. von Dobschütz,J.E. Frame, M. pibelius, Rigaux and most recently E, Best.K.-G. Eckart 'Per zweite echte Brief des Apostels Paulus an ;die Thessaloniçher', Z.Th.K.58 (1961) 30-44 maintains that I Thess. is a piecing together of two genuine epistles sent to the Thessalonians: 1.2:13-16? 3:5; 4:1-8, 10^12, 18 |and 5:12-22,27 are non-Pauline sections. G. Friedrich, |'I Thessaloniçher 5, 1-11, der apologetischjÊ^Einschub eines :Spateren', Z.Th.K.70 (1973) 288-315 rejects 1.5:1-11 because |it contradicts l:4:13ff. and deals with the Parousia-delay Imotif, so it owes its origin to a later editor. Much earlier jR. Scott, gie Pauline Epistles. A Critical Study. Edinburgh, j1909, pp.l25f,, 215 supposed that only.the first three chapters of I Thess. were genuine and that even these were only the language of reminiscence constituting a suitable framework for the apocalyptic message. All three ignore the essentially Pauline language of I (cf. W.G. Kdmmel, 'Das literarische und geschichtliche Problem des ersten Thessaloni cherbriefs' in Neotestamentica et Patristica, FreundesaabeO. Cullmann (N.T. Suppl., 6), Leiden, 1962, pp.213-227 and do not give sufficient weight to pre-Pauline tradition which can account for linguistic differences, see Chp. 2, passim.
The supposed eschatological difference between 1.4 and 1.5 is dealt with later in chp. 1,
2For a history of criticism, Rigaux, pp. 124ff.For a briefer and more recent survey, W. Schmithals, 'Die Thessalonicherbriefe als Briefkomposition * in-Zeit und GeschichtesDankesaabe an R. Bultmann (ed. E. Dinkier,Tübingen, 1964, pp. 295-311.
3R. Bultmann, The Theology of the New Testament (transi, by K. Grobel, Vol. II), London, 1955, p.142.
1961, p.51^H.Jo Schoeps, Paul (transi, by H. Knight), London,
Bornkamm, 'Paulus, Apostel* in R.G.G., V,col. 167.
^C. Masson, pp.9ff. He rejects it on theological grounds as has H. Braun, 'Zur nichtpaulischen Herkunft des zweiten Thessalbnicherbriefes*, 2.N.W. 44 (1952/53) 152ff.The moralizing tone of II and the lack of joy indicates a post-Pauline time.
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7 'W. Marxsen, Introduction to the New Testament(transi, by G. Buswell), Oxford, 1968, p.44.
Trilling, Untersuchuncen zum 2. Thessaloni- cherbrief (Erfurter Theologis%e Studien, 27), Leipzig,
1972.
Q'Die Echtheit des zweiten Thessalonicherbriefs untersucht' in T.U. (N.F. 9, 2), Leipzig, 1903. For an appreciation of the influence of this essay and its main points see Rigaux, pp.l28f.
^^D.E.H. Whiteley has recently emphasized this point, Thessalonians (N.Cl.B.), Oxford, 1969, pp.lOOf, He suggests we have two irreconcilable'accounts of what happened at the original evangelization* However, he still opts for Pauline authorship.
^^So Masson, pp.lOf. For him the eschatological contradiction is decisive. II.2:lff. suits the end period of the first century A.D., when a disciple of Paul had to deal with imminent expectations of the Parousia. This does not apply if i vcérv/ , 11.2:2 has nothing to do with futuristic expectations cf. chp. 2. Wrede, on. cit.. pp.34f. also thinks the ideas of Thé Apostasy and Man of Lawlessness are foreign to the Apostle's way of thinking.
^^Masson, ibid^
^^From Mt. 24:44. A. bepke. Die Briefe an die Thessaloniçher (N*T.D.), Gdttingen, 1953, p.152. quite rightly says the co-existence of the two tendencies (imminency and signs before the End) belongs to the essence of Apocalyptic, cf. Mt. 24:42 with 24:6.
^^We should translate, 'used to say* with von Dobschtltz and Rigaux, ad loc. C.H. Giblin, The Threat to Faith; An Exeaetical and Theological Re-examination of 2 Thessalonians 2 (Analecta Biblica, 31), Rome, 1967, pp.l53ff, translates (wrongly) 'explained*. No doubt this was done, but it does not convey the actual sense of the word.
^^Cf. also 11.1:7 X u w  \/ and see vonDobschûtz 's comments ad loc. * M
^^For a discussion on the use of 'we and I' see chp. 2, fn. 9.
^^So K. Staab, Die Thessalonicherbriefe (Regensburger N.T.), Regensburg, 1965, ad. loc.. writes "the remark shows that Paul in his first stay in a city 
included the momentous eschatological question".
(v) KcKi
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*1 Q  ' IMarxsen, Introduction, pp.32f., thinks that we •should consider only a Gentile Christian church at Thessalonica. |This ignores Acts 17;Iff. which suggests (and there is no ireason to doubt its sentiment), that some Jews believed.
19On the use of the O.T. in the Thessalonian letters see Rigaux, pp. 94f. For the O.T. in Paul, E.E, Ellis,Paul's Use of the Old Testament, London, 1957. He cites 93O.T. quotations in Paul but none for I or II and only 2 allusions? Dan. 7:13 = 1.4:17? Dan. 11:36 = 11.2:4, p.154, although Rigaux finds more.
20There are other reasons which point to a pre­dominantly Gentile community:
(i) I.l:9f. has a reference to idols. This is onlyappropriate if applied to Gentiles.  ^ ,(ii) The use of words such as vTtxpoUff'/oL and r^v\a)(>(\/61< suggest a Hellenistic readership. See chps. 4 and 6,(iii) I.4:1-5 contains instructions more applicable to Gentiles, (iv) 1.2:14 implies that fellow-citizens are Gentiles.Possibly the Western variant of Acts 17:4, indicating 'heathen Gentiles i <re/Iofjt\/uj\/ o c A D pc vg), is genuine. The Lukahaccount of the mission in Acts has ignored evidence gleaned from I and II.
23Op. cit., pp. 28-32, 113f®
22Introduction, p..189.
23'The style and vocabulary of the letters has been 
studied extensively by Rigaux, pp. 80-94, 132ff. Frame's earlier and briefer section remains still a masterpiece of lucidity, pp. 28-34. More recently Trilling,op. cit., pp. 46-66 has made his own study of the literary character of the epistle and from it criticizes Rigaux's conclusions, see pp. 37ff., 48ff.
"^^ P.29.
OKPp. 67ff. cf. M. Rist, *Pseudepigraphy and the Early Christians' in Studies in the New Testament and Earlv Christianitv (ed. D.E. Aune, N.T. suppl., 33), Leiden, 1972, pp. 82ff.
y Pp. 110-132. He considers Greek words (e.g. €.ôûcyye\to \/ , etc.), teaching and tradition,information about the Apostle's way of life, the Christian life, eschatology and the character of God and Christ in the Epistle.
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2*^ Pp. 157f.
2Bp. 154 n.75.
OQAs against Trilling's denial, p.126.
^^Pp,42. We wonder why II, alleged by Trilling to be a Christian letter in the form of a Pauline letter, is closest to the Sitz im Leben of I and yet the latter is not the basis of the former, when most scholars who reject authenticity have previously found the literary 'relationship' the real crUx of the problem. Cf. too. Trilling, p.136.
31pp. 78-92.
32 'Last Words: A Test of Authorship for GreekWriters', N.T.S. 18 (1970/71) 192-208. They have built up a list of statistics by analysing the end words of sentences into nouns, Aor. verbs, Non-Aor. verbs and other. Data for I and II is found in Table 5A, p.207. For a criticism of their pre-suppositions behind and interpretation of the statistics, P.F. Johnson, 'The Use of Statistics in the Analysis of the Characteristics of Pauline Writing', N.T.S.20 (1973/74) 92-100. Cf. too A.Q, Morton-J. McLeman Christianitv and the Computer, London, 1964 and H.K. McArthur,' Frequency in Greek Letters', N.T.S. 15 (1968/69)339-349. I and II show a high KotT frequency when compared with Rom., I and II Cor., and Gal.
'The Authorship of the Pastorals in the Light of Statistical Linguistics', N.T.S. 6 (1959/60) 1-15, p.9. |It is a pity they did not deal with I and II separately. j
^^Cf. The New Testament in the Apostolic Fathers |(Oxford Society of Historical Theology), Oxford, 1905.For an example related to II Thessalonians see p.95.
35 ^On the form and date see J. Fleraming-H. Duensing Îin Hennecke, Vol. II, p. 642ff. The book is in two parts 1-5 and 6-11. We are only concerned in the thesis with |Part I which contains an extraneous section, 3:13-5:1 j(Christian work). Apart from 1:2b - 5a and the main part Iof 1:13 the rest of chp. 1 is a later addition. The restof chps. 1-5 (excluding 3:13 - 5:1) is a Jewish book known before the writing of Heb. 11:37.
^^See R.M. Grant, The Apostolic Fathers. Vol. I,New York', 1964%p.75 asserts that it is. Jewish-Christian in origin and late first cen. A.D. R.A. Kraft, The Apostolic |Fathers, Vol. Ill, New York, 1965, p.76 agrees that a great |deal of material comes from late 1st, early 2nd A.D. but !says the present form is not earlier than mid-2nd cen.
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3?Cf., Did. 5:2  ^u (TÔ d i^'r) T6 ^ <KAOTouTw\/ With 11.3:2 ànd 12:3 with 11.3:10,12.
38Grant, op. cit., p.78, dates it some time in the second century. Kraft op. cit., pp. 42f. says somewhere between 70-135 A.D.
S^cf. too, Ep. Barn. 18:2 with 11.2:6 and 15:5 with 11.2:8,12.
Klostermann, Kleine Texte, 2nd edn., Bonn,1908, I.Iff. Probably written in the first half of 2nd cen. perhaps around 135 A.D. in Egypt;so C. Maurer in Hennecke,Vol. II, p.664.
> ^^I Clem. 38:4 readsCf. with 11.1:3; 2:13. 'Polycarp, Ad. Phil.11:3,4 probably refers to 11.1:4 and 3:15:
'among whom the blessed Paul laboured (i.e.- the Philippians) who are praised at the beginning of his epistle. . For concerning you he boasts in all the churches who alone had known the Lord, for we had not known him yet ... do not regard such men (i.e. backsliders) as enemies.
The epistle is Philippians cf. l:3ff? 11.1:4 is alluded to to comment on the Philippian Christians (Phil. 4:15 is an inadequate text) and 11.3:15 is virtually quoted.
"^ T^his issue prompted A. Harnack to publish his article, 'Das Problem des zweiten Thessalonicherbriefs*, in Sitzunasberichte dier Berliner Akademie der Wissenschaften, philosophisch-historische Klasse, Pt. I, Berlin, 1910, pp. 560-578.
43 ^Op. cit., p.564, "eine besondere ÿruppeinnerhalb dei‘ Christenheit Thessalonichs", i.e. Jews.He bases this on Acts 17:4 and the use of (B G 33)in 11.2:13. For similar views; K. Lake, The EarlierEpistles of St. Paul, London, 1911, pp. 83ff., and R.M. Grant,A Historical Introduction to the New Testament, London, 1963,p. 179.
^^2nd edn., 1925, pp. 48f,
^^3rd edn., 1937, pp. 57f. I, was sent to the church leaders,I.5:27 might seem to imply a private letter, but such an explanation is unnecessary. If it was private, why make it public. Everything in I points to a community letter and 5:27 insists that all the church hear it.
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We reject E, Schweizer's attempt to prove II was originally a Philippian letter copied and kept at Thessalonica, 'Der zweite Thessalonicherbrief ein Philipper- brief? Th.Z. 1 (1945) 90-105. This is pure conjecture and ultimately based on a misuse of Polycarp, ^  Phil. ll:3f. see fn.41. This text is referred, P.V. Benecke in The New Testament in the Apostolic Fathers, op. cit., p.95 and Rigaux, pp. 116f., to 11.1:4 and 3:15. In spite of the close connection with a Philippian reference the origin of II can not be determined by this very inadequate argument.For further discussion cf. W.R. Schoedel, The Apostolic Fathers, Vol. V, London, 1967, pp. 33f.
^^A point made by A.L. Moore, I and II Thessalonians (N. Cen. B.), London, 1969, p.15.
Studies in the Gospels and Epistles. Manchester, 1962, pp. 259-278. Originally published in B.J.R.L. 35 (1952/53) 428ff. . For the same view, R. Gregson, *A Solutionto the Problems of the Thessalonian Letters', Ev.O. 38 (1966) 76-80 and R.W. Thurston, 'The relationship between the Thessalonian Epistles', B.T. 85 (1973/74) 52-56.
^^'Abfassung und aitesten Saramlung der Paulinischen Haupt^briefe' Z.N.W. 51 (1960) 225-245.
^^Earlier W. Hadorn had placed the letters in this period, 'Die Abfassung des Thessalonicherbriefe in der 2eit der dritten Missionreise des Paulus', B.F.Th. 24 (1919/20)67ff. and 'Die Abfassung der Thessaloniçher briefe auf den dritten Missionreise und der Canon des Marcion', Z.N.W. 19 (1919/20) 67-72.
^^Zeit und Geschichte, op. cit., pp. 295-315 and Paulus und die Gnostiker (Th.F., 35) Hamburg, 1965, pp. 89-157.
Zeit u. Geschichte, p. 308 = Paulus> pp. 153f.
^^C.J. Bjerkelund, Parakalû. Form, Funktion und Sinn der parakalù - Sëtze in den paulischen Briefen (Bibliotheca Theol. Norvegica 1), Oslo, 1967, pp. 127ff.
^^G. Ogg, The Chronoloorv of the Life of St. Paul, London, 1968, pp. 126,132, says Paul arrived in Corinth in 
the early days of January 50 A.D. and set sail for Syria in the autumn of 51 A.D. Between these two dates Paul conposed II. Cf. Küramel, op. cit., pp. 179-181. J. Knox, Chapters in a Life of Paul, New York, 1950, pp. 30ff., 61ff., virtually dismisses Acts as a basis for the chronology of Paul's letters supposing that the latter furnish a sound basis, e.g. Gal, 1:18,
26
21, Rom, 12:25. In his opinion we should date I not long after 40 A.D., (II also, if genuine). T.H. Campbell,•Paul's "Missionary Journies" as reflected in his letters', J.B.L. 74 (1955) 80-87 has to all intents and purposes demonstrated the basic harmony of the Lukan and Pauline material.
56Many MSS refer to Athens as the place of writing and append this as a note to 1.5:28 ( (pKj è{7WA K L). Against this stands 1.3:1 whicn would be ex^essed differently. Acts 18:5 says Timothy rejoined Paul at Corinth which can suit I.3:Iff. However the movements of Paul,Silas and Timothy are not at all clear.
57See chp. 4, fn. 43.
58Marxsen, op. cit., p. 44 considers II was produced soon after 70 A.D. and written to combat Gnosticism. This is more reasonable than Schmithals ' theory but he still has the problem of finding 'Gnosticism' in Thessalonica at that time. Cf. too W. Harnisch, Eschatoloaische Existenz, Ein exegetischer Beitraa zum Sachanlieaen von I. Thessaloniçher 4:13 - 5:11 (F.R.L.A.N.T., 110), Gdttingen,1973;contends that Paul is dealing with Gnostics, pp. 77-83.
59The debate on pre-Christian Gnosticism and Gnosticism within the N.T. and N.T. period continues.R. McL. Wilson's judicious words upon the subject are worth quoting. "We can indeed speak of an incipient Gnosticism in the N.T. period but how much of the later developed Gnosticism was already present at any given stage is still obscure". He argues that nothing in Thessalonians or for that matter Philippians demands a Gnostic explanation. See Gnosis and the New Testament Oxford. 1968, pp. 30 and 58ff.; Also his earlier book The Gnostic Problem London, 1958 and the chapter on 'Gnosticism in the N.T. Times',pp. 64ff.
^^So Oepke, p. 129 and W. de Boor, Die Briefe des Paulus an die Thessaloniçher erkl&rt. Wuppertal, 1960, p. 20; but both after hesitation.
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CHAPTER TWO
THE ESCHATOLOGY OF I AND II THESSALONIANS
In order to appreciate the setting of 11.2:1-12, 
we must consider the important place eschatology has in the 
two epistles- At a glance it is clear it plays a major 
role, which indicates, on our dating, that this type of 
material was already accepted as a fundamental part of 
mission preaching and Christian belief, only twenty years 
after Christ's death .
I THESSALONIANS 
After a thanksgiving in I.l:2ff., Paul goes on to 
recall his mission work at Thessalonica and its attendant 
success. He notes with pleasure, that the work is con­
tinuing, because the original groundwork was deep and 
lasting- They had turned, I: ;^ e<TT|oe c|^ çCTé , from t^ heir
idols to serve the living and true God, 1:9. The message, 
which had been given to them, was not merely of redemption 
in this life, but of full salvation in the future. The 
hope which they possessed placed them in a position of 
waiting for the appearance from.heaven of God's son, Jesus, 
1:10. '
The way in which these ideas are expressed in l:9f.
has led to the interesting suggestion that these two verses
2contain two strophes of three lines each .
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A. ^BKecTTj>eLjjo(Te Tb\/' ©éov/ TÛJV 6lGu\w\/
Aoü\tU6‘'/ ê>fiO i^l/K)
% o<\ ol\/c< p êv/é-iN/ Tbv/ uio V 0(oTou 6l< T o û V OvpcK/W\Z»
B. '^ûv/ y^ÊJç>e\^  eK Tw\/ VeK|>w\/
I (Tbv \/ 'To'/ j5 éVc) ^
“"Ek t’?|S
The first line of each can be seen to point to 
the past, the second to the present and the third to the 
future- Whether we have a hymn is not an important concern 
for US- Our interest lies with the words in the state­
ment of faith and the redemptive eschatology it displays-
a) The words used in this 'missionary' statement
are rather unexpected, that is to say, there is nothing 
typically Pauline about them- Turned, (in effect, con­
verted, e 7 \ « < T T p e ), is used by Paul in II Cor- 3:16, 
(an 0-T- citation), and Gal. 4:9- In the latter instance 
it can hardly mean "Converted", as it does in 1.1:9 and 
frequently in Acts,/3:19? 9:35 etc. The application of
real, ( ), and living, ( ), to God, must be
traced back to the O.T,, cf. Ex. 34:6; Num. 14:21? the 
latter wordj(only found here in Paul in relation to God- 
Moreover instead of reading, '-yieŸ had turned to God ', 
we might have expected the word 'Jesus' or 'Lord', cf.
Rom. 6:16ff, There is also the unusual Greek word for 
wait, ( of\/o(.pe\/0 ) - Elsewhere Paul uses a compound of 
S 0-c<L, . Finally, we have the unique Pauline
eschatological reference in the verb, deliver, ( )^ .
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b) The cross, defined as "for us", appears in other
places in the Pauline writings, Rom. 5:6,8; I Cor.1:13? 
8:11? II Cor. 5:14? Gal- 2:20, but with an application 
to the present time and past sins. Here however, the 
redemption is eschatological.
AOn the basis of these striking features, Dibelius
suggested that I,l:9f. was typical of the Pauline message
and that the Apostle had used words which were common to a
missionary's vocabulary. We must recognise that a group
of people in the same profession or occupation would today
use a specialised vocabulary, but if in this case Paul is
drawing upon a common-word fund, why does he not use these
words elsewhere and/or with similar nuances? It seems a .
real possibility that we have here a pre-Pauline formula
which sets out to show' in theological terms what missionary
work achieves and brings. An absence of any reference to
the cross strengthens this possibility, for we must surely
believe that if Paul composed these verses himself, he
would have brought in some direct reference to it, i.e. in
5association with the resurrection . On the other hand,
Paul could hardly have used a formula which excluded the 
cross, which he regarded as central to his theology and 
preaching. Gal. 1:4? I Cor. 1:23. No doubt mention of 
eschatological salvation implied the cross in the Apostle's 
mind.
The way this (confessional?) assertion of faith
is expressed strongly suggests that it was intended by 
(Hellenistic?)^ Jewish Christians for the Gentiles, 
Various things seem to indicate this. The name Jesus is
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used by itself (cf. its Jewish setting in Mt. 1:21), idols 
are contrasted with the living and real God (typical O.T. 
thinking), and there is the possibility of a pun, assuming 
an Aramaic or Hebrew Vorlaae, on the name Jesus and the 
verb deliver. These points would suggest characteristic
7Jewish traits and hence Jewish origin .
If these arguments are correct, it is evident that
Paul is not to be regarded as the creator or even principal
exponent of the Parousia idea. Parousia may be a Pauline
word, but the concept will belong to the belief of the church
before Thessalonians was written. That Jesus was to appear
"from heaven" was an expectation eagerly awaited. Perhaps
this arose from such simple assertions as, 'Jesus is coming',
8'Jesus is coming from heaven' or'Jesus will appear' .
From these affirmations would arise the eager expectation
of the eschatological Saviour, cf. 1.1:10. It would appear
to us that Paul has incorporated a formula in I and lent
personal authority to it by the mere fact of re-iteration.
This understanding of I.l:9f. may help to explain
9the use of the first person singular in 11.2:5 . All
scholars have noted Paul's desire to stress his own
personal involvement and interest at this juncture in II.
10He had often told them himself about these things, i.e. 
verses 3 and 4 particularly, but probably v.6ff. as well.
Yet we are left wondering if that is the only reason.
Why could he not have associated his co-workers in this 
mild rebuke? Why did he need to emphasize his own 
activity? It cannot be that he alone gave the teaching, 
since 1.3:2 shows that he had confidence in the ability
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of Timothy to establish the young community in its faith.
1.1:9a suggests that 1.1:9b,10 was used by Paul, Silvanus 
and Timothy so it is unlikely that Paul gives apostolic 
authority to II,2:3ff. apart from these two who were them­
selves termed apostles, 1.2:6. We may suggest rather,that 
Paul wanted to lend his personal authority (11.3:17) and 
touch to the eschatological traditions which he had handed 
on to them. In other words reference to the Apostasy, the 
Anomos and the Katechon were part of the apocalyptic 
tradition passed on to them at the mission time, and could 
not be discarded, misinterpreted or forgotten at will.
He is saying 'I, Paul, told you often,- do you not recall 
this?'
Since Paul is the sole author of I Corinthians,. 
we cannot find a similar change of person in that letter.
We can, though, see the same attitude reflected in chapter
1115, in connection with the handing on of earlier tradition 
The build up of first person singular verbs is very impres­
sive? (bis), Kd/
ov/ , 15:1-3. Paul's indebtedness to tradition
12is not to be under-estimated « /
Another indication of his use of tradition is found 
in I,2:15f. Chapter 2:1-16 continues the thought of the 
original mission work. It culminates in a reminder that 
present sufferings at the hands of fellow-countrymen are 
paralleled by the Jewish persecution of Judean churches.
This leads to a violent accusation of the Jews, who are 
only completing their history of guilt, and in consequence 
are lying even now under the wrath of God. This is in
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very sharp contrast, to 2:13f. Why Paul chose to use 
such forceful language at this point, remains unclear.
What does become clear from a study of the passage is that 
we have once more hints of pre-Pauline tradition in 2:15,16. 
The use of words in these two verses suggests ^  this 
opinion. Instead of the expected verb for the death of 
Jesus, cTTo(upooo we have ^TvoKTe-iVto Only in
Acts 3:15 is this word used again in connection with Christ's 
death. It could be that Paul chose it as the most apro- 
priate word for this context in which it becomes virtually 
equivalent to 'murder'. On the other hand Paul could have 
received it from earlier tradition and belief, which had, 
by the use of & K o  KTeiVyO , interpreted the action of 
the Jews against Jesus - perhaps for apologetic reasons,.
Then we have ê k ^icov<oo , haoax legomenon, 
although two codices D and A have it in Lk. 11:49. Whether 
we translate it (from the context) "drove out", or '.'per­
secuted", it is a strong word for Paul to use and shows 
how intensely he felt about Jewish opposition towards his 
missionary work. Could it not indicate also that others 
shared his feelings? However, it is not the only word 
used once by Paul in these verses. Opposed, 
appears nowhere else^^. Finally, we should note that
15some Greek MSS, of the Testament of Levi parallel v.16c
This has led to the suggestion that v.l6c is a post-Pauline
addition . Such an explanation is not necessarily
required. It is quite possible to envisage both sources
17using common apocalyptic material . V.16c has an integral
link with v,15 and v.l6a,b, which certainly suggests an
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original unity. So as.vv.15,16 are.not typically
Pauline, they can be regarded as pre-Pauline tradition .
In view of these unusual features and the
similarity with Mt. 23:29-38, i^t has been proposed that
Paul is using material from earlier tradition^^. This
does not mean literary dependency but a borrowing from
common oral sources. The similarities between I.2:15f,
and Mt. 23:29ff, are quite striking. Similar ideas relate
to the prophets having been killed, persecution, completing
the guilt of the Jewish sins and future condemnation. In
both places, similar words are used, ^
( 6K - ) w K w  y ( à'i/oi -) K'l p/oJ . Moreover, in spite
of Rigaux's denial , both passages have eschatological
overtones. True, Matthew may aim a series of Woes against 
kthe ï^risees, but v.36 seems to point to an apocalyptic 
judgment. The purpose and setting of the pericope in 
Matthew are due to the Evangelist, but this does not hide 
earlier material which has been used and developed by Paul 
in 1.2:15,16.
In conclusion we can make four points,
1. Behind the violent accusation of 1.2:15,16 lies earlier 
tradition.
2. This tradition is reflected in material contained in 
Matthew's gospel but used differently,
3. The early church, perhaps for apologetic reasons, 
passed judgment on the Jews and found them guilty of 
the crucifixion, cf. Acts 2:23.
4. An apocalyptic judgment was the inevitable conclusion 
to such Jewish attitudes and practices. Matthew
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sees this fulfilled in the Fall of Jerusalem, A.D.
90 9170 , whilst Paul leaves it undetermined
The roots of Pauline eschatology once again
22reach back into an earlier part of the church’s life
From 2:17 - 3:13, Paul explains how much he has
missed seeing the new converts and outlines the lengths to
which he has been to find out about the situation he had
23so hurriedly left behind . Timothy’s good news of con­
tinued faith has reassured him and so he can conclude this ;
Îsection with a prayer that he may be able to visit them j
1
soon. Meantime they must stand firm in their faith, ready |
for the coming of Je,sus with his saints, 3:13. In chapter 4, j
!the Apostle reaffirms the mode of conduct that is becoming i
to the Christian. We can probably detect in this passage |
ia hint of the sexual and ethical problems which were ,
facing the young community. New moral standards brought ]
moral problems. Paul then makes an appeal for mutual love 
towards each other, (is there a suggestion that the community 
was still a group of individuals, or that the tendency to i
individualism was very and an effort to demonstrate
this and the respectability of Christianity to the outside 
pagan community.
In a rather abrupt manner Paul alters his thought.
An eschatological problem had arisen which demanded an 
immediate answer. Certain members of the community were 
worried about the state of the dead in Christ. This was 
pressing, in view of the near arrival of the Parousia.
The basic problem does not concern the non-arrival of the 
Parousia and the death of Christians^^; nothing in 4:13ff.
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warrants this explanation. Rather, some have died,
(although this is not explicitly stated), and relatives
and friends are worried about the status of their dead
kinsmen and friends. It seems that anxiety over this
question was serious, because Paul writes that they were
25sorrowing just as if they had no hope, v.l3 . The problem 
does not concern the fact of the resurrection. Paul would 
surely have discussed it in detail, if that were the basic 
concern, cf. I Cor.15. The problem is high-lighted in the 
words of V.15, of of I
"7{o(pOU(T/ok\/ TOv K vp iO U  Ou yij KOijUi/j
It appears that some considered that the dead would not share 
in the joy of the Parousia^^- Paul counters this by saying 
that the dead will not be at a disadvantage? on the contrary, 
they rise first, to meet their Lord.
All of this Paul declares by "a word of the Lord", 
Xoyto KyJpfou . Two questions immediately confront us :
(a) What is the extent of the word?
(b) What does the expression mean?
Question (a) need not detain us long since whether the word
relates to 15b or beyond will not affect our thesis.
Suffice it to say, that v.lSb contains in brief what is
27expanded by various images in v.l6f . This makes it very 
difficult to recover the exact words of the logion. There 
are three elements in v.lSb,
i) The coming of the Lord
ii) The premier position of the dead
iii) The subsequent position of those who are
alive at the Parousia.
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With apocalyptic imagery i) is described in detail in 
V.16? ii) is briefly mentioned at the end of that verse, 
"and the dead in Christ shall rise first"? iii) is refer­
red to in v.lTa, with 17b relating to ii) and iii), "to 
meet the Lord in the air".
The basic content of the logion is clear, but 
what does "the word of the Lord" mean? A number of 
answers have been given,
1. Paul is quoting from or alluding to a 
saying or thought in the Gospels.
Mk. 9:1 and Mt. 22:32 have been suggested
as sources, or, and more likely, Mt. 24:30 
28and Jn. 6:39f. . However, none of these
really relates to the problem troubling
the Thessalonians. Unless we argue that
Paul modified the texts considerably, we
29can dismiss this view. A variant of this
view, but equally inappropriate is the idea
30that Paul is summing up the teaching of Jesus
2. Paul is basing what he says upon an agraphon,
31cf. Acts 20:35 , This will always remain a
possibility since we have no way of proving or 
disproving such a claim and we must suppose 
that many agrapha, (irrespective of authenticity), 
circulated in the early churches. It is 
certainly possible to see v.lSb as a statement 
of Jesus in some such form as, "Those who remain
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alive at the Coming of the Son of Man,
(altered by Paul to his then favourite 
expression "Parousia of the Lord")# will 
not precede those who have tasted death.”
The terms and expressions of v.l6f. preclude, 
it would seem, that they were part of the 
authentic logion.
3- Paul believes that what he says is in accordance
32with the mind of the risen Christ „ We 
have an illustration of this in I Cor. 2:16 
and 7:10,12. In the latter case, Paul dis­
tinguishes between his own word and that of the 
Lord, cf. too vv.25,40. We must notice however 
that Paul does not explicitly say that he has 
the mind of Christ, i.e. that by living so close 
to his Lord he can pass on what he believes 
Christ would say or have him say. V.IO implies 
this, yet at the same time infers a specific 
charge or command from the Lord. In Corinthians 
he is dealing with ethical problems, whereas in 
Thessalonians he is encountering a theological 
—_probXem. However this^  idea, of Paul's living 
contact with Christ enabling him to speak a 
"word from the Lord", could be linked to either 
the first or second view^. The strongest 
argument against this suggestion is that Paul 
would have made clear that he had no specific 
word, as he did in Corinthians. Indeed the
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way Paul expresses himself in 1.4:15 suggests 
he is thinking of a definite word.
334. Paul is using a prophetic word . Prophecy 
was well-known in the early church. In Acts 
prophets are frequently mentioned, ll:27ff;
13:1; 15:32; 21:9ff. In I Cor. 14 rules
are laid down to govern its function within 
the community. It was certainly rated very 
highly by Paul, since unlike tongues, it was 
extremely profitable and edifying, I Cor. 14:3,31. 
It is clear that it is not to be equated with 
preaching but is the utterance of a specific 
revelation, 14:26. This revelation could be 
in the form of fore-telling. Acts ll:27ff. or
relating apocalyptic truth. Rev. 1:3; 22:7.
okThe roots ^or this N.T. phenomenon must be 
located in O.T. prophecy, where the word of 
the Lord was spoken through God's servants,
Ezek. 34:1; Amos 5:1. The phrase,,"in a 
word of the Lord", expresses the revelatory 
message, II Chron. 30:12; cf.Ecclusw48:3.
If the word was prophetic, was its author Paul^^ 
or someone else? If it was Paul we would have 
expected him to have used the first person 
singular, cf. 11.2:5; 3:17. so perhaps we
should look for some nameless prophet.
Whatever be the truth about the origin of 
the logion we can be sure that to Paul it was
39
a revelation from the Lord. The authority 
for what he has to say was from Christ.
5. It is possible that Paul is quoting from or
35alluding to some apocalyptic source . If 
a Jewish source we must presume that any 
statement has been translated into Christian 
terms. As we have no knowledge of any such 
work though we are left to useless speculation.
The most likely origins of the logion are those 
suggested in 1. and 4. It is conceivable that Paul 
considers that what is said in v,15 is based on what Christ 
actually said as reported to him. Alternatively the logion's 
source could be a prophecy but recently Hill has quite 
rightly queried the creative role ascribed to the prophet 
in the early church^^. What does emerge from this dis­
cussion is that whether the logion is a prophecy or linked
37to an earthly word of Jesus in some way , we do have an 
indication of pre-Pauline material, since we think it unlikely 
that Paul is using his own word or prophecy.
As "a word of (from) the Lord" Paul uses it to 
comfort and calm fears which had arisen in the community.
The apocalyptic imagery of v,16f, (if part of the logion, 
this must indicate a Jewish-Christian background), heightens 
the expectation of the Parousia. Coming, descent, trumpet, 
gathering of the elect,,archangel and the meeting in the air 
encourage a very literal hope. More important than the 
details, however, is the underlying belief (which has come
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via the church) of the death, resurrection and coining 
of the Lord who will raise the dead and living to meet him 
in the air. Such hope and faith has gone a long way beyond 
the Jewish idea of the visitation of God at the End, to 
centre in the personal coming of Messiah who will bring the 
dead to life and unite them to himself, together with the 
transformed living. After this event, they would be forever 
with their Lord. Such was the comfort Paul gave the com­
munity.
Paul has not yet finished with eschatology.
He now broadens his perspective to relate ’the Day of the
Lord* (1.5:2) to daily living (1.5:1-11)^®. We have
already mentioned that Paul is not saying here, "the Day can
39come at any moment" . He is insisting that believers 
ought to be so alive to the possibility of its coming that 
they read "the times and seasons" (5:1)^^ about which they 
had been instructed earlier. To the "sons of darkness 
the Day will be unexpected and come as a "thief in the night" 
(5:4). Yet the possibility remains that some
of the "sons of light" will also be unaware of and unprepared 
for the Coming Day. Against this danger Paul urges them to 
be disciplined and equipped with spiritually-protective 
armour (5:8)^^.
The use of the thief imagery allows us to draw
aside once again the curtain of Pauline thought and find a
link with earlier tradition^^. This particular imagery has
had its impact on the church at all stages of its early
existence. It is taken up again in II Pet. 3:10 and
44Rev. 3:3; 16:15 , and employed by two of the 4 Evangelists
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Mt, 24:42-51; cf. 25:1-13; Lk. 12:35-38, 39f.; 13:33-35.
45Jeremias considers the simile to he an authentic logion 
of Jesus, appearing in the Gospels with a changed application. 
Originally it was directed to the hearers of Jesus to warn 
them of a coming eschatological catastrophe. Later the 
church applied it to its members, cf. Lk. 12:22; Mt, 24:3, 
even if in every passage it has retained its relevance to the 
unbeliever and unrepentant. Bultmanâ^ takes the opposite 
view and believes the parable to be a creation of the church 
in which the delay of the Parousia is presupposed.
We need not determine the origin or Sitz im Leben 
of. the imagery. From its use we can deduce that it was a 
well-known Parousia metaphor which has been adapted for use 
by Paul (and other writers)presumably from an oral rather 
than a written source in Paul's case. If so we can observe 
here one more instance in I of pre-Pauline tradition 
fashioning the eschatological thought of the Apostle and 
being used by him^^.
The final section, I.5;12ff., consists of a series 
49of exhortations . Our attention is drawn particularly to 
the nature of these instructions. They are nearly all 
designed to promote unity and understanding amongst church 
members. Is there any reason for this? There must have 
been a very tendency for many of the new converts to
be highly individualistic in outlook and pay scant attention 
to church authority, 5:12, fall out with other members, 5:13, 
and perpetuate wrongs, 5:15. On a more theological level 
there would be those who advocated certain attitudes to 
Christian experience; for example, despise prophecies.
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5:20. The need for teaching on unity is understandable 
if we keep in mind that here is a young Christian community 
trying to adjust to new ethical standards and faith in the 
Lord Jesus Christ. It is against this background that we 
must see the problem of the group who were saying 'the Day 
of the Lord has come', II.2:Iff.
The epistle ends with a final salutation, in which 
Paul puts them on oath to read the letter to all.
From this brief analysis of eschatology in I we 
can reach the following conclusions.
1. Eschatology is one of the main concerns in 
the epistle. Understanding it, or applying 
it, caused difficulties to new converts.
Unused to O.T. prophecy and Jewish apoca­
lyptic ideas they had questions arising from 
trying to reconcile their previous way of 
thinking and acting with that preached by Paul,
We may suggest that the situation shown by I 
parallels that of other newly-established 
churches.
2, Evidence has been produced to show that Pauline 
eschatology is not a creation of the man himself, 
but is derived from earlier belief. No doubt 
Paul developed ideas from church tradition as
he did ideas from the O.T. (cf, on the Anomos).
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3, Eschatology brought a vivid expectation of 
the coming of Jesus, l:9f.y 4:13ff. At the 
same time, Paul tempered it with a more sober 
expectation of precursors leading up to that 
event, 5:Iff,
4, Whilst Paul borrowed and adapted O.T, and Jewish 
apocalyptic traits to describe the Parousia 
expectation, we must not lose sight of the 
original features of the Thessalonian escha­
tology. The community were encouraged to look 
for a personal Saviour, who would descend from 
heaven and attract his people to him. The 
keynote of hope is not some renewed or idealised 
Jerusalem but to be "for ever with the Lord".
Eschatology mattered to Paul and the young com­
munity. How else can we explain the space given to it in 
Thessalonian and Corinthian letters? Therefore we need 
not wonder that a second letter followed so closely on a 
first dealing with the same important area of Christian 
belief,
II THESSALONIANS 
After an introduction, the Apostle offers a 
thanksgiving to God for the community. They were loyal 
to their faith, in spite of present persecution. This was 
only testing their worthiness for the kingdom of God, which, 
in due time, would bring about their vindication. They
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will inherit glory and distinction, whilst those who
disobey God will be cut off from his presence. Using a
mosaic of O.T. texts, he describes vividly the certain
50ruin of the wicked, l:8f. , but prays that the called of
God may show their faith to the glory of Jesus Christ, 
l:llf. The points to notice here are:
The violent way that Paul outlines the doom
awaiting those who do not know God or obey the 
51gospel, 1:8 , We should compare this with,
I.2:15f.
2. The apocalyptic imagery, such as we find in 
I.4:13ff,
3. The use of eschatology to bring strength to 
the troubled community, l:llf., cf. 1.4:18.
Paul now passes on to the main point of the letter. 
He has found that the present situation in Thessalonica,
in so far as he knows what is happening in the community,
merits more eschatological instruction. He sets out, 
therefore to recall certain parts of his teaching related 
during his first visit, 2:5. His pre-occupation with 
End-time signs is not to recall them for their own sake
but to prove that the view held by some in the church is
wrong. He writes asking them to do justice to and safe- 
c / 52guard, u Ke ^  , the Parousia and eschatological gatherii
to the Lord, If they do not he is afraid that they will be
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/ C 3shaken from their mind ( \/oü5 = from a true understanding)
and troubled. This might come about in three ways and they 
are specified as and "as if
from us", 2:2^^. Lest the believers were being shaken in
ways other than those he specifies Paul also urges them to 
be deceived by no one in an^ay, 2:3a.
The problem is mentioned in an all too brief and 
enigmatic phrase; "The Day of the Lord has come" ( v^ ev^ )^ ^
Does this mean that the 'Day' is here but not the Parousia,
or that the Day is imminent? This thesis will suggest 
that neither of these views is true. In some sense 'the 
Day' was thought by certain believers to be actually present :ik’tn'rit really had come. This does not deny ^ belief in a future 
hope and the Parousia in particular. If they had denied • 
the latter it is likely Paul would have written in a different 
way and using stronger language, since belief in the Parousia 
was an important item of Christian faith. However if the 
"Day of the Lord" was treated in a non-Pauline way, there 
was a danger that the idea of the Parousia might be eroded.
So Paul sets out to show that the Day is a future Day which 
must be preceded by events and signs, which are yet to occur.
Paul does not answer the problem by a frontal 
attack or in some philosophical way. He does not use O.T, 
proof texts. We have already argued that for pagan converts 
such references would have little relevance^^. In typical 
Pauline fashion he refers to points of doctrine which he had 
already taught them. He asserts rather than argues, which 
is precisely what we find in I Cor. 15:12,20. There are 
two signs which he mentions; The Apostasy and The Man of
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57Lawlessness « No doubt he would have mentioned other 
general signs of the End, earthquakes, famines, and false 
prophets,if it would have helped his case, but the two 
he chose in particular are inter-related and'occur directly 
before the End, the Parousia. So the community are 
instructed to look for the two signs since when they occur 
Christ will come, destroy apostates and the Anomos and bring 
about final salvation. For this they, the Thessalonian 
believers, were elected, 2:13.
58At the moment though the Katechon is present
and the "mystery of lawlessness is at work". They are 
59experiencing (or aware of) the Katechon, y .6 and Katechon 
V.7. The time will come when the Katechon will withdraw 
( 6 K and the Anomos will be revealed
to carry out his Satanic-inspired activity. He is anti- 
God 2:4 and anti-God's Messiah 2:8, He is possessed by 
Satan and works by the latter's power and authority, 2:9, 
but his sphere is limited to those who reject the Gospel 
and disobey the Truth.
This thesis will attempt to show that the figure 
of the Anomos (Antichrist) is in certain respects unlike 
any other in Biblical or non-Biblical texts. Human pre­
cursors and traits of Belial lie behind the figure, as do 
texts speaking of Satanic possession, but in the end we are 
forced to conclude that belief in an End-time opponent of 
God has arisen within either the belief of the church or 
Pauline thought.
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Apart from Revelation, this passage proves to be 
one of the most difficult eschatological sections in the 
whole of the N.T,
In 2:15ff. Paul reminds believers that they must 
hold on to the traditions, which had been taught earlier 
by the missionaries. These were the very essence of 
Christian hope, 2:1^. The way he addresses himself here, 
shows that he did not treat the community or part of it, 
as Gnostic heretics. No 'Galatian tone' is adopted (cf.
Gal, 1:9) for these people are still in the mainstream of 
Christian belief.
Then Paul passes quite naturally into a request 
that the church pray for him in his work, 3:Iff, He 
expresses confidence in them as a group of believers, but. 
points out that laziness can hinder the church's welfare.
Paul had given them an example to follow and idle busy- 
bodies must follow it, 3:6-12, 'Family' advice is offered 
and finally he concludes with a signature which authenticates 
the letter 3:17, and of course. The Grace, 3:18, cf. Rom. 
16:20; I Cor. 16:23; 1,5:28,
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On eschatology and ethics see B.N. Kaye,'Eschatology and Ethics in I and II Thessalonians', N.T.17 (1975) 47-57. Whilst we agree that the evidence about the disorder in the church (11,3:6-13) does not permit us to relate it to a false or one-sided new eschatology, it is doubtful if eschatology does not have some implications which might lead to a loss of moral earnestness, cf, the implications of which could lead to antinomianism, Rom. 6:Iff.
G^. Friedrich, 'Ein Ta.uflied hellenisticher Judenchristen, I Thess. l:9f,*, Th.Z. 21 (1965) 502-516,Cf, too P. Stuhlmacher, Das baulinische Evancelium,I. Voraeschichte (P.R.L.A.N.T., 95), Gdttingen, 1968, pp. 258-266 and Best, pp. 85ff,
oTo refer to eschatological salvation Paul uses X w  t I Cor. 3:15; 5:5; Rom. 5:9 and (Twr/|Rom, 13:11; Phil, 1:28; I.5:8f.; 11.2:13. W. Fôerster,' cTi^Juo ' in T.D.N.T., VII, pp. 965-lp03: 992 saysis above all for Paul a future eschatological term. W. Kasch,' pu 0 uoiL ' in T.D.N.T., VI, pp. 998-1003: 1003 refers tothe following texts With this Greek verb in an eschatological context; Rom. 11:26; cf. Col. 1:13; II Tim, 4:18 but none of these deals with deliverance from future wrath,
^Ad loc.
Munck, *I Thess. 1:9-10 and the Missionary Preaching of Paul', N.T.S. 9 (1962/63) 95-110, denies the presence of a missionary formula. His criticism lingers on the absence of any reference to the Cross, which he regards as an essential ingredient of early preaching.
^C. Bussmann, Themen der oaulinischen Missionsprediqt auf dëm Hinterorund der sofltltldisch-hellenistischen Missions- literatUr (EuropËisçhe Hochschulschriften Reihe 23, vol. 3), Bern-Frankfurt, 1971, pp. 39ff.
^The use of the plural o u ptK\/Cô\/ does notnecessarily indicate a Semitism. Paul uses the singular ten times and the plural eleven, see Moore, ad loc., although in this context it is probably a confirmation of the view suggested,
, ®Cf. I Cor, 16:22 Ho<pV/ & 8  R. (*has ^ome*) or MKpoi'/oi GS (bur Lord come* with C.K. Barrett, The FirstEpistle to the Corinthians (HI. N.T.C.), London, 1968, ad_i loc^)H. Conzelmann, Der erste Brief ajif die Korinther (Meyer, 11th edn.), Gdttingen, 1969, ad loc. points out that linguistically it is impossible to decide for a perfect or imperative. If perfect it can only be read as 'Our Lord has (is)come', cf.Did. 10:6 where it must be imperatival from the context.If it is an assertion in I Cor., it still sheds light on the kind of simple expression of faith made by the early church.
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QOn the question 'I' and 'we* see E.H. Askwith,' "I" and "We" in the Thessalonian Epistles', Exp. VIII, 1, 149-159, Best, pp. 26ff., Bl-Deb. para. 280, K. Dick,Der Schriftstellerische Plural bei Paulus,.Halle. 1890, yon Dobschütz, pp. 67f., J.A. Eschlimann, 'La Redaction des Epîtres Pauliniennes', R.B. 53(1946), 185-195, W.F. Lofthouse, 'Singular and Plural in St. Paul's Epistles', E.T. 58 (1946/47) 179-182; idem ' "I" and "We" in the Pauline Letters', E.T. 64, (1952/53), 241-245, E. Mayser, Grammatik der Griechischen Papyri aus der Ptolemëerzeit, II, 1, Berlin, 1926, pp. 40ff., Moule:, pp. 118f., Noulton-Turner, p. 28, Rigaux, pp. 77-80.If we take into account comments of scholars on the other Epistles of Paul the literature is vast. We shall limit ourselves to I and II since in our opinion it is impossible to find a consistent practice in Paul, (cf. Dick, o p . cit. who affirms this). Apart from which other letters are later than II and may reflect a greater consistency since Paul uses the singular fairly regularly (I Cor. Phil. Rom. Phlm. cf. Askwith, ibid, pp. 150-153). Cf. E. Stauffer, ' eyw * in T.D.N.T.. II, pp. 354-362. 'We ignore the use of 'We ' (or 'Our') which plainly includes the readers in what is stated, 1.1:3; 4:15; 5:6;11.2:1,16. The rest of the references can be taken in the following ways;
(1) Epistolary Plural
Since the singular is used in five places (1.2:18;3:5; 5:27; 11.2:5; 3:17) this suggestion is unlikely.We would not have expected someone using an epistolary we (=I) to drop into the singular. This plural is not frequent in papyri letters although it is well-established in later Greek (Moule  ^p. 118).
(2) Real Plural
Most scholars take Paul's use of the plural to indicate that he associated (pluralls sociativus) Silvanus and Timothy with the writing of the letter. Precisely what the association was we are left to conjecture, but probably Paul felt that the sentiments he expressed were those shared by the other two. In addition to which he wanted his readers to understand that all three missionaries shared together in the responsibility of the church's well-being and growth.1.3:1 is alleged to create difficulties (cf. von Dobschütz, p. 6 8 ) but it can refer to _Silvanus and Paul without difficulty. In our opinion, although 1.2:1-13, 17; 3:5 suggest the authorspeaks for himself they can still be referred to both Silvanus and Timothy. ' A pluralis sociativus will not necessarily exclude the personal feelings of the actual writer coming to the fore. As far as possible then a real plurality is conveyed in the Epistles. At the same time we must beware of treating the plural as a pluralis modestiae. which could suggest that Paul is hiding behind two other people and in effect writing what he wants to say through their names. The 'modesty*(if present in the 'we') lies in his willingness to associate what he says with his co-workers.
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In view of what we have argued the * I * must foe set over against the Plural and suggest that when it is used in the letters Paul wanted to remind his readers of his own personal interest (1.3:5). In three instances it appears to convey a note of authority as well (1,5:27;11.2:5; 3:17).
^^See chp. 1 , fn. 14.
11Conzelmann, op. cit.,'Exkurs: Die Christusformel;I Kor. 15:3-5,'pp. 296-300. He concludes that the formula originated from an earlier time because it was guaranteed by witnesses, not the church. J. H. Schütz, Paul and the Anatomy of Apostolic Authority (S.N.T.S., 26), Cambridge, 1975, pp. 84-113 tends to reject this view. An apostle is not a guarantor of the tradition, p.1 1 2 .
^^E.g, in 1.4:15, 'word of the Lord'; 5;lff. the thief simile.
13Cf. Rom. 11:3 where it is used in relation to prophets in a quotation from III Kgdms 19:10,14. The use of the word in I may have been influenced by the LXX rendering.
14Cf. Acts 26:9; 28:17.
l^T.Lev. 6:11 Ccj) ^ (Ppyîj kupiOU
TéVoç,.
Moffat, Introduction to the Literature of the New Testament. Edinburgh, 1927, pp. 72f. B.A. Pearson,•I Th. 2:13-16: A Deutjero-Pauline Interpolation', H.Th.R. 64(1971) 79-94, takes to refer to%destruction ofJerusalem and believes 2:17 follows.on 2:12 more naturally,
17Fragments of T.Lev. have been found at Qumran in Caves 1 and 4. See D. Barthélémy and J.T. Milik, Discoveries in the Judean Desert. I. Qumran Cave I. Oxford, 1955 and J.T. Milik,'Le Testament de Lëvi en arameen, fragment de la grotte 4 de Qumran', R.B. 62 (1955) 398-406. Other Aramaic fragments have been found, see A.-M. Denis, Introduction aux Pseudepiaràphes Grecs d'Ancien Testament. Leiden, 1970, pp. 52f, D.S. Russell, The Method and Message of Jewish Apocalyptic. London, 1964, pp. 55ff. considers T.Lev. to be the oldest section or nucleus of the work.
^®R. Schippers, 'The Pre-Synoptic Tradition in 1 Thessalonians 2:13-16', N.T. 8 (1966) 223-234. For the specific link with Matthew (regarded as pre-Thessalonian) see J.B. Orchard, 'Thessalonians and the Synoptic Gospels',Bib. 19 (1938) 19-42 and E. Cothenet, 'La Deuxième Epitre aux Thessaloniciens et l'Apocalypse synoptique', R.de S.R. 42 (1954), 5-39.
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^®Pp. 445f.
onThe woes of Mt. 23:29ff. are intimately connected by the writer with w.37ff., so that the latter interprets the former. In Luke the two are separated 11:47-51 and 13:34,35, but in Matthew the two are brought together to show that Jerusalem must be punished because the city represents the sins of the present generation,
21As in Matthew, so in I, the Jews are pictured as completing a certain measure of sins, which when full will bring inevitable divine judgment. This may be regarded as already in action, but has not quite reached its end or else be suspended at present. A.T. Hanson, The Wrath of the Lamb. London, 1957, pp. 69ff. refers it to the spiritual state of Jews lying under spiritual condemnation.
^^Best, pp. 1 2 2 f.
23See R.W. Funk, 'The Apostolic Parousia: Form andSignificance* in Christian Historv and Interpretation; Studies Presented to John Knox (ed. W.R. Farmer, C.F.D. Moule,R.R. Niebuhr), Cambridge, 1967, pp. 249-268. He isolates passages (e.g. Phil. 2:19-24? I Cor. 16:1-11) in which he considers Paul has demonstrated his apostolic parousia (= presence: his italics) through three elements
(a) a letter in lieu of his actual presence
(b) an emissary as his representative
(c) a hope of an impending visit.
He thinks that all three are brought together regularly by Paul in a 'discrete section' of which 1.2:17-3:13 is an example. Whether Paul deliberately used a particular form to convey his parousia is arguable. Funk finds difficulty in locating all three elements in the 1 2 passages he lists.
^^Against W. Neil, Thessalonians (Moffët N.T. Comm.), London, 1950, p.90, who believes the missionaries had left without saying anything about the dead who die prior to the Parousia; the latter being expected at any moment. Paul however, writes in such a way that the text implies he must have dealt with the resurrection theme: so W.D, Davies, Pauland Rabbinic Judaism, London, 1948, p. 291 and A. Schweitzer, The Mysticism of Paul (transi, by W. Montgomery), London,1931, p. 92. Of course the death of believers did constitute a problem for the early church, cf. 1 Cor. ll:29^f.; 15;lff.By the time Paul wrote I Cor. he must have thought out the situation of'the dead in Christ'. Perhaps he was still thinking it through when he preached at Thessalonica, or else he did not have enough time to explain everything in detail.
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Neil, OP. cit., p. 99? Rigaux, pp. 527f.O. Cullmann, Christ and Time (transi, by F.V. Filson),London, 1951, pp. 240f.
^^Schweitzer's interpretation of this passage is well-known, op. cit., pp. 75ff. Relying on apocalyptic views Paul's comforting answer is that the dead will rise to share in the Messianic Kingdom, cf. I Cor. 15:23-28: similarly J. Weiss, Der Erste Korintherbrief (Meyer, 10th edn.), Gottingen, 1925, p. 358* H. Lietzmann, An die Korinther I.II (H.ZéN.T., 2nd edn.)? Tübingen, 1923, p.81. Schweitzer goes on to write that this kingdom is only temporary and leads on to a general resurrection and the End. The citation of 4 Ezra 7:26ff.; II Bar. 30 and Rev. 20:2f. for this alleged Jewish strand of belief is totally inadequate since the works are post-Thessalonian. I.4:15ff. do not seem to imply any temporary state. P. Hoffmann, Die Toten in Christus. Münster, 1966, pp. 206-238, espc. p. 232, suggests Christians thought the resurrection was coming at the end of the Messianic kingdom. On the motivation of the passage, HarniSch,OP. cit., pp. 19ff. who groups together scholars-, under two headings-; (a) those who think the church supposed the Christian dead would not rise to share in the temporary Messianic Kingdom and (b) those who consider that the delay of the Parousia created an unexpected question for the new community.
27Dibelius on 1.4:15, Best, pp. 193f.
28Cf. Rom. 14:14 with Mk. 7:15. Any allusion is very tenuous as with the other suggestions made.
29The view is held by A.H. Askwith, 'The Eschatological Setting of 1 Thessalonians', Ex p . VIII.l 59-67? Orchard, jOP- cit., p. 23f. (allusion to Mt. 24:30f.? 25:6)? D.M. Stanley^'Pauline Allusions to the Sayings of Jesus', C.B.Q. 3 (1961)26-39. L. Hartman, Prophecy Interpreted (Coniectanea jBiblica, 1), Lund, 1966, p. 199 says Paul used a form of the ISynoptic eschatological discourse.
30L. Cerf aux, Christ in the Theology of St. Paul, Edinburgh and London, 1959, p. 38,
131G. Wohlenberg, Der Erste und Zweite Thessalonicher- i briefe, 2nd edn,, Leipzig, 1909 and Frame, both ad. loc.; ;W. Foerster, ' ' in T.D.N.T., III, p. 1092? A. Resch, |'Der Paulin!sms und die Logien' in T.U., 12, Leipzig, 1904 pp. 338-341 and J. Jeremias, Unknown Savinas of Jesus,(transi, by R.H. Fuller, 2nd edn.), London, 1964, p. 14.
^^f. Masson, ad loc., who suggests a parallel with | I Cor. 15:51f. where mystery could be a personal revelation or | something mulled over and given in the Spirit.
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w. Marxsen, 'Auslegung von 1 Thess. 4:13-18',
Z.Th.K, 6 6 (1969), 22-37, pp. 35f. The word is an early prophetic word come into the tradition as a word of the Lord. Cf, too Best, p. 193? Friedrich, '1 Thess. 5:1-11?, op. cit., 
p. 299, and Harnisch, o p . cit., p. 40.
34. 'P.W. Schmiedel, Die Briefe an die Thessalonicherund. an die Korinther (Hand-Coramentar zum N.T.), Freiburg,1892, p. 29 citing the following texts for Pauline revelations. Gal. 1:12; 2:2; II Cor, 12:1. Also J.G. Davies, 'The Genesis of Belief in an Imminent Parousia,', J.Th.S. 14 (1963) 
104-107.
Bultmann, Historv of the Synoptic Tradition (transi, by J. Marsh, 2nd. edn.), London, 1968, p. 128, who asserts 1.4:15-17 is a new dominical saying taken over from Jewish tradition.
^^D, Hill, 'On the Evidence for the Creative Role of Christian Prophets', N.T.S. 20 (1973/74) 262-274. He looks at the evidence for prophecy in the N.T. and concludes that the creative role attributed to prophets by Bultmann and others is not warranted. He writes, p. 274, 'Another group, however important, can hardly have possessed the authority to speak in the name of the Risen Lord and have such declarations accepted'. Still prophets did have great authority being placed second in the lists of gifts or 'offices', 1 Cor, 12:28; 
Eph. 4:11.
37Cf, J. Jeremias, New Testament Theoloav, Pt. I»The Proclamation of Jesus (transi, by J. Bowden), London,1971, p.2. He refers to Rev. 1:17-20; 16:15 etc. asexamples of new sayings of Jesus.
We have already noted Friedrich's rejection of this pericope. He believes o p . cit., pp. 298ff. that we can detect a modelling of 5:1-11 on 4:9-18. (4:9 with 5:1;4:13 with 5:6? 4:14-17 with 5:9f. and 4:18 with 5:11. Buta mere repetition of phrases 4:9,18 with 5:1,11 do not justify an interpolation theory and the differences between 4:13,14-17 and 5:6,9f. speak against it. Rigaux has dealt with Friedrich's theory by investigating the tradition and Pauline redaction of this section, 'Tradition et Redaction dans I Th,V. 1-10*, N.T.S. 21 (1974/75) 318-340. He argues that all thematerial in these verses shows connections with traditional apocalyptic ideas and/or is found in other Christian traditions,
39See chp. 1, pp. 3ff.-
4.0On 'Times and Seasons' Strack-Billerbeck, II, p. 589 and H. Braun, Qumran und das Neue Testament. Vol. I, Tübingen, 1966, p. 234.
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^^Hebraic expression. Rigaux ad loc. for a resume of the theme of darkness in O.T. and Jewish literature.
42There is no evidence for a traditional baptismal catechism (against Harnisch,pp. 131-142). The contrast of light and darkness, 'son of ... ', emphasis on vigilance etc. do not indicate the need to understand the passage in this particular way. Nor need we suppose an attack by Paul on "gnostics" as •implied by w .  3, 6 - 8 particularly, cf. pp. 80, 112f., 138, 140.
^^Thief imagery is found ip the O.T. but not extant apocalyptic works; see Job 24:14? Jer. 29:9? Obad. 5 Joel 2:9. The last reference is in the context of the Day of the Lord, but refers to the invading army's approach, not to the Day itself. The imagery continues in Christian literature? Did. 16:1? Gospel Thomas.21?Harnisch. o p . cit.. pp. 60-62, 84-116, has made a detailed study of the thief imagery. He concludes that it is part of the Jewish apocalyptic tradition, p. 94. However there is no such evidence, as we have already stated. Rigaux thinks the imagery in Q and PaXil goes back to Jesus.loc. cit., p. 324.
^^The risen Christ is symbolized by the thief in . the Apocalypse.
^^The Parables of Jesus (transit by S.H. Hooke)London, 1963, pp. 48ff.
^^Svnoptic Tradition, p. 171. Jeremias and Bultmann agree that the delay motif is prominent in the present settings.
^^If Paul was the source for later writers we might have expected the phrase, 'thief in the niaht', to be taken over as a unit.
^^C.H. Dodd, The Parables of the Kingdom* London,1936, p. 167, argues that Paul "knew a tradition which con­tained the parable with an application substantially identical with that of Q", i.e. Mt. 24:43 and Lk. 12:39. This application to Advent expectations goes back; he surmises, to the very earliest stage of tradition. The whole of I.5:2f. contains statements from Jewish tradition cf. Harnisch, op. cit., p. 76, n. 83.
\ ^ ^^Paul introduces the section with  ^w TiveVVP yoiL . He uses the more personal verb ofrequest (see chp. 4, pp. 65f. ) probably because he is dealing with a difficult point - respect for community workers.
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50It is unlikely that we have a pre-Pauline hymn in w .  6-10 (as W. Bornemann believes .Die Thessalonicherbrief e (Meyer, 6th edn.), Gdttingen, 1894, ad. loc.). The texts, drawn from the LXX are woven together in a rhythmic style in order to heighten the thought of the public and glorious disclosure of Christ and the horror of the coming judgment.The material may well have come to him through the early church.
^^C. Roetzel, 'The Judgement Form in Paul's Letters', J.B.L. 8 8 (1969), 305ff. maintains that in 11.1:5-12 we have, what .he calls, a Judgment Form, based on 4 elements in pre-
exilio pronouncements, i.e. (1) Summons to hear (2) Accusation(3) kessage Formula (Therefore) (4) Announcement (you shall be). The Pauline Form is slightly modified (1) introduction(2) delineation of offence (3) punishment (4) Hortatoryconclusion. In II.l:5ff, (3) precedes (2). He also findsthe same Form in 11.2:1-8. Paul may well have had such a pattern in mind, without it being too rigid. Cf. too, idem. Judgement in the Communitv, Leiden, 1972, pp. 91ff.
7^ 6JO 4 see chp. 4, pp. 65ff,
» c  *5  V I\/oo^ Î see chp'. 4, pp. 88f. |
^^See chp. 4, pp. 104-109* !
55 '!For a full discussion of the expression, seechp. 4, pp. 92-103. ;i1
^^See chp. 1, p. 6. |
57 'See chp. 5 for The Apostasy and chp. 6 for The Man !of Lawlessness.
^®The Katechon, chp. 7.
oVSrc<Te s see chp. 7, pp. 538ff. !
^^Withdraws : see chp. 7, pp. 550ff.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE TEXT AND TRANSLATION OF II THESSALONIANS 2:1-12
A. The Greek Text
We have ignored a number of minor textual cor­
ruptions and have dealt with variants which could have a 
bearing on the exegesis of the passage. All major Greek
texts have been consulted along with B, Metzger's,A Textual
1 2 Commentarv on the Greek New Testament, major commentaries
3and Giblin's fairly comprehensive remarks ,
v.l To G Kupfoo . Omit irj B-bo sv^.
Manuscript evidence is very strong and all Greek N. Testa­
ments retain it^. Giblin gives examples of this expression 
in an eschatological setting, cf, 1,1:3? 2:19? 5:9 et al.
V. 2 \ / ù o ^ . Add u p w y  D E  330 latt sy^^ sa. cf, I Cor,
14:14, It has probably been added to give a more personal
reference.
MqGe S v c / e u ... pi^ Té
For read p»^ Tér E K L P et al, Chrysostom,
Almost certainly an assimilation to the following triple
/ fwhich occurs only here in Paul, For 
... pK|G6 see Rom. 14:21.
TbD Kv j)\ oO . g)t(rTou for
KV p 1^0 0 , K L et al. Unlikely in view of 1,5:2
Ko p Too and 5:4. The textual evidence is very weak.
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V.3 o(\/ü[üiV^  , èi B  8 1 8 8^^ et al. arm
Marcion, Tertullian, et al.  ^A jvc( pTi ok A D G K P tp
8 8 * 2 n_ lat sy got Marcion, Irenaeus, Tertullian,
Hippolytus et al. Whichever is correct, the sense is 
little affected, cf, I Jn. 3:4. The Man is characterised 
by either sin or lawlessness. In spite of the broad- 
based support for 'sin' the other is slightly more probable,
a. In 2:8 the anti-God figure is termed 'The Anomos'.
b. We have a three-fold use of 'revealed' or 'revelation',
Ï /vv. 3 ,6 ,8 ? so if we read o^ \/ojV\oC^  have a three­
fold use of the word in vv. 3,7,8.
< /c. Copyists are more likely to have altered to p T(Oc^ j
Metzger.
V. 4 t W  '/oCov/ 'To o  D e o o  , Add 0eV\/^ (G) K L 
pm sy^. Probably a gloss. A totally unnecessary expres­
sion as it is contained in the following statement.
v.5 The two variants &pou for ioV' and
for have very little support and
require no comment.
V.6 h o ' T o o  , 0^* A K P D G read aoc u TOu
There is no need to accept i u o ’T o d since cxoToC? is 
emphatic by position and has a reflexive meaning.
Obviously the former helps to clarify the person referred 
to, and perhaps for this reason the U.B.S. text follows it,
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V.7 ^oVô\/ 6 KolTéywV . Add Ko6Téy&Tw
Support for this cornes from the Latin tradition.
Obviously an interpretive comment.
V.8 r| (T<50^  , The evidence for this, ç)s? A D* G P
and many other witnesses is too strong for its omission 
(B K MS). According to Giblin the addition of 'Jesus'
to 'Lord' (without 'Christ') is proportionally more frequent 
in the letters to the Thessalonians; Nine times as against 
sixteen in all other letters.
v .8 (J'v/G'Xe'? The following points need to be made.
(i) We can discount o/V(Xi^ e-? ; Hippolytus only.
(ii) 'A\/o(.\t6 (re-i is probably due to the following
KKToL ^ y » MS support is not very strong, K
ID Idpm sy*^ ' Origen, Basil and others.
(iii) is a most unusual form? an impossible
Aor. opt, ( (X! ^ D* G). A.v/'ocXo'T/ , a present 
derived from à'VoiXoto =
(iv) ^A\/6\e7 from »pe to (slay). Only here in
Paul, Is this due to the influence of Is. 11:4 on
the copyist's mind? Support comes from A B P al.
It is a difficult decision to have to make.
There is little ‘support for & vo6 XoT which is a possible 
translation here, 'whom the Lord Jesus consumes by ... and 
will destroy by ...'. could be a corruption of
àv'ocVoL or an inexplicable compromise between c^fv/ocXc/? 
and . It is less likely to point to & .
The interchange of oi and ei is without parallel. We shall
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read dV e-X , if only for its Manuscript support and 
possible allusion to Is. 11:4.
T(^  D* K 251 483 cf.
illustrationem (few MSS of vg) and illuminâtionem (g*).
5Sirard argues that the accusative preserves the correct 
reading with Ao(poor\^c^ (2:8) referring to the Anomos 
and ou (2:9) following on naturally. But as Frame^ 
says 'the collocation of ou  ^ which resumes o\/ (v.8 =
ton/ c/\/o jjov )f with Diu To u is more difficult to the eye 
than to the ear'. The dative has overwhelming MS support 
and parallels TtO 7^ V6ru j J \  (2 :8 ).
v.lO ev & "K . Add "T^  ^ to the following
, D K L P. As Giblin notes, the absence 
of the article is favoured by its position before a defining 
genitive.
> before ToT^ \\ v jutVo and 'Tou B e o G
for 6 6 iV ^ or )Gp»(pTOU added after it,
have too little support for comment. They are explanatory 
glosses.
v.ll . TTt|jlp Êri J K L P pi, it vg^^ sy.
This is probably due to the use of the future in v.8 . But 
this is to neglect the h t S T l \ / of v.9 and the paradox
which is involved. The parousia of the Anomos is due to 
Satan and yet in the end it is God who sends the Lie.
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V.12 T\o i \ / T e ^ . ^^ A7Cc(\/T6 ^  ^  A G F
If we read either it makes no difference to the sense of
the text.
f . Add 6 \/ before âGiK»cj,^ A K L P 
al. An unnecessary addition.
B. A Translation of II Thessalonians 2:1-12
1. But we ask you, brethren, to do justice to (and 
safeguard) the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ and 
our gathering to him,
2 . in order that you are not quickly (easily) shaken from 
your understanding of the faith and disturbed? whether 
through a spirit utterance (prophetic word?), a word or 
letter, as if they were from us, making out that the Day 
of the Lord is here and now,
3. In fact, let no one deceive you in any way. If first 
The Apostasy has not come and The Man of Lawlessness - 
been publicly unveiled,, the son of destruction,
4. who opposes and exalts himself above every one termed 
god and every object of worship, so that he takes his 
seat in the temple of God, proclaiming that he is god - 
the Day of the Lord has not arrived (or, is still future, 
or, cannot have come).
5. Do you not remember that I often told you about these 
very things when I was with you?
6 . And now, you are experiencing the Katechon in order 
that he (the Anomos) is to be publicly unveiled at his
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appointed time.
7, For the secret plan of Anomia is already set in 
operation, only the Katechon is present (now) until 
he withdraws.
8 . And then the Anomos will be publicly unveiled, whom 
the Lord will slay (possibly, consume) with the breath 
of his mouth and render ineffective by the manifestation 
of his presence,
9, whose presence is due to Satan's domination and is with 
all power, false signs and false wonders
1 0 . and with all deceit leading to unrighteousness, to those 
who are perishing. The reason is, they did not receive 
(accept) the love of the truth in order that they might 
be saved.
11. On this account God sends them a deluding error, with 
the express purpose of making them believe in The Lie,
1 2 , and be judged - all who have not believed the truth 
but delighted in unrighteousness.
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0 von Dobschtltz, Frame, Rigaux. For the MS. 
tradition Rigaux, pp. 281-307.
^^London and New York, 1971.
^Giblin, op. cit., pp. 50-57.
^For the various forms used for God or Christ in the two letters von Dobschtitz, Exkurs on 1.1:1, pp. 60f.
0 XP • 1.1:3; 5:9,23,28; 11.2:1,14,16;3:18.‘oKop! 'U<r. Xp . 11.3:6o Mjr. 1.2:19; 3:11,13; 11.1:8,12.It is very natural to retain in this verse.
^L. Sirard, 'La Parousie de 1'Antéchrist, II Thess. 2:3-9' in Analecta Biblica. 17-18, Rome, 1963, pp. 89-100.
P^. 268.
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CHAPTER FOUR
AN ESCHATOLOGICAL PROBLEM FACING 
THE THESSALONIAN COMMUNITY
We now proceed to a careful analysis of the struc­
ture and meaning of II.2:l-3a with the object of finding out
what difficulties and dangers faced the young church. It
is only when the problems are understood that Paul's later
treatment of eschatological themes will be seen to be more 
relevant to the situation. We shall, therefore, pay close 
attention to the language and style of II,2:l-3a,
The S e  of V.1 provides a general contrast between 
the preceding and following sections^. It is not a specific
contrast of e ptjo-rco p e-\/ with ~T\ y  e Boc 1 :1 1 .
2The particle introduces a concern that the hope of chapter
one and particularly v.lO, oTocv^  e\/f
è\/ 5.yit?\£ tKuTou will not be lost through any kind of
deception. There is no mere transition from one aspect of 
the Parousia to another; rather through a false statement,
3the vivid expectation of the coming of Christ was in doubt .
The author turns to request ( ep T w )
the community to consider a subject which is vital to their
and his interest^. In classical Greek the verb^ meant 
mainly 'to inquire' and was used only in questions. By 
N.T. times it had become equivalent to the Latin 'rogare'
even though it retained its former sense *interrbgare' in
6 ■ „  1 some places . Since 'to request' is common in Koine Greek ,
there is no need to suppose a Hebrew substratum
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The verb occurs four times within the Pauline Corpus and 
apart from Phil. 4:3, all are within the Thessalonian 
letters. It seems fairly certain that in spite of its
association with U) /  ^ (2 out of the 3 cases
mentioned, 1.4:1; 5:llf.), it has its own distinctive flavour.
It lays emphasis on the persons requested^^. It has also 
been noted that in certain cases, where the request is con­
ceived of in a question form, e.g. Lk. 14:18f,; Jn. 19:31, 
it bears the sense, 'Will you do so and so ...?' This
yields a more personal touch in seeking an answer to the 
11matter - This may well apply here, 'We ask you. Will 
you do what we ask?'
There is no great significance to be attached to 
the use of &S» L . It is found frequently in both
epistles, e.g. 1.1:4; 2:1,17; 3:7; 4:13; 5:1; 11.1:3;
2:13; 3:1,13. The word serves to underline the nature of
the request; it is personal and links the author with his 
readers in a quite natural way. An example of this can be
seen in 1.5:12 where growing tension between the leaders and
other members of the church forces Paul to request them to 
pay respect to the former; epLvT
Perhaps the word ( otS(£:\(f>oC ) had become a formality with
Paul, but his readers would, no doubt, appreciate the sentiments 
it conveyed.
The opening few words, therefore, initiate, what is
to be one of the most difficult.eschatological sections in
the NiT. and lead to the first grammatical problem. What
/is the object of the request? Does it lie in the py| T15 
o<T\^ Tv^  <r»j^ of V.3, or the 'Tp
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of V.2? If so, what is the relation of vJT^ ep
"7\o( p o v> r / x   ^ to'the verb eptOTtojJeV ? We can only
answer these questions by a detailed look at u
All recent commentators agree that the preposition
has no adjurative sense^^. It is pointless to adjure by a
subject under dispute and u 7\/p becomes used in a way
foreign to the N.T. Most, therefore, give it the sense of
'concerning' (= Txapi ). A few suggest some nuance
derived from the meaning 'on behalf of'. We shall consider
,  /  /first the evidence adduced in support of u ^ p for Tvépi ,
1. There is a great deal of evidence for the 
interchange of meaning in Koine Greek, ' The 
distinction between the two had become dull,^^
So P. Tebt 1.19:4 (B.C. 114) cov/ è(T>^  p>£X'\/<S5^
'Con­
cerning the cultivators whom you said you were 
sending, we do not require them.'f^ .
2, There is frequent evidence that the two are 
regarded as synonymous in the textual tradition.
It could be though, that this is due to a 
blurring of prepositions, which has taken place 
at a later^time. As examples we can cite
1.5:10 7\ep/ *B 33; U7\e p p^^ ^
A D G. Gal. 1:4 p^^ * A D G;
( f 511= p B H 33.
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3 . is used in the sense of .
Bauer^^ cites Lk. 6:28; Col. 1:3 (v.l.
Ü TvG p ) ; 4:3; 1.5:5; 11,1:11; 3:1
etc. Here the preposition is used with certain 
verbs and nouns, such as 'ask', 'pray', 'prayer' 
and introduces the person or thing in whose 
interest the petition is made.
‘'YTtep is used in the sense of
' 18in the N.T. Blass-Debrunner cite only
'Pauline' examples. II Cor. 8:23; 12:8;
11.2:1; Phil. 1:7; 4:10. Moulton-Turner^^
add Jn, 1:30 (v. 1.  ^A C )^ ; II Cor.
1:8; 1.3:2, noting that the practice is almost •
20entirely confined to Paul. Moule adds
Acts 8:24; Rom. 9:27 and gives the translation
for our passage, 'in connection with the coming'.
Bauer is more indefinite with his classification.
II Cor, 12:8 is placed under the heading 'Moving
cause or reason' and translated 'with reference 
21to' and he does the same with II Cor, 8:23;
11.2:1; II Cor, 1:7 only citing them under the
/ 22heading i^tout, concerning' ( T^epj )
He says, significantly perhaps, that although 
u p may be used for 7C6 pL , it still 
contains the sense 'in the interest of', 'in 
behalf of as in Jn. 1:30; Rom. 9:27 etc. .
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These four arguments have convinced many scholars 
that we should translate it here 'concerning' or 'about 
Before accepting this view a look at other passages in the 
Epistles, where 6 p occurs, will reveal that the 
equation is not as simple as it looks.
I.3:2, po( vCpcV ÜTtèp U p w  \/ .
At first sight it might appear as though we have a parallel 
with 11.2:1, ( "A K for ,èpuJTc(tO ). But
this is not so for two reasons:
(a) The apostle is not asking or requesting his readers? 
he is positively encouraging or exhorting them.
(b) As E. Best^^ comments, 6  p = is too
weak, as we need to bring in the idea of 'for the 
benefit of'.
II.1:4,5, 6 xèp u7\o upi^v/» UT^ep Koù 'KcicryeTe.
In both cases Frame^^ opts for 'concerning'. In the first 
instance this is more probable but in 1:5. u K e ^
carries the idea of 'on behalf of' or 'in the .interest of 
cf. Phil. 1:29; I Pet. 2:21.
1.3:9, Ô 7 \ é y  439 1518. Clearly 7^ 6 pt is the correct 
reading and the context shows the straightforward meaning 
'concerning'.
1.5:10, ’I'od <5:7vO0 oCV^OV/TO^ UT^érp pw\/ : UTKey
P^° ^  ^ A D G; B 33. In the light of
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Rom. 5:6ff.? 14:15?
I Cor. 15:3? II Cor. 5:15? SiSopott
B H pm ( T^ept * A D G), Gal. 1:4?
Xo(po(Ç\&t>polL ÔTié^ Gal, 2:20? Rom. 8:32? we should 
( /probably read u 7^  6 p . 'On behalf of' is a far more
meaningful construction.
In our view the interchange of the two prepositions
27has been taken for granted all too easily , In Thessalon- 
ians 6 X 6 p can bear the sense'on behalf of or 'in the 
interest of'.
In the light of the comments we can approach 2:1.
There have been those who have felt the need to translate
28 29'in the interest of or 'zugunsten' . The thought then
being expressed is that in the interest of the coming of
Christ, the readers should beware of any deception. Their
interests would lie in a correct understanding of the future
event or the correct expectation for it. Von Dobschtitz ' s
charge, that this meaning is too artificial, is unfounded.
On the contrary, the context seems to support this view
more than that of von Dobschtitz, since the passage as a whole
is very much concerned with a correct understanding of future
events.
There is, however, one further possibility which 
needs to be explored. In certain cases of 6 xep with 
the genitive, we have to use an infinitive verb to provide 
an appropriate translation^^. Gal. 1:4, 'Too So\/To^
uTo\/ "Tw\/ ot p ^ pTi w\/ .c/x'who gave himself
to atone for (or remove) our sins'
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Rom. 1:5, Too c\/oyii7o^  *^^700,
'to spread his name'.
Rom. 15:8, 6 x 6 p «\v^ 9e'c<(^  Ôeoü , 'to show the
truth of God'.
II Cor. 1:6a,b, 6 xèp Upi^ v/ (bis),
comes to mean 'in order to comfort you', cf. II Cor. 12:9?
1.3:2. So in our text? 'We ask you, brothers, to consider
32the Parousia' , (with the thought of safeguarding a true 
appreciation of it or doing justice to it).
Perhaps we can approach the same conclusion by 
another route. There are a few texts in the N.T. where
/ ip L with e pvJTk w  virtually yields the content of
the request in an infinitival form.
Lk. 4:38, Kctv çCoTov' *7\6p'l
'And they asked him about (for) her', i.e. to heal her^^. 
Lk. 9:45, &pWT^cro<L ofvTox/" "TCtfl "TOO TooToU,
'to explain it'.
Jn. 16:26 âyuD vO-r/|(TuJ T on/*T\olT upCov^
'to help you'.
Jn. 17:9, w  "Xepl otvTw/ e p w T w ,
possibly 'I ask them to be guarded', cf. v.ll.
There are two qualifications which we must make 
for this second approach.
(a) There is no example of 1 p w "Ta! W  with 7\6r
or u x e p  in Paul other than 11.2:1. The verb
is, of course, only used four times in Paul.
(b) In the examples given the preposition is 7vep6
not u X e p • However if 6 X £ p was used it
would yield the idea of something done involving
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someone's interest.
• We are suggesting therefore, that Paul used 
oxep to give the content of the request and that we can 
translate, 'To safeguard' or even, 'to do justice to' with 
the thought of self-interest.
We now come to the two events which are in danger
i 'of being misunderstood. The two words used, AocpotKHc^ 
and exi are linked by a single article^^.
No doubt this is to show the intimate connection between the 
two events and the personal interest of the readers in the 
former. This thought of Christ's coming and the saints 
coming with him occurs elsewhere, cf. I Cor. 15:23? 1.3:13?
4:15ff? see also 1,2:19? 5:23.
Both terms have been taken as technical terms in
35the N.T. .. As such it is usual to take the two to refer to
Christ's return in glory for the purpose of gathering the
35 37saints to himself . The first term has had a long,
varied and extensive history. Together with its cognate 
/verb "XOkp pL it bears two senses.
i) presence 
ii) coming, visit
It is applied (in a technical^^ or quasi-technical sense^^) 
to the visits of kings or important officials and evokes the 
festivity, joy and trappings of such events^^. Milligan 
says that the references to the parousia of a king
are sufficient to suggest, an interesting comparison with the N.T. usage of the word to denote the Parousia of their King or Lord for which his people are to make ready41.
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From the secular area, the term passed into
cultic contexts and was used to describe the parousia of
gods^^. Little has been made of this when considering
N.T. references'^. It is just possible that the cultic use
TK.Sof parousia inspired Paul to declare the true Parousia ».ae" was
later to happen, in all probability, with the word
Any attempt to find a Jewish background will not succeed due
45to the lack of evidence . We are left to suppose that 
there has been a deliberate borrowing of the Greek-Hellenist 
term for Christian purposes. It was a well-known word and 
evoked the very ideas which Christians attached to the 
thought of the coming of Christ, Just as the visit of a 
king created expectancy, excitement and activities to show 
the correct respect as well as the happiness of the occasion, 
so 'The Heavenly Visit' would create the same response^^.
It is almost taken for granted that 'coming' is 
to the fore in the use of the noun. This we would want to 
question. We have already remarked that the verb and noun 
have two senses. In Pauline writings we find both. For 
example in I Cor. 16:17 Paul rejoices at the coming of 
Stephanus and others, whilst in II Cor, 10:10 the word can 
have no other meaning than presence, 'they say ... his bodily 
presence is weak ' .YW-^Whenever the translation ' coming ' is 
considered appropriate, we have to ask thgUgh if the other 
sense has to be excluded or if, indeed, it could be upper­
most in Paul's mind. If Paul is evoking a hellenistic royal 
visit does it mean that coming is the only thought in his 
mind? A royal visit, in our opinion,involves not only 
'coming' but 'presence'.
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In Cor,. 16:17, which is cited so strongly for 
'coming' it would appear that both senses are warranted.
Paul explains why he rejoices at the parousia of friends,
'for that which was lacking'bn your part they supplied'.
They could hardly do this if the word referred only to their 
coming. Let it be noted that Paul uses the present tense,
/ to express his feelings. In other words he 
is saying, 'I am rejoicing now at their coming here and their 
actual presencei It is our contention that both senses 
are applicable to eschatological references? they are 
intimately related, as they would be in the minds of people 
greeting their ruler.
/There are two other occurences of "7\o( x
in our pericope. In 2:8 the Lawless One will be rendered
useless xo(p O U f l a n d  in 2:9 we
have the parousia of the Anomos. In both cases the sense 
of 'presence' predominates. In 2:8 if 6 K » (j) ok, is
translated 'manifestation' or 'appearance'it does seem
odd to use the phrase 'appearance of his coming'. It is 
better if we consider the phrase to mean 'manifestation of 
his presence'. The fact of his being there will destroy 
the Anomos. In 2:9 the verb & supports the idea
that the presence not arrival of the Anomos is to the fore. 
First, the following description of power, wonders and signs 
is more applicable to the presence of the Anomos than the
coming of this figure. Second, as we shall show later
■> / 49£\/£j>y comes to mean virtually 'possession' and
therefore links well with the thoight of 'presence'.
Third, following the three-fold use of <Jao i4oc\u*XToO
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we might expect the noun (XXo Ko!\o (|^ i S (or verb) for
the coming itself instead of & (TT« . The whole
point of verse 9 appears to be, that Satan will possess the 
Antichrist and give him the necessary power throughout his 
existence. In our view there is a parallel between 'the 
presence of the Anomos' and 'the (subsequent) presence of 
Christ' which destroys the Anomos.
What we have determined for our pericope, also holds 
for the other eschatological references. It is impossible
in 1.2:19; 3:13; 4:15? 5:23 to exclude the idea of presence.
It is not merely the descent and journey i.e. the actual
coming, which makes the Christian happy. It is Christ's
presence which assures the Christian that he has arrived. 
Returning therefore to 11,2:1 we consider that the same 
understanding of parousia must be applied. Paul is request­
ing the church to safeguard their belief in the future 
presence of Christ. If they lost any part of the hope they 
were in danger of losing all that was implied and explained 
in I,4:13ff,
/Although Paul used the word x  ^ o v d  in
his letters, he may have already become aware of the danger
of using this hellenistic term for a Gentile (-Jewish)
church^^. Cultic concepts gave the term the idea of
spiritual 'presence' on which some could fasten their own 
51ideas and since we have shown too there is no clear cut 
distinction between 'presence' and 'coming' difficulties 
could have been created. Although the teaching of I.4:13ff. 
might be readily understood by Jewish-Christians, it could 
have posed problems for pagan converts. Even if the
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Parousia idea was pre-Pauline and well-established in 
mission teaching, cf. I,l:9f.? 11.2:5, Paul still had to
solve the problem of making Gentile converts appreciate and 
understand new ideas. The hurried ’exile' of Paul (Acts 
17:10) left many things unsaid and undefined and a later 
letter, i.e. I, could have raised more problems than it 
solved. So the author is concerned in this section to 
show' how literally and physically'he imagined the Day of the 
Lord to be by outlining climactic events prior to the supreme
manifestation of Christ's presence.
^  /The other term, gx L (Tvv/Kywy , brings the
readers to another aspect which they have to safeguard.
It is an aspect in which they had a v e r y ^ i n t e r e s t  and 
the ^ before the noun emphasizes this fact^^.
Here the noun is used in an eschatological way. • Its cog­
nate verb can be used in yery ordinary contexts? the 
gathering to a door by a multitude, Mk, 1:33? Lk, 12:1,
In Mt. 23:37 = Lk. 13:34 it describes how Jerusalem has 
missed the Messianic 'gathering'. Its use in connection 
with the final 'gathering^ can be found in Lk. 17:37 and 
Mt. 24:31 £. (T"vv/^ow£ i\/ (o u ^ eVcY rou^ —
Mk. 13:27 (-
The noun is used only once more, Heb, 10:25, where 
it is set firmly in an eschatological framework. The 
'gathering together' of Christians gains its purpose and 
value from the Day drawing near, o  o ^ f p
I,4:15ff. sets out what Paul considers will be the nature 
of the future gathering to Christ. The background to this 
idea is not hard to seek. It is abundantly illustrated
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in Biblical and non-Biblical texts, until its conversion
into Christian terms^^. Dt. 30:4? Ps. 105 (106);47?
49 (50):3ff.? Is. ll:llff.f 27:13 speak of God bringing
57back his dispersed people . The idea is continued in
intertestamental literature.
<yII Mac. 2:7, 6 Wg 0 -you
\<kOU f KoiL \jl\/^7oLL .
Ps. Sol. 17:26, kcO Vo(o\/ o(\j\o\/ O o  i^ y'j<Teqe{L
h v  9* Kol 1 O ,
ibid. 17:44, iSeTv/ x i  oCy<9^
(^ v\ 7\0ltj(r^ L O Qto^ .
T. Naph. 8:3,. 'God shall appear ... (TW(TbCL To
McTpod^X* Kol'i S^LKotL èvt Tw\/ k Q \ / \ Z \ / »
58Charles prefers to see here the idea of Gentiles who had ' 
not opposed Israel. In support he quotes I En. 10:21? 
90:9-16,18,30. However the preposition àvt seems to 
favour the idea that the righteous are removed from (i.e. 
out of) the Gentiles. The reference to Israel in 8:2 
seems to settle the issue? they are 'the righteous'. We 
have in this passage a re-affirmation of the hope for re­
gathering dispersed Israel,
T. Ash. 7:7 describes how Gad and Dan have been scattered 
into foreign lands but 6 u u p 5$^ Kjpv ôÇ
7C»(TTe7 Si*e\x»To(
Although Paul shared the belief, in so far as 
he considered there would be a gathering at the End, the 
literal earthly approach has been radically altered. There 
were no tribes to be gathered from Gentile lands into 
Palestine. Christ not Jerusalem has become the focal point
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of the 'assembly'. He makes this clear by his use of
lx^o(uTcn/ , v.l^^. The people involved are Jews
and Gentiles (the (S^ yioL ) not tribes ( Cj6 u\<xtT ).
The dead and living are to be raised to be united with
■> /Christ and the meeting ground is the ocv^  p . The 
emphasis is no longer on the dispersed being re-gathered 
but the assembling of a new holy people to their Lord, k<?u 
o5ViaJ^ XcKVTOTe <rù\/ KUpuJ €<rdye^oL
This 'gathering* has a further allied background 
for its origin. There are quite a few passages in the O.T. 
which speak of the nations or Jews gathering to Jerusalem 
to worship in the latter days. The event is conceived 
literally, but the object is mainly spiritual, cf. Is. 2:lff.? 
56:7f.; Micah. 4:1-3? Zech. 8:20-23? see also I En. 10:21? 
90:6-16,18,30. There is no real stress in these texts on 
God's role in this, but there are points of contact with 
Paul's thought on the subject. One goes to Jerusalem to be 
taught of God, Is, 2:3? Zech, 9:22, and to be made God's 
own Is, 56:8,
We must ask at this point why Paul was so concerned 
about these two related beliefs, seeing that he fails to 
mention them again in 2:1-17 . The only possible reference
could occur if we understand eschatologically
in 2:13. It does seem strange that he does not deal with 
them directly. He could have forgotten and followed through 
a different line of thinking about the Katechon or else have 
dealt with them in a totally unexpected manner. The latter 
approach might have been dictated by the error some were 
accepting, namely 2 q y e p o i  73v Kupioo, 2 :2 .
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Paul felt that to re-iterate I,4;13ff would be ineffective, 
if not inappropriate^^. Whether Si'
refers to a false and/or unknown letter or I, it is clear 
that some readers had mis-understood or rejected his 
previous teaching on eschatology from that epistle. How 
else can we account for the statement in 2:2? We cannot 
be certain who caused the problem but it is reasonable to 
assume they were members of the Christian community. The 
reason for their statement could be three-fold.
(i) They had failed to grasp eschatological ideas 
(ii) They had concentrated on their present salvation 
(see below)
(iii) They had a desire to establish their own prophetic 
ideas within this new and ever-growing religion.
The way in which Paul treats the error shows that he does 
not regard it as 'heresy' or over-serious. If their state­
ment had been wilful in intent it is probable that he would 
have had much more to say about the matter. There are hints 
too that the Apostle was not too certain about the situation, 
hence his warning of 3a, 'in any way'.
Two views have been expressed to suggest the 
relationship between Paul's opening request and yv. 3-12.
(i) This has been held by the overwhelming majority
of modern scholars from Bornemann to Best^^. It emphasizes 
the temporal character of Paul's outline of what is to happen 
in the future. He does not want the community to be deceived 
in any way, 3a, because two things have to happen before the
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Day of the Lord is present, 3b-4. V. 6 continues the 
temporal scheme, outlining in more detail events which herald 
the End. If these things have not happened, then, it is 
implied, the Day cannot have come.
The aim of vv.3b-12 becomes clear. It is to 
gudgken those who thought the Parousia and 'Gathering' had 
either come and gone or was overwhelmingly near. It 
presented to the community a picture of future events, in 
the light of which they could judge the truth of the situation 
cf. I Cor. 7:26-32? 10:14-22? II Cor. 6:14 - 7:1^^.
Moreover it clearly pointed out that there was to be a delay 
before the End, 2:6ff.? The KatechSn was at present per­
forming a function. However strange Paul's approach may 
seem, it nevertheless is the way in which he attempts to 
safeguard the Parousia and its associated event.
However this requires modification in the light 
of our later discussion. If the assertion in Thessalonica, 
that the Day of the Lord €v e , was understood 
by some in a different way from Paul (i.e. The coming of 
Christ) then perhaps Paul is safeguarding the Parousia by 
stressing:
(i) Its literal and physical nature, especially 
in terms of its precursors. The Katechon,
Anomos, Apostasy,
(ii) The true nature of the Day of the Lord,
In the O.T. the Day of the Lord not only 
marks the end of one epoch and the start 
of another, it is associated with the final
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battle and overthrow of evil. Now in 
this section Paul spends a great deal of 
space (in relation to the whole) describ­
ing the Man of Lawlessness and his activity, 
vv.3b,4 ,6 - 1 0 as well as judgment on the 
apostates, w .  10-12? cf. Joel. 2:1-11?
Ezk. 38:15-23? Is. 2:12? 13:9? Amos 5:20?
Mai. 4:1? and many other references. In 
other words, Paul is not only explaining why 
he believes the Day has not arrived, but also 
describing the nature of the Day itself 
He has a dogmatic and pastoral concern in 
what he writes. He must not only correct 
the error, he must encourage his young con­
verts in their future hope.
(ii) Recently Giblin has sought to cut the Gordian knot
by suggesting that 6 is a present threat to
faith of the Thessalonian community. He ( 6  )
is not some present obstacle to Antichrist, but someone whom 
the church is 'experiencing' ( ). Paul connects
this présent threat 'ontologically' with the future threat 
of the Anomos, The Apostle is looking forward
to the consummation of disbelief that is a condition for the Lord's own mani­festation in.glory as iudce and rewarder. 
(Giblin's italics)®”.
He modifies the view of von Dobschtitz and Frame, that Paul 
is quietening fears of the future, by stating
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Paul's pastoral concern may focus on on a proper understanding of the con­ditions entailed in the Christian's firm hope of final re-union with theLorflSS.
The key word for Giblin is 'conditions'. He 
tries hard to reject the notion of temporal signs and replace 
it with conditions which will bring about the Parousia. 
However Giblin's view of vv. 3-12 presents serious dif­
ficulties,
(a) He cannot eliminate the temporal orientation 
of the pericope by substituting 'conditions' 
for 'signs', The very conditions for which 
he argues are themselves temporal as is shown 
by his own description of present threat, 
future Anomos and Christ's future victory'
What he is trying to do above all else is 
avoid saying that one sign is followed directly 
by another.
' f
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(b) He objects to the first view in that it makes
v.3ff. an excursus and v.6ff, an excursus to an
excursus. Too many things are acting as
70'delays' and this is unnecessary , But the 
first view does not need to be interpreted in 
this way.
(c) Giblin states that Paul is not arguing for a
71Calendar date (which scholars have argued 
for that anyway?) and goes on to quote
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72Dibelius who says that Paul is warning 
his readers against the hope of an imminent 
Parousia. If so Paul must be concerned to 
put temporal considerations into a proper 
perspective.
(d) He refuses to supply anything to the ana- 
coluthon of verse 4. He has a very vague 
discussion of the meaning of xc/
As it is critical to his view that Paul is 
laying down conditions the following points 
emerge.
i. He does not wish to be precise about the 
meaning of 6 kCev/»
ii. He considers that even if we used
in the anacoluthon it would add nothing 
to the coherence of Paul's thought.
iii. He believes Paul does not want to introduce 
temporal concepts but only qualitative 
situations or conditions,
(e) Although Giblin has suggested a new solution to 
Katechon he has not provided a smoother connection 
between 2:1 and the following verses. There is 
quite a separation between the threat now and the 
threat (Anomos) to come (v.6 ),when it appears 
that there is a very close link between the
. cessation of the Katechon and the appearance of 
the Anomos.
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Giblin*s scheme makes for difficult reading and 
in numerous cases we are left thinking that he relies on 
special pleading for the points he makes. However he has 
added a corrective to the First View. Paul is not writing 
about signs per se> nor is he merely saying, the Day of the 
Lord is not "a date on a calendar of human reckoning 
Paul's basic concern is to show the nature of the Day, which 
is a future event and therefore cannot have come. Our own 
view is therefore a modification of the First.
We shall now look at the problem facing Paul and 
the Thessalonians under three headings.
1. The Pastoral Concern of the Apostle; in the face of 
the problem.
2. The statement which caused the problem.
3. The possible origin of this problem.
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1. The Pastoral Concern of the Apostle in the Face of the Problem
At first glance it would seem that 6 ?^ To
should introduce a purpose or result clause; ‘we ask
you ... in order that (so that)’. The way T o  is
used by Paul to denote purpose or result predominates in
his letters^^. It is, in effect, equivalent to Tou plus
the infinitive used in Luke^^. - T o  can be regarded
as y/oL or liScrTe . We should remember that ’the
Semitic mind was notoriously unwilling to draw a sharp
77dividing line between purpose and consequence” .
We have already written earlier that many scholars
argue or assume that to introduces the content of the
request. Such a parallel is alleged to be found in 1.3:10,
e - o L  T o  . So in 11.2:2 the content is
78specified , or as some have put it with reference to the
purpose sense of T o  , the matter of the request is
79stated as its aim
There are however, a few considerations which make
unnecessary the use of T o  as fVoc (= that) after
a verb of request. Before doing so we shall note the comments
of two important N.T. Grammars. Blass-Debrunner, under a
minor heading, 'Freer Usage', take 1.3:10 to be equivalent of
IVoC w i.e. introducing the content of the prayer
81they compare 2:12 and 4:9. Moulton-Turner agree on
1 .3 :1 0 , and think 2 : 1 2 could be a simple infinitive or 
after verbs of exhorting? whilst 4:9 is regarded as epexegetic. 
It is on this evidence that 11.2:2 is judged. The following 
considerations make this uncalled for.
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(a) *Eç>i/jTc^ to certainly requires a complement.
If this is found in u p ,
as we have argued previously, then we can 
treat e?^ To in the way Paul so often
uses it in his letters.
(b) The supposed parallels of e.puj-rc/uO with 
di^ To , 1.4:1 and the infinitive
& I f e \/ o( L ,1,5:12 do not justify us regard­
ing To^ as a similar construction. If
>the was omitted the case for regarding
1 1 .2 : 2 as introducing content would be very 
strong. '
(c) Apart from the three references, 1.2:12; 3:10;
824:9 , there do not appear to be any other Pauline
examples in which the phrase can be taken as 
content after verbs of 'asking *, ’requesting' 
and 'praying'. Out of the thirteen times Paul 
uses Ê To in I and II Thessalonians, nine 
occurences quite naturally take a purpose or 
result sense, cf. I.2:16; 3:2,5,13; 11.1:5;
2:6,10,11; 3:9. That leaves the three referen­
ces cited above and our passage. On 1.3:10 
Rigaux writes.
Mais To peut, avec un infinitifpris substantivement après un verb de prière conserver son sens final I Thess 3:10: priant pour vous revoir. De même dans 2 : 2 (surely 2 :1 2 ): pour que vousvous comportiez.
85
83even though he rejects that sense in 1 1 ,2 : 1  
If the second clause in 1.3:10, which runs 
SGO To I & 6  p w v/ Tb TpotrwÂOx/
V cA  VkokTX j>'r6<r'ckL ToC u (T T e  f
\jpJ3\/ is regarded as parallel to the first, 
f E 6  IV K.T. \. i^t is obvious that &i$ T o  must 
introduce purpose. Similarly in 2:12, 'exhorting, 
encouraging you and testifying, to the end that ...
'The verbs explain how Paul and his companions
Idealt with the community and the purpose of what i
Ithey did. 1.4:9 has little in common with |1 1 . 2 : 2 ;  u  o K ’ T o C  ècT te  T o  j
à'yoï'tvR’/ X ou S) e Even’there purpose or [
result need not be excluded: 'You are taught of
God so that you love one another'.
(d) The grammars do not refer to 11,2:2 as an example 
of the construction (except for Robertson^^) 
and inadequate proof is offered to suggest that 
Paul has used T o  for anything other than
purpose or result; his regular usage.
Conclusion Discussion on feu To^ >
In view of the evidence which we have presented
we feel that there is no reason for rejecting a final or
85result clause for 11.2:2 . We ought not to be too precise
in choosing between the two types of clause;Paul could well 
have written, 'we request you ... in order that you are not 
moved' or *so that you are not moved
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Having determined in our exegesis that v.l con­
tains the content of the prayer and v . 2 the intended aim 
or result, we can look in detail at the two verbs which 
follow. First of all . This is used to
emphasize the idea of shock. Coupled with it is the adverb
"T(X. . This \7ord is thought b y  most to have a
87modal rather than temporal force . Ldnemann goes too far
when he asserts it means, 'so soon after the matter in
88question was spoken of * . The context does not supply this
thought. The only temporal point in II.2:lff. which could
be related to the adverb occurs in 2:5, 6 T l
tIt could be that ToC refers back to the time of the
mission. However it is more likely that Paul is stressing 
the manner of their being shaken. They were not to be 
easily shaken from what they knew to be true.
The verb <T(x\e-6 tO (from the root TxXog 
Lk. 21:25) is used in an apocalyptic setting in Mt. 24:29 — 
Mk. 13:25. Here the reference is to a literal shaking of 
the heavens. This literal meaning occurs elsewhere in the 
N.T. Mt, 11:7 = Lk. 7:24? Acts 4:31? see also Is. 7:2?
•Jer. 28:3? Ecclus. 16:18. In our passage it describes 
mental disturbance and is used in a figurative way, cf.
Acts 17:13 (coupled with Toe pKcnT/J ) ? 2:25? Heb. 12:26,
27(?)? see also Ps. 9:27 (10:6)? 29 (30:6)? I Mac. 6 :8 ?
Ps. Sol. 8:39? 15:6.
The verb is frequently, in fact invariably, assoc­
iated with violent or sudden disturbances^^. The foun­
dations of the prison house at Philippi were suddenly shaken. 
Acts 16:26; the Jews of Thessalonica came stirring up and
87
91troubling (confusing) the crowds. Acts 17:13 and in 
Acts 2:25, David will not be ’moved' (quoting Ps. 15).
In 11.2:2 the shock may come possibly through three: means,
2 :2b, but its nature is described in the added <x;r\o
/ 92T û Z  \ / ^ o ^ . Lightfoot has sought an illustration from
the literal meaning of the word to explain the reference 
here. He suggests that they are not
to be driven by feverish expectation from your sober senses, as a ship drifts away under a tempest from its moorings.
He bases this on cro<\(^Jecr&cKi meaning
'to ride at anchor.' which is opposed to à a:o cTpcXé-ue»»/
or éro (?7v.o , see
Plutarch, Moralia 2.493D where opeÇ<\/TûU Kc?<.To<,
^ ’K O ( T u \ e i o ^ C i \ / is almost immediately followed by
c(yY^\i^Ki <^0(Teruj£ ô ô c X e J ô L . it is unlikely
that Paul had this in mind when he wrote the letter and
Findlay says that \/oG^ can scarcely hold the office of
93anchor to the soul .
We could translate the verb by 'shaken', 'dis­
turbed* or ' m o v e d A n y  one of these would be more than 
satisfactory in the context since together they express the 
idea of tottering. It should be noticed however that the 
use of the Aorist does suggest a definite act rather than a 
process. They are not to be knocked off balance easily, 
in one go. Lj is used with in Ps. 32:8;
I Mac. 9:13 and here,II.2:2 where the preposition means 
respectively, 'at the moment of, 'by' and 'from'. Since
95it has pregnant force we are justified in translating 'hinweg*
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'Shaken from their mind' j\l ou ^  occurs
frequently in Romans and I Corinthians, three times in the
Pastorals (I Tim. 6:5? II Tim. 3:8? Tit, 1:15) twice in
Ephesians (4:17,23) and Revelation (13:18? 17:9) and once
in Luke (24:45) Philippians (4:7) and Colossians (2:18).
Most commentators take it to mean 'sober sense’ or "nüchtern
97und besonnen urteilende Verstand" . They do so for two
reasons. First, it cannot in the passage mean 'intellect*
or 'organ of understanding', and second, it is generally
thought that the community were in danger of being shaken
from their / o b y  feverish enthusiasm for the imminent 
98Parousia . So the simple word''understanding* is thought
99to be inadequate. It is their 'judgment' which may falter
A few commentators are clearly not satisfied with this.
Bornemann, commenting on the cTpcX. àxo T o u  v/'oo^  says
it is a removal from the right standpoint^^^, Rigaux accepts
that the total expression means basically 'not driven from
good sense', but qualifies it by adding that this refers to
the faculty of their sane judgment^^^. These two are
attempting to give its more natural sense of 'the
understanding of some idea or another' or 'the ability to
do so'. We agree with Alford that the sense is that of not
1 02being shaken from a mental apprehension of the subject
In spite of two references which are often cited 
in favour of 'good sense* it is more likely that they 
support the meaning of 'understanding' or * apprehension'.
In I Cor, 14:14,15 Paul is very concerned to show that 
speaking in tongues only affects the oc , whilst
the \/ou5 is left baffled, i.e. the comprehension of
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what is said. Similarly in the next verse, he says he 
wants to sing and pray with the \/oo<^ , i.e. true
understanding. There is no thought of judgment or good 
sense, cf. I Cor. 14:19. It seems likely that Paul intends 
the same thought in 2:2. The community were not to be 
shaken ' from the comprehension of what they had been taught *. 
Two further points support this view.
(i) To give \/ou^ the meaning 'sober sense*
would be to give it a' unique meaning in the N.T.
(ii) If the Day of the Lord has been 'spiritualised' 
by some members of the community, it makes 
excellent sense to warn all against being 
from a true understanding (comprehension) of 
what they had been taught.
The second verb which Paul uses is © p o euO
This word occurs only three times in the N.T., here and
Mt. 24:6 = Mk. 13:7^^^. In view of its occurence in Mark,
it has been thought that we have a word of the Lord^^^.
Whatever the truth of this suggestion, the word itself is
very difficult to define. It occurs only once in the LXX,
105Cant. 5:4, for which Bauer gives it the basic meaning of 
'inwardly aroused*. The Hebrew reads, 'ny bowels were moved 
(murmured) for h i m ' . I n  the light of Jer. 31:20 this 
could mean 'yearned for him'. Some Hebrew MSS read 
for the MT, ’iV'b) , so we have the suggestion of
'perturbed* or 'disturbed within me', (cf. RSV, 'was thrilled'). 
The LXX Q K-ouV loc poO oCuTûv/ favours the MT,
In either reading of the Hebrew the verb can be translated
90
'disturbed*. We bave stress either on the object 'for him' 
or the inward emotions. The noun 6 p o 05 is found in 
Wis. Is10 and I Mac. 9s39. In both instances it has the 
meaning of 'noise' and 'tumult', but this does not help our 
understanding of the verb in II.2s2.
If we apply our study of Cant. 5:4 to Mk. 13:7, 
the idea of disturbance admirably suits the context.
They will hear of wars/ but they, the disciples, are not to 
be disturbed. That is, fears and anxieties which arise 
from such events are not to affect their faith. The same 
is true of 2 :2 ? 'in order that (so that) ... you are not 
disturbed through this means or that ... '. We ought to be
careful not to translate the verb by such words as 'alarm',
107 108'terrify', 'frighten' or 'erschrecken'» . The error which
might have disturbed them, and might go on doing so (Present
tense), need not have alarmed or frightened the community.
Its main result will be to cause the church confusion as to
the correct belief or else; encourage error. In this way the
community will be disturbed and not by the excitement of the
imminent End. In this connection the verb is almost cer-Îtainly passive, in the light of e-v ©«A \/(<L
Conclusion
We are now in a position to summarise this first 
section. Paul has asked the community to safeguard the 
Parousia and the Assembly to Christ, in order that (so that)
i. ' they would not be shaken easily from their 
understanding of the faith (their compre­
hension of what they had been taught).
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ii. they would not go on being disturbed (troubled).
The Apostle thus shows a pastoral interest in their welfare 
and a dogmatic concern for a true understanding of Christian 
truth. The shock may be sudden (Aorist) and continue to 
have a disturbing effect (Present),
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2. The Statement which Caused the Problem
The statement is all too briefly recorded in the
words, G k/ 6 K 6\/  ^ Too It is
clear from its very first use in Amos 5:18-20,that 'The
Day of the Lord' was an expression already popular with the
people of that time. The term continued to be used by
later prophets to describe the Day of the great intervention 
111of Yahweh . It was the Day when evil was to be banished 
and righteousness restored. At some stage in the life of
the early church, and probably at a very early stage, the
fJewish terra was given a Christian orientation (cf.
only a later stage): now meant Christ. In
1.5:2 the same formula is found except that both nouns are
112anarthrous, indicating a well-known and fixed formula .
The word 'Day' is used by Paul on its own or in connection 
with other words to describe the future Day when Christ 
would gather his saints, reward them appropriately and 
judge the world^^^.
The Day I Cor.3:13?
cf. Rom. 2:16? 13:11, 
That Day II.1.10 .
Day of our Lord Jesus Christ, I Cor. 1:8,
Day of our Lord Jesus, II Cor. 1:14.
Day of Jesus Christ, Phil.1:6.
Day of Christ, Phil.1:10? 2:16.A
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It is clear from I and II Thessalonians that Paul under­
stood Parousia and Day of the Lord to refer to the same 
event. Parousia is used frequently with a note of joy and 
expectancy and with reference to the Christian's hope, e.g.
I.2:19,20. Day of the Lord, on the other hand, emphasizes 
more the aspect of judgment, but we cannot draw a hard and 
fast distinction between the two, cf. II Cor. 1:14.
What did people mean when they said the day
? We can only answer the question by 
looking at the meaning of this verb^^^. It occurs seven 
times in the N.T.? Rom. 8:38; I Cor. 3:22; 7:26; Gal. 1:4;
II.2:2? II Tim. 3:1? Heb. 9:9. A glance at these references 
will reveal a meaning of 'the present*, 'the here and now*.
For that reason the verb is suitable to contrast with the
future, as in Rom. 8:38, o^Te e\Ze r^riOToC o V r a -  u é W o V T p C ,
115cf. I Cor. 3:22? Gal. 1:4 . In 11.2:2 the most natural
translation for the perfect is ’has come* or 'is present 
The evidence in favour of this is overwhelming, as is clear 
from the LXX, Papyri and N.T, For examples we can refer to 
III Kgdras. 12:24 B text 'present year'? I Esd, 9:6 'present 
foul weather*, and P . #  teft#century A.D.)
To ks/ecrro^
118The attempt of Warfield to give it the meaning
11 gof 'upon us' or by others 'at hand' is entirely dictated
by the problem of how the Day of the Lord could be said to
be actually present. In certain passages where
occurs the verb does seem to have the connotation of threaten-
1 2 0ing, that is if something is hostile . II Mac. 12:3, the 
Men of Joppa were invited into the boats with wives and
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children as if they meant no harm at all or literally,
'as no one threatened to them ill-will';
'k'/e<rrvo<r^i duTOvt £ u 6 ~ p e ^ / e - \ K S . it Mac, 4:43,
charges were brought against Menelaus, lit. 'A trial was 
impending over M^^^^ 7\ep\. £ %  To u €.'/c<rTt^ K|jiVj£
( or r^p05> ) "Ton/ M  e\/6 Xo(^ \/, cf. too III Mac. 3:24.
122It is thought that this sense of impending, threatening 
could be present in I Cor. 7:26 and II Tim. 3:1, but 
'present' or 'come' is entirely appropriate. In the former
the distress is not threatening, it is present and in the 
latter, terrible times shall come, not threaten. The 
thought of 'impending' is not suitable for 1 1 .2 : 2 since the 
Day of the Lord is hardly a hostile event for the Christian, 
cf. 1.5:2.
If it is accepted that 'has come' is the most 
natural meaning for the perfect we are presented with a 
problem. How could the Day have actually arrived without 
the community knowing that it had? It must have been very 
clear that no outward manifestation of the Parousia had 
taken place. Scholars have recognised the problem and 
attempted to answer it in two ways,
1. Von Dobschdtz takes the verb in the sense
of "die fast zur Gegenwart gewordene Zukunft"
123(the future which is almost present) . He
is followed by others such as Dibelius^^^,
De Boor ('Der Tag steht unmittelbar bevor ' )
126and Oepke • The latter cites Blass-Debrunner 
para. 323 (3) in support of the idea, 'in the 
process of coming', Even Rigaux, who admits
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the usual meaning of e.v'i (Trr^ px. , finds
the problem too much and says the Apostle
used 'has come* because it is more forceful
than 'is imminent'. He suggests that the
Thessalonians, in their agitation, could
/ 1 27have said the Day 'avoir commence' . We
have no evidence of agitation in this passage 
and there is quite a difference between 
imrainency and actual arrival. This view 
holds that certain members of the community 
were saying 'the Day is imminent'.
2. Other scholars recognise the problem but urge
that the Day of the Lord is not the equivalent
of Parousia. It stands for a period of time,
during which events take place, and culminates
128in the coming of Christ .
Both views are unsatisfactory for the following
reasons.
1. If the Day of the Lord is equivalent to the Parousia 
both in Paul's mind and theirs, then the second view is 
invalidez*.
2. The Thessalonians could have thought the Day was a period 
of time, which included events leading up to the End and the 
End itself. But if they did, where did they find support 
for this view? Certainly nothing which Paul had written
in the first Letter could suggest it. In fact 'the thief 
metaphor ', 1.5:2, shows that Paul viewed it as a very
96
dramatic event, a sudden happening; it was not a gradual
process of events, even though, as we mentioned earlier,
130certain events are closely allied with it . Paul's 
view is shared by every other N.T. writer, cf. Heb. 10:25;
II Pet. 3:10; Rev. 16:14. As we have emphasised before, 
these new converts were mainly Gentiles not Jews and were 
ignorant of the O.T. background. How could they re­
interpret the term in this particular way? It might be 
argued that the Jews in the church could conceive of the Day 
as a period of time. Against this we urge two forceful 
arguments.
(a) The Day of the Lord in the O.T. is a very definite
131event which marks off one epoch from another , It is not 
a period of time nor must it be confused with such expres­
sions as 'the days to come' Amos 4:2; 8:11; Jer. 7:32 or
'in those days' Jer. 3:16ff. or 'at that time' Amos 5:13;
Is, 18:7. The Jews would have been brought up to look for
132one day, the Day
(b) If we look at the places where 'Day of the Lord* 
occurs in the O.T. we shall note the close association it 
has with darkness, evil, violence, desolation etc. and 
finally judgment. Now it may be proposed that this is part 
of 'the Day'. If that were so, would members of the church 
be able to claim that those features were present in the 
early part of the sixth decade of the first century? The 
prophesied horrific descriptions of lawlessness and violence 
before the Day came could hardly apply to the time when II 
was written.
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It is unlikely then, that the Thessalonians 
understood the Day in this way,
3, If the Day was said to be imminent would not 
the Thessalonian group, and Paul too, have 
used the word , It would have
described their view more easily and accurately. 
If we assume that the Parousia was said to be 
imminent, the Day had come i.e. the End period, 
what is the difference between that assertion and 
the view of Paul and others that the Day is at 
hand? (Mt. 24; Rom. 13:lf.; Phil. 4:5;
1.1:10; .3:13; Heb. 10:25,37; James 5:8;
I Pet. 4:7; I Jn. 2:18; Rev. 22:30. There
appears to be very little difference. Most
spolars believe Paul expected the Parousia in 
133his life-time . The only solution could be 
that Paul expected signs before the actual End 
or Day, whereas others dispensed with such 
expectations. This again is unlikely.
4. The reference to Blass-Debrunner para. 323 (3)^^^ 
to support the first view is inadmissable for 
the following reasons.
a. The context gives no indication that
the time of the event lay in the future 
from the standpoint of those who said that 
the Day is here.
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b. All examples cited are confined to 
the Gospels and Acts 20:22.
c. All examples in para, 323 (1-3) concern
the futuristic use of the present. In
2:2 we have a perfect. Another form of 
the verb would be more appropriate,
d. The verbs used in this way are common
words for 'to go' or 'to come'-
It is our contention therefore that we must look
for a different explanation of the phrase. Should we then
think that some had taught that Christ had returned in a
quite different way or that a great event had transpired in
135a way of which they were unaware? In other words the
Day had been stripped of the physical events normally 
associated with it. If this were so it is hard to believe 
that the church as a whole would be in danger of believing 
it. Could the church be deluded into thinking it had 
happened secretly or spiritually? Surely false teachers 
would have something better and more plausible to offer the 
church?
Our own view starts from the assumption that many had 
just been converted from heathendom. With Paul's missionary 
stay so short and surrounded by trouble, we should not be 
surprised if the new community had difficulty grasping 
Christian truth. Moreover we suppose that quite a bit of I 
was new to them. Is it any wonder that they failed to 
appreciate and understand all that they were taught? It
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would take .a little time before eschatological concepts 
were viewed in the light of the O.T. How easy it would be 
for some to see 'The Day of the Lord' as here and now for 
was not the present age His Day - a time of salvation and 
blessing?
Rigaux^has already noted that in the Epistles we 
have the germ of present salvation. It is now a time of 
the Spirit and His work, I.l;5f.; 4:8; 5:19; God's power
( ) is active, 1.1:15; salvation is obtained
for them and possessed by them, 1.5:9; cf. 11.2:10,13.
To this we can add the great emphasis Paul placed upon their 
present spiritual and ethical standards, I.4:1-8; 5:12ff.
Their aim now is to abstain from fornication, to keep them­
selves in honour and sanctification and to wrong no one,
I.4:3-6. To most converts this would naturally be their
goal. They had become Christians to escape from idolatry
137and its evils to serve the living God, I.l:9f.
Further, if part of the kerygma consisted of this 
statement, or something similar, ^ (^6 oc
/SotcT. T o d  ©érou, Mt. 12:28 - Lk. 11:20,it is not difficult to 
imaginé that the Day of the Lord had actually come in the
complex of events which included the life, death and resur-
138rection of Christ and the giving of the Spirit . We get 
a similar picture in Acts 2:17-21. Peter's sermon sets out 
to show that Joel's prophecy is fulfilled. Tlie events 
depicted in Joel have occured. In particular, the gift of 
the spirit, so prominent a feature of Lucan history, had 
been given. Acts 2:38; 10:45; cf. 8:15,20; 19:2f. Such
statements could make some Christians assume the Day was
100
here and now in the reality of their present salvation.
The evidence however for the presence of 
Gnosticism in the church is insufficient in spite of 
Schmithals'^^^argument and Marxsen'^^^suggestion that we 
have a hint of a Gnostic idea being expressed apocalyp­
tically, cf. II Tim. 2:18. We cannot determine if the group 
who made the statement recorded in 1 1 .2 : 2 thought this way 
or not. In a short but illuminating article Peel^^^ has 
shown that contrary to the common opinion Gnostics did have 
diverse End-expectations along with their 'translation' of 
future views into present reality.
It is very interesting, if not significant, that 
some Thessalonians spoke of the Day of the Lord and not the 
Parousia. It would be hard to accept any view which suggests 
that they had lost all future hope . It could be that they 
held to the future coming of Christ, while visualising the 
Day of the Lord as present salvation . Still even the 
word Parousia could be dangerous. It held cultic overtones 
(= the presence of a God) and these may have impressed certain 
believers more than the reference to a visit of a helienistic 
ruler. We have mentioned above that as far as we know Paul 
ignores this word after I Corinthians. Even the phrase­
ology of 1.5 might have aided the misunderstanding. On the 
one hand v.2 mentions the Day of the Lord as a thief in the 
night, but on the other believers are called (w.Sff. ) 'sons 
of the Day' who were to watch and be sober. 'We are' says 
Paul, 'of the Day', and even his reference to future sal­
vation could lead to confusion 1.5:9 cf. wrath in 1.2:16.
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We are not suggesting a view of 'realised 
eschatology', for that effectively denies any eschatology 
at all, but a new meaning to the expression Day of the Lord, 
Some regarded it as a term denoting the present realities of 
salvation.
So what Paul does in the face of the problem is 
to answer it by re-emphasizing the nature of the Day. We 
have already pointed out the close association of the 
heightening of evil and violence, war against God's people 
and judgment with the Day of the Lord. In our pericope these 
are the very features which Paul chooses to convince his 
readers that the Day has not come; the Apostasy, The Man 
of Lawlessness, the 'attack' on God and His people have yet 
to happen. This is why the Day cannot have come.
The situation at Corinth shows certain parallels. 
Apparently the error there tended to exalt the immaterial and 
deprecate the material^^^, Ellis is quite right in point­
ing out that what was denied was not the after life, but 
bodily resurrection; otherwise why else baptise 6 rze p 
the dead, I Cor. 15;29^^^. The problem seems to be paralleled 
in II. 2. If some Athenians thought iv/c>d<rToc<Ti ^ was a 
goddess (Acts 17:18) it is not strange if we consider 'Day 
of the Lord* to be just as foreign to the Thessalonians 
Paul too has a similar approach in dealing with the error.
(a) He does not reprimand the Corinthians for their view 
but, in effect, asks them to do justice to his, I Cor. 15:10f.
(b) He makes positive assertions such as Christ has been 
raised, 15:20 and outlines the nature of the resurrection
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body, cfo 'First the Apostasy must come etc, and
the description of the Anomos and his activity, II,2s3f,,
6— 10 *
(c) He makes the problem personal by asking if faith is in 
vain 15:14,19, and then going on to show their share in the 
ultimate triumph over death, 15:50ff, Similarly the Day of 
the Lord inaugurated a period of salvation, a purified 
people Is. 9:lff.; 10:20ff.; Zeph. 3 :Sff,; Jer. 31:31ff.; 
Ezek.37 and describes how believers have been chosen from 
the beginning unto salvation in sanctification of the Spirit 
and faith in the truth. They are the purified people.
We have now come to an end of this second section, 
in which the following conclusions have been drawn.
i. ^ means 'has come',
ii. The Day of the Lord had been re-interpreted 
'spiritually' by some members of the 
Thessalonian church. By this we mean that 
they used the phrase to refer to their present 
blessings of salvation. Beyond this the 
evidence does not allow us to go. Any theory 
which suggests a form of gnosticism or 'realised* 
eschatology', in which all reference to the 
future is deleted, cannot be substantiated,
iii. The Day of the Lord for Paul concerned a definite 
event in association with others. His answer to 
the community was to outline those events,
iv. The error Was not serious enough for him to 
stigmatise a particular group.
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V, The problem arose for two main reasons
(a) The Thessalonians needed time to
adjust to the ideas of their new
faith.
(b) Paul had too short a missionary stay 
to instruct the converts completely.
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3* The Possible Origin of this Problem
We now turn our attention to tlie^  sources of this 
statement and the means by which it was spread,
\o\jOO p^ TÊ- . With
these three we can link v. 3a, Ko(To< |u>|£ei/oC ’Tpo/'Co/ 
suggesting that there might be other Ways by which the 
Thessalonians could be deceived. We shall leave for the 
moment discussion of the phrase Ç\^ and its
relation to the three mentioned sources.
A. Spirit
Most commentators think of T^verO jUK in a more 
'concrete' sense and equate it with oj>v)ÇfGr\i(^ , even 
though this yields an unique sense in the N.T.^^®.
Appeal is frequently made to I Cor. 12:10, o C k \ ^  ( )
, which may correspond to ^ ^ o K o i \ u ( p i $ ,
I Cdr. 14:6,26, and be linked to seeking T pC "X\/6-v 
P^K\ on/ fVoC ’7tpo(|)#|Tér>5j^ fê: , I Cor. 14:1. This con­
nection with 'prophecy ' is further related " to the reference 
in 1.5:20, TTpoCjkkjTë èÇou0Ê\/'aTér . As the
phrase to^  Çi y^ p^iAjv/ apparently shows Paul wanting to 
dissociate himself from the error and its source, it can only 
be that either some said Paul had given a prophecy, which was 
clearly false, or else the prophecy was uttered by a prophet 
(or prophets), at Thessalonica, perhaps even claiming Pauline 
authority. If it was a prophecy it could be in the form of 
a future prophecy, assuming Day of the Lord refers, in their 
minds, to something future. Acts 11:27; 21:11 or else the
kind of exhortatory prophecy found in Acts 15:32; cf. 19:6.
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It is extremely difficult to know the precise 
meaning of the word. Another possibility is that ’spirit' 
stands for another of the gifts, the gift of 
or Y /w(TdriA;j , I Cor. 12:8^^^. If so } \ a y a o  and
& 7\((TTbX would have the meaning 'oral' and 'written'.
An alternative suggestion is to connect 7T\/6v with
O f a n d  understand it as being the uttering 
of a new truth, whilst referring to Spirit-
inspired exposition of apostolic truth. This is unlikely 
in view of the references in Acts. A better idea would be 
to relate "7T\/£-u with TYv/èVjJTuO\/ , I Cor, 12:10.
This is a gift used by the church to decide between true and 
false spirits. Lietzmann-Kümmel write.
Die Gabe zu erkennen, ob es der gottliche Oder menschiiche oder ein dSmonischer Geist ist,.ggr aus dem Verztlckten spricht
I.5:20f. indicates a need in the church at Thessalonica to 
test the spirits, so perhaps Paul is referring to a spirit, 
true or false, depending on how he regarded, it. There is 
evidence in the O.T. and N.T. for false spirits attempting 
to speak in God's name, I Kings 22:19-23? Judges 9:23?
Ezek. 14:9? I Cor. 12:3,10? II Cor. 11:4? I Jn. 4:1,
If it refers to a lying spirit, human or demonic, Paul is 
clearly stigmatising the means.
The only real alternative to this last suggestion 
suffers from certain drawbacks. If ‘spirit* stands for 
prophecy* why did Paul not use the latter word? The only 
answer can be thàt really stands for The Holy
Spirit^^^, but because of its parallelism with 'word* and
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'epistle' Paul intends us to understand 'prophecy': a
150 C' /very circuitous route.' In other references where s jc<
and 7\ vev are used together we either have the
article or to indicate the Spirit Acts 1:2?
Rom. 5:5? II Tim. 1:14? Tit. 3:5. It is significant that
151in I Cor. 12:10 'spirit' is anarthrous and unqualified ,
as 11.2:2. In II Cor. 11:4 e"Tepo\/ is attached to
,which is also anarthrous, and in both
152Corinthian passages lying spirits are referred to 
In addition to which, wherever the Spirit is mentioned in 
Thessalonians the article is used, 1,4:8? 5:19 or defined
"by another word, 1.1:5,6? 4:8? 11,2:13.
We conclude therefore, that the use of the 
anarthrous substantive points to a false and lying spirit 
through which the statement was made. As B. Weiss comments
Es konnte jenes geschehen durch einen :Geist, der sie treibt, aber auch statt des gdttlichen ein dSroonischer Geist sein kann (cf. 1.5:21), oder
B. Word
is generally understood to be an
'utterance' of one sort or another^^^. This will probably 
mean in contrast to ‘inspired utterances', or
else 'oral' as opposed to 'written*. If, as we have argued, 
"TTv refers to a false spirit, it ( )
could be a prophetic word. The word is again anarthrous and 
as it is in parallel with two other such nouns, it is also 
likely it carries the idea of false.
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C, Epistle
It is difficult to know to what letter Paul refers. 
Did Paul even know about such a letter (and for that matter, 
'spirit* and 'word'), or was he supposing the means by which 
he expected the error to spread? At thj,s point it becomes 
necessary to enquire into the meaning of the phrase
p W\X f which is clearly attached to 155^
(a) It can be translated 'as through us* and mean 'coming 
through us'^^^. This understanding of the phrase lays the 
emphasis on the fio( . When specifically applied to the 
letter it means, 'as written through us*. The 'through us* 
might indicate i) source or ii) authority. This view 
could support the suggestion that we have a reference to I.
It could be further urged that the teaching of 1.4:13-5:12 
had been misunderstood by the readers, but the arguments 
against this are very strong. They must have badly mis­
understood I.4:13ff, which itself was clarifying a very real 
problem. In the light of that section how could they assert 
the Parousia was here? On our understanding of the error as 
'present salvation* this argument would not apply. They 
might well have appealed to this letter for support. Next,
we would expect the preposition V K o  or 7 o^(pc< to be
used if Paul was affirming the Letter to be his. So in 
Josephus, Ant, xviii.234, ^  T &  cJ(j!)\/Td
■Tou Foc /o V . In 2:2 the Su/ must have the meaning
157'through* (au moyen de) and not *von* as Bornemann, Staab 
and De Boor,
Finally it is strange that all three nouns are 
anarthrous, and especially e*^ NCPTt;\/^  , if it refers to
10.8
I Thessalonians, cf. I Cor, 5:9, = a
previous letter. It appears that by not using the article 
Paul was stressing the indefiniteness of the means; it is 
through â letter,
(b) A second view concentrates on and takes = 'as',
with the context lending the notion of doubt. We can trans­
late, 'as if or 'purporting to be'. This seems a more 
suitable view, with the referring either to i) Paul
and his companions as the source or ii) their authority for 
the issue of a letter. According to Askwith S \ ^  
emphasises the means (authority) rather than source .
He connects the phrase to the rather distant verbs and trans­
lates, 'as if we had given any sanction to these disturbing 
views'. If however we take his meaning with CA:\<rTo\^ ^
as is more likely, the Apostle is saying, 'or through a 
letter, as if we had sanctioned it', Grayston has said that
it could well be a reference to a false letter with Paul's
159so-called authority . It would be in such a letter that 
some members claimed ^ “Tbu I K U p d o U
assuming of course, that Paul knew of such a letteri
(c) Frame has a modification of the last view^^^. He 
suggests the phrase means, Jjas if said by us' and, is con­
nected to all three-prepositional means but refers to the 
cause of the unsettlement? the Day of the Lord has come.
This is very similar to Askwith's view. On Frame's view the 
passage runs 'through a spirit, a word or letter as if we 
sanctioned (authorised) the statement which appears through 
the three means, that is, the Day of the Lord has come'.
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Most scholars attach the phrase not only to 
'epistle* but 'word' and/or 'spirit'. Those who attach 
it to all three are Lightfoot, Milligan, von Dobschtltz, 
Frame, Dibelius, Adeney, Bicknell, Rigaux, Masson and Best. 
The usual reason for this is the parallelism of the three 
means and their apparent unity, cf. the triple u/te .
Those who attach it to 'word and epistle' are Theodoret, I
iLttnemann, Ellicott, Eadie, Bornemann, Schmiedel, Staab, j
,iSchlatter, and De Boor. The usual objections to the ;
1
inclusion of is that it is going on at the time
of the writing of II so Paul cannot be associated with it. ]
For the association of the two elsewhere, see 11.2:15, j
erYrér Sii \oyoo eiYe  ^ wi/. If a par- i
ticiple of y^ is used to complete the clause, then j
the phrase can only refer to 'epistle', B. Weiss, Moffat, j
Blass-Debrunner.
Each commentator makes his own suppositions about 
the way in which the error was spread. There has been too 
much emphasis, perhaps, on ftoc as source (by) rather than 
authority (through). It appears to us that certain believers 
were claiming authority for their views. Did Paul know 
personally of the three ' means ' ? Whether he did or not we 
can only guess. Ldnemann and Bornemann think he knew of 
prophetical statements but most commentators think Paul only 
supposed possible methods. He certainly had a report of 
what some people believed and it is likely it would contain 
some information about the means. Hbwever the Apostle 
leaves nothing to chance as v.3a clearly shows, and i,t is to 
this that we now turn.
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Most commentators read ...
as an independent clause . B. Weiss and Wohlenberg
both consider it is connected with e p w  , v.l, and
162introduces the content of the request . This is unlikely. 
Alternatively we could place a comma after v. 2 and treat 
the as one of apprehension, 'fearing lest'. But
this is unnecessary. The independent clause follows on 
quite naturally. Paul now widens the scope to include all 
possible means of deception which may be used.
The warning of v.3a recalls that found in the 
Synoptic Apocalypse, Mt. 24:4 = Mk. 13:5, ySXfcKeTé- 
TiCj u j 0 We have already noted similari­
ties in the previous two verses, and in particular the 
Matthean tradition. This may well indicate that both go • 
back to a nucleus of primitive Christian teaching on the 
subject of the Parousia and warnings against deception 
But in each case the material is applied differently. The 
warning is against means of deception (perhaps supporting 
the fact that Paul's authority was attached to various means), 
rather than a person or persons (as in the Synoptic Apoca­
lypse ).
We also have a different verb in Paul e^ oi.7\c<rt^ to 
This might suggest a different translation of an Aramaic 
original if it arose from catechetical teaching. TTX 
is frequent in the N.T. and occurs in the Pauline writings,
I Cor. 6:9; 15:33? Gal. 6:7? cf. II Tim. 3:13? Tit. 3:3.
We might well have expected here, . The
verb (in 2:2), which is found only in Pauline writings,
Rom. 7:11? 16:18? I Cor. 3:18? II Cor, 11:3? cf. I Tim, 2:14,
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may have been used because a particular emphasis and idea
suggested themselves to Paul's mind. The verb is found
twice in the LXX. In Ex. 8:2^ the B Text reads
eTi ) TOU p)j
2,Çc?<.cr7rocrr<£TXot.u "ToV \cK0V &v(Toi\ t^ upic^  . Coupled with
an element of mockery, Pharaoh actively deceives God's people^^^,
In Dan. Sus. 5|6 (Theod. ) To kc^XVc^ cTe-
(LXX, T^Co^ TKjcTTri/ ), 'Beauty blinds you and so deceives
you'^^^. In Rom. 7:11? 16:18 and I Cor. 3:18^^^ we have
the thought of deluding. In II Cor, 11:3 emphasis is
either on the serpent's deception or Eye as the one deluded,
/cf. I Tim. 2:14 v.l. W  . The latter seems prefer­
able, cf. I Eph. 8:1? I Rom. 6:2. The idea which emerges is
168that of a delusion which may affect members of the com­
munity (cf. 2:2).
Each time the word is used by Paul it is associated 
with a spoken word or unexpressed thought. The words of 
Rom. 16:18 are in effect a commentary on 11.2:3, The 
Apostle warns against those who, by using smooth and fair 
speech, promote teaching contrary to primitive doctrine and 
delude innocent members. The bruising of Satan, Rom. 16:20? 
cf. Gen. 3:15, is probably to be understood as the suppres­
sion of erroneous views. Satan is mentioned because he is 
author of schisms. Genesis 3 features again in II Cor. 11:3 
and no doubt underlies Rom. 7:11 'Sin deluded me and slew me'
(cf. 'The serpent deceived me', Gen. 3:13)^^^. Can we seek 
a background from Gen, 3 for I Cor. 3:18 and 11.2:3? In the 
first passage the wise are inclined to self-exaltation and 
pride, 'If any man thinks he is wise among you ...'.
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This is reminiscent of the temptation facing the pair in
Eden,Gen. 3:5, to be as gods (or God). The same theme
is present in Thessalonians. The Anomos exalts himself and
aspires to God's place. This is based on Dan. 11:36 but
finds a parallel in Genesis. In fact II.2 not only reflects
170the idea of Holy War , but the attempt of a man to be anti 
(instead of) God. In Gen, 3 the first attempt is depicted? 
here in II.2 the last of many attempts is outlined. In 
both cases the Devil,in Paul's view,initiates and gives the 
power to deceive, through a serpent, II Cor. 11:3, and his 
Anomos. II.2:9f,
We would suggest therefore that Paul has chosen 
this word because of its association with the Fall, or that 
in pre-Pauline tradition this word is used for the same 
reason. This in no way excludes the view that the warning 
goes back to an translation of an Aramaic original, only that 
this word has been chosen in translation to recall the First 
Temptation. To the Thessalonians the word would convey the 
meaning delusion, but to Paul it would have greater over­
tones, 'Do not be deluded, as has happened, and will happen'
But the Apostle has not finished. The community
171are not to be 'deluded in any way' . It was the serpent
in Gen. 3? it will be the Anomos in the future. The phrase
"TpoTviJv/ is a well-known current expression 
172according to Milligan . If so Paul is using an idiomatic
173phrase to cover all possible ways of deception . Of what 
are they not to be deluded? Paul begins with S'Tl but 
fails to complete the apodosis. However we are not left in 
much doubt as to what Paul intended. Either it was the
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expression in 2:2c or something very similar,
OuK. e\Z^ (TT)| <reT%LL Ellipses are very common in
Paul, Gal. 1:20; 2:4,9; I Cor. 1:31; II Cor. 8:13;
Rom. 4:16. Having given the general warning he now pro­
ceeds to deal with the eschatological themes which will 
show that the Day has not come.
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^Bl-Deb. para, 447 (1), For the adversative sense I Cor. 2:15 and the transitive Rom. 8:28; I Cor. 16:12,17;
Gal. 3:23.
2Masson, ad loc. has mais believing there is every reason to choose the adversative; so too Dibelius and A. Schlatter, Der Briefe an die Thessalonicher. Philipper. |Timotheus and Titus. Stuttgart, 1950, both ad. loc.. G.G. Findlay,] The Epistles of Paxil the Aoostle to the Thessalonians (C.G.T.), Cambridge, 1925, sees the contrast between the certainty and blessedness of the Parousia (II,l:5ff.) and the state of dis- ] quiet into which the church might fall. Obviously we cannot }omit the idea of transition, 'now then* from the Se as !recognised by the older commentators, J. Eadie, Commentarv on | the Epistle of Paul to the Thessalonians. London, 1877, and jH. Alford, The Greek Testament (rev. by E.F. Harrison, Vols, j III and ly), Chicago, 1958, ad. loc.
3 'Von Dobschütz citing 1.2:17, Frame, Rigaux opt for •a transitive sense. The danger is that it can easily give jway to J.B. Lightfoot's assertion that the Apostle turns aside ito correct any mistakes and calm feverish desires, litotes on jEpistles of St. Paul. London, 1904. This gives the distinct jimpression that 2:Iff. is a parathensis, whereas nearly all icommentators hold that it gives the main point of the lettere.g., Schmiedel, p. 37, von Dobschdtz, p. 260.and. Neil, (Moffat), ;p. 155. The adversative tends to guarantee this.
^This may be another instance of the formula found in hellenistic Greek according to Bjerkelund, o p . cit.. pp. 13ff.,* 136ff. The formula consists of the verb in the first person, an address (brothers) a pre-positional phrase (sometimes), a request or command introduced often by iVe<_ or an infinitive.He cites as Pauline examples, Rom, 12:1-2; 15:30-32; ,I.4:1, 10-12; 5:14 et al. Bjerkelund regardsand as synonymous, with the former in the formulameaning 'request*. in his survey he finds this form of address binds the writer and reader together and is diplomatic in its approach. It often follows a thanksgiving. Against this for II.2:lff. is the following:(1) it precedes the thanksgiving, 2:13-17 ^(2) it is differently phrased with and e\^ To clauses(3) is rare in Paul and is probably not to beregarded as synonymous with ~KoWo{v'y^\eijO,Of course it may be that in 11.2:1 Paul has used the formula loosely, Bjerkelund cites Pauline texts where the typical construction is not found but are related to parakalèô clauses, cf. II Cor. 2:8; 6:1; Gal. 4:12; Phil. 4:2ff.; 1.5:27;Phlm. 9-12.
5 •> fFor word studies, Bauer, s.v_. ep w  andH.Qreeven, ' & pWro/uO ’ iu T.D.N.T. . II, p. 685-687. Forin Paul, Rom. 10:20 (Is, 65:1); 1 Cor. 14:35.
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^This sense is found only in the Gospels, Mt, 21:24 =
L]c. 20:3; Mk, 4:10; cf. Gen. 24:47, Kou (Tk oÏvtIà /^. \  ? -?-/. T  f I r I IK ol\ e-iKc^  en Buv^ ctTv^ p.
Deissmann, Bible Studies (transi, by A. Grieve), Edinburgh, 1903, pp. 195f., 290f. idem. Light from the Ancient East (transi, by L.R.M. Strachan), London, 1927, pp. 179, 193 and G. Milligan, St. Paul's Epistles to the Thessalonians.London, 1908, p. 46J
^Findlay, p. 80, Rigaux, p. 496, writes, "Pour jdes sémites, comme Paul, le substrat ù l'y prédisposait";
^For X  oi.potvcw.\6vO and epWToc uo together in the iPapyri see P. ..Oxv 294. 28f. (1st cen. A.D. ) ; 744.6f. (1stcen. B.C.). Moulton-Milligan note its extended use in Christian prayers. For examples of 7 \ / 1.3:2; ,4:10; Rom. 15:30; 16:17; I Cor. 1:10; ' 16:15, cf. Frame,p. 244. ' I
10 • iLightfoot and Milligan, ad loc.
11 IFindlay, p. 80. De Boor says that the matter is so important the Apostle must request his readers, ad loc.
12 :Frame, ad loc. argues that the request is to the ifaint-hearted in the community, but there is no hint of thisin the text. j
'Yrcep see Bauer and H. Riesenfeld, * o?ve|) * in T.D.N.T.. VIIi; pp. 507-516. ‘
^^Vulgate has the adjurative per. , Cf. too ;J. Calvin, The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Romans and to the Thessalonians (transi, by R, Mackenzie), Edinburgh,1961, ad loc. For an example of the sense, Horn. IllC 24.
444d, <(<.1 p\\/ l^v^TiÉrpôS f^ÜVCOjJOuO. ;
15J.H. Moulton, A Grammar of New Testament Greek, , .3rd edn., Edinburgh, l9l9, p. 105. ;
^^Other examples in Moulton-Miiligan, p. 651.
^^Under nepu 1. (f). Also, Bl.-Deb. para. 229 (1)who cite Mt. 26:28 (D has 6 % e p ) ; I Cor; 1:13 etc. For papyri examples, Moulton-Miiligan, p. 504» The two texts cited are late 4th cen. A.D.
IGpara. 231 (1).
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270.
65, s.v. ii. (c), 'concerning*.
'Yxep , l.d.
, l.f.
^^Bauer adds a series of texts from II Cor. 1:8 (v, 1. p L ); 5:12; 7:4,14; 8:24; 9:2f.; 12:5a,b.
All except the first depend on Kcxv V (Ko K(xiu V A 
KcK V ^  < ^ ( T » ' ' '
^^Chrysostom, Calvin, Bornemann, Milligan, Dibelius, Staab, Schlatter, Riesenfeld, on. cit.. Rigaux, all ad locà
^^Ad loc. Also G. Ltlnemann, Critical and Exeaetical Commentarv on the New Testament; The Epistles to the ' *Thessalonians (transi, by P. J. Gloag from the 3rd edn.Meyer), Edinburgh, 1880, . Schmiedel, Bornemann, Wohlenberg, Milligan, Findlay, all ad loc. Rigaux, ad. loc.takes it as equivalent to TXfcpu citing 1.3:9; Rom. 9:27;I Cor. 4:6; II Cor. 4:12; 8:23.
 ^ ^^Ad loc. Rigaux, ad. loc. reads j P forxe pL even though he notes that we must let the context recommend the sense.
27We do not doubt that the two prepositions are interchanged in KoinS Greek, but that does not imply a particular writer has done so,
^^Findlay, citing 1.3:2; II Cor. 1:6 (cf. Moule, p. 65 2(b) =' 'with a view to', but he adds that it is hard to separate this meaning from that of 'for the sake of) 13:8; Phil. 2:13, C.J. Ellicott, Commentarv on St. Paul's Epistles to the Thessalonians. London, 1858, Ltlnemann, B. Weiss,Die Paulinischen Briefe, Leipzig, 1896, *Im Intéressé',L. Morris. The Epistles of Paul to the Thessalonians (Tyndale), London, 1956, all ad loc.
^^For this sense but hot in our passage, Riesenfeld,OP. cit.. T.W.N.T.. VIII, pp. Sllff. = T.D.N.T.. VIII, pp. 508ff< Mk. 9:40; Rom. 8:31; Phil. 1:7; 4:10.
•^^Examples from Bauer, s.v. uTcep , l.b.
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E.D. Burton, The Epistle to the Galatians (I.C.C.) Edinburgh, 1921, pp. 12£. On Gal. 1:4 he argues that in view of the abstract noun (sins), the uKep must be modified. We should translate therefore 'to deliver from'.He considers the reading p p51 B H 33 pm. intrinsic­ally more probable than vte p c , p46 * a D G al.See too H. Lietzmann, An die Galater. (H.Z.N.T., 2nd edn.), Tübingen, 1923, p. 4 who has um willen. H. Schlier, Per Brief an die Galater, (Meyer, 13th edn.), Gdttingen, 1965, p. 32 takes the preposition in the sense of
32Lünemann, ad loc. writes, 'we entreat you in the interest of the advent,namely to guard it against all misrepresentations, not to deviate from the correct view concerning it'. This is a rather lengthy understanding of a single preposition, but it conveys the sentiment behind it.
33= Mk, 1:30 oo(T\\/ .
^"^Similarly and ^c>Çc^ areunited by a single article, 1.2:12. See too Bl.-Deb. para.276 (1), Lk. 1:6; 14:23; Mk. 12:33.
. ’
Rigaux, p. 201 and Hartman o p . cit.. p. 195* Moulton-Miiligan, s.v. ou and H.K. McArthur'Parousia' in I.D.B.. Ill, p. 659 regard /Tct p asquasi-technical in the N.T., whilst Oepke, ' ' inT.D.N.T.. V. p. 868f. says it.has no technical significance for Paul and there is only a suggestion of it in II Pet. 3:12. The second term has more claim to be regarded as technical since it so rarely occurs in biblical writings and when it" does it is often used in an apocalyptic context.
Lünemann, Wohlenberg, de Boor ad loc.
^^For word studies, Bauer, s.v. Xoipo W.A. Brown, 'Parousia' in H.D.B., III, pp. 674-680,A. Deissman, LAE, pp. 368ff., McArthur, I.D.B., ill, p. 658f., Milligan, pp. 145-147, Oepke, T.D.N.T., V, pp. 858-871,Rigaux, pp. 196-201* For Koine references Moulton-Miiligan.On the subject of the Parousia A.L. Moore, The Parousia in the New Testament (N&T. Suppl., 13), Leiden, 1966.
^%ligaux, p. 200.
39Moulton-Miiligan, p. 497. '
^^P. Tebt. 48.13f. (2nd cent. B.C.): Extra levy is
imposed -rW Too /^ ocïT\\éio^  xiKpDurfoC'//. . P. Par.26.1.18 (B.C. 163/2): The Parousia.of Philometer andCleopatra. * *
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^^Milligan, p. 146.
^^Rigaux, p. 199.
4.0 .Rigaux, p. 167, 'Apparition d'une Divinité, surtout dans les oracles et des mystères pour exercer une influence, porter une assistance'. He makes liberal use of material gathered by P.L. Schoonheim, Een semasioloaisch onderzoek van Parousia met betrekking tot hetaebruik in Mattheus 24,Aalten, 1953.
44M. Dibelius-H. Conzelmann, Die Pastoralbriefe (H.Z.N.T.) Tübingen, 1966, pp. 74-77; K.H. Schelkle, Die Petrusbriefe.Der Judusbrief (K.Z.N.T. ) Freiburg, 1964, p. 32, Perhaps there is a link in II Pet. between the idea ofand criOTA A - . Cf. II Pet. 1:11 with 1:14;3:2-4 with 3:12-18. "
45For the Jewish use of the word, Milligan, p. 146, von Dobs chût z, pp. 127f. and Rigaux, ibid. The noun is found in Judth. 10:18; II Mac. 8:12; 15:21; III Mac. 3:7;T.Jud. 22:2; T.Lev. 8:15 (= presence), cf. Corpus Herm.II.22,26a. A. Schlatter adduces many parallels fromJosephus""for the use of the word in respect of God's coming to the aid of his people on various occasions.e.g. Ant. i.l68 ii.279 vi.273 xviii.284. He concludes that this arises from the frequent use of -rtoip eTVoCL and <ruu*7voc (d eTuctu for thesaving presence of God, Dér Evangelist Matthëus. Stuttgart, 1957, p. 695. If P. Volz, Jüdische Eschatologie von Daniel bis Akiba. Tübingen-Leipzig, 1903, çp. 189f., is correct in assuming that à-?^ \(Tkot^/ ( ùKL ) is thetechnical term for the Coming of God in Judaism, 1 En. 25:3; T.Lev. 16:5; T.Jud- 23:5; As.Mos. 1:18; Wis. 3:7; Ps.Sol. 3:14; 10:5; 15:14; 4 Ezra 5:56? II Bar." 20:2; 24:14;83:2 cf. C.D. ( “T p9 ) 1:7; 7:9; IQH 1:17; 13:10 andin the N.T. Lk. 19:44; Acts 1:20 (Ps, 109:8); 1 Tim, 3:1;1 Pet. 2:12)^  this adds further weight to the argument that 
7Co(pou<r,^  has been deliberately borrowed because of itstechnical use in Hellenism.
^^See Rigaux, p. 201*
^^^Cf. Phil. 2:12; En.üioa. T o^ DtoC G .ÊCTTI. 0K> ' "T el V T OL wToO
^®See ohp. 6 .2 5 9ff.
49See chp. 6.205ff.
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Parousia is used again in an apocalyptic setting in Mt. 24:3,27,37,39. The Gospel may have been written for Jewish-Ghristians (although recently this has been denied jsee Kûmmel, Introduction, pp. 79ff.), in which case Jewish readers would have no difficulty understanding it as the final jcoming of the Messiah. The same applies to Jms. 5:7,8. jIt is interesting that the word is used for the first advent jin II Pet. 1:16 and then applied to the End-time, 3:4,12. IThis may indicate that the writer is only using the word in a igeneral sense and not as a technical term. I indicates that jthe church consisted of many converted from a pagan background, jl:9f. This is re-inforced if erg ^  o uevw/ vcpL\ isread with A D pc and a few old lat. MSS, and vg. (As Rigaux, p. 21 n.4 and W.M. Ramsay have argued, St. Paul, the Traveller and the Roman Citizen. London, 1895, pp. 235f. C. Edson, !Cults of Thessalonica (Macedonica Illr, H.T/wR. 41 (1948) ;153-204 has supplied ample evidence for the multiplicity of religious cults in/the pagan society of Thessalonica. On specific religions in the area, E. Dunand, Le culte d'Isis dans le basin oriental de la Méditerranée, Vol. II, Leidén,1973, pp. 46-52 on Thessaly. W. Hornbostel Saraois, Leiden,notes a Serapeum at- Thessalonica, pp. 219 n.l, 325 and inG.J.F. Kater-Sibbes, Preliminary Catalogue of SaraoisMonuments, Leiden, 1973, p. 90 with various sculptures including Sarapis and Isis. On 'Hellenistic The s saloniksl,.M.J. Vickers, J.H.S. 92 (1972) 156-170. This article is mainly concerned with the layout and planning of the city. Further note on the Serapeum, p. 165.
^^It is surely significant that only in I Cor. 15:23 does the Apostle again use the word for the coming of Christ. Otherwise it has the sense of 'visit* or 'presence'. Perhaps his experience with the use of the term at Thessalonica taught him to adopt more Jewish-Christian expressions, such as 'Day of Christ', 'Day of the Lord' etc. See I Cor. 5:5;II Cor. 1:14; Phil. 1:14; Phil. 1:6; Rom. 2:16.
52 c ^B. Weiss, ad loc., das betont gestellte .
EC sy® bo^^ have the singular as in Mk. 13:27
S4çf. Did. 10:5 cTvVoC^ ov/ (XvTÀy oiKo Tw\/
T  e ^  LvV of V e  I"' uu .
. The 'Communion Service' also points forward to the eschatological event. I Cor. 11:26, o6 6^ X0-*^  •
^^For Jewish ideas, Volz, on. cit., pp. 309-312.W. Bousset-H. Gressmann, Die Religion des Judentums (H.Z.N.T., 3rd edn.), Tübingen, 1966, pp. 236ff. On p. 237 they write, "Diese Hbffnung auf die Heimkehr ist so festgeprSgt,'dass sie selbst in die christliche Apokalyptik übergegangen".
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10:6.
57See further Is. 43:5? 49:12? Zech, 8:7?
58R.H. Charles, The Greek Versions of theTestaments of the Twelve Patriarchs. Oxford, 1908, p. 146.
59See also Tob. 13:13? I Bar. 4:36 - 5:9.
^^Ellicot, ad loc. noted sometime ago that this phrase indicates "the point to be reached*. No doubt the 6 L (instead of ) is due to the preceding noun,Rigaux, ad loc. cf. Mit. 5:21 o'y X oc XoX&i (D © al have )? Jn. 19:33 ToV ijr.See further Bauer, s.v. ex/ Ill.l.a. (y). The Vulgate reads G ^  perhaps suggested by the same preposition in 1,4:17? cf. 1.4:14 ÿÇeu crû/ o(uTuo . It is incorrect to translate *mit ihm*, Dibelius, or'*empor zu ihm*,Bornemann, both ad loc.
It is just possible that we could translate 6 wv "Tov/ by 'before him', E.J. Bicknell, The First and Second Epistles to the Thessalonians (Westminster Commentary), London, 1932, p. 72. Bauer gives examples of this (ibid ). This sense, though, only emergés when associated with the language of the law-courts. This is not apparent in 11.2:1 so we are left with 'to him' which, as von Dobs chût z says, lays the stress on the union with the Lord rather than the actual gathering together.
61This may be the thought of the author of Ps. Sol. 17:26, 'and he shall gather together a holy people, whom he shall lead in righteousness'. If 17:44 is a further comment on this, 'the gathering together of the tribes', then the emphasis falls on.regrouping in Palestine. Those who fled the assemblies, 17:16ff., may be seen as part of the regathering, cf. 11:Iff. and J. Viteau, Les Psaumes de Salomon/ Paris, 1911, p.354. A description of an End-time gathering appears in Rev. 7:9ff. where the stress is again on worship, the centrality of the Lamb and the blessedness of the hew life.
_^^on Dobs chût z makes the point that we do not have a discourse on the union of believers and only incidentally on the Parousia, p. 264. He says it could be set out as 'von Antichrist und seiner Hindrung'.
^^It is difficult to see how any who had readI.4:13ff. could actually misunderstand the teaching on the Parousia and the events associated with it.
■64For an analysis and criticism of this view as expressed by Bornemann, von Dobs chût z. Frame, and Rigaux, see Giblin, pp. 24-34, cf. for the view Neil, (Moffatt), p. 155, Oepke, p. 151? Staab, p. 50 and Ëçist, p. 280f*
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As far as we know the Thessalonians had^ only received written statements about the Parousia and .Surely Lünemann is not far wrong when he asserts that this (2:lff.) is a dogmatic section and not merely pastoral, p* 202.
^^Although 1 Cor. 15 is dealing with a different error, and there are hints of a wilful intent to undermine the resurrection belief, 15:12, Paul reveals a similar approach in the way he deals with the problem. He uses various ideas to establish the certainty of the event and at the same time outline the nature of the resurrection body e.g. the resurrection of Christ, 15:20ff., baptism for the dead,15:29, the seed analogy, 15:35ff. and the earthly and heavenly man 15:45ff. He also seems to move away from the fact of the resurrection when he describes the overthrow of Death and the establishment of the absolute sovereignty of God, 15:24ff.It appears a parenthesis as does II.2:3ff. In fact it is an integral part of the argument since it highlights why the resurrection is so important. Death, the obstacle, standing in the way of God's reign, will be destroyed by the resurrection, so that'God may be all in all'.
6VFor his view, pp. 244-249. The quotation isfrom p. 34
GBp. 34.
69See his paraphrase of II.2:Iff., pv 30.
’°P. 31.
^^Pp. 32.
79Dibelius, 3rd edn., p. 49.
^^Pp. 122-131.
*^ P^. 244.
"^^Bl.-Deb. para, 402 (2); Moulton-Turner, p. 140ff.?A. Oepke, • ' in T.D.N.T., II, pp. 420-442, 430f.
76Bl.-Deb. para, 400 under 'The Genitive of the Articular Infinitive'.
Moule, pp. 142f• However according to Moulton-Turner, p. 143 -ro' + the infinitive in Paul hardlyexpresses anything but purpose, cf. Rom. 12:3; 1.2:16;3:5; Phil, 1:10, but he does go on to say that the phrase 
may express "tendency, measure of, effect, bir result".
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See too Bauer, s.v. , 4.e p. 228. who citesRom. 1:20; 3:26; 1.3:13 for 'consequence *.
78As von Dobschûtz, Rigaux and Best, ad loc. 
cf. Oecomenius -r\ fè dpwrCopé^/ To
 ^Cj) k .t A.
^%chmiedel, Bornemann and Findlay^ ad, loc.
Ibid.1 para 400 (2), In para. 392 (l).c, examples are given of fVck and after &pwT$/,but they are all taken from the Gospels or Acts.
Glp. 143.
82There is no verb of asking in this last reference. For the Greek see at the end of point (c) in the text of the thesis.
649.
®^A. Robertson, A Grammar of the Greek New Testament, London, 1914, p. 1072.
85B. Weiss; Wohlenberg; W.F. Adeney Thessalonians and Galatians (cen.B. ), Edinburgh, n.d. , all àd, loc, give the phrase final force. Wohlenberg translates 'auf das ni dit', but goes on to make v.3a the object of the request.This seems too far away from è p WT w ve/ , y.T* Frame comments that his view is smoother but less Pauline.
®^For a good example of the consecutive sense,Rom. 1:20. It is just possible that we have an epexegetical construction (cf. Phil. 3:21 and for the explanatory infinitive Bl.-Deb. para. 394) and can translate, as Moule suggests.p. 129, 'We beseech you to safeguard the Parousia, that is not to be shaken from your mind'.
87E.g. Lightfoot, Milligan, Rigaux and Best, allad loc. Cf. Gal, 1:6; 1 Tim. 5:22. Burton, on. cit.,p. 19, says can be taken temporally (cf.I Cor. 4:19; Phil. 2:19,24 etc.)as the brevity of the interval rather than the rapidity of the process is in view,H. Schlier, on. cit.. p. 36 disagrees. It is not easy todecide for the references mentioned. Either sense can suit and in 11.2:2 it does not materially affect our understanding of the passage.
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G8p. 205.
®^Bauer s.v. , von Dobschütz, p. 264; ^Frame, p. 245 and Rigaux, p. 748 deal with the use and mean­ing of the word.
QOJ.W. Bailey, 'The First and Second Epistles to the Thessalonians', in I.B. p. 325 over-generalises when he says it always implies a violent unsettling.
, may be virtually equivalent to-r<x poL<nruo (H. Conzelmann, Die Apostelaeschichte (H.Z.N.T.)Tübingen, 1963, p. 94) with which it is associated, or else mean 'stir up to rebellion' leaving To( p</(nrw to relate to some mental disturbance.
QOP.109, followed by Milligan and Frame, ad loc.
93^^P.164,.
is in parallel with w,Job 9:6; Nah. 1:5; Hab. 2:16 or similar word Is. 33:20; .I Mac. 9:13. In 11.2:2 Bornemann, pp. 134f. von DobschÜtz, pp. 133f. and Rigaux, p. 470, give the verb the sense of be disturbed, agitated*
 ^^^Bornemann, p.360; cf. 11.1:9, T^Do<rJ>Koo
T o Z fCvJA'OO and Rom. 7:2; 9:3. See Bl.-Deb. para. 211,The Genitive of Separation or Alienation.
^^Cf. W.D. Stacey, The Pauline View of Man, London, 1956, pp. 198ff. Paul borrows a Greek word and gives it the meaning 'reflective consciousness', 1 Cor. 14:14. He objects to j ~ faculty of reasoning even though he uses the term 'faculty' (for testing), p.201. Recently R. Jewett,Paul * s Anthropological Terms (Arbéiten zur Geschichte des ant ike n Judentums and des Urchr i stentums, ioj,, Leiden, 1971, pp. 358-373 has given a review of literature on the subject* His own view is that in 11*2:2 oyer against enthusiasts who believed they had achieved an immortal state (and were shocked by the death of some members), had given up their daily work (I.4:Ilf.; 11.3:11) and tended to libertinism (I.4:lff., pp. 17,369), Paul urges a proper mental attitude.At this point Jewett becomes vague about defining the term (p. 373) and we doubt his conclusion that ( you )in Thess, Phil, and Cor. B (I Cor. 1:10; 2:16; 14:14/^15^19)is used in anti-enthusiastic settings (p.450). For the opponents seen as 'enthusiasts' cf. H.-A, Egènwolf, 'The Second Epistle to the Thessalonians' in The Two Epistles to the Thessalonians (N.T. for Spiritual Reading), London, 1969, p.123, and Oepke, p.151.
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97Cf. e.g. Weiss, Lightfoot, ad loc. ? Vulgate,*a sensu vestro*.
98So Best ad loc. translates 'sanity*.
99Moore, ad loc., 'power of sane judgment'.
^^®P.360.
^^^P.649. Cf. J. Behm, ',.>^0 0 5 'in T.D.N.T., IV, pp. 951-960. He says there is no precise meaning for the term in the N.T, He cites I Cor. 14;14f. 19; 11.2:2under the heading of 'Understanding', but he all too easily glides from the sense of "sure power of judgment" into "discretion in the face of extravagant ideas".
109Ad loc- Cf. Adenev, ad loc., "your settled convictions" which made up their normal state of mind.Von DobschÜtz rejects such ideas, pp. 264f.
103^^ 13:7 D has & o  (I £ r ? < r d e ; in Lk. 24:37 for TC-ro r ) p 7 5  b 1241 have oOe/Te-S and i>3 W. Probably the ds? and B'readings are an attempt ^ o tone down the original reading. Cf. the use of 
7CTü*^^iOTê“ , Lk. 21:9 which deliberately heightens the effect which wars and rumours of wars will have upon the disciples of Christ.
^Wohlenberg, Milligan, von DobschÜtz and Rigauxall ad loc-
^^^Bauer s.v. 0poeto.
^^^See B.D.B. on nh>n 'murmur' (Cant, 5:4), 'growl', 'roar' and 'be boisterous'.
107Frame, ad loc.
lOSg. j^logtermann. Das Markus-Evanaelium (H.Z.N.T., 4th edn.), Tübingen, 1950, p.133; E, Lohmeyer-W. Schmauch,Das Evanaelium des Matthüus (Meyer, 4th edn.), Gdttingen, 1967, p.269.
^^^With Bauer, Milligan, Frame and others,Rigaux, p.649, Giblin, p.51 n.3 and Klostermann o p . cit..(2nd edn., 1926), p.149 (but not in the 4th edn.) treat it as a middle.
^^^The clause is introduced by o-ru which
does not inply any. doubt about what Paul had heard, Moulton-
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Turner, p.137, Bl.-Deb. para. 396 cf. II Cor. 11:21.
^^^For its use in the LXX see .Rigaux, p.555.
119Von DobschÜtz, p.204. He notes how, in the textual tradition, this appears to be offensive to copyists.
113See R. Bultmann, New Testament Theology (transi, by K. Grobel), London, 1952, I. pp. 75f.? M. Rist,. 'Day of Christ' in I.D.B., I, p.783.
^^^Cf. A. Oepke,' eviV-TM uu ' in T.D.N.T., II, pp. 543-544, An earlier and excellent outline can Iqe found in Eadie, pp. 259£f.
115..
according to C,Jean-Baptiste, Les Hellenististes et Qumran*, R.Q.l (1958/59) 365-390, p.376 n.6 4 . He gives examples from the papyri.
Frame, Findlay etc. ad loc,
117Moulton-Miiligan, p.215,
^^®B.B. Warfield, 'The Prophecies of St. Paul,I-l and 2 Thessalonians', Exp. Ill, 4, 30-44, p.37.
119Calvin, p.398f., B. Weiss, ad loc.
^^^Bauer, s.v. e //(TTm UL . According to Burton, OP. cit., pp. 432f. the Present Middle of the verb can mean 'to impend, begin to threaten', in the Aorist'threatened'but in the Perfect its proper force relates to an existing state.
191 So S. Zeitlin translates. The Second Book of Maccabees. New York, 1954, p.141.
192^^^Bauer, ibid.
123p.268.
edn., p.37. 
l^^P.130.
^^S.D.N.T.. II, p.543. Cf. Schmiedel (citingI Cor. 7:36), p.37.
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1 97P.653. Masson too, p.93 n.5.
^^ F^raitie, p. 248; Bicknell p.74; Neil, (Moffatt), Ip.159; Morris, (Tyndale), pp. 125f. and Bailey, p.323. j
^^^Rigaux argues the Parousia is more than 'arrival', it includes the attendant circumstances, p.201.
von Rad, ' A '(O.T.) in T.D.N.T. II,pp. 943-947 rejects the view that'Day of the Lord'stands for a calendar day because he equates 'the Day'with phrases such as 'the days to come ' etc., p.946.
^^^See E. Jenni, 'Day of the Lord' in I.D.B.. I pp. 784-785, "the impending decisive intervention of God in the prophetic anticipation of the future". See too A.B. Davidson,; 'Eschatology' in H.D.B. I pp. 735-738, J. Bright, 'Day of the Lord' in H.D.B. (one vol. 2nd edn. ed. F.C. Grant, H.H. Rowley), Edinburgh, 1963, p.203. '
^^^Joel 2:1; Is. 13:6,9; Jer. 46:10; Ezek. 30:2,3; iAmos 5:18; Obad 15; Zeph, 1:14,15; Zech. 14:1. The use of 'Day ' for the End appears throughoul;^  j.ntertestamental literature, especially in a gentival Day of consummationI En. 10:2; 16:1; of darkness, 94:9; of judgment, 10:12;22:11; 84:4; 4 Ezra 7:38,39; Judth. 16:17; Jub. 4:19;23:11; T.Lev. 3:3 (some MSS.); Ps.Sol. 15:12; of God,II Bar. 48:47; That Day, 1 En. 45:3f.; S.Or. III. 55f.;Cf. Volz, OP. cit.. pp. 188ff.; Bousset-Gr*éssmann, o p . cit.. pp. 257ff., Russell, op. cit., pp. 92ff. 272.
133See D.E.H. VJhiteley, The Theology of St. Paul.Oxford, 1964, pp. 241ff., for a discussion and summary on this point. Rigaux, pp. 222-227 takes a middle course: Paulhoped for a near Parousia but was ignorant of the date.
134Bl.-Deb. deal with verbs of going (coming) which have the meaning 'to be in the process of going (coming)* for which the destination lies in the future.
^^^E.E. Ellis, The Gospel of Luke (N.Cen.B.) London, j1966, p.210 states that the Thessalonian Church harboured the error of a secret return. De Boor, on the idea of a partial- rapture, says those left behind would ask Why héd Paul not been taken? It would be plain, we might add, that no one had gone.'
13Gp.217.
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137Cf. other Pauline references which might suggest to Christians that the Day of the Lord was presentII. Cor. 6:2 (salvation's day is now); Gal, 4:4 (fulness of times); 1 Cor. 10:11 (end of the ages is here). See too Lk. 1:54,55; 2:29-32; Eph. 2:11-22; Heb. 9:11-22which indicate the church's belief at various stages of its early history in the present application of salvation.Cf. J.W. Bowman 'Eschatology of the N.T, ' in I.D.B., II, pp. 135-140; p.139, sect. b.
c.H. Dodd, 'Matthew and Paul.' E^. 48 (1946/47) 293-298, p. 294, who understands 'the kingdom' to exist in this world during historical time (cf. in Mt. and Paul, Mt. 13s37ff.; 25:31ff.; I Cor. 15;23f.).
1 39Schmithals, Paulus u. die Qiostiker. pp. 146ff*
^^^Marxsen, Introduction, pp. 39,44 dating the letter after A.D, 70.
^^^M.L. Peel, 'Gnostic Eschatology and the New Testament', IhT. 12 (1970) 141-165.
142We reject a theory of 'realised eschatology' at this early stage of the church's life. For the view,Moore, pp. 98f. À.F.J. Klijn, An Introduction to the New Testament (transi, by M. van der Vathorst-Smit), Leiden, 1967, p.121. It is hard to conceive of the community rejecting all eschatological hope since it was an important part of missionary preaching, I.l:9f.; 11.2:5. Cf. too Jewett'sview, chp. 4, fn, 96.
143We cannot be sure that they did not deny or re­interpret the Parousia but if they had and Paul received reports about this we would have expected him to include the word alongside 'Day of the Lord*. He had had information relating to this expression.
The word was familiar to them and the way it was used by Christians to evoke the coming of Christ makes it hard to conceive that they would alter or reject its meaning.On the other hand'Day of the Lord' has very definite foreign overtones for recently converted pagans. Moreover Paul had heard of problems with one expression (Day of the Lord), if problems existed with the word Parousia we might have expected that term to have been used in II.2:2c.
^^^For a summary of views on the precise problem of I Cor. 15^ see J.H. Wilson, 'The Corinthians who say There is no resurrection of the Dead' Z.N.W. 59 (1968), 90-107 and Conzelmann, An die Kor, on. cit., pp. 308f. who suggests that Paul argues against people who only believe in a transformation of the living, not in the resurrection from the dead. Both Bultmann, Theology, o d -. cit.. I, pp. 168f. and W. Schmithals,
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Die Gnosis in Korinth; Eine Untersuchung zu den Korinth- briefen, Gdttingen, 1956, p.74 consider Paul misunderstood the nature of the opposition-Gnosticism, Recently S. Arai,'Die Gegner des Paulus ira I Korinthbrief und das Problem der Gnosis, N.T.S. 19 (1972/73) 430-437 rejects Gnosticism because of an absence of key ideas. His own view, that Paul's opponents were wealthy intelligentsia, Gentiles Christians who thought the Psychic would be destroyed does not commend itself. R. McL. Wilson is cautious: we havethe first tentative beginnings in Corinth of what later became full-scale Gnosticism, 'How' Gnostic: were the Corinthians?', N.T.S. 19 (1972/73), 65-74.
^^^Lnke, OP. cit., p. 274f. Cf. too R. McL. Wilson, ibid, who after reviewing theories says the most natural reading of I Cor. 15 leads to the conclusion that the resurrection is denied.
^^^Bornemann, von DobschÜtz, Wohlenberg, Frame, Rigaux, Masson, Best and many others. Cf. Chrysostom,
R. St. J. Parry, The First Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians (Cambridge Greek Testament), Cambridge, 1957,^  p. 181f. says that would seem to include
<roCpi'(K£ and V T  Rigaux disagrees and contrasts them with prophecy, p. 650,
cit., p.61.
^^^As Schlatter, ad loc.
Masson recognizes the difficulty, pp. 93f.
IS lp iu r^ l-  (S'loLKp jUo(Tbo\/.
^^^See Bauer s.v. -7^/eG Cf. Griram-Thayer, p. 522 pot 4.c(a), "one in whom a spirit ismanifest or embodied'* i. e. actuated by a spirit which is divine or demonical" (cites 11.2:2). Giblin is inclined to the view, p.148, n.2.
153p.503.
Moffatt's view, ad loc.. that it could be an oral statement based on certain loaia of Jesus or contenporary history is unsubstantiated. The First and Second Epistles to the Thessalonians (The Exp. Gr. Test., Vol. IV), London, 1910*
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On with reference to letters cf.1 Pet, 5:12 S'lXouoCv^nu •  ^ This could mean(i) he was the secretary who composed it . (ii) he copied it out (after dictation) or (iii) he was the bearer of the letter. None of these meanings is appropriate to 11,2:2. Cf. E. Best, I Peter (N, Cen. B,), London, 1971, pp.176f.
For
156/ Bl.-Deb.^ para.^ 425 (4) suggest we ^ upply s or, uw/ yeyp«i(pûTÛÔ\/
ellipses of participles, Moulton-Turner, p. 158, n.l,
157Rigaux, ad loc.
cit., pp. 92ff.
1 5QP.IOO. Cf. Schmiedel, p.37 and Giblin, p.149 n.l. 11.3:17 does not indicate the actual presence of false letters, it only suggests the possibility that some might be issued in the Apostle's name. As Rigaux, ad loc., says authentication is needed in view of the danger of false letters. Dibelius, p.48, following Harnack's view that II goes to a small circle, says the main body of the community will want to admit II as authentic but rely on I,
^^^Ad. loc.
^^^E.g. Findlay, Rigaux, ad. loc. C^ f. 1.3:5
6 -Tvéripifio/. Mi\ . with is frequent * in Paul.I Cor. 8:9; 9:27;' 'II Cor. 9:4; 11:3; 12:20 etc. Seefurther Bl.-Deb, para. 370 (2). For T»5 introducing an independent clause I Cor. 16:11; cf. II Cor. 11:16;Bl.-Deb. para. 364 (3); Moulton-Turner, p.77 i*/S ; Bauer s.v. A. Ill, 5 (a), .
^^^Ad loc.
^^^For further and a more detailed discussion of this problem, chp. 6, pp.l99ff.
^^^Bauer s.v. ; A. Oepke, ' 'in T.D.N.T., I, pp. 384-385. The Aor. Subj. 3rd person is very rare in the N.T. Independent clauses are usually imperatival, Bl.-Deb. para. 370 (4), even with verbal forms such as opoc <5pô?TÊr, /SXe-Ké-Tè , Mt. 8:4; 18:10; Mk. 1:44;1.5:15. ' '
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MT has ^ ^  n which occurs again inJob 13:9 and yields the same association of deceit and mockery.
T. Jud. 12:3 fJér -To u ^ W o ^
^^^On the thought of self-deception H. Lietzmann- W.G. Kümmel, o p . cit., p.17, C.K. Barrett, op. cit., p.93.
^^®As von DobschÜtz, ad loc., remarks,,the word does not necessarily imply deliberate falsification; it stresses that people are taken in. Findlay, ad loc., believes that the warning is addressed against a wilful and dishonest deception (v.lO), but we cannot be sure Paul precisely knew the ways in which a false statement was being spread.
^^^Cf. C.E.B. Cranfield, The Epistle of Paul to the Romans. (I.C.C., 6th edn.. Vol. I), Edinburgh, 1975, p*352.
17°Giblln, pp. 89ff.
171Not. merely the three ways mentioned in 2:2 (as Oecumenius, Theophylact assert).
172Ad. loc- P. Airih. 35:28 2nd cen. B.C. and P. LondonIII. 951.4f. 3rd cen. A.D. Cf. also III Mac. 4:13;IV Mac. 4:24; 10:7.
173Frame, Rigaujc, ad loc.
174For various satisfactory alternatives Lünemann and von DobschÜtz ad loc.
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CHAPTER FIVE
THE ESCHATOLOGICAL THEME OF APOSTASY
Paul links together two events The Apostasy and 
The Man of Lawlessness which must precede the Parousia.
As they have not occurred, the Day of the Lord canjriot have 
come. The first of these to be mentioned is The Apostasy 
or Falling Away. Whether is to be linked
with Kot') and taken to indicate chronological priority 
only is doubtful . The adverb probably links the two verbs 
essentially and chronologically. We find the adverb again 
in 1.4:16 in connection with the actual order of the resur­
rection. It occurs too in another apocalyptic context,
Lk. 21:9, and refers to events which lead up to but are not 
directly prior to the End? they are signs which have to 
happen before the final consummation period. Von DobschÜtz 
is probably correct when he connects “7\pCoTov/ to both signs 
and points out that it refers not so much to their mutual 
relation but their common historical relation to the Parousia. 
This is virtually how it is used in Lk. 21:9,
Background to the Abostasv
There is no doubt that the Apostasy does occur first 
in time, but our interest lies more in the background to this 
idea. /A cTi^ o^   ^is a later Greek form of .
The latter denotes the action which makes a person an 
apostate,  ^ ahâ (Troctn oL » can be thought
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of more in terms of the subsequent state or result.
When the word occurs in a more political setting, the most 
obvious translation is 'rebellion'. So in Plutarch,
Galba, 1:9 o<7vO t ^ e p u j \ / 0 £ ^ 7^ o<TToC<TTo<v\/ - Josephus,
Vita, 43, 'rebellion from Nero*, Apol. i.135-6, 'rebellion 
from Rome*. This sense is found in the Apocrypha too 
I Esa. 2:21, K.w.\ of C^OoTc^ lTei J cf.
2:17^.
All other references in the LXX contain a religious 
connotation, Jos. 22:22; III Kgdms. 20:13^; II Chron, 29:19; 
33:19; Jer. 2:19; I Mac. 2:15, The Aquila text also has 
the same pattern, Dt. 15:9; Judg. 19:22; I Kgdms, 2:10; 
10:27; 25:17; Prov. 16:27; Nah. 1:11. Apostasy may be a
rebellion against Yahweh and a consequent departure from.his 
standards, Jos. 22:22, or idolatrous worship, II Chron, 29:19; 
cf. Asc. Is. 2:4 or making overtures to Egypt and Assyria,
Jer. 2:19. A good description of apostasy is found in 
I Mac. 1:15, "They made themselves uncircumcised and forsook
the holy covenant and joined themselves to the Gentiles and
^ 5sold themselves to do evil" . There is always a negative 
as well as positive side to apostasy. The apostate rejects 
his previous allegiance and embraces another. In I Mac. 2:19 
Mattathias declares the negative side, when he speaks of a 
'falling away of each one of you from the worship of his 
fathers'^. The positive side is illustrated in Jer. 2:19 
where Israel seeks the help of other nations instead of 
Yahweh, Of course the concept of apostasy is frequent in 
the O.T. quite apart from any particular word. To forsake 
Yahweh and his commands is the greatest danger faced by the
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Israelites, Dt. 7:4; Judg. 2:3; Is. 1:4£.; 2:5ff.;
Jer, 9:13ff.; Ps, 89:30ff.
The covenant idea becomes prominent in connection 
with apostasy, judgment and renewal. A passage in 
Ezek. 16 has all these themes closely interwoven. Yahweh, 
we are told, made a >covenant with Israel, when she was in 
her youth, v.60, but this has been broken by her adulteries, 
w.59,36. Israel has therefore revealed the true affec­
tions of her heart, v.37. Judgment will inevitably fall, 
w.39ff., 59, but this will not lead to ultimate destruction 
but a renewal of the covenant, w . 60-62. The same thoughts 
are laid out in I Kings 8:22-53 and Neh. 1.
It is little wonder that apostasy from the covenant 
and the possibility of renewal feature in apocalyptic writers,
7where both ideas are firmly related to the End-time . The 
author of Jubilees, when depicting the evil deeds of the last 
times, puts it down to the fact that the Jews have forsaken 
the covenant, 23:16®. The author of I En. 91:7 reports 
that 'apostasy and transgression and uncleanness will 
increase' and (93:9)' in the seventh week shall an apostate 
generation arise, and many shall be its deeds, and all of 
its deeds shall be apostate'^. If Charles' emendation is 
followed in As. Mos. 5:6, the Jews are described as forsaking 
God before the End; 'those who wickedly depart from the lord' 
The idea of apostasy is developed further in 4 Ezra. 5:lff.; 
6:24f.; 9:1-8; 16:18; II Bar. 27:6,7, but we must add a
cautionary note. Any attempt to suggest that II draws upon 
4 Ezra or II Baruch must first of all take into account any 
influence those writings have received frgm oral or written 
Christian thought^^ ^
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The Qumran sectaries were clearly worried by 
the possibility of apostasy. In the main their thoughts 
centred not so much upon Jews who had rebelled against 
God's Law as on those who opposed the sect and The Teacher 
of Righteousness. Ultimately of course all rebellion was 
against God, because the sect represented the truth of God. 
Members were 'the sons of light'. Readers and hearers of 
the Damascus Document are reminded of 'past rebellions' so 
that they will endeavour to avoid such pitfalls, 2:11-18.
It was from apostate Israel that the true remnant arose to 
be established under the leadership of the Teacher of
Righteousness, CD. l:lff.? 2:1; cf. 5:21; 8:19; 19:5,32./-A description of the apostasy of the Wicked Priest is found in
IIQpHab, 8:10. In the same scroll apostasy moves from the
past to the future. In 2:1-10# the unfaithful are those
whP have thrown in their lot with the Liar, and "did not
12listen to the word#" of the Teacher of Righteousness and 
broke the covenant. The interpretation of Hab. 1:5 goes on,
those who) will be unfaithful at the end of days. They, the men of violence and the breakers of the Covenant, will not believe when they hear all that (is to happen to) the final generation from the Priest (in whose heart) God set (understanding) that he might interpret all the words of His servants the prophets, (Vermes)*,
It seems fairly clear that the writer considered there would 
be a final apostate society, but it is doubtful if he regarded 
it as an unique End-time sign. The point of the pesher 
seems to be that the same apostasy which had afflicted the 
Jews in the past was troubling the sectarians now and would
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continue to do so until the End. There is here a parallel 
with 11.2:10. Covenant-hreakers will reject the truth of
the Priest, in the same way some will not receive the love 
of the truth.
Any estimate of the relationship of material 
between Qumran and II must proceed with care. Apostasy 
as a fact of the past, something present and to occur in 
the future is part of Qumran theology. But none of the 
writings hitherto published speak of The Apostasy, the final 
rebellion from God. It is significant that the War Scroll 
makes no mention of some defecting to Belial's side during 
the forty years’ war. If a definite Apostasy was envisaged,
Ia reference in this scroll might have been expected.
Moreover in the Manuscripts as a whole there is a marked • 
absence of any description of the general increase of evil 
just before the End. We have certain apocalyptic traits 
which appear elsewhere in Jewish literature (birth pangs 
IQM.5, conflagration IQM.14;17, a final Holy War IQM passim, 
and judgment IQM. 3:18; 4:20) but no Apostasy and Lawlessness.
In other intertestamental texts both themes occur. 
However since fragments of Enoch, Jubilees and unknown 
apocalyptic books have been found in the Caves^®, it may 
well be that some, if not all the Covenanters, believed in 
an increase of Lawlessness and some kind of definite future 
apostasy. The apparently unsystematised eschatology at 
Qumran makes it impossible to be certain. Our study of 
Qumran and other Jewish intertestamental texts forces us to 
modify the conclusion of Rigaux, "C'est done une tradition 
juive très répandue de reserver une place^  importante a
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l'apostasie dans les prodromes de la fin" . It has 
its place, but it is not so important that it has become 
a well-defined sign^^.
It comes as no surprise to find the thought of 
apostasy in the book of Daniel, The persecution of the 
Syrian King, Antiochus IV, and the apostasy of the hellenis­
tic Jews was bound to leave its mark on Jewish thinking and 
subsequent writings. The author, in commenting upon the 
Hellenizers of the time, says that Antiochus will, 'have 
regard to those who forsake the holy covenant,' Dan. 11:30, 
Theod. TouC, KocW V i A GiocBfj K/j/ , cf. LXX,
6 Y KocT^X I T O O  . On this statement
we have the following points to make.
(a) The kind of regard the king had for Jewish apostates 
is developed in II Mac. 4:7-15. Eager acceptance of Greek 
practices gained his approval, as did rejection of the 
Jewish cult,
(b) The essence of apostasy is described as 'forsaking the 
covenant', cf. I Mac. 1:15.
(c) The Hebrew word, ZLTiJ , is used frequently of 
apostasy, cf. Judg. 10:10; Dt. 28:20; 31:16; Jer. 1:16; 
Joh. 2:9^®.
(d) The Danielle figure of Ant io chus was soon to become a 
supra-hi8torical character in the role of the final adversary 
against God. The description of this king underlies Paul's 
description of the Anomos (11.2:4) so it is likely the 
apostasy associated with him has also played a part in
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apocalyptic thought. The way the phrase 'Abomination 
of Desolation' is used by the Synoptic Apocalypse, cf.
Dan. 11:31? Mk. 13:14? is an example of this. Moreover 
as I Maccabees describes the apostasy of the Jews to the 
ways of the Gentiles it appears^such action was unsolicited 
1:11-15? the foundation was there for Antiochus to build 
upon later. Von Dobschdtz is of the opinion that the 
Maccabean period is the nexus of the apostasy theme. He 
writes.
Die Makkabaer-Erhebung richtete sich gegen den Versuch des Kdnigs, das ganze Volk zur ocxorToicr*oc zu zwingen. Dies ist diehistorische Wurzel der eschatologischen Idee des Abfalls^^.
He considers further, the possibility that 11.2:4 is a 
reflection of the illegitimate cult of the temple under 
Antiochus IV, Dan, 9:26? 12:11^^, We certainly agree with
von Dobschtltz that the Antiochian persecution has had a 
great influence upon the theme of Apostasy in II.2.
At the same time von Dobschtltz quite rightly
points out that O.T. texts relating to apostasy are the
19basis for the whole idea . We would add that just as 
certain ideals and hopes for Israel were transferred to a 
future time, cf. Is. 24-27, so its failures were also related 
to the future. This we have demonstrated for the apocalyptic 
writers and consider it to be so in Paul's writing except 
that the whole idea is now in a Christian framework.
In the N.T. the word group and idea is no longer 
related to the Jewish covenant and Torah except for one 
instance. In Acts 21:21 mention is made of a falling away
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20from Moses, i.e. the Mosaic Law . Otherwise apostasy 
ié a defection from true Christianity, which takes place 
in the following ways: a falling away from the Gospel,
Gal. l:6 f.7 from the faith, I Tim, 4:Iff. 7 or, in the 
style of the O.T., from the living God into unbelief,
Heb. 3:12? cf. Heb, 6 : 6 ? 10:26ff.^^7
I Pet, 4:177 Hermas, Sim. VIII.9;1? IX.26:3? Ep. Barn. 
4:10. There are numerous passages in the N.T, which bear 
on this theme of 'falling away*. It is unnecessary to 
attempt to list all of them. A few examples of the danger 
of apostasy for the early church will illustrate the matter. 
There is the common danger of listening to false teachers 
thereby becoming apostates. Clear warnings are given 
against this, II Cor, 11:13? Eph, 4:14? II Tim. 3:5ff.
The rejection of the New Covenant and its faith means, in 
effect, a denial of the Lord who redeemed them, II Pet, 2:1, 
©t Ü peVü L cf. Mk. 8:38? Lk. 12:9 and a putting
aside of the faith which had been embraced, I Tim. 1:19, 
p éV u . As in the O.T. there is not only a 
negative aspect, rejection of the Christian faith, but a 
positive acceptance of another or a different style of 
living. This may involve idolatry, immorality or false 
beliefs and a 'new' w ^  which is a way without God,. Eph, 
4:17ff.? I Pet. 4:lff.? I Jn. 2:26? Jude 4.
It is tempting to follow Hartmann's translation
of 7^0 by 'rebellion' (11,2:3)^^. If this
suggests a political concept it is best to avoid the term.
In view of the close alliance (TTdLfTT K. has with
, and the religious usage of the former
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in the LXX, it is better to retain the word 'apostasy'.
The meaning of the term should arise from the immediate 
context and other related passages. The noun, which we 
have said denotes the state rather than the act nevertheless 
includes both thoughts. It is impossible to separate the 
two. In conclusion then we may state that the O.T. back­
ground to the idea suggests a religious-ethical meaning which 
the N.T. confirms. Two N.T. passages come close to the 
idea of final apostasy, Mt. 24:12 and II Tim. 3:Iff, and 
both treat apostasy as a religious defection and subsequent 
state. However they both lack any concept of The Final 
Apostasy which the definite article suggests in 2:3.
The Nature of the Apostasy
We now come to consider the content of the 
Apostasy in our pericope. Just as there are opposing 
views about the Anomos and Katechon so there are different 
ideas about the Apostasy. It was common for the early church 
fathers to equate with and
norefer the term to Antichrist, the Anomos . Others of that
24period saw apostasy in terms of moral corruption and heresy .
The Latin father, Tertullian, believed it to be a falling
away of_ the Empire . Irenaeus gave it a Jewish connotation
by indicating that Antichrist would sit in the Jerusalem
Temple, and thereby demonstrate his apostasy^^. The more
political nature of the theme has been wellr-explpred by
earlier writers and latterly Wohlenberg has been attracted
27to it, but in association with religious connotations .
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Leaving aside the comments of the early church 
fathers, we can look at more recent suggestions, B. Weiss 
thought the apostasy was
Der Abfall des Judenthums von den lebendigen Gott (vgl. Hebr 3:12), der sich durch die definitive Verwerfung seines Messias und die Vollendung der Feind'-^ schaft gegenihn (I.2:16f.) vollzieht.^S
It is unlikely that Paul is dealing with a Jewish fall.
His thinking no longer concerns the Old Covenant but the 
New. Can it be said that the Jews will reject the New 
Covenant; will this be the apostasy? Apparently in Paul's 
opinion the Jews had already done so, 1.2:16, and it is 
hardly an outstanding sign.
Another possibility, similar to the early church
identification of Apostasy = Antichrist, suggests the word
29has some connection with Belial . Any relationship is at 
best tenuous and the readers would have difficulty in 
grasping the idea. If the noun is thought to reflect 
Dan. 9:26 and 12:11 ( & r , standing for the 
removal of the temple cUltus) would the community understand 
even this fact? Jewish ideas might be in Paul's mind, but 
for the sake of his readers why was he not more explicit?
A more likely possibility favours the reference 
to a fall from the natural law. In Rom. l:18ff. Paul makes 
it very clear that he believes men have rejected any know­
ledge they might have gained from Nature, in favour of their 
own desires and concepts. At the same time he does not 
appear to imply that this has happened at one particular 
point in history; it is a continuing process. If, as we
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believe, 2 : 1 0 refers to the apostates as those who have
chosen not to receive (deliberate rejection) the Gospel
('love of the truth'), then this invalidates the suggestion
as it is clear that in Romans people reject natural 'truth',
not the Gospel. xFurther we have in II a reference to a
definite future sign, not an on-going process. Obviously
von Dobschfitz has recognised the problem for he makes 11.2:3
an eschatological counterpart to Romans with The Apostasy
remaining still outside the Christian community. It is
30ethical, not political, in nature and paralleled in 
descriptions of general godlessness and moral depravity at 
the End-time, cf. he writes, II Tim. 3:Iff.; Mt. 24:12;
Did. 16:3f.; Jub. 23:14ff.; 4 Ezra 5:lff.; S.Or. IV.152ff.;
VIII.188f.31.
We wonder if it was a marked increase in lawlessness 
that Paul intended to represent as an outstanding sign for 
the Christian community. We must remember that hé is 
writing to show why the Day has not come. He mentions two 
particular events to demonstrate that the Day is still future. 
Would the suggestion of von Dobschdtz be such a clear sign?
If the apostasy occurredyin relation to the community, that is 
something which involved the 'membership', we would have a 
'sign' which would carry more meaning for the church.
Having made this general observation we will 
consider two further points in detail. Not only will they 
pass comment on von Dobschtltz ' s view, but indicate our own. 
Firstly we shall consider other references to apostasy, and 
secondly, we shall examine our passage to glean from it hints 
as to the nature of this eschatological t;heme. Firstly then
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we study the apostasy theme. Paul deals with the subject 
in Galatians in some detail, l:6ff; 4:21f.; cf. Phil. 3:2.
The believers there were in danger of rejecting the Gospel 
as received from Paul, accepting a perversion of it and 
coming under the anathema of God. In^particular there was 
the danger of coming once again under The Law from which 
Christ had made them free. In I Cor. 10:12 there is a 
possibility of departing from a religious-ethical standard 
and a warning is given, /S\e-7\eTu3 i\ecnç^ , reminiscent of 
II.2:3a, Although Paul can write about salvation and security, 
Rom, 8:38ff,? Phil. 1:6; 11.2:13, he can also set out the
danger of rejection by God because of unbelief. The apostate 
believer will have his works burned up because they are 
unacceptable, I Cor. 3:12ff. and Paul bruises his body into 
subjection lest he should be rejected, I Cor. 9:27 ( jjos )
In later N.T. books apostasy is treated in greater 
detail, both as to its nature and its consequences. Hebrews 
(6:4ff.; 10:26ff.) speaks of those who fall away and have no
chance of renewal. They have tasted of the things to come, 
been enlightened, partaken of the Spirit but still have 
fallen away ( ). They have sinned
deliberately after having received ( \ o ( ( l e \ \ /  ) the know­
ledge of the truth. Only judgment awaits the apostate.
The seriousness of apostasy is reflected in I Tim. 4:lff.,
VT (K L T'Ves . We should carefully
note that they fall from the faith, cf. II Pet, 2:lff.;
3:2ff,; Jude 18, They accept, on the positive level, false
/doctrines and listen to seducing spirits, *7^
. These last four references are all set in an
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eschatological context and betray the worry and concern of 
the church at that period. Since they have a future 
reference they find a parallel in Mt, 24:12, where, against 
von Dobschtltz, lawlessness ( & vo ) is clearly dis­
tinguished from apostasy, which is described as
T Co ^  T^oWtav/ 3^ , The affirmation of 24:13 
serves to emphasize that works prove true love and faith, 
not that a future hope is secured by them. There will be 
those who belong to the faithful and yet will fall away.
The author of I Jn, gives his own views on this. He suggests 
that although such people were once reckoned among the 
Christian community, they were never truly members of it,
6 GÇ/, tx:X\' o v V L pwi/I If they had
been true disciples they would have continued, (Tod/"
“ U Ko (Mt, 24:13?). What the author writes on
this theme, he sets in the context of the Last Hour and the 
coming of Antichrist. The little antichrists, those who 
deny Jesus is the Christ, are the precursors of the One 
Antichrist, 2:22. It is quite likely that 'John' regarded 
these apostates as the foundation for the Future Apostate,
If so there ,is a parallel with 11.2:10 where the Anomos 
attracts of (X*k ôW u \/o l 3^ , From this brief survey 
we can see that there was a growing belief and tradition 
that the last times would see some depart from the bosom of 
the church. In Paul we naturally find less on the theme 
since the church had not developed to the stage where heretical 
teaching and divisions were causing severe problems. It 
did not require however a great deal of foresight to see that 
what had happened to previous religious faiths and groups
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vrould also happen within the church. We have already 
come across some reasons for apostasy? loss of love for 
God, Lk. 18;7f.? Mt. 24:12? Rev. 2:4, the attractiveness 
of new ideas, II Tim. 4:3f. and a desire to indulge in 
sensual pleasures, II Pet. 2:2. The apostasy theme is 
continued by the author of the Didache. In the context of 
general lawlessness and seducing voices prior to the arrival 
of the he writes of sheep turned into
wolves and , 16:3.
In other words the idea of apostasy does not concern a 
general forsaking of a moral law or ’natural knowledge’ but 
a rejection of The Faith.: It is not even a general forsaking
of'God, but a deliberate refusal of and withdrawal from the 
truth in Christ.
Secondly when we look at II.2 for any evidence in
it to help with the interpretation of «TToKTicC ,
we are confronted with the objection of Rigaux and Ernst
that the idea of a defection from the body of the church does
not accord with Paul’s ideas and it is certainly not on his 
34horizon , It is suggested that all he contemplated was a 
loss of faith in the sense of 1.3:13 or 11.2:15. These 
texts seem irrelevant to the discussion in so far as they 
have nothing to do with the Final Apostasy and only indirectly 
deal with "falling away'. If it is objected that Paul has 
only here set out his belief in a future apostasy from the 
church, we can add that' this is apparently true of the 
Anomos and Katechon themes^^. He may have written about 
these themes in letters no longer extant/have explained these 
features to other churches cf. 11.2:5, ai^ d possibly found the
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original ideas in the oral tradition behind the Synoptic 
Apocalypse^^, At any rate we can be sure that the idea
37of 'present* apostasy is firmly in his mind in Gal, l:6ff*
So there is no undue difficulty in envisaging Paul's belief 
in a very definite End-time sign of this nature. It appears 
to us that the objection of Rigaux and Ernst is invalid.
Moving to the passage itself, we note that Satan's 
Anomos works effectively amongst those who are perishing.
These people are described in two further statements,
y.lO T^\/ ^Sê Ç ocv/TO.
V.12 of -AirTeu(Tk\/Tê-^ •Tfj' .
It is on this basis that God’s judgment is upon them in the
form of The Lie, v.ll. In contrast to these people, Paul
can give thanks that there are others who have been chosen
38by God unto salvation, 2s13 , The contrast is not only one
of election or non-election, but acceptance or rejection of 
the truth. Some had come to faith,
2:13, othershad deliberately not received (accepted) and 
believed it. This implies that they had had the opportunity 
to do so, which indicates not merely a casual hearing of that 
faith. we should note that whilst Paul speaks of believers 
as those actually alive at the time of writing, those who 
reject the truth belong to the future and the coming of Anomos. 
Since the Apostasy is for Paul in the future, we are led to 
believe that the apostates of 2 :1 0 f. are in effect the 
Apostasy of 2:3.
Frame makes the interesting comment that the Greek 
phrase (only here in the Greek
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Bible), suggests that God had sent those who ultimately
rejected the truth the divine power to create in them
a love for the truth of God (Rom. Is25) or Christ 
39(II Cor. 11:20) . If his insight is correct we can see
a further reason for Paul believing that this group had had a
special opportunity to respond to the truth of the Gospel,
but had rejected it. In our view then these people are
40apostates from the church and not Jews who had rejected
the Gospel message, or those who had rejected the 'natural
truth' of God. The very word itself implies an already
existing relationship which has been deliberately broken.
If so it is unlikely we can refer it to the hearing of the
Gospel message. They had refused the truth, which comes to
mean ultimately, Christ, and it would appear they must have
41claimed to have once belonged to the faith . Without 
doubt they provide the soil upon which the Anomos works and 
practises his deceptions. Not only will he carry them along 
but we can suppose that more will bé attracted to his side 
as apostasy proceeds during his period of sway.
A summary of conclusions can now be set out as
follows.
1. The term is used with a 
religious connotation,
2. The word itself implies a definite departure 
from a previous relationship and acceptance 
of new (and false) beliefs or way of life,
3. The theme of apostasy in the O.T. and N.T. 
confirms that rejection denotes a previous 
relationship with God.
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4. The article presupposes a well-known 
eschatological fact, at least, well-known 
to the Thessalonians. It is a definite 
sign wl^ ich will be evident to the community, 
assuming they are 'awake', 1.5:6.
5, It is an apostasy from the Christian faith 
and church. It does not concern an outside 
group such as the Jews or the falling away 
of the world into greater lawlessness.
The future apostates are briefly described 
in II.2:10ff. in which passage the Anomos 
(- the Lie) is regarded as God's judgment 
upon such people.
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Rigaux, ad. loc., apparently takes the view that 
the adverb is linked to <k7^o(T^\dur\(L "L'apostasie,premier signe que le jour du Seigneur n'est pas là". Frame,ad. loc., says we cannot be certain. Giblin wants to see a logical force in its use here, although it does appear to be impossible to reitiove the temporal aspect. He is probably correct in stating that if Paul wished to attach -tkto he would have added àVeiToc as in I,4;16f.and placed it before the former noun, p.83 n.3.
^Fof the word see Bauer, s.v. jvon Dobschtltz, pp. 269-271; J. Ernst, Die eschatologischen ■Gegensoieler in den Schriften des Neuen Testaments,Regensburg, 1967, pp. 27-32; Giblin, pp. 81-88; Milligan, p.98; Rigauxl, pp. 235ff. and 654; H. Schlier, • AO<rroc(n o( » (also 0L(|)»1rTm vu ) in T.D.N.T. I, pp. 512-514 andàp/éo poCL in I p.470. For the Latin translations of the term von Dobsbhütz, p. 269 n.2, but they are of little help in deciding the meaning and content of the word in our passage,
^For the 'papyri, Moulton-Milligan, p.68, P.Amh,II.30:33f. (2nd cen. B.C.), the burning of title deeds py Egyptian^'rebels ' orCb -rpv/
& TLCXTTKTW \ /  6  y  KolLT%uT&&  ^ Nexamples are given for
^So Codex A (LXX) translates t Theod.too.
)  , ^ Kou iTblV (XKo i^ioC0rtUi4Ç, ^  j  '656^uyi<rbn(T(<v^ Tü'ij e6vre<r-«\/ XocY j f x y  '-rov
To ' I
^  ^ K ( ^ c r r o ^  d{KO  XoLTpei'c<l iKf^Té d u T o d .
7For the Jewish Rabbinical tradition, Strack- Billerbeck, III, p.637 and IV, pp. 977ff. Schab,138b says The Torah is destined to be forgotten in Israel.
®it is important to stress that Jub. 23 is not concerned with heathen wickedness but the lawlessness of the Jews, 23:19 is an amplification of v.l6, "They.have forgotten commandment, and covenant, and feasts, and nonths, and Sabbaths, and jubilees, and all judgments' (A.P.. II, p.48), A similar picture is given by Philo, De Proem, 148-152 = Strack- Billerbeck ,111, p.291, De Execrat 6,
9Does this refer to the secularization policyof Sadducean-Hasmoneans? V.10 goes oh to state that 'at its (i.e. the seventh week) close shall be elected The Elect righteous of the eternal plant of righteousness to receive sevenfold instruction concerning all His creation'. Cf. this with the thought in IIi2:13^ It must be 'pointed out that
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in 1 En. 93 (The so-called. Apocalypse of Weeks) the second, sixth and seventh weeks are characterised by wickedness. We cannot find a definite End-time sign of . Apostasy in the chapter.
l^A.P., II, p.418.
\114 Ezra 9;Iff. seems to have a number of ideas Which echo the Synoptic Apocalypse, e.g. earthquakes, tumult of peoples, confusion of leaders. The same may apply to T.Jud. 23# T.Dan. 5:4. However the many references to evil in the last days must go back to Jewish eschatological beliefs. For a thorough list of texts, Ernst, o p . cit., pp. 30ff.
12The underlined words are the conjecture of Vermes and Lohse.
Milik in 'Le Travail d'Edition des Fragments Manuscrits de Qumrân', R.B. 63 (1956) 49-67, pp. 56ff.; idem. Ten Years of Discovery in the Wilderness of Judea (transi, by J. Strugnell, S.B.T. 26), London, 1959, pp. 32ff.
^^Rigaux, p.255.
15It is only one sign among many. See D.S. Russell, OP. cit.. pp. 263-284.
^S.D.B. S.v. ZLTùP Qal. 2d.
17P.269. Also Ernst, o p . cit.. p.28.
lBp.270
19^^P.269 n.4.
20Cf. II Mac. 5s8s Jason is an apostate from the laws ( 1^5 Tiliv/ \/ojuwy ).
21Warnings are given by Ignatius against falling back into Judaism, Ad Maan. 8:1, 'Be not led astray by strange doctrines ... for if we are living until now accord­ing to Judaism, we confess that we have not received grace', cf. 10:1; Ad Philad. 6:1,2,
22Op. cit.. p.198. Moore, ad loc.
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23 <Irenaeus Adv. Haer, V, 25;Iff; Chrysostom;Augustine Civ.Dei. xx.l9; Theodoret; Theophylact and . Oecumenius. Wohlenberg suggests this identification is due to the Fathers regarding the Antichrist as Belial and the latter is translated in the 1*XX by ,
24Theodore; Augustine, ad loc.? Cyril, Cat, xv.2 (= P.O. xxxiii),
25De Res. Carnis. Rigaux, p.256, is wrong in stating it is the kingdom of Antichrist as such. Tertullian's words are, 'veniat abscessio primo, huius utique regni, et reveletur delinquentiae homo, id est antichristus'.
26Adv. Haer. V. 25:2.
27Ad loc. For earlier views, Bornemann, pp. 405f£. and von Dobschtltz, p. 270, The theory of a Jewish political revolt is particularly attractive to those who are persuaded that the parousia in Mt. 24 and II.2:lff. refers the destruc­tion of Jerusalem. Orchard, op. cit.. p.41 refers to it as the unfulfilled event of the destruction of Jerusalem,
28Ad, loc. J. Denny, The Epistles to_.the Thessalonians (Expositor's Bible), 1902, pp. 308f. suggests the religious defection of the Jews who crown their guilt which is mentioned in I.2:14f. Similarly Dibelius p.37 (2nd edn.)= p.45 (3rd edn.) p.45 says that the idea comes from Jewish circle of ideas and refers to the apostasy of Jews to heathenism. Oepke and de Boor, ad loc.. stress that it refers in the first place to Israel. Best is attracted to this view pp. 282,308.
^^Sirard o p . cit., supposes that isan anticipation of , w.3,7,8, and the whole isinfluenced by the underlying idea of Belial, p.94. He is attracted by the idea that the word refers to the fall and removal of Satan (parallel in thought to &K u è < r o v ),cf. Rev. 12ï7ff. but he rejects it on the grounds that the word has political and religious uses which forbid it, pp. 94 n.l, 98.
269ff
31De Boor too. We can refer back to Palladius,Dial, de vita S. loannis. 74 who conceived of it as apostasy gaining ground. Bornemann thinks of moral defection but is uncertain of the area in which it will take place. Frame suggests the non-christian world; Bicknell too. Neil,(Moffatt), Morris, (Tyndale) and Grayston treat it as a human revolt and defiance of God. Rigaux pictures it as general 
evil at the End-time.
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For the view that the Apostasy is from the church Oecumenius, T o O  or c c k o Be-ou KwMrn/;Calvin; Adeney; Findlay; Staab; Schlier, ' ^ -ï\o OP. cit., pp. 513f. Lightfoot and Plummer remain uncertain as to Judaism or Christianity. Bailey, p.327 attempts to synthesize: 'The rebellion is strictly speaking within thechurch but the outcome affects the world outside'. Rigaux, p.258, is strangely ambivalent. He only gives the word a vague and general value (cf. Whiteley, Theology, p.236), yet resorts to vv.10-12 in order to fill in the content of the term. He sees in the rejection of the truth the seducing work of antichrist (cf. Chrysostom Lug péXX^ )\/ToC(X Ko\ Au\/p(.L Kot'v (k(picTT^ / • He argues thus because inhis opinion the apostasy and Anomos are one and the same calamity (so arguing against his previous position of the prior event of Apostasy, L 'Antéchrist et l'opposition au royaume messianique dans l 'Ancien et _le Nouveau Testament. Paris,1932, p.268). It does seem in II.2:lff. that the Apostasy is prior to the Antichrist, even if we cannot deduce such from , 2:3. Giblin, whilst agreeing withRigaux, goes further and maintains the term implies an ultimate division between believer and unbeliever. He almost wishes to translate, 'first must come the separation'. He admits he is on weak philological grounds and his texts (Mt. 13:43; 25:32) do not seem logically or temporally toapply to the Thessalonian teaching. Apostasy refers to an individual rejecting God and accepting another life; it does not refer to the separation of sheep from the goats, pp. 85ff.
^^We can, perhaps, trace something of this idea in Matthew and Romans. in the Parable of Wheat and Tares (Mt. 13 = 24:30), the latter exist amongst the former, i.e. under the blessings of the church. In Romans the Jews are depicted as experiencing the blessings of being God's chosen race. They have the oracles ( Aoyo/, 3:1), have experienced the long-suffering of God (2:4f.) and have the law (2:17f.). Unfortunately they are building up God's wrath against them.by their disobedience (2:5,9), The conclusion is stated in 2:28,29; oo y ^ ù  6 kv' Tuj cj)oCv/^pCo o a t ? . ... a
Tto KpwKTlp à/ t.What ‘Paul describes in Rom. 2 and 3 ref ers-to the past and present but it does indicate Paul's view in Judaism;'the true' and 'the false' can exist together.
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32 ^Giblin, p.82 n.l also seems to be unaware of thedistinction made by the evangelist.
We have omitted Mk. 13:22 = Mt, 24:24 (cf.Lk. 21:8); Asc. Is. 4:9; II Bar. 28:3; S.Or. II. 168;III. 68 which deal with the deception of Pseudo - or Anti­christ (s). II Tim, 3:1-10 may also be more concerned with general lawlessness than apostasy (which is included in the thought of that passage).
3"^ Both ad loc. Giblin's argument, pp. 84f., namely that the church was basically 'healthy' and the idea of apostasy opposes the fact, must be rejected. The Apostle would have had enough previous experience to know of the dangers to churches.
35If there is a reason for rejecting II it must spring from the uniqueness of material in II.2slff,
36Findlay, A. Plummer A Commentary on St. Paul's Second Epistle to the Thessalonians. London, 1918, Adeney and Staab (ad loc.) trace back the idea of Apostasy to the Synoptic discourse, (Mk. 13 and parallels). It may have connections with the tradition of that discourse, but nothing in the latter presupposes. The Apostasy,
37Galatians may have been written between 53-55 A.D. (Kdmmel, Introduction, p. 198), which shows that in a very short space of time after the writing of II we have the danger of apostasy appearing in an extant letter of Paul. Of course if the letter is earlier than II we have evidence that Paul was aware of heretical tendencies and defection from the church,
3^Do we read 'chosen p ^  D pm someold lat. sy^ cop or * B 09^ P 33 some old lat,vg sy^ cop^. For the former Bornemann, von Dobschtltz,Rigaux, Giblin and Best. If we read the latter,“^Dibelius, we have to ask to what the "first-fruits" refers. It is not(a) the first group of converts: there is no supportingevidence and (b) the Fhi-lippians were the first converts in Macedonia, Acts 16:14f*, 32f. In favour of the first reading is that it suits the contextè Some had chosen deliberately to reject the Gospel so divine punishment comes. Those who believe do so because of their election from the very -beginning.
39 .As against Lightfoot and Plummer and J.M.-O'Connor,'^ Truth' in Paul and Oumran, 1968, pp. 193f,, who see* , truth in general. Cf. Rigaux, 'la revelationchrétienne'«
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CHAPTER SIX
THE ESCHATOLOGICAL THEME OF THE ANTICHRIST
The word 'Antichrist' is only mentioned in I Jn,
2:18 in conjunction with 'many antichrists', cf. 4:3;
II Jn. 7. The first passage shows that it was a belief 
connected with earlier tradition,
and it referred to an individual, j> i (TTi? ^ • We
also learn something about the Antichrist in I Jn, through 
the way 'the many' are described, since they are held to pre­
figure him. These antichrists are (a) apostates, 2:19
(b) they deny the Messiahship of Jesus, his deity and humanity, 
2:22f,; 4:2f.; cf. II Jn. 7, and (c) they deal in lies,
2:22,26; cf. II Jn.7, In other words they and the one 
Antichrist are primarily seen in religious terms and to that 
extent parallel references to false Christs in Mt. 24:24 =
Mk. 13:22; Mt. 24:5. The anti of Antichrist can be taken in 
both its possible Greek and English senses; the figure takes 
the place of and opposes Christ.
We can give this title to the Anomos in our passage 
for the following reasons. Firstly the figure is set in 
the future and expected immediately prior to the Parousia of 
Christ, 2:8. Secondly, words normally applied to Christ are 
applied to this figure, e.g. TKtx.ÇiôudvV ^ octkoK.ocXJATtO,
&\/6 p y juv(TT/| p . Thirdly, his activity is in com­
plete opposition to Christ, 2:4,9ff. Fourthly, the section
about his activity is set out in religious terms and to that
2extent parallels Antichrist in I Jn. . As in John's epistle
J
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so in II.2s3f. the figure is an unique individual. There
3are no grounds for suspecting a collective interpretation .
We have him described as 'the Man of lawlessness' and 'the 
Anomos', 2:3,8, his actions are individualistic, 2:4,9ff. and 
his coming directly precedes that of Christ, 2:8. Attempts 
to fit in numerous antichrists cause considerable problems.
In our view he is also a man and not some supra-
A 5Man or the Devil himself as Belial . The latter suggestion
makes nonsense of the statement in 2:9 which clearly sets the 
Anomos in relation to Satan but distinguishes the Anomos from 
him. He may be something other than man, which supra-human 
can imply, but there is insufficient evidence in this passage 
to establish the view. There is no doubt that the figure 
has supra-human powers from Satan but that does not mean he 
is other than a human being. The use of èl\/0 ,
perhaps too, indicates that this is so. It is
also unlikely that Paul has been influenced by the Ub - Mensch 
myth of a supra-being since such influence lies in the dis­
tant paste The more immediate origin of the figure springs 
from human historical antecedents evidence of which is found 
in 2:4 with its allusion to Dan. 11:36f. and Antiochus IV .
So apart from his activity in 2:9f. there is nothing which 
suggests he is other than a human being and Satan's special 
agent.
This figure is called by Paul in the first place, 
'the Man of lawlessness' 2:3. The importance attached to 
the latter part of the expression (lawlessness) is shown 
by the further use of d V o  |vik. , 2:7 and the cognate 
adjective V OjJü ^ , 2:8^. The word clearly highlights
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the nature of the man and so it is to the meaning of ivopii
(“ o^. ) that we address ourselves.
We shall start by considering the use of the
word-group in the LXX, A study of the related 
words reveals the following:
1, & /o u e w  s 33 times, no fixed Heb, equivalent.r 
n r
\ f '2. of / 0 V q pot s 17 times, no fixed Heb. equivalent.
3. : over 100 times. It translates many Heb.‘ words. If there is an equivalent it is^ W 'I (31 times but almost entirelyin feexiel) together with W 'n (5 times').
4. 0 p 1 vL : about 230 times. It is used to translate24 Heb. words. Only fi ^  stands out as a possible Heb. basis, iJeing translated 63 times by & vou &  . and71 in are translated 26 timesrespectively (the latter 25 times in Ezekiel).
Clearly we have to be very careful about finding a 
fixed Hebrew root equivalent to the Greek root. This becomes 
evident when we consider the distribution of àvo for
7 1^ in the LXX, We find this equation mainly in someI T
historical books, the Psalms (24 times) and «Job. (5 times). 
Otherwise it is virtually absent from the prophetical writings. 
The 63 times includes a few variants where other MSS. have a
7different word for sin . The fact that it was used for
j i ^  does show that the translators attempted to bring
out the thought in the Hebrew term of iniquity. Job. 20:27,
and the guilt associated with it, Ps. 50 (51):5? the two, as
8B.D.B. have noted, are not easily distinguished .
A glance at the three N.T. quotations from the LXX
where it is found does not help our understanding of the word 
either.
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Rom. .4:7, p o L v o v  uj\/ (j)e 8r|<rK\/ i\/oyici.L
= PS, 31 (32) :1, LXX? M.T. ^  U  fj ,
Heb. 1:9, Kc^{ e f cTk| çK'/oplVx/.
For the text, D M? èSiv^(oi\/ A 33 al, ~ Ps. 44
(45) :8 / â2 B (k\/c?p/Kv^  t A <5 i K /o<\/
M.T. S) U  '1 .
Lk. 22:37, To KoL\ &\/oy w / k  \  o \ ^ / < r B
= Is. 53:12, 6\/ ‘ToT^  e Xo y /(T D/| ? M.T.
V wb .
i tIn the LXX there is the frequent use of û^ v/opioC 
and à y ocTïV as synonyms (Ps. 31:1? 50:4? 58:4? 102:10?
cf. Heb. 10:17)^. Words for sin are heaped together in the
O.T. and this has lead to a merging of any particular nuance 
they may have carried? Ex, 34:7 and Lev. 16:21 ocVopioC, 
if»K\oC , oC p Q( ^ T • cf. II Esd. 9:6,7? Prov. 6:12-14^^.|
There is a tendency for olSiKv'W and ptoC to beeeme j
11 ' used as the chief terms for sin .
Liddell-Scott give little information on the use of 
the word group in Greek. They note the various meanings for 
the words and cite a few examples to illustrate where appro­
priate: (6\ropv^  poC , transgressor of the law? cJrvopioC 
lawlessness, lawless conduct, opp. to Ç» Kp(\o(ru\/or the 
negation of law, so opp. to /o'po5 ^^? c( \/o p* é W  , 
act lawlessly and <èVopoi , lawless, impious^
In the N.T. we have in addition to cK\^Op\< (15 
times)^^ and âVopoS (10 times)^^, the adverb 
( t w i c e ) O n  the basis of a study of their use in the N.T. 
we have the following remarks to make.
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1. In nearly every occunence of the two words (noun
17and adjective) a contrast is implied or expressed
There is a particular contrast with the thought of
'righteousness*# Mt. 13:41? 23:28? Rom. 4:7? 6:19?
II Cor. 6:14? I Tim. l:9r II Pet. 2:8? I Jn. 3:4 (with
1 8V.7)? etc.# cf, the 'will of God*, Mt, 7:23 . In
1 1 ,2 :1 - 1 2 the expressions, 'loving, receiving and believing
the truth' 2 0 :1 0 ,1 2 , imply a contrast with believing the 
Lie and 'taking pleasure in unrighteousness', 2:11,12.
2. Etymologically, the word is made up of 2 parts, OL - 
(without) and \ / o . ( l a w ) ^ ^ .  In many of the N.T, texts 
there is an implied reference to a law, whether the Mosaic,
I Cor, 9:21a? Rom. 2:12 or God's moral law, I Cor, 9:21b.
The implication of the à- is that sin is committed with
disregard to the law or directly against the law or in
absence of a law. This can be seen in Acts 2:23? cf,
Lk, 22:37 (also Ps.Sol. 17:18 (v.ll sing,- Pompey) ), where
20the plural is taken to mean Gentiles . Does the word
imply they are such because they act 'without the law'
(they do not possess it) i.e. Gentiles, 'against it' i.e.
21sinners,or disregard it? The same query applies to the 
noun. In Mt. 7:23 the 'workers of «x p ' are
contrasted with o n ’o t o u  poo
V.21? this is the 'law' or 'standard'. The &
can be seen here under two aspects? an act against God's 
will and an act apart from God's requirements, a disregard 
of what should be^  done, cf. Rom, 4:7 etc. It appears to
us impossible to erase either aspect from the texts in which 
p I X, (- 0 5 ) is used for sin. A translation which
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limits it to 'rebellion' is only focussing on the 'against 
22the law' aspect , The scope of the word is wider and 
embraces the idea of disregard for the law. The best 
translation remains, in our view, 'lawless(-nessM•
Lawlessness (with reference to the noun) can be under* 
stood in 3 ways.
1. a condition or state of those who commit sin.
Mt. 23:28, i.(T<e pecTToX ....
Rom. 6:19, &\/6) pi'^  6^ à d o y i d . /
Heb. 1:9, & p (à \/o
2. a general act,
Mt. 7:23, of p e d û L  (13:41,
7\0 v/TOC^  )
Mt, 24:12, f là. T*ô T^ X*^  B v/ci \ of /P p
Tit. 2:14 Xt>TpLO(T?jT«^t....
3, specific acts (lawless deeds).
Rom. 4:7, oi ^  é  &  ^ (foL Z' ocf o< /o piK_L .
Heb. 10:17, Kct.i \/ %\/d) p ( c3\/ o(.uTtj\/ Co pX 
pN//^ (TB7^ <ropc«i^  eTL.
It is interesting to note that on three occasions the noun is 
connected with Satan (or Beliar)^^. In II.2:8f. the
25adjective used as a substantive has a similar connection .
The adjective oc \/(? po^ is employed absolutely to 
describe people as lawless, in three out of the six remaining 
texts (we exclude I Cor. 9:21^ ouater, which is used in a 
special way of those outside the Law of Moses and implies no 
criticism and II Pet. 2:8, which refers to specific acts.
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of lawlessness, from the 10 possible texts). The three
texts are Lk. 22:37, o L \ / d y u O \ Z = 'criminals'? Acts 2:23,
Sii pos i\/d>puo\/ = 'Gentiles’ or 'lawless people'
and I Tim. 1:9, à:.v/ûpoi^  = 'the lawless'.
Is U \ / o in some way an eschatological idea?^^
In Matthew three out of the four references are set in an
27eschatological framework, 7:23? 13:41? 24:12 , whilst it
is obviously so in II and possibly true of I «John. This is
hardly enough evidence for using a word in an eschatological
sense* However I. de la Potterie has argued that the
28eschatological sense is the most frequent in the N.T.
He writes.
dans le plus grand nombre de textes de cette époque «xvopiV sert adécrire l'état d'hostilité a Dieu ai derniers temps.29,
The opposition, he suggests, implicit in the word is to the
plan of God and not to the law, whilst, 'iniquity' is to be
30viewed under a satanic aspect , However proof of what he
says is lacking for the N.T. and his conclusion that the word
(with particular reference to I John) refers to the spiritual
reality of sin, its situation and state, and not bad acts which
31are committed, is very vague . Certainly the word describes
a state, but one which depends on the idea of law to give it
the correct meaning.
Lawlessness and Lawless One denote appropriately
the character of a figure who acts against and apart from 
32God , Both aspects, which we have previously discussed, are 
present in the passage. 11.2:4 seems to confirm this.
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The Anomos opposes God and sets himself above or over
everything divine. The first clause shows the thought of
rebellion against the law and the second states the other
side to lawlessness, the total disregard for the law or
anything religious. In its genitival relationship the word
emphasizes the character of the Man who by his present absence
33proves that the Day of the Lord has not yet come
The expression 'Man of lawlessness' is almost 
certainly a Semitism^^. In which case are there similar 
expressions to account for its use here? The following 
suggestions have been made.
1. Man of Belial
This expression occurs in II Sam. 16:7? 20:1?
cf. the plural, I Kings 21T13 and 'children of Belial'
Deut. 13:13? Judg. 20:13? I Sam. 10:27? I Kings 21:13-
This is further strengthened by the translation of Belial
with 0 ( ^ 0  y/oL in II Kgdms. 22:5 and Ps. 17 (18) :5^ ^.
However Belial is translated by other Greek w o r d s a n d  in
Paul's day was so generally recognised as a proper name in
37Judaism that he would not have avoided using it . Even if 
'man of Belial' suggested 'Man of lawlessness' (to Paul) we 
must not make the latter phrase or part of it equivalent to 
Belial.
2. Sons of Iniquity
It is proposed that Qumran provides us with a back­
ground to the Pauline phrase in the expression
'33. 38 (igg 3,2, cf. 'piÜTI ' IQS 5:2,10;
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9:17; also Ps. 89:23 n 71 V "?=L = LXX Ps. 88:23
u\o^ . At Qumran sons of X  are
opposed to sons of Viy (cf. II Cor. 6:14f.) in the
same way that we find, I.5:4f., sons of darkness and light 
contrasted. Whilst the second part of the Semitism is a 
suitable basis for & \Zo p loi , we would have to think 
that Paul altered 'sons' (note the plural) to 'man' to suit 
his purposes, and 'sons of is a Semitic idiom in a way
'man of is not.
3. Man of God
39, Giblin has suggested that the Man of lawlessness 
(- a false prophet) is set over against the true prophet,
’T o o  B ê r o O , a phrase used approximately 61 
times in the O.T. He denies that the M.T. term is a pos­
sessive genitive (which it appears to be) and argues for a 
genitive of qualification? man of God called because of 
divine qualities given to him. Perhaps the reason for this 
is that lawlessness does not exactly oppose the word 'God', 
which is what is expected if there is, in II.2, the antithesis 
of the true prophet (the man of God). We must also question 
whether the Anomos is a false prophet. We have no examples 
of false prophets aspiring to deity, 2:4. Moreover it would 
have been simpler for Paul to write, 'Wicked Prophet' (cf. 
Wicked Priest at Qumran IQpHab. 8:8? 9:9? passim? 4QpPs37
4:8).
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4. 'Man of ...'
It is much more likely that we should consider 
Paul to have constructed his own expression on the basis 
of many Semitic phrases of a similar pattern. Probably this 
has already happened in 1,5:5? ‘day' may well be a Pauline 
formulation^^. There are two avenues which may have influ­
enced Paul's thinking,
(a) The use of 'man' in the M.T, in genitival relation­
ships, Examples of this can be seen in such 
expressions as 'man of war' Ex. 15:3? Jos, 17:1?
'of peace' Ps, 41:9, ‘of falsehood', 'wicked devices' 
Prov. 14:17 and 'of understanding' Prov, 10:23.
(b) The Qumran formulation of a term for their eneny,
'The Man of lies' ( H Ü  ^ )
IQpHab, 2:If.? 5:11? CD. 20:15 or 'Man of scorn'
(  | i  X  V  n  W ) CD. 1:14,
As we have no precise equivalent for 'Man of lawlessness* but 
many similar expressions we must consider it likely that Paul 
created the phrase to convey in terse form his conviction 
about the future figure and character. The genitive acts to 
attribute to the Man a description which suits the role he will 
play during the End-time period. We are now in a position to 
consider the background to this figure^^ and study in detail 
his activity for those who are perishing. We shall do so 
under four headings.
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I. HISTORICAL ANTECEDENTS FOR THE ANTICHRIST FIGURE
II. THE BELIAR MYTH AND THE ANOMOS
III. SATANIC POSSESSION; THE NATURE OF THE ANOMOS
IV. THE REVELATION. ACTIVITY AND END OF THE ANOMOS
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I, HISTORICAL ANTECEDENTS FOR THE ANTICHRIST FIGURE
Certain passages in Isaiah, Ezekiel and Daniel^^ 
have been suggested as a source for the idea of the Anomos 
in Paul, We shall set out these passages below so that we 
can consider in detail their relevance for II Thessalonians-
Is. 14:13.14
T o  6 6  < s v  T r ]  (  K o i  ,  c X ?  C  ) <Tcü.
To\/ Ooj>o(s/o\/ dTCo^/iO T W \ /  c/CTTptOv/ TOV
vp*/oG  ôrjV^o "Tos/ Spovtv/ poo  ^ iCo^ &tcb ev/ u(pt^ \{o
u IX jSoppSix/, ('4-) è(\/o(/^tj<rûy^L e7Vo</tt)
Tw \/ v e ( ^ èVopctu o^ poio^  -rw uLpiVrc^.
In this passage a taunt is taken up against the king of 
Babylon. The prophetic description vividly portrays the 
destruction of the king, w.9,11^^. In the text quoted 
above there are some very interesting parallels with the 
Pauline Antichrist figure in 11,2:4 and we can set these out 
under four headings.
o
o
i) Opposition to Godi oL\/o(p po(L ^613 “Th/ oupc^ /ov/),
cf, o .
ii) Self-exaltations krKci\/(X) Twv/ iVrpuJN/ K,T.X./
cf. uTvep o(L pop6\/c?^ K,T.\.
iii) Sitting in God's ev of^L u ( p A Ç  K.tA.,
seats cf. KolBi1rp<L -Tos/ \M)>\/ -7ou 0  £.0 0 .
iv) Claiming Deitys o poic?^  "Tco u 1 (TTW ,
cf. <îL'7\oSfciKV^ Jv^ T^  ectuTov/
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In other words II,2s4 contains the very same thoughts as
are found in Is, 14:13,14. Similar Isaianic descriptive
language is found in Mt, 11:23 = Lk. 10:15, oop«.\/ou
u and applied to Capernaum^^. In this
abbreviated form the four elements are implied.
The Mount of Meeting, v.l3, is regarded as the
seat of God and is described as being in the far places of
the North, Perhaps this is a reference to Zaphon or Mons
Cassius, which is about twenty-five miles or so from Ugarit.
In Ugaritic myth Baal had his throne 'in the heights of the
north (swt son) and it is designated b'l son or el spn^^ ,
• « « #
The prophet appears to be putting into the mouth of the
tyrant the language of Canaanite paganism and polytheism and 
setting out how he arises against all gods and objects of 
worship as well as showing opposition in direct contrast 
with God (cf. V.14, the Most High). The true seat of ^  
was in Zion, Ps. 48:2f,
The Hebrew word Q 'n >8 in v.l3 can have two. T47meanings in the Hiphi1. The LXX has chosen to understand 
the king to say that he will 'erect' or 'place' his throne 
above the stars of heaven^®. This may well be true, but it 
is hard to erase entirely the other meaning of 'exalt, raise' , 
which is the way it is frequently used in Danielr e.g. 5:19ff, 
(Aramaic). However the LXX translation yields a better 
sense since 'to exalt my throne above the stars' is not as 
good as 'erecting my throne above the stars' implying at the 
same time self-exaltation. The whole thought is of Balylon ' s 
king attempting to take God's place (note, the aspiration is 
in the heart) in the same way the Anomos sets himself above
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all deity.
Ezek. 28:2 
IAvÔ' i6\/ u ip w (Too kctp(\ci ^ 6 ^ o i  cipu
è'^ Jo , K o & T 0  L K & /  Qérüd K ^ » i T i O K / ^ v C e ^  è \ /  6 x X  ^ ^
c T u  Ç è  a V ^ ( 3 i A j / ^ 0 $  KoC% O U  f â è o ^  ^  S  w  Kcx.(,  " î ï j ^
K(xpS'/o(\/ (Too uj£ K ’p<pÇiVi/ 0eou .
This passage is cast in the form of a lamentation for the
50prince of Tyre and has affinities with the Isaiah text
It is considered to be an oracle belonging to the editor
51but based perhaps on a poem by Ezekiel « The ruler is
thought to be Ittobaal IX (574-564 but whether this
is true or not the language seems to go beyond the description
of a human ruler. This becomes fairly evident from y.llff.
where the prince of Tyre is pictured in the garden of Eden.
HDwever w .  7ff. foretells an earthly destruction for the
figure so we must not over press the point . It is
rather similar to the Anomos who appears as a human figure
53with supernatural powers . What is particularly important 
is that we have once again the four strands of thought which 
made up the picture in Isaiah.
i) Opposition to Gods v.2 as a whole and the force of 'I‘
which is well brought out in the LXX,
> ) / -juu esjoo ? cf. V.6.
ii) Self-exaltation s ut|)u6 0^ | <Too KotpSiV.
iii) Sitting etc. : KofTo i 9 é - 0 v KotTtAKrjKOC K.T.X.
iv) Claiming Deity s 8  ^ cf. v.9.
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These are obviously important elements in a description of
a tyrant of God.
Dan. 11:36,37
Without any doubt 11,2:4 contains an allusion to
this Danielic text, which reads as follows (in the version
of Theodotion):
l<(XL ■AOir|(ré'L KoL*ri -To Bi\c^jooL o d r û O  k o l  
(LXX, 7\o(p O p y I (TD /j (TtT (x! L ) KolL |J6
(LXX, U U ) à T'v U Xo(\/Tp(, 9  &0\/ X A  (HSr LU T ^ e p o y v C o c  i X o c V  K o i T e  u B u / e t  ( l x x ,  1  - t o /  6ei\/
T’ia)'/ BéruJ\ / 6 ^  (X^ XXct \oc\t  ^(Térc U o t v  Uj8i^ V'6-TpC U ) , , ,
K<slo "7\ci\/T0CS (LXX omit tC, ) B ^ 0 0 ^  TuJv/
7t«.T6p(A)\/ o{3rod ou (LXX add p)j ) (Tu V r j ^ ( L X X ,
’Tk ^ O s/ 'O vjB q  ) . . KolL è; rcY Kot\/  B & o V  O V (TDvTj (T6 L
(LXX omit), Otu &7\:L 7\J\/TeCS juevK\uVB^r6 T0CL (LXX o V u  e \ /  U  I p  w6k^ (T6TQ&L ) .
In these two verses we find in the description of the
54-’Antiochian' tyrant the same four elements present
i) Opposition to God: Kc^ Tol To 8  poC oCvTOu
cf. whole verse? 11:3,16 and 8:24)
ii) Self-exaltation § Three times the text stresses this
exaltation? the clearest adds 
7v&/\/TK^  ©ts'ûv/.
iii) Sitting etc. : We have taken previous references to
'sitting' figuratively. The author 
of Daniel does not refer to a literal
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of Antiochus himself in the 
Jerusalem temple but through the 
image he had set up in the Temple 
he can be considered to have don^o. 
Hence the repeated phrase 'Abomination 
of Desolation' which occurs a few 
verses earlier, 11:31, /5S’e\cy(Uo(
£^)\/ (LXX, pWdT-i/J S
55iv) Claiming Deity s This is implied in the word
u and the whole e x p r e s ­
sion of V. 36b (especially the LXX = 
M.T.), cf, noeii.
At this point it becomes necessary to look at the phrase 
'Abomination of Desolation' since it has certainly influenced 
the Synoptic Apocalypse, Mk. 13:14, -To
ecTr/jKOTok, oi\oo o o  fie? , and may possibly lie 
behind the creation of the Antichrist idea. It occurs in
Dan. 9:27; 11:31? 12:11? cf, 8:13; I Mac. 1:54? 6:7.
Dan, 9:27, U b w h  0''X1 p W/ t * I •
Theod. & LXX ySfieAuy[uo( Tuo'/
Dan. 12:11, O  O  W :
Theod. & LXX, (LXX omits the
article) 6
Dan. 11:31, p-îpU^D =
Theod. /3SeX.
LXX. ^fieX. ep^puJTârwS.
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Dan. 8:13, D n Ü
rj ôCjj tsipTiV 6p *j p wTheod. & LXX
I Mac. 1:54 v^ o £ o p if| reV / ^ Ç e \ . Ipi^pwVé-wS 6 ^
To 6 u(no<.irTj|p |(?\/.
6:7 The /2£eV. was taken down 8 
Ko to py^ rev/ T o 0urvoi.(rTv^  P'o/ To
ên/ e p o v ( T p  .
We may have (from the root Q)3 W  ) four instances of the
Poel participle, assuming the preformative mem is lacking in 
578:13 and 12:11 .. Otherwise we have the Qal participle in
those two instances. The Hebrew word can have two basic
58meanings: 'be horrified, appalled' and 'be desolate, ruined'
These meanings can be illustrated by reference to Ezra 9:3,
'I sat appalled (or astonished)' and Lam. 3:11, 'he has made
me desolate'. In Daniel we could translate then, 'the
Abomination which makes desolate' or which causes horror '.
Although the active sense is less frequently found it is the
more likely in the context^^. However by using If
(Theod. LXX and I Mac.) a passive use is suggested. Driver,
citing 8:13,suggests that the LXX translators thought of the
desolation as T;he outcome of the desecration of“ the Temple^^.
In other words the active participle has been changed into a
noun commenting on the result of an abomination. To return
to the original Hebrew text, though, we may have both senses
together, as Frost has argued, and can translate, "the detested
thing which appals all good Jews and empties the Temple of
62worshippers and Yahweh alike" . It could even be that the
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root d  n  W  carries the sense of ’be mad’. As 
Antiohhus was called Epimanes by his subjects, a word­
play might be suggested: ’the detested thing of the madman'
Having considered the participle we must look at 
the nature of the ’Abomination'. It could be an altar to 
Zeus, possibly with an image of Zeus having Antiochian 
features^^a From the Maccabean references it is clear that 
another (probably smaller) altar was placed on the Burnt- 
Offering altar, rather than an actual idol. Driver calls
it an idol-altar, by which he means, it was an altar with a
tc
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possible image connected, to it. D a n c y s a y s it is hard o
resist the conclusion that the abomination of I Mac. 1:54
the juA of 1:59 and the phraseology of the former |
/ *verse suggests that the same things ( /Stopoi ) were built
in Judah as Jerusalem. Some have argued therefore for
bomolatry by which the altar symbolizes or in some sense
68personifies the god Zeus . It has much to commend it
because litholatry was once part of the Israelite cultic
tradition and very common among their neighbours of the
Maccabean period. If this is the case we %fould expect to
find a reference to Zeus in Aramaic or Greek on the sides of
the altar and at present the earliest known example is dated 
70160 A.D. . It does not seem unreasonable to suppose that 
worshippers would identify the /3 w  with the god worshipped,
We can also conclude that some sort of altar was put upon the 
altar of Burnt Offering.
Dancy examines the evidence put forward to support 
the view of bomolatry and thinks it strange that apart from 
the mention of idols in I Mac. 1:43,47 there is no evidence
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to warrant such a view. He argues that if idols refer 
to cultic statues we should expect them to be referred to in 
Daniel or Josephus but there are no references. He adopts 
a middle way, arguing not for an image on the actual altar 
stone but an altar with some small cult symbol and that the 
altars in the cities of Judah were probably erected on some 
cult symbol (I Mac. 1:54). It is hard to be precise about 
the nature of the 'Abomination': it was probably an altar
with perhaps a cult symbol or image alongside. From a 
consideration of the actual nature of the 'Abomination' we 
turn to the purpose and meaning of the expression itself.
It has been argued that the phrase is really a contemptuous 
surrogate for the name of the highest pagan deity at the 
time, Baal Shamayim ( )^ .^ The nameT --
is often found in Phoenician and Aramaic inscriptions (and 
also known as Hadad). The root W is formed by an
ordinary paronomasia ( Ü W  for Q U ) and 
'Abomination' was substituted for abuse. Support for this 
suggestion can be found in the following arguments.
i) Mephi-bosheth is used for Mephi-Baal, cf.
II Sam. 4:4 with I Chron. 8:34.
ii) (/’I p Ip is used in the O.T. as a term, of
abhorrence for a pagan symbol, e.g. Ill Kgdms. 11:5 (7), 
el 5 w  \ w  readingI
iii) II Mac. 6:2, the Temple at Jerusalem is called ifiaVo[-
Zeus Olympius ( OXupTvjOO ). The Syriac reads
Baal Shamayim.
iv) In the Talmud the word 'idols' is used to refer
to deities^^. ’
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v) Dancy surmises that Antiochus wanted the royal 
cult to be linked with syncretistic worship. The king 
was called Zeus Olympius Ephiphanes or, in dealing with 
Semites, Hadad and Baal. Perhaps, Dancy argues, he wanted
to identify himself in Jerusalem with Baal Shamayim.
73There is no proof for this line of thought , but the fact 
remains that he did term himself God on c o i n s ( c f , Jos.
Ant, xii.285)^^.
In view of these points it would seem that the 
expression has been formulated rather than used 'accidentally'. 
There is a word-play which goes beyond the ordinary meaning 
of the terms, which themselves suggest 'an abomination which 
causes horror and desolates Temple worship'.
Understood this way the phrase contains 
the four elements which we have outlined earlier.
i) Opposition to God is seen in the erection of the 
altar and its placement in the Temple where God's name is,
III Kgdms. 8:18ff.
ii) self-exaltation by setting himself (i.e. Antiochus) 
above or alongside Baal Shamayim and Zeus.
iii) 'Sitting in the Temple' by an altar the king set 
up. The implications of this have been drawn out by both 
Matthew and Mark, The Markan 'Abomination of desolation 
stands (or is set up) where he ought not' and the Matthean 
is set, 24:4, 'in the holy place ( I èy Tc?XtO iyiuo ).
Both are obviously based on the thought of an Antiochian altar 
in the Jerusalem Temple. How far Paul was influenced by the 
phrase it is impossible to say. We know he drew upon
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Dan. ll:36f. but whether his ideas were guided by the 
implications of the expression is less likely in that he
writes of 'sitting in the Temple' which is a clear echo of 
Is- 14:13. The Danielic phrase is loose enough though for 
the interpretation of 'standing' (the most probable trans­
lation in Mark in view of the masc. participle) or 'sitting' 
in the Temple, since we are to think in figurative rather 
than literal terms of desecration.
iv) Claiming Deity by his actions.
Elsewhere in Daniel we find support for the four 
elements which we have located.
i) Opposition The little horn speaks against the
Almighty ( Tov/ Theod. LXX), 7:25.
He is proud and stands up against the prince of princes, 8:25 
and makes war with the saints, 7:8,21, and in the end he will 
destroy them, 7:25; 8:24. Two other references are made of
opposition to God but in connection with other men. Belshazzar 
lifts himself up against the God of heaven, 5:23 (Theod. only), 
Ko^ l Kupvo/ 6eA\/ Tow oilpoix/oo , and the
Persian ram is opposed to God by doing as he wills, 8:4,
( %7\olr^(re^/ pK o^vfov , Theod:
Oe\e  ^ LXX).
ii) Self-exaltation The little horn exalts himself
to the stars, 8:10, ( T w /  -rou oZp^^odf
LXX), cf. what is said of Nebuchadrezzar, 5:20, KoTi 8^6 
V w  0/| Vj Ko(pÇ\V , Theod, only, and Belshazzar, 5:23,
Theod, Both the Persian ram and the Grecian he-goat aspire
*to the same heights, 8:4,8.
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iii) Sitting in the Temple In 8:13 we find a
reference to the treading underfoot of the sanctuary and this 
is termed 'the sin which desolates' ( Zs) W D 71
Theod. LXX ipokp-TiV 6^p rj p ui ( T e w ). In the passage 8:9ff, 
we have a picture of the little horn removing sacrifices and 
taking over the sanctuary which suggests that the Temple is 
used as a centre or seat from which to urge and encourage 
others to practise syncretistic worship,
iv) Claiming Deitv This is implied by the way the
little horn speaks great things or words, cf. 7:8,11,20,25. 
Clearly these refer to boastful claims . The author of 
Revelation has interpreted them in terms of 'blasphemies', 
13:6 and worship, 13:8. The latter implies deity.
Daniel presents a picture of Antiochus in which the 
four elements we have isolated are used to present an anti- 
God figure. The expression 'Abomination of desolation' also 
conveys these lines of thought. However there is no hint of 
Antiochus being the final Anti-God figure of the last times, 
even if the book of Daniel speaks of the End-time, 11:40? 
12:9-13^7.
78Ezek. 38:1 - 39:24'°
79Rowley remarks that the conception of Antiochus
as an enemy of God is not without preparation in older
literature, in particular in Ezekiel chapters 38 and 39.
80The figure of Gog is placed in a very definite eschatological 
81setting . He and his hordes attack Israel but in doing so 
receive a 'visitation from God (38:16,8) which will be
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devastating in the extreme (39:llff.). In the midst of 
this the people of God will be kept safe (38:17ff.).
Thèse chapters are used by the book of Revelation, 20:8,9,
p gwith Magog now a figure alongside Gog. Together an all- 
out final assault is made against the saints (it is Satan's 
last chance, 20:7) but the end is swift?
from heaven, 20:9. Whilst the Beasts of Rev.13 and 17 can
be treated as Antichrist(s) it is unlikely that Gog and
83Magog can be regarded in the same way . Their aim seems to 
be political, if not militaristic and focuses on a final 
battle®^. None of the four elements are present in the 
picture. This is true of the Ezekiel chapters, where a 
final battle is depicted in which Gog leads the forces against 
Israel, 38:14ff. The identity of Gog is not known and . 
Rowley's view that
we have here the individualising of the opposition in the figure of a monster of iniquity, who will treacherously attack his weak and unsuspecting neighbours,but who will be destroyed 1^ the powerof God in a resounding disaster®^,
does not commend itself since evidence for this opinion is 
lacking. There seems to be little relationship with Daniel 
and none can be detected with Paul.
87Psalms of Solomon
The identification of 'the sinner' who attacked the 
Temple with Pompey seems fairly certain, 2:1. He comes from 
the west, 17:12, and is at first welcomed, 8:16f£. Later he
finds resistance and has to use battering rams, 2:1. He
> ■allows the altar to be trampled down and defiled, 2:2, cf. 7:2.
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We can consider what the Psalms of Solomon have to say by 
looking at the following two points.
(a) Terms Describing Pomoev
2:1 The sinner waxed proud, ’t TuJ i 5 ( j b  (X\/a u e L
To\/ & .
.2:25 he is the proud dragon, oCViV/ Tow
2:26 he is insolent, tTy3p\v/ üwTpO,
17.11 he is the lawless one, ô
(b) Terms Relating His Activitv^^
8:20 he waged war against the people of God; 'he destroyed 
their princes and everyone in wise counsel' after the 
Temple was captured. He also 'made it (the land) waste '
( pf^ piy tT'eV' ),
2:2 'he entered the Temple with his soldiers, alien nations
ascended thine altar. They trampled (it) proudly with
their sandals' ( kyC\ To DV(T\DirTr|
cT)o U & \ / ^ Kocre 7vo(ToD<ro(\/ ÔTrofi^ pcAn/).
2:1, he shewed the pride of all tyrants? 'he waxed proud'25 and the pious prayer is 'turn the pride of the dragon 
into dishonour' ( 6\/ (^ -Ti ).
How far Paul may have been influenced by these
thoughts it is again impossible to tell. Some scholars have
tended to see in Pompey an embodiment of the Thessalonian 
89Anomos . In certain aspects (pride and lawlessness, war 
against God's people) he appears as a tyrant and the language 
is more reminiscent of Daniel, But there are differences
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with II.2 which cannot be minimized. Paul's figure can
work miracles and signs, has a religious following ('those
who are perishing', 2:10) and, rmst important of all,
attempts to take God's place as the final eschatological 
90enemy of God . The Psalms do not record Pompey entering 
the very Holy of Holies although Josephus gives us information 
upon this point? he is a political enemy who has arrogantly 
attacked the people of God. Pompey is not placed in an 
eschatological setting for it is as a result of what he has 
already done (his death has occured, 2:26) that the author 
prays for David's son to come and destroy godless nations 
with the word of his mouth, 17:21,24. On the other hand 
characteristics of earthly rulers have been regularly trans­
ferred to an eschatological setting (e.g. Antiochus) and this 
may be true of Pompey. The language of Ps. Sol. 2:28ff. shows 
the beginnings of the transfer.
Josephus, B.J. ii.l84ff.
It has been held that the attempt of Caligula to
set up a statue in Jerusalem (40 A.D.)^^ has helped in the
92formation of Antichrist . According to Josephus, Caligula 
wished to be considered and called a god ( wcrre bë-o\/ 
é d i O T O ^ KoTi So K M  y KKI KotX ér?<fD'o^ L ) .
On the pretext that he had been slighted by Philo and others 
he ordered Petronius to set up auTou
w  Tou B  6roo , Ant, xviii. 261. Tacitus (Hist. V.9) has in 
his account, 'effigiem eius in templo locare'. Fortunately 
for the Jews Petronius favoured their embassies and wrote to
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the Emperor reporting that he did not intend to proceed 
with the order. At this point and before his reply could 
reach Syria the Emperor died.
As this eventisin the recent past for Paul (and he
must have been aware of it) it might seem likely that he was
93influenced by it, Bousset rejects any link out of hand 
Paul's Antichrist is a false Messiah sent to the Jews> not a 
threatened profanation of the Temple by foreign armies.
Whilst we agree that the whole ethos of II.2:lff. is religious 
we cannot a priori exclude the thought that Paul may have 
considered his Anomos would use political as well as religious 
means to obtain diyine status and worship. The problem 
resolves itself into a question of how far the Church of 
51/52 A.D. was interested in Jewish affairs.
1.2:14 shows that Paul knew of Jewish persecution
of the churches in Judea and their present opposition. This
of course sprang mainly but not entirely from religious
motives. Acts 18:2 records the decree of Claudius which
ordered Jews to leave Rome. It is mentioned to account for
the arrival of Aquila and Priscilla in Corinth, but it shows
awareness of outside political events. The appeal for
charity. Acts 11:28, may reflect not only a concern for
Jewish-Christians but also Jews, It is quite possible then
that the church would take an interest in Caligula's attempt
to usurp God's place with an image of himself, if only because
it might herald future persecution against the new sect of
the Nazarenes. In addition to which it has been thought the
Synoptic Apocalypse arose from the crisis of 40 A.D, and that
94Paul has used and modified this document ' .
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We have surveyed the likely historical antecedents 
of the Anomos and are in a position to set down our con­
clusions from the material considered.
1. No definite evolutionary pattern of thought can
be traced which leads to the Pauline eschatological 
figure of Antichrist.
2. The Psalms of Solomon and Caligula's attempt 
to set up an image in the Temple provide more 
recent immediate examples for Paul of enemies 
of God upon which he may have drawn for his own 
figure. In both cases however no eschatological 
End-time'enemy of God is described and they fall 
far short of the Pauline description.
3. The language of Is. 14, Ezek, 28 and Dan. chps,
7,8,9,11 provide the most likely backgrounds to 
the Anomos. Whereas in one sense all who oppose 
God are his enemies in these passages we find three 
historical figures (king of Babylon, prince of Tyre 
and Antiochus IV) who have become more than general 
enemies of God. Highly poetic language is used
to focus their particular sin of pride and self- . 
exaltation, and their desire to usurp God's place. 
At times the language demands that we think hot so 
much of a supra-human being but a man who has 
supernatural powers. Is. 14:16,17 conveys this 
suggestion, 'Is this the man who made the earth 
■ to tremble, who did shake the kingdoms, who made 
the world as a wilderness and overthrew its 
cities?* cf. Ezek. 28:llff. and Dan. ll:36f.
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It is obvious that the latter text has helped 
to mould the Anomos picture by the allusion to 
it in 11.2:4. However there is one difference. 
These historical enemies are not regarded as 
The eschatological Opponent of God as is the 
case with Paul's figure.
We have suggested that four elements are used to 
clothe, as it were, particular enemies of God. 
These four are employed to show the enormity of 
the crime against the living God. It is the 
same pattern which Paul has used in 2:4 and which 
he further amplifies in 2;9ff. All of these 
elements are inter-linked but nonetheless 
identifiable and help to elucidate the character 
of God's adversary.
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II. THE BELIAR MYTH AND THE ANOMOS
A second suggested background is the Beliar (or 
Belial) myth. Those who follow this view (after W. Bousset, 
The Antichrist Legend) assume that the figure of Beliar has 
played a large part in the Pauline formation of the future 
Anomos. The evidence can be summed up in four points.
i) Paul was already acquainted with the name, II Cor, 
6:15, fie cTupC^ toK*^  (Ti£ Yptrioo Tp'bs
ii) 'Man of lawlessness' is probably a translation of 
the Hebrew .
iii) Beliar's actions and characteristics fit those of the 
Anomos.
iv) Beliar is nothing less than the metamorphosed Dragon
who appears as the wicked angel. As Paul is familiar with
'the figure as the opponent of the Messiah in the last days'
96he has humanised it into the Man of lawlessness
Most, if not all the evidence for these points is 
found in Intertestamental literature. • Kbwever references to 
Belial are found in the O.T. but the problem is whether we 
should treat the word as a proper name or an abstract noun. 
The etymology of the word is very uncertain. The Rabbinical
view was that Belial signified 'one without the yoke' (Sanh.
. 97111b), that is, the yoke of the Law , The usual view of
its etymology derives it from (without) and ^ ^ 2
98(worth), hence 'worthlessness' and giving the idea of great
99wickedness. Cheyne .is dissatisfied with this explanation 
and regards the expression as denoting 'hopeless ruin'.
For him the word is a mythological survival conjuring up the
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name of a subterranean watery abyss which was understood 
to mean, 'the depth which lets no man return' ( <-5?
 ^V i  )o Gaster^^^ compares the expression with
Job 26:7, TltZ “’V i  (nothingness cf. Ugaritic,T • i
bl mt, not death = immortality) and Jer, 2:11,
^ 1V , 'does not profit*.
A. Belial in the
^Vhatever the true etymology of the word, and we do
not need to determine it, it became used in an expression
which is popular in I and II Samuel (I Sam. 1:16; 2:12;
10:27; 25:17,25; 30:22; II Sam. 16:7; 20:1; 23:6).
In these texts, as with others (e.g. Deut. 13:13; II Chron.
13:7) we find the word in expressions such as 'man, daughter,
children and sons of Belial', The word denotes wrongdoers
and reflects the fact that such people have given themselves
102over to wickedness . The LXX demonstrates this by the
variety of expressions used, I Kgdms. 1:16 ;
Deut. 13:14 "7\c\pc<.\/n p o l ; Prov, 6:12 ;
Deut. 15:9 ; III Kgdms. 20 (21);13 A
II Kgdms. 22:5 o<'\/opiV^  . Very occasionally the
Greek retains the Hebrew word, Judg. 19:22 (Theod.);
103Prov. 16:23 and Gaster has alleged that we have -a- clear 
tradition of a proper name. This is doubtful for two 
reasons. Firstly the various translations of the term 
reveal the difficulty of finding the correct meaning.
It was easier in the texts mentioned to transliterate. 
Secondly it might be under the influence of later literature 
(e.g. that of Qumran) in which Belial is a personal name.
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that the original word was retained.
The most interesting O.T. reference of all occurs 
in Nah. 2:1; (LXX does not translate Belial and has a plural 
for t 1/ ). The Hebrew reads,
713.-113.^4 liùJ n-'br oVV ■'!>•» —  < I "Y" T" ‘1 ■“  I «
'for Belial shall not for ever Is Belial a proper
name? Gaster believes it is a malevolent power either 
human or d e m o n i c ^ I t  is impossible to say if the latter 
is true; the context does not favour it. If it is not a 
proper name it is no longer an abstract noun either since it 
must be translated 'the wicked one' or 'the wicked' 
(collective sing.).. The word can now be used without 'son' 
or the like preceding it.
105B. Beliar in the Intertestamental Literature (excluding DSS) 
Jubilees^^^
Fragments of this book have been found at Qumran
107so it may be that the book originated from that milieu 
However we shall look at it in this section. The writer 
looks forward to a gradual coming of the kingdom rather than 
some future catastrophic day^^^. In the book we find various 
names for the leader of demons and 'spiritual enemy of God*; 
Beliar^^^, Satan^^^ and Mastema^^^. We cannot doubt that 
Mastema is used as a name (cn. IQM 13:11 where we have 'Thou 
wast the one (God) who made Belial to corrupt, an angel of
V • 13 2hatred ' 7Î /□ 0 (U /i ) and almost certainly Satan must* T  • * : -
be treated in the same way. Evidence of this comes from 
10:8ff. Mastema, prince of the spirits, asks for God's
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freedom for his spirits to exercise their dominion, but only
a part are given under the control of Satan. Beliar can
also be considered a name with some reservation since we have
the O.T. phrase recurring 'sons of Beliar', 15:23 and 'spirit
113of Beliar', 1:20 may carry only the idea of wickedness
There is a very highly developed idea of Mastema 
and his activities in Jubilees with special emphasis on the 
work of the spirits in leading men astray. However there is 
still quite a difference between the Satan of the N.T, and 
the picture provided Jubilees and there is no hint of Mastema 
in the role of the Final Eschatological Enemy of God.
The Testament of the Twelve:Patriarchs
The problem facing us is that of deciding if 
certain texts are wholly Jewish or have been redacted or inter­
polated by Christians and if :the latter how far can we 
evaluate the original ideas^^^. We shall first of all
consider texts as they stand before making any assessment.
115The overwhelming name for the chief of spirits is Beliar ; 
otherwise very rarely do we read of Satan^^^. In our study 
we shall consider those references which have a definite 
eschatological setting; T.Iss. 6:1; T.Dan. 5:10: T.Lev.
18:2,12; T.Jud. 25:3. The exact points to note will be 
the nature of Beliar*s role against Messiah and before the 
End-time. Does he act only as the spiritual enemy of God 
and Messiah in his role as ruler of evil spirits, or.as 
Antichrist (or possibly both)?
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T.Iss. 6:1, 'In the last times' the sons of 
Issachar will cleave unto Beliar' (
p 0*T^  " ® “ KO W  <r£)\/'foLL “XoO )•
There is no portrayal of Beliar as the last great enemy of
God, certainly not a human enemy, nor do we find those who
cleave to him acting out this role.
T.Dan. 5:10, 'And there shall arise unto you from
117the tribe of Judah and Levi the salvation of the Lord?
and he shall make war against Beliar'. It is doubtful if
we can read the whole of the chapter and this verse in par-
118ticular of Beliar as Antichrist . Irrespective of whether
we have one or two.Messiahs (note 'and he shall make',
To/i^ cTéru j t h e  battle does not appear to be an
earthly one. In parallel with making war on Beliar we have
'and he will give a victorious vengeance on our enemies'.
This may indicate that Beliar's destruction is through the
downfall of his kingdom. This is clarified perhaps in v.ll
which speaks of "'the captivity he (Messiah) shall take from
Beliar' which implies Beliar will lose control over people,
120even if we discount, as Charles , the following phrase,
'souls of the saints'. So the battle concerns men's hearts
121not a military fight. How this will happen is not explained
T.Lev. 18:2,12, 'The Lord will raise up a new priest ..
V.12, and Beliar will be bound by him'. No great catastrophe 
or war occurs before he is bound. The picture is very similar 
to Rev. 20:2 where. Satan is bound.
. T.Jud. 25:3, 'There shall be no deceitful spirit of 
Beliar, for he shall be cast into the fire forever'. This is 
so very similar to Rev. 20:10 that borrowing must be sus-
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pected. Although the whole passage (25si - 26:4) is very 
Jewish in tone, there is no evidence of an Antichrist figure.
Apart from these references which describe the end 
of Beliar at the End-time there are no other texts which 
might support his identification with Antichrist. In fact 
we do not have any clear opposition defined in Anti-Messiah 
terms, Beliar appears throughuout the Testaments (and we 
include the name 'Satan') as the Spirit who directs other
122spirits to ensnare and deceive men, T.Reub. 2:2; T. Dan. 5:6 
What he does is opposed to God's Law, T.Lev. 19:1; T.Iss. 6:1. 
He rules over disturbed souls, T. Dan. 4:7 or those who give 
way to their own evil inclination, T.Ash. 1:8, He flees 
from those who keep the Law and the righteous, T.Dan. 5:1; 
T.Naph. 8:4, Beliar is constantly at war with God until he 
is bound. There is no picture of him making a last desperate 
effort to thwart his doom.
We are disposed to think that the eschatological 
texts we have cited have come from original Jewish sources.
The context to these references does not suggest that we have 
a Christian work for these particular sections. Even if the 
work or various parts of it are wholly Christian it does not 
affect our main contention, that before the writing of II we 
do not have a portrayal of Beliar (or a man) as Antichrist.
I Enoch^^^
There is no reference to Beliar in the various 
sections of this book. However we do come across various 
names of the chief of evil spirits, . He is frequently called 
Azazel^^^ (e.g. I 8:3; 54:5), Satan (54:6) and Serajaza^^^
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(6:3? 8:3? 9:7? 10:11 cf. 6:7 = Samjaza 69:2?). There
are frequent references in the Similitudes to 'satans * who 
are presumably evil spirits, (40:7? 53:3? 56:1? 62:11?
63:1? 65:6? 69:4). No picture of these or their leader j
Tsuggests an (incarnate) Antichrist.
126The Assumption of Moses
10:1 reads, ’And then his kingdom shall appear
throughout all his creation and then Satan (Zabulus) shall be
no more’. The following ’sorrow shall depart with him’ suggests
we have an evil person. But is this person demoniac or
human? As Charles notes, 10:2b ’and he (an angel) shall
immediately avenge them of their enemies', suggests an adversary ;
127of Israel, (i.e. someone human) . This is the only reference ; 
to ’Satan’ in the Assumption? on the other hand Zabulus, i.e.
1 godiabulus, was a form frequent in the Latin fathers . There 
is again no hint of Satan as Antichrist.
Testament of Job
1 29There are quite a few references to Satan but 
none which suggest him to be other than the Devil ( o
) who wages war against and shows malice to 
humans, 111:3,6. He disguises himself so as to deceive 
people, VIi4? VII:6.
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The Ascension of Isaiah
In this book Beliar as Antichrist is very apparent. 
The most important passage on Beliar occurs in 4s2ff. s
Beliar, the great prince, the king of this world who has ruled it since it came into being, shall descend? he will come down from his firmament in the form of a man, a lawless king, a slayer of his mother, who himself (even) this king will (3) persecute the plant which the Twelve Apostles of the Beloved have planted; and one of the twelve will be delivered into his hand. (4) This ruler will thus come in the likeness of that king and there will come with him all the powers of this world and they will hearken to him in all that he desires. (Hennecke)
There follows a description of the works of Beliar, 
w .  5-18. He makes the sun rise at night, the moon shine at 
the sixth hour, claims deity and worship, performs miracles 
and sets up images, cf. 2:4ff. Beliar is presented firstly 
as the Satanic being who rules the world, cf. 10s29; Jn, 12s31?
II Cor. 4:4 and secondly as incarnate in a human king,
131probably Nero , In this form he acts out an eschatological 
role as the final opponent of the Beloved. Without doubt we 
have Beliar-AntiChrist. However the whole problem revolves 
around the dating of the book or this particular section.
In our view we can not, as Charles does, separate vv.4ff. from 
the previous two verses and regard them as a Christian addition. 
The whole passage is Christian in origin and based, so it 
appears, to a great extent on II,2:3ff. and Thessalonian 
eschatology.
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Asc.Is. 4:5 - 11.2:9, performs signs
4:6 = 2;4, claims to be God, cf. S.Or. V.33f.
= XII.85f.
4:9 = 2:10ff., deceives many.
4:13 = 1.4:13, saints await the Beloved.
4:15 = 1.3:13 and 11.1:6,7, The Lord comes with
his armies , 
4:16 = 4:14, saints come with the Lord.
If it is reasonable to assume that this chapter reflects
II.2:3ff. we have a picture of one author’s view of the Anti­
christ around 80-100 A.D.
The Sibylline Oracles
We have clear references to Beliar as Antichrist 
in these oracles: II.167f.,» III.63ff. y IV. 119-122,
137-139; V.143-147, 361ff. Translations of the passages 
run as follows.
II.167f.133
And Beliar too shall come and do many signs For men.
III.63ff,
From the stock of Sebaste Beliar will come in latertimeAnd shall raise the mountain heights and raise the sea !The great fiery sun and the bright moonAnd he shall raise up the dead and shall perform manysignsFor men: but they shall not be effective in him.Nay but he deceives mortals, and many shall he deceive, Hebrews faithful and elect and lawless too, and other Men who have never yet listened to the word of God.
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This is followed by a mention of the end of 
Beliar and his followers (they are burnt up) and the world 
coming under the dominion of a widow^^^^ The latter does 
suggest that Beliar is not necessarily the final enenQr of 
God. The relationship between the widow, Beliar and the 
End-time is not at all clear.
IV.119-122
And then from Italy a great king, like a fugitiveslave.Shall flee unseen, unheard of, over the passage ofthe Euphrates?When he shall dare even the hateful pollution of amother‘s murder.And many other things beside, venturing so far withwicked hand.
137-139
V.143-147
361ff.
And to the west shall come the strife of gatheringwar.And the exile from Rome, brandishing a mighty sword. Crossing the Euphrates with many myriads.
Then shall flee from Babylon a king fearful andshamelessWhom all mortals and all the best men loathe.For he destroyed many and laid his hands on the womb And sinned against wives and was born of abominable •parentage.He shall come to the Medes and to the kings of thePersians ,.,
There shall be at the last time, about the waningof the moon,A world-convulsing war deceitful in guilefulness. And there shall come from the ends of the earth amatricideFleeing and devising sharp-edged plans in his mind. He shall ruin all the earth and gain all power.And surpass all men in the cunning of his mind,..
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These last four passages relate the Nero redlvivus 
myth and although connected with the End and probably regard­
ing Nero as The Enemy of God they are much later than II.2:lff. 
and do not bear upon the interpretation of that passage. As 
for the other two, Bousset is clear that III.63ff. is entirely
Jewish and refers to Beliar Antichrist. If Bousset is right,
135and it is doubtful , we have ca. B.C. 30 an identification 
of Antichrist with Beliar? in fact we have the first fairly 
clear reference to Antichrist (without the actual use of the 
term) preceding the End of all things.
C. Belial in the Dead Sea Scrolls^^G
In the writings of the community Belial appears as
137 'the spiritual enemy of the members and God . Although it
it not stated, Belial appears to be the equivalent of Satan.
It has been argued that the abstract idea prevails to a great
3 38extent throughout the Hebrew Texts from Cave I , but that
in IQM for the most part Belial is a personal enemy, sometimes
incarnate in human men. P. von der Osten-Sacken has made a
study of the texts and comes to the opposite conclusion.
IQM 1 represents the oldest form of dualism, characterised as
it is by elements of the O.T. tradition of the Holy War and a
war situation. He identifies Belial (from IQM 1) with 
139Antiochus IV , Next in time come texts in IQS (3:13 -
4:14 and 4:15-26)^^^ and finally references in the Damascus 
D o c u m e n t ^ A  revival of eschatological elements within
1 A Othe dualistic tradition is noted in IIQ Melch . In our 
opinion it is difficult not to view Belial as a proper name, 
IQH 4:10,13? 7:3? IQS 1:18,24? IQM 14:9, since he acts in
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a way which suggests he is personal. Certainly there can 
be little room for doubt in the War Scroll where he is the 
leader of the 'sons of darkness‘ during the drawn out eschato­
logical battle and in the end will be cast into eternal 
destruction (IQM 1:1,5? 13:11? cf. IQS 2:5). ïk>wever
nowhere do we find any hint of Belial being incarnate in a 
human being or, for that matter, the last Opponent of God.
Nor does he promote a human being to this role. Other texts 
which mention the name confirm this view, Belial is at the 
head of the spirits of wickedness, who has led the enemies of 
the sect, and whose aim is to corrupt, CD 4:12,13? IQM 13:11. 
But Belial is powerless to harm those who observe the Law,
IQS 2:4,5^^^. These statements agree with what we know of 
Belial in Jubilees, Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs and 
I Enoch (Azazel).
Conclusions
1. Apart from texts which are most probably Christian or 
written later than II (The Ascension of Isaiah and The Sibyls) 
we have no evidence for a Beliar Antichrist.
2. Belial is another name for the N.T. Satan (cf. II Cor. 6:15)j•1
In the literature we have surveyed he—is more the chief of |■ Ievil spirits than the great adversary of God which is how he <
iappears in Paul and the W.T. as a whole, !
iI3. This study only helps to provide the background for j
section III and shows the enemy of God who is to provide, ■
according to Paul, an eschatological Anomos. Paul makes it j
'  V  ■  •  ,  ivery clear that 11,2:9 does not reflect a fusionem but a
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relationem between Satan and the Antichrist figure.
Conclusion to a Study of Historical Antecedents 
and the Beliar JMvth
144 145No scholar since W« Bousset and R-H. Charles
has tried to provide a synthesis of available evidence to
account for the Antichrist figure. The approach of Rigaux^^^
and Ernst^^^ has been to study individual passages from the
0.T. and other Jewish literature to try and find a background.
for the Pauline Anomos but they have not really attempted a 
historical synthesis or traced the Beliar myth through its
traditionsaeschichte. Before stating our own conclusions it 
would be as well to give a short summary of the views of Bousset 
and Charles.
1. Beliar-Antichrist
Bousset approached his study on the basis of previous 
work done by Gunkel^^^. The latter suggested that eschatologies! 
conceptions emerged from esoteric oral tradition. Bousset
has developed the view by
(a) putting forward a hypothesis of a secret
Jewish Antichrist tradition. This, it is 
argued, was borrowed and adapted by Christian 
authors and is reflected particularly in 
II.2:3ff., Revelation and later Christian 
literature
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(b) suggesting the Antichrist legend is a
later anthropomorphic transformation of 
149the Dragon myth
To support this theory he provides a wealth of material from 
Daniel? Sibvls II and III? The Ascension of Isaiah chps, 3,4? 
4 Ezra 5,;lff.? II Bar. 36-40? T.Dan. 5:6? Revelation, 
passim? The Apocalypse of Ezra? The Apocalypse of Zephaniah 
and many Patristic writers. From these he deduces the content 
of the secret tradition.
(a) Antichrist’s name is Belial or Beliar (cf.
II Cor, 6:15? Asc.Is. 4:2). He is a
false Messiah (Irenaeus, Ady. Haer. V.25:3)^^^,
(b) He originates from the tribe of Dan. (Irenaeus,
Adv. Haer. V,30:2)^^^,
(c) He sits in the Temple of Jerusalem (Ascls. 4:6,11?
11.2:4? Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. V.30:4) and appeals 
to unbelieving Jews, who have rejected the true 
Messiah (11.2:9-12)^^^.
(d) He performs many wonders and signs (S.Or. 111.64)^^3,
(e) He is slain by Messiah (11.2:8)^34^
Although at first sight the theory appears impressive it lacks 
conclusive proof for the following reasons
(1) There is no evidence for an oral or written
secret Antichrist tradition among the Jews^^^,
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(2) Although the Anomos may be a religious
156Antichrist, a tradition found elsewhere ,
it does not follow that the tradition only
concerned a religious figure? Bousset notes
the very strong political setting in Revelation
157and other places
(3) We have found no undisputed pre-Pauline equation 
of Beliar and Antichrist.
(4) He has ignored the evidence provided by historkal 
antecedents. There is no positive reference to
Antiochus IV, Pompey or Caligula (on the latter he
denies any connection between the Emperor's action 
and II.2:3f)138.
(5) Beliar may be the mythical figure of the Dragon 
metamorphosed in to a wicked angel who becomes
159ruler of ethereal regions and prince of this world 
but there is no hint of the Dragon = Antichrist
through a link with the Beliar myth.
In the course of his work Bousset has provided 
interesting information about the development of the Antichrist 
idea from the Pauline Anomos onwards but in our opinion has not 
substantiated any secret Antichrist tradition^^®.
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II Historical Antecedents
Charles' views on the subject were first presented 
in The Ascension of Isaiah? he later modified them, particularly 
the earlier part of the synthesis, in his commentary on The 
Book of Revelation. We now summarize his views as found in 
the latter. The idea of Antichrist first appears in Daniel 
and two lines of thought can be distinguished.
(a) A God-opposing Individual
Dan. 11:36,40? 7:25? 'the Abomination of
Desolation' references. The Antichrist idea, 
although impersonated in Antiochus and perhaps 
existing earlier, became disassociated from the 
historical Antiochus to become a permanent ■ 
expectation in Judaism. Cf. Ps.Sol.? Caligula?
II Bar. 36:5? 39:3? 4 Ezra 5:6^31^
(b) A Collective Interpretation^
(i) Secular Origin: Dan. 7:7f., I9f.? S.Or. Ill 388-400?
As.Mos. 10:8? 4 Ezra 12:llf.? Rev. 13 and 17.
(ii) Religious Origin; I Jn. 2:18,22? 4:3? II Jn, 7.
Antichrist is a collective name for false teachers.
Concerning Beliar, he agrees with Bousset that throughnthe nyth the Dragon saga has gained its entree into Jewish
163and Christian eschatologies . By the close of the 2nd century 
B.C. Beliar is only a Satanic spirit but in the t . XII his 
functions - appear similar to those of Satan. Paul in II.2:3ff. 
has taken this myth and fused it with the Antichrist myth to 
make Antichrist a God-opposing man armed with miraculous powers.
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The Anomos however has religious significance only.
Perhaps the same fusion is present in T.Dan, 5:6 and Rev. 
13:11-17 (but not 13:1-10,17 which is wholly political) 
Antichrist is a purely Satanic power in Rev. 11:7,18? cf.
II Cor. 6:15 (?) and As.Mos. 10:1,3 (?). Eventually the
uAntichrist and Nero redivivus myths this were fused. Rev.
13:1,2? 17:8,11, and fused again with the Beliar nyth in
various degrees and forms S.Or. III.63-74 (with the thought 
of Nero alive)? V.28-34,.214-217? VIII.88, 157 (with Nero 
redivivus)? and Asc.Is. 4:2-4 (with Nero dead)^^^.
Charles appears to have produced a well-supported 
account of the way in which the Antichrist theme has developed 
from the time of Daniel onwards. Perhaps that is part of 
its weakness — it is too systematic on the paucity of 
evidence available, and bearing in mind that as yet the DSS 
have not produced anyone who could be reasonably identified 
with Antichrist, A great deal of the literature he refers 
to is Christian or has been influenced by Christianity (e.g.
Asc.Is. ? 8.Or? Rev. ), and we must be extremely careful ho%f
we assess it for Jewish beliefs. Historical antecedents 
(above all Antiochus IV), which he mentions, have probably 
played a part in the creation (or perhaps evolution) of the 
idea. His supposition that a fusion between the Antichrist 
and Beliar myths has influenced the Pauline Anomos is not 
well-founded. Not only is Beliar not mentioned but Satan is 
only described in relation to 'the Man of lawlessness*? there 
is no i d e n t i f i c a t i o n ^ ^ 3 .  Also i f ,  as we believe, Daniel
11:36 and Antiochus IV lie behind Paul's conception, we cannot
166describe the Anomos in purely religious tërms as Charles does
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Through these comments our own position regarding 
the Anomos figure has begun to emerge and for the sake of 
clarity we shall express our conclusions in the following 
remarks.
(1) We must beware of understanding the Anomos in purely 
religious terms. It is true that the passage does not bear 
any explicit political traits but by its association with 
Dan. 11:36 it is possible political overtones are present
(2) Is.14:13,14? Ezek. 28:2 (possibly Gen. 3:5 since we 
have argued this lies behind these two O.T. texts and
PCrvoCT&cCaJ 11.2:3) and Dan, passim are the basic sources 
for the content of the idea. The idea itself has, as 
Charles has said, arisen from the actions of Antiochus IV 
cf. particularly Dan. 11:36, 40-45). When and how it is 
difficult to say.
(3) There is no reliable evidence from Judaism which suggests 
that the Antichrist belief arose in that milieu. it is more 
than likely that it is a development within Christianity,
The reason for this supposition is that whilst 
Christianity found many eschatological traits and signs in 
the O.T. and Judaism (e.g. lawlessness prior to the End)^38 
which could be used in Christian eschatological thought, there 
was no personal opponent which could be set over against the 
returning Messiah; It would seem therefore that Christianity 
has developed and translated historical figures or their 
characteristics into a Final Adversary of Christ. Is Paul
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then its creator? This is unlikely for we have already 
noted that Paul uses earlier tradition in the eschatological 
sections of his first letter to the Thessalonians (ls9f.? 
2:14-16? 4:15 'word of the Lord'? 5:4 'the thief imagery')
and should no doubt regard the Anomos as part of the same pre- 
Pauline eschatology. There is no reason why the conception 
of Antichrist should not have come at a very early stage since 
the idea of the Parousia must have had very early roots for it 
to have become such an important part of Christian teaching by 
the time Paul wrote
Can we detect any other early examples of an Anti­
christ figure? The only passage which may contain a reference
170occurs in Mk.13:14 where we have already noted that the 
masculine participle follows the expression 'Abomination of 
Desolation', V^Té: To
CCPTrj VCtTct O^ T^ oO , cf. Mt, 24:15, ' T o A t O
y I w  . The passage does not state clearly that the 'he'
171is a final opponent of the End-time . Although there is
an eschatological setting to w,14ff. (which must have
172originally stood together) the fact that there is still time
for flight from danger suggests this could not have happened
173if it were the final End , Also the phrase 'let the reader 
understand', which probably refers to a matter too dangerous 
to speak about openly^?^, would have no significance if the 
End followed on immediately. Plight to safety is only one 
of 'the things coming to pass' ( To<ÛToC )/ 13:29.
So whoever 'he' might be, there is no implicit thought of 
Antichrist,
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On the other-hand we have the personalising of a
phrase Which was linked to the profane activity of Antiochus
175IV ah described in Daniel , and it is Dan. 11:36 which has 
influenced the description of the Pauline figure. So it 
could be that the 'he' of Mk. 13:14 does describe a coming 
figure similar to Antiochus and to that extent is an out­
standing opponent of Christ.
Is there then any literary connection between 
Mk. 13 and II. 2 ? A careful study of the two chapters 
indicates the following:
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II.2:lff;
(a) Similar words
v.i £7\\
V.2 L
V.9 cT»^ ju \ ^ ... T(/p oc<n /
Mark 13
V.27 67\i o va^ v/
V. 7 0poerT(T^^ (same).
V.22 (T?|p^ roC.. . Té potToC (same).
(b) Similar ideas
v.3a No one deceive you = v.5
V.4 In God's temple - v.l4
v.10,11 Deceiving by signs = v.22
(c) Parallels outside II.2;lff.
1.1:6? 3:3,7, 0\L i j ) = 13:19
1.4:17, 6/ é \ o<(^  = 13:26
1.5:1, ‘times & seasons' - X3:32
1.5:3, 6 K. laj (f~w / — 13:14
1.5:3, 1 = 13:17
1.5.3^ s_ 1 3 : 3 6 (but cf . Lk. 21:34).
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1.5:6,10, Yp/jy 0 pé/ = 13:35
1.5:6, K-ot 9 S 0 v/T6S “ 13:36
I, 5 :17, 25, -j^ pcxTdu 6 - 13:18
II.1:4,6/ Is/ = 13:19
11.1:7/ per ^ e j yyé y  =  13:26 jIj
The evidence is not as impressive as. it might look. I
Parallels in the third category are for the most part rather
forced. Also if the evidence presented in Rigaux is carefully
appraised^it does seem that II.2:lff. could have some I
connection with the tradition of the Synoptic Apocalypse in j
Matthew (11.2:3,7, (X\/0U|{<. = 24:12? 2:10 (TujB ^ =24:13)!
' 179 !and other references outside of II.2 (e.g. 1.5:7 =^  24:48f.) . ;
It would be wrong therefore, to assert that Paul knew or used Iijthe Markan form of the Synoptic Apocalypse, whether in literary ; 
or oral form. If the part of the Synoptic discourse we are 
concerned with, v.l4ff., was in circulation prior to Paul 
(irrespective of the suggested origin at the time of Caligula)j 
then it is possible he drew upon its sentiments for his view i* i
of a future Anomos : possibly the personalisation of the 1
Abomination suggested the Man of Lawlessness. However with
so little evidence available we may have to consider a different ;
181 Ichannel for the idea, quite apart from Mk. 13 . “In our
view the overriding reason for the development of the Antichrist
was to set a figure over against Christ, prior to the End,who i
would sum up all opposition to the role of God and then be
destroyed; This, we suspect, would be found in traditional j
primitive Christian teaching on eschatological matters.
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(4) We regard all attempts to define the AnonKPS in terms
182of a Pseudo-Messiah as futile. He appears as (i) a future 
figure (ii) a worker of 'miracles' (iii) the antithesis of 
Christ (iv) The Final Opponent before the End. His purpose 
is to deceive those who have rejected the truth and to claim 
worship as god but his doom is certain.If there is any impli­
cation within our passage it is that this Anomos cannot be 
located within a religious group but must be regarded as a 
world-wide deceiver. He sets himself above all deity.
(5) Whilst we find the origin of the Antichrist in primitive 
Christian eschatological thought and derived, at least in part, 
from Daniel we also consider that the theme of Satanic pos­
session has contributed to the development of an Anomos 
inspired by Satan, This is not to—fee unexpected. We have 
traced the thought of Beliar in Jewish literature to provide 
the background for the third section of our study on Antichrist. 
With the growth in belief of Beliar or Satan as chief of spirits 
and deceiver of men it is probable that we should find texts 
which develop the idea of Satan possessing, indwelling and 
controlling men. If the early church was inspired by the 
profane acts of Antiochus in its conception of Antichrist,
with its belief in Satan there was bound to be some connection 
of the two ideas. To some extent we see the same sort of 
thing at Qumran where Beliar, a term now referring to a person, 
has a relationship with his 'lot',the sons of darkness, IQS 2:5.
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III SATANIC POSSESSION: THE NATURE OF THE ANOMOS
In this section we shall attempt to show that there 
is another area which may provide a clue to understanding the 
Anomos. We shall be concerned particularly with texts which 
deal with special relationships which Satan has with men.
The starting point is the statement in 11.2:9? oS 
(i.e. the parousia of the Anomos) c<rri/ vCocr'
p\| e-iok/ "ToD Co(TQiVoi Two points arise from
this. (a) Satan is distinct from the Anomos and (b) Satan 
is inextricably linked with his agent. The second is bound 
up with the word v^/épyér'ioc - The figure's coming and 
presence is according to Satan's & v y < . What does
this word mean here? The verb has occured in 2:7, t o
juu«rT>^ p\ON/ e \/6 f'y ^ TtoCL e and the noun
occurs again in 2:11, "7\ ACL ... o S e V6^ p y <r-io<\/
. Apart from the use of cv /p y in our
passage, it occurs six times in Pauline l e t t e r I n  
each case the word is related to God (which makes one suppose 
we have another example of Satan's counter-activity to Christ), 
The word is very similar in use to that of y; v (TTp i ü \/
It denotes 'activity', 'working* or 'operation', but because
of its association with or XpicrTt/^  it assumes the
thought of divine power. What kind of power is understood
from the word and its context? Phil. 3:21 speaks of Jesus 
Christ who will transform bodies of humiliation into glorious 
ones according to the 6 \/ 6 p y K. which enables him to 
subject all things to himself. Certainly creative power is 
in view, but more than this too. The last clause, 6
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ocuTcO (V . I . oLo t Cj 81 :  6 otVTW K L p c )
Toï / is introduced by KoLT^  Tv^ \/ eVa py
Too Suv/dcrOott o(V TO\/ o Together this speaks of a
power which subjugates and masters in order to do its will? 
a power of possession. In Eph. 1:19 the of
God is for us, who now believe, and it is effected by the 
inward possessing activity which proceeds from this strength, 
K o n V  6r% o i\/ 'Too  K p  V  ^ o(.wTOü
This type of power is illustrated in relation to the exalta­
tion of Christ, ls20ff. The same possessing and subjugating 
power is at work in Paul, Eph. 3:7, to the end that he will 
make all men to see.. The same overtones are present in the
verb, as in Phil, 2:13, 'For it iA God who works ( yw\/ )
185in you to will and to do ..." ? God is active by his
possessing power which operates within the individual causing 
him to follow God's will and carry it out.
It is also interesting to note the associations 
that the c V 6 p y 6 w  word group has. In Hellenistic 
papyri it is connected to magical powers, whilst in the 
Wisdom of Solomon and Maccabees it is related to divine or 
demoniac powers^^^. In the N-T. this association with 
spiritual forces is continued with in the Active
Voice, Eight times it is related to God^^^, once to Satan^^^, 
and three times to miraculous, or better, supernatural forces^^^, 
In fact it is only ever used in connection with spiritual 
powers. This cannot be mere coincidence and it is little 
wonder that Clark^^^ has translated the Active with 'to infuse 
with supernatural spirit', (i.e. spirit possession). With 
regard to Mt. 14:2 = Mk. 6:14? Phil. 2:13h %fe should read, in
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his opinion, as though possession had taken place already.
He finds it more difficult to translate the verbal
form, e vt p Y Ên oci 191^ in the same way. Out of its
nine occurences only twice does he render it 'to be infused'. j
192 iThe rest are translated 'to be made supernaturally operative’
It is probably best to regard the form - crD'oi u as
denoting "the efficiency of divine power", and to agree with |
Clark that the Active Voice, and we would add from our study,
the noun, can by way of context and usage denote 'possession'.
We can see how this applies to the Anomos- The
idea of 'possession* quite naturally suits the context. The
parousia of the figure is by Satan's possession, which must
imply that Satan owns and controls him, so that his evil period j 
193continues . Similarly in 2:11? the emphasis lies not on 
the active nature of the error, , but i
its deluding force. It possesses and grips the minds of the 
apostates so that they accept The Lie, If Paul had wanted 
to convey 'the work of Satan' in producing the Anomos he could 
have used to yo\/ or a verbal form of
If the Antichrist figure is viewed in this way it 
raises the question of background for such a belief in 
Jewish and Christian thought.
1. Satanic Possession in Jewish Thought
We must distinguish carefully between Satanic and 
demoniac possession, particularly as it features in the Gospels. 
N.T. demonism seems to regard the autonomy of man as completely 
annihilated or nearly so. The demoniac is so possessed by 
aïÿ)ther(s) that he acts quite irrationally, cf . Hk. 5:1-5,9?
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9:18-20^^^. The Anomos in II.2s9ff. appears to act 
rationally, with a calculated deliberateness aimed at 
deceiving by all manner of means, yet under Satan's control.
He possesses the figure. A parallel is seen in the way the 
Spirit is said to indwell the Christian, Rom. 8:9,11?
Gal. 5:16,18,25.
We can start with Qumran material. In the 
Damascus Document we read that
Every man who preaches apostasy under the dominion of the spirits of Satan shall be judged according to the law relating to those possessed by a ghost or familiar spirit, (Vermes
The following comments can be made.
(a) The reference relates to Lev, 20:27 where the M.T. 
uses the expression 'has ( 71 ] ) a familiar spirit'.
(b) The CD text has an interesting word, *1V W b from
which can mean 'rule', 'have dominion' or 'have 
power'. For the last of these meanings cf. Ex. 21:8. The 
verse runs literally, 'Every man, whom the spirits of Belial 
(= Satan of Vermes' translation) have power over' i.e. control 
It is under their direction that a man preaches apostasy.
(c) In the Scrolls there is no suggestion of spirits as 
bodiless beings in need of a habitation. They are to be 
regarded probably as fallen angels who share intimately with 
Belial in his work, cf. IQM. 13:llf.? 13:2,4^*^.
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(d) There is no equation of 'Belial' with 'Satan' in
the Scrolls. However the kind of activity which the former
197displays makes it likely the two are synonymous
(e) We do not find Belial himself possessing the preacher of
198apostasy but we come close to the idea
In Jubilees 1:20 Moses prays that 'the spirit of
Beliar should not rule over them to accuse them before thee',
We approach the idea of possession, but the terms are too
general for a close analogy with II.2. However we can
readily see how this statement could be developed in the
direction of individual possession.
We have a similar idea in the Testament of the
Twelve Patriarchs. T.Reub. 4:11, if fornication does not
overcome the mind, neither can Belial overcome ( KoC"» & )
you, i.e. cannot possess you. T.Iss. 6:1, vcoW
is set in parallel with k o \V i^ ^
Tw yiéXikp . Obviously the emphasis is on the activity
of the children of Issachar in the last days. The verb used
indicates a close unity between two things, cf. Bauer, 'enter
into a close relation w i t h ' T.Dan. 4:7, 'When the soul
is continually disturbed the Lord departeth from it, and
Beliar ruleth over it' ( k/i L 6
cf. 3:6 where we have the name Satan. In this text (i.e. 4:7)
we find a close parallel in Jn, 13:2,7 and 11.2:9.
T. Naph. 8 :6 , KoCi 6 K Gri o o ToCl ^'S-\os/
 ^ The reference is to a man 'who does not that
which is good'. Here we have a clear example of Satanic 
201possession • Of course there is the problem of the dating
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of the texts, but all the examples given appear to be 
situated in a Jewish framework.
202In the Ascension of Isaiah we have a clear
statement on our theme. 2:1; 'Sammael settled upon (abode 
203in; Charles ) Manasseh and clung fast to him'. In 1:9 
we read 'Beliar will dwell in Manasseh*. Are Beliar and 
Sammael one and the same person? 1:11 speaks of 'The design 
of Sammael against Manasseh' which seems to suggest they are 
identified (and also with Satan, 2:2,7). 1:8 could imply the
two are distinct, 'Sammael Malkira will serve Manasseh and 
execute all his desires, and he will be a follower of Beliar'. 
This possession led to lawlessness ( oLVo 2:4,8),
apostasy ( pï ^  2:4), witchcraft, magic, fornication
and so on. Here then we have a very decisive text.
The references may be only few in comparison with 
other subjects but the intertestamental period, saw the develop­
ment of so much in the whole realm of angelology, demonology, 
Satan (Beliar) and eschatology. There is no clear systematic 
teaching on subjects. The texts we have cited are the seeds 
of thought which have advanced considerably in the N.T..
These references, we suggest, provide the platform for later 
development and insight.
This development is itself part of a growth which has 
its roots in the O.T. and beyond (e.g. in Persian circles).
I Sam, 16:14,16 records that Yahweh sent an evil spirit to 
trouble Saul. This took possession of him for periods of 
time, 16:23^^^. Later this belief acquired a new shape,
God remained sovereign but other agencies carried out his will, 
even if contrary to their will. In II Sam, 24:1, the Lord
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moved David to number Israel but in I Chron. 21 si it is
205The Adversary or Satan who causes it. The same Hebrew 
and Greek verbs are used in each place,
C 7 \ é < r ^ \ < r e V on both occasions David's action is
treated as sin and chastised. By the time of I Enoch 6-36 
all sin can be ascribed to Azazel? Greek, vluy
^poLipQy/ oSpK.pTi'ks The belief in a
close union between Satan (or his Spirits) and a man has no 
doubt also replaced those passages which deal with the spirit 
of God coming upon men of ill-intent, as is the case with 
Balaam and Saul^^^. Later it is such men who are indwelt by | 
Beliar, Tliis kind of process can be seen at work in the ]
canonical book of Job and the Testament of Job, which in our j
estimation, is a Jewish work probably of the pre-Christian era^^^j 
In Job 32 Elihu appears very abruptly. The three friends 
have found it impossible to argue Job out of his 'righteous* 
position, Elihu comes on the scene at this precise moment and 
works up his wrath against Job. However by the time of 
T.Job Elihu's action is explained in terms of Satanic possession 
and inspiration. XLI:5, *TqT<^  '^£^1005 &|^ ?\\/€-u(r0eq B V
T w  e ? T ie v "  p o i .
Two things are of interest to us here.
1. The word denoting Satan's connection to Elihu is
\ / 910 ^ 01 1 01 Oexpressed by 6 p followed by B-\/ . Satan
has breathed his being into the man, so as to speak words
through Elihu to Job, The è j j K V & v J denotes too, not merely
'inspiration' but possession. That the writer (or editor) of
the Midrash understood it in this way seems clear from XLII;2, 
where the Lord says of Elihu,
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213By wild beast is almost certainly meant 'spirit possession'
Elihu is regarded as dominated by Satan so that he comes to
3
215
214love the beauty of the Serpent and the scales of the Dragon,
The three friends in the story are forgiven their
but Elihu^^^ is destined for darkness? 'his glory will be
swallowed up in darkness', of <n <orik^
Even if James was right in placing this book in the 
second century A.D., he admits that it was the work of a 
Jewish Christian based on a Hebrew Midrash, It is amazing 
that this author has left hardly any Christian traces in the 
work. The whole work reflects Jewish ideas, with Satan 
clearly defined but still far from the spiritual enemy depicted 
in the N.T.
2. The second matter which has a bearing on Satanic possession
and II, occurs with the expression poi
©pot<r€ri . ©pcOro^ (bold) is used frequently in a bad sense,
218i.e. 'rash' or 'arrogant' . However in this context and 
others it comes to mean 'blasphemous words'. This is the 
reason for Elihu remaining unforgiven. He has displayed wilful 
ignorance of God's ways and blasphemed God at the same time. 
Speaking 'hard words' is by no means an unique phrase,
I En. Is9, God comes 'to convict all flesh ... *of all the hard 
things which ungodly sinners have spokerT against him'
( w >v/ 6 X&X*]Xcjyu)v^cf, Jude 15 where this
text is quoted)? 1 En, 5:4, 'But you have turned away and
spoken proud and harsh words with your impure mouths against His 
greatness', KbCTeXAMrôcTÊ pé^ y^ iXou^ S koA (TKXr|pd^ w'S \o\jOuS
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990cf. 27:2; 98:7,8; 101:3 » Perhaps this has been
borrowed from Daniel, where the text concerns a mouth
speaking 'great things', 7:8,11,20. The same feature occurs
much later in Rev. 13: The Satanic Beast blasphemes, v.5f.
In Dan. 11:36 (cf. 11.2:4) the king will speak 'marvellous
things against the God of gods', LXX, XocX/j'fTirL
Theod., oy KoL .
The Testament of Job furnishes us with interesting
insights into Satanic activity and provides a basis for
understanding 11.2:4, in particular the phrase 'proclaiming
fhe is God' and 2:9, the y of Satan,
Conclusions
1. In the O.T, we have spirit possession from God which was 
later to be attributed to Satan,
2. There are examples of people possessed by Satan or his 
spirits in intertestamental literature.
3. The precise nature of the 'possession' is not defined in 
psychological terms; it is stated as a fact,
4. A distinction must be made between demon possession as 
seen in the Gospels and the type of possession of which we are 
tallcing.
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2, Satanic Possession in Christian Thought
As with the Qumran community, the church of the 
first century saw their faith against a background of the 
war between God and his hosts and the Devil and his.
The conflict is played out in the hearts and minds of men. 
Satan's desire is to ensnare people and make them sons of
darkness. God's aim is to free them from the kingdom of
darkness and establish them in the kingdom of His son.
Into this framework the Anomos fits. He is the last part 
of Satan's plan to blind and deceive men, and because of his 
extraordinary powers he is partially successful. It appears 
that this human figure, is also possessed by Satan's energy. 
This is the general background of thought to 
II,2:9ff. Are there, we must ask, any other examples of men
possessed in this way in the N.T.? A number of texts appear
to be relevant? Jn, 6:70? 8:44? 13:2,27? Lk. 22:3?
Acts 5:3? Rev. 13. The references in iJohn's Gospel indi­
cate how a different approach is used by the writer in making 
Satan entirely responsible for evil. As W. Foerster writes,
with man's consent it (i.e. the yoke of Satan) leads to a connection with him which John especially describes in terms which denote a natural inter­relation of being though not according to the natural law as in Gnosticism^^I.
In Jn. 6:70 Jesus, in speaking to the Twelve, says 
ouK ‘ToX><, j Koc) eg 6jj\3\/
â(TT»v/ . The mention of Judas as a devil^^^ 
is interpreted by the writer in the next verse. Clearly he 
understood it to mean that he was such in the light of sub-
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sequent conduct and events. His act of betrayal is the 
main reason for the application of this word to him, cf.
13:2. Judas is no mere enemy or slanderer? both words do 
not do justice to the thought. Judas is a 'devil' because 
of his association with the Devil. The act of treachery 
comes from the innermost circle of the followers of Jesus,
 ^ ( ujv^  ) T uov/ o This phrase has
affinities with the Synoptic tradition, cf. Lk. 22:3,47?
Mt. 26:14,17? Mk, 14:10,43, and it may well be that we have 
here older material concerning Judas, (pre-Lukan?). We can 
leave this for the moment. All we need note is the descrip­
tion of Judas and the link between him and the Devil? a 
union of intent and purpose. Probably Jesus does not mean 
that Judas is now a devil, but rather, he will be, (cf. the 
use of è/pc-\Vé^\/ in 6:71 which apparently points to the
future).
Jn. 13:2 and 27 explain how Judas became a devil.
We start with 13:27 since there are no textual problems:
TpTCt X kwÊn à , Virtually
the same expression is used in Lk. 22:3, X SX
lo\5SoCv/ T d \/ upérv/C>v/ ( T ' K p I uSt o V t<
eK -Tod -rw\/ The ToV IC^ X. KrT.A
may be a Lukanism, (Lk.^  22:47) or borrowed from earlier 
tradition. The O^ VTs< e-K K.i. X , is probably derived from 
Mark (14:10,43) or, as it is paralleled in John (6:70f.), 
from a tradition concerned with Judas and his act of betrayal. 
Either way after removing these two statements we are left 
with an alimst identical expression ja^  that in Jn. 13:27.
The two Gospels share the same idea, that Judas acted as he
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225did because of Satanic possession . Both Gospels see
the Passion as a struggle waged against the arch-enemy of
God, the ruler of this world^^^. Judas becomes an important
pawn in the struggle for victory over Christ. The entry of
Satan into Judas denotes more than 'inspiration' to action.
Jn. 13s2 discounts this possibility. Satan takes up residence
227so as to guide the man to fulfil his wishes . We ought to 
note the use of the verb p pot l • . This verb is i
used of demons, Mk. 9s25? Lk. 8:30, 32f.? 5sl2f, Although j
we do not have demon possession in John (or Luke), the use of |
a verb which described the activity of demons is most appropriate 
to describe the activity of the ruler of demons. jT
The thought of Jn. 13:2 is fairly clear but the j
verse is surrounded by textual problems. We quote the Nestle 
text? -ToV
o c O t o V  JKot p ( w   ^. ;
(a) We reject the Syriac® and few Old Latin MSS text, 'Satan 
entered into' as a harmonization with Luke 22:3 or John 13:27.
I■f
(b) The reading (TKoi p i w  To u is read by many MSS? j
A K L ^ © TT many versions. This is accepted by
U.B.S. text. For the Nestle reading, p^^ J? B.lat^^®. 
Whichever is correct/for our purposes the sense of the text is 
unaffected.
(c) If iVoL ofu TO \/ is transposed after ;
 ^I (TK oip I LOTou , A K © TT then there is no doubt as to
the fact that Satan put the desire into Judas's heart to 
betray Christ? cf. D e  M o u W  Z i p . 7^ p koipuu^Tov
TCtKp, oLvTov/ 229.
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(d) The J? t3> yields the more difficult reading in
that we can take it to mean Satan had recently made up his
230mind that it should be Judas who would betray Christ 
However it need not be understood in this way for these ]
reasons. j
Ii. In view of Jn. 13s27; cf. 6:70,71 the plan appears !
to have been formulated earlier than this. At least this
is how the author appears to see it.
ii. It is a strange way of saying that the Devil had
determined to do something inside himself. Why not add 
âôtOTOü or use another verb n K G l T i ^  , 6 p w  j
iii. We need an explanation at this point of why Judas ?
acted as he did. The desire had been placed and was present.
So whether we follow the J? 13 text or the clear j
'iA D K text we can come to the same conclusion. At this point j
in the gospel the author wants to explain that the thought of 
betrayal was in Judas, having been put there by the Devil.
'1It is interesting to compare this narrative with Luke, In 1
Lk. 22:3 Satan entered into Jidas so that he went to the priests. |
In John we have a two fold stage. The first is implied by
13.2 and the second in 13:27. Three points emerge from 13:2 J!
(a) The thought or desire to betray is implanted
232 'in the K p S/ot. of Judas'
(b) The temptation has been accepted. The 'not 
all are clean* implies this, 13:11.
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(c) Surrender to this leads to Satanic domination 
until the desired end is reached, cf.
T.Naph, 8:6233.
The thought of this text can be contrasted with demona^c
234possession in the Synoptic Gospels. Best has demon­
strated that the emphasis of this sort of possession lies on 
the a-moral affect produced? physical and mental and, we 
might add, psychological. Demons appear to enter uninvited, 
Lk. 11:26, in their desperate search for a physical habitation. 
On the other hand, Satan seeks for men who want to accept and 
obey his will.
Another interesting passage occurs in Jn. 8:44, 
where Jesus is described as speaking to Jews who have just . 
believed on him, vv.30, 31a. Jesus goes on to explain the 
nature of discipleship and its consequences? truth will set 
them free, w .  31, 32. They remonstrate with him saying that 
they have never known bondage. They argue that their
spiritual origin lies in Abraham their ancestor. They are 
his children, v.33f. Jesus disregards their view and states 
categorically that u 6K "Tbv ToD i
è c T T è  K dc'» T o u  “KoCTpoS 6  p w \ /  Tvo i e u /
The reason for this is twofold.
i. They had hostile intentions towards him, in, spite of 
their apparent faith, v.40.
ii. Their hostile intentions had arisen upon their refusal 
of the truth, v.40b? in particular his reference to freedom 
from sin, w.32ff.
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It is the author's view that Jesus can perceive 
the hidden thoughts of individuals (2s25? cf. 1:48? 5:42? 
16:30? 6:61,64) and we have one more example in this passage.
The words of Jesus seem aimed at provoking a Jewish reaction
in order to reveal this group of so-called believers as agents 
of the pw 7^9 KTo  ^ 235  ^ .^s an aside it is
worthwhile noting that this group in Jn. 8 and Judas are 
treated as 'believers' yet they contain the seeds of apostasy 
which become evident when exposed to view. They are shown to 
be controlled by the Devils They are out of ( ) the
Devil, V.44, not &K Tou © e o u  , v.47. It is their
will ( 06 XéT6 ) the lusts of their father. In
selecting this piece of tradition the author not only shows 
agreement with the Judas story but his belief in Satanic 
control and possession.
Whether there is a common author, editor or school 
behind the Gospel of John and the First Letter is unimportant.
We certainly find I Jn. 3:8 in agreement with the sentiments 
already surveyed in the Gospel. ^0 w J  6 pokpq
6-K To? Xou e<TTiV . Once more we have the preposi­
tion èv< in the sense of 'belonging to' or 'united with',
236cf. Jn. 8:44 . The context is equally as instructive as
John 8. The message of I Jn. 3 is addressed to the 'children 
of God', in order that they might be clear as to the dis­
tinction between true and false children, v.9. In 2:19f. we 
read of some who had left the community. In the next chapter 
'John' explains why these apostates left. They are really 
children of the Devil because they commit sin, in spite of their 
alleged allegiance to Christ, Of course he does not deny
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that Christians sin, l:7ff., so this must imply something 
237different • The difference appears to be that because
some belong to the devil, the way they sin directly reflects
his authorship and control. The writer is not referring to
the non-christian world but to a specific group who have
rejected the truth, 2:22f«, and tried to deceive the Christian
family, 2:26. However they should not be misled, 2:26,
cf. II.2:3a. If the letter was written around the turn of
238the first century then its purpose was to expose the ever­
growing number of deviations from the truth. Some were 
already known, cf. I Tim. 4:lf., and inspired by lying spirits 
and demons. In this epistle exponents of 'heresy' were 
charged with being Satan's special agents. They claimed, 
perhaps sinlessness, 1:8, possession of the Spirit, 4:1, but 
they were sinners belonging to the Devil, antichrists, 2:19 
and false prophets, 4:1.
Acts 5:3 contains an equally interesting statement 
on the subject239^ Peter says,  ^A
p VO 240 g ^c>6'Tç^v/S5 T^v/ kCoLp /
From this question we can comment upon the following features.
i. We have the term as Lk, 22:3 and
Jn. 13:27. Also the %vord K a s  Jn. 13:2.
ii. n \ p o t O  clearly denotes 'possession' and can be
compared to the use of fclcrep t
iii, Satan has not merely tempted, ^ c( J uo , 5:9,
but possessed him. This certainly seems to set in opposition 
to the 'filling' of the Spirit2^^.
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iv, Ananias is another example of those who apparently
adhered to the Christian faith but rejected and fell away 
242from it . Apostasy and Satanic control go together.
Finally we can look at Rev. 13, The first Beast 
comes as an agent of the Dragon = Satan, 12:9. To an 
unique degree he is endowed with letter's authority, 13:2,
KTot'i oCvTuo O  ^  \ /  Q ( 3 t o u  V<.oL^
To\/ BpoVo\/ oCoTou egoucTLoLv/ pé-yolX^ v^^ * 13:4,
7C pO (T (£-V < i^ '^»^e^v^“Tup S p c < K ^ > v /T u  O T L  6 g o u < T )  pC / T lo 9 t |p t o .
People worship not only the Beast, but Satan, whom they 
perceive in the actions-of the Beast. Here we have a later 
stage in the development of the Antichrist figure, but he 
bears the same characteristics as the Anomos of II.2.
Also Satan and the Antichrist appear inextricably linked in 
Revelation,
We now return to have a general and brief look at 
Paul's teaching on the activity of Satan^ '^ .^ He is described 
as the Genesis tempter, Rom. 16:20? cf. II Cor. 11:2,3? 
see also I Tim. 2:14? Rev. 12:9? 20:2, but is above all the 
present-tempter I Cor. 7:5? cf. 1,3:5. He appears as an 
angel of light, II Cor. 11:14^^^ and can hinder the servants 
of God, 1.2:18? II Cor. 12:7. Christians are not to be 
taken in by his devices, II Cor. 2:11. The term
l ^ o \ o S is found only in Ephesians (4:27? 6:11) and
the three Pastoral Letters, If the former is Pauline then 
the two texts continue the thought of II Cor. 2:11. One 
passage which has some significance for our theme occurs in 
I Cor. 5:5. Paul commits a man to Satan by the power of the
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risen Christ, 5:4 for the destruction of the flesh.
The text runs, ou /oiL -tov/" T oio?Td\/ T lo
c> X e Q' p o\/' . Two points are worthy of
attention:
i. Satan is the instrument for punishing sin. We 
can compare this with The Lie, 11.2:10, who is God's judgment 
on future apostates.
ii. Zoc is not to be taken literally but figuratively.
It is a reference to human nature which is corrupt, Rom. 7:18? 
8 ;3b? Gal. 5:16? II Cor, 1:17? 10:2- So the ruin of the
flesh (cf. 1.5:3? 11.1:9) is probably not an allusion to
excommunication^leading to physical deatlfbut the destruc­
tion of the sinful nature which committed the s i n . H o w  is 
this to be achieved? Perhaps Paul considered that an over- 
indulgence of the sexual appetite was the appropriate form of 
punishment. A similar expression is found in I Tim. 1:20, 
7\o(^ p6S'ujK£?C Tty 9uo<n v/ p ,
VThat is important is that this man is now in Satan's possession 
because of his own choice and sin.
Our study of e\/6 py e-\ uc and e \/6 py & uj
together with examples and references to Satanic possession 
have provided a background against which we can place the 
Anomos. We have argued that we should see the figure in a 
close relationship with Satan^^^^ in nearly every N.T. case 
which we have looked at, the person(s) involved have been 
members of. the Christian community. It may well be that Paul 
considered the Anomos to be an apostate. Perhaps that is 
the symbolic meaning of the Beast arising from the sea.
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Rev. 13:1. It may recall the sea of glass before the 
throne, 4:6; 15:2, where 'those who overcome' will stand
and which may suggest the sea is a symbol for the church^^^
The Traditions-Historv of the Idea of Satanic Possession
We have investigated quite a few N.T. references.
Does some of the material belong to the early tradition of
the church? It has been aclcnowledged that John's gospel
251has affinities with the Synoptics , This especially
252applies to Jn. 13:1-30 and in particular v.20ff. Barrett 
seems inclined to believe that the Johannine tradition is 
derived from Lukan .similarities but he does not provide any 
detail on the problem, Dodd^^^, Bultmann^^^ and Wilcox^^^ 
opt for oral traditions lying behind the Lukan and Johannine 
sections. Wilcox argues that 13:27a seems to conform to a 
traditional explanation of the betrayal which gives signs of 
an early date. „ He is intrigued by the use of 
(only here in John) and the closeness to Lk. 22:3. Dodd is 
also inclined to think in this way. He considers it possible 
that John has the simpler tradition, over against Matthew and 
Mark, explaining Judas' action from diabolical inspiration. 
Later attempts, he writes, were made to rationalise it^^^.
In our opinion it would be easier to regard the tradition 
behind M]c. (describing Judas' act) as the earliest material 
and the explanation of Satanic possession coming later when 
Judas' action was considered incomprehensible.
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257Conzelmann argues that the Ananias passage.
Acts 5,was written prior to Luke's use of the section.
Lukan additions, he believes, point to this conclusion, even 
if there is no historical kernel. The historicity of Acts 5 
and John 13 do not concern us. Our interest lies in these 
stories being current in early church tradition and showing 
that certain actions were explained in the way we have 
outlined.
In looking for connections between II and the story
of Judas we may add the similar descriptions of the activity
of Satan in the expression, 6  m x  w X  6  ^ ,
Jn. 17s12? 11.2:3.. Is this merely accidental? Most
commentators on John and Thessalonians are content to note
258the other passage. Only Billings seems to have made any 
attempt to connect the two. He argues that John regarded 
Judas as the already realised supernatural figure of the 
Anomos. Not only is this unlikely, and he gives no proof 
for it, but it comes dangerously close to identifying Judas 
and Satan.
All attempts to make Judas a basis for the Pauline 
Anomos seem doomed to failure. We may be able to trace 
Jn. 13;20ff. (perhaps 6:70,71 as well) prior to the final 
completion of Luke, but how far beyond that is uncertain.
In Dodd's estimation - a long way. It is possible that the 
phrase 6 was applied at an early
stage to Judas because he was regarded as a type or precursor 
of the Antichrist to come. We have already noted that the 
teaching about the Apostasy was part of Paul's missionary 
preaching and we must assume he came to this view (by what-
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ever means) earlier than this; probably in the fifth 
decade of the first century. It is highly likely that 
traditions about Judas were numerous at the time, in their 
attempt to explain his action (cf. the traditions of his 
death, Mt. 27s3ff,; Acts l;18ff.). It is quite possible
that the two traditions (Antichrist and Judas) interacted. j
jIt is interesting that the description of Judas as an i
apostate, possessed by Satan and son of . should
so closely parallel the Pauline Anomos figure.
Confirmation of the fact that there was a Christian 
Anticlirist tradition comes from I John. It is noteworthy 
that this Letter far from rejecting and re-interpreting the 
tradition uses it to show that present antichrists are only 
precursors of the Future One. The phrase is then added,
Kotr^Koi/r'oiTe , 2:18. Schnackenburg9 comments
that the author wants to link what he is writing to early 
Christian eschatological views and sets out the official 
understanding of the Antichrist tradition. One reason could 
be that just as the Parousia had apparently been delayed, so 
had the coming of the Antichrist. His delay is explained by 
the many antichrists. Their presence proves it is the Last 
Hour, and Christians can expect now the Anticlirist himself,
2:18; 4:3.
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.^ û (X .
Before we leave the theme of possession, we will
consider any relevance that o u\D£ t, has
for our study. What is the content of this Hebraic genitive?
Is. 57:4 has attracted attention as a possible source of the
expression (LXX, T^K\/%c ^ 7\ w X O t h e r  attempts
261have been made to find a solution from Qumran. Murphy , on
the basis of IQS. 9:16,22; 10:19, feels that the reference in
Thessalonians is a reflection of ^  H y H  ' 3%^
(corruption) rather than 'sons of '. To be
strictly accurate though, the references he cites have
» In. CD. 6:15; 13:14 we find ' sons of
n  n yJ '. it is impossible to be certain that this is the
source and the expressions are in the plural. However it
would be easy for Paul to borrow it from this source or any 
other, Jewish^^^ or Greek^^^,
As for the meaning of the phrase we can dismiss 
Theodoret' s view that the Anomos is the son of Xf-ioc
c / ! f fbecause eT 6 pûi3 7\pog6\/<?'/ TouToU ' ^ w / o y t r V O ' ^ ^
This is what he does, certainly, but the term does not con­
vey it. In contrast nearly every modern commentator accepts 
that it means, 'the son doomed to perdition' Support 
•for this is found in Rev. 17:11, To 0r^p\ov/ ...
?A wXé'l t>C\/ 6  Â (x'y » A very similar thing is said of
Judas, Acts 1:25, T o p  u Tov/ 'Tc/tcovX Toi/ f oi/.
Death was his appointed end, and it is argued that Antichrist 
will likewise depart to his doom or destruction.
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There are a few considerations which suggest 
that we ought to modify the view and regard , o( Âuu Xë-ik ' 
more in terms of a realm than a state. . •
1.  ^A 7 v v 6 X e n w i t h i n  the Pauline Corpus is always 
placed in antithesis to salvation or a similar concept.
This can be either stated or implied. In Rom. 9:22 there 
are vessels pn crpdVoC c?Âui\érioC (cf.
Is. 54:16 K ol\ eK<jbepio\/ ëp\jo\^ and for the idea
Prov. 16:4; I Pet. 2:8), which are contrasted with vessels 
Tpo/|Tou poi(T'6'/ f V.23. The glory to be
expected is mentioned in 8:18ff. It appears to be not only 
a new state of being but a new realm which Christians will 
enter. In Phil. 1:28 6-ict is in opposition to
cTwT p LoC . Here again it is impossible to eradicate
both state and realm. The salvation of the community consists 
of future salvation in a realm in which freedom from adversity 
can be enjoyed and all the realm affords. A little later on 
in 3:19 we read that one style of life leads to cx*7C\oA6-|k 
but the other involves waiting for the Saviour who brings 
citizenship in heaven. The contrast is between 
and heaven, vv.19,20.
2, In the LXX we find the Greek word translating
four times and possibly five, (see Prov. 27:20, in parallel 
S>67with Sheol) . Job 26:6; Prov. 15:11 it occurs with
Sheol ( ! ^7 a; Ip ). Ps. 87 (88) :12 with
Grave ( J(x(j)c>i : 3, P ). Job 28:22 with Death
( 8 c : ü  1 ?D ; both are personified). Job* r _ 26831:12, immortality is a fire that leadeth to Abaddon
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The LXX has a different reading, a paraphrase with the
verb & Ao X\ u jv" L . Prov. 27:20, both for
Sheol, and & A W  \ oC (for Abaddon?) are personified.
Abaddon only occurs in the Wisdom Literature and
then a few times, but enough for us to suggest that the book
of Revelation has used the term for the name of a demoniac 
269angel, 9:11 . This name is then equated with the Greek
name, "^A 7CoV\ou->\/ (Destroyer). The O.T. term denotes
apparently the underworld realm?^^^ The use of a'TvviVé'ik
by the LXX translators suggests that they understood it in
271the same way, at least in the Wisdom Literature even if
272they used it for other Hebrew words. Hanson has given
good reasons for believing that Paul was well acquainted with 
Job, In which case there is no difficulty in seeing Paul 
use the word for a realm, a place of ruin,
3. Paul uses a comparable Semitisra in 1.5:5, 'sons of light';
cf. Lk. 16:8; Jn. 12:36; see too Eph. 5:8; Lk. 10:6, ‘son
of peace' and in Qumran, 'sons of light', IQS. 1:9; 3:13,24;
273IQM.1:3 passim . The context of Thessalonians, with its
contrast of darlcness and light motifs, echoes Amos 5:19ff, and
the Day of the Lord concept. The genitive in this expression
274denotes relationship or membership of the light. Frame 
is going too far when he says it means 'they belong to Clirist', 
but that is the thought behind it. However we entirely agree 
with his comment on 'sons of day*, which follows the other,
1.5:5. He says that Christians belong to the realm of 
future light and salvation. The key word is 'day' in this 
phrase. It has already been used in 1.5:2, 'Day of the Lord'
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and 5:4, 'The Day'. Nearly all commentators agree that
/it is virtually equivalent to . This
275equation is rejcted for v.5 by Von Dobschûtz and Rigaux 
Paul, they argue, has a word play here. Rigaux has 
difficulty in determining the precise nature of the word­
play and tries to give the phrase as a whole the force of 
‘one who sees clearly, the other not'. The sons of day are 
sons of perception. This is not very appropriate in the 
case of v,6. Is Paul saying, 'You are sons of perception,
Db not sleep'1 Is it not better if we regard him as saying,
v.5, 'You are all sons of light, sons of that day'? In 
other words 'You belong to the realm of light, you are sons 
who belong to (in a sense 'own') the Parousia day. Therefore 
keep awàke, watch ... do not let it come suddenly upon you 
as a thief,, V.4. Verse 8 seems to confirm this: 'We are
of the Day. Be sober'. Rigaux is right in so far as he 
says
Paul met une distance entre être Chretien et ne pas 1'être comme du jour a la nuit^^ô^
The distance is defined by the total separation of the two 
realms to which each group belongs.
In view of these three points it is probable that 
Paul intended the Thessalonians to place the Anomos firmly 
in the sphere and realm of o< X »X> \ éh oc . His thought is 
not that the figure departs or is doomed to, depart to Abaddon, 
but that he lives within, and belongs to, a destructive realm. 
He draws his power from within it. This is what makes him
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so frightening. So we have a parallel with the Beast who
arises from the abyss (as compared with the first Beast,
Rev. 13:1, whom we suggested might arise from the church:
also a realm) 17:8, guarded by the demoniac angel, 9:11.
The Beast only comes by God's permission, when the doors, as
it v;ere, are opened to the world cf. Rev. 1:18; Wis, 16:13.
In II. 2, when fhe> Kate chon withdraws only then can the Anomos
come. In the end the realm of evil, which has destroyed so
277much is swallowed up and destroyed, 20:1-3,14 . We have
argued therefore that in this phrase we have one further 
expression of the Satanic character of the figure to come.
He is located within Satan's realm, the realm devoted to the 
ruin of everything but which will be suddenly overthrown, 
11.2:8.
This whole section has attempted to throw new 
light upon the background to the character of the Anomos.
tBy looking at the use of the word and studying
Jewish and Christian examples of Satanic possession, we have 
sought to provide evidence for a growing understanding of 
this phenomenon. In addition to which we have looked at the 
phrase, 'son of 6 ' to show that it conveys the
thought that Antichrist belongs to and is placed within this 
realm of Ruin, Judas similarly is a son of this realm.
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IV. THE REVELATION, ACTIVITY, AND END OF THE ANOMOS
A. Revelation nf the Anomos.
Too little attention has been paid to the occurence
of the word & 7^0 KoiYo TTw in 11.2:3^^^. It is used again
in 2:6,8. Two of these three references relate clearly to
the Anomos, vv.3,8. We shall argue that v.6 must also apply 
279to this figure . It is interesting that this short section 
vv.1-12, contains a triple use of GVtpyér*K ( - ),
( — 0  ^ ), and o( xo k o ( \  u XTto . It certainly
indicates a need to look at the precise meaning as well as the 
background of the last of these words.
Sirard^^^ has attempted to parallel the verb with 
two other verbs, (XVoCi p e w  and  ^y 6 vO , 2:8.
These express the kind of ruin which awaits the Anomos.
From this 'equation' and together with the legal nuance, which 
he claims is present in the verb 'reveal', we should translate, 
'taken in judgment'. This, he feels, suits the aim of the 
whole pericope, which is to show the true sign of the End to 
be the fall of Satan's kingdom. As proof of his translation 
he refers to Jer. 11:20; Lam. 2:14 and texts signifying the 
discovering of nudity, e.g. Ex. 20:26. In the N.T. he refers 
to I Cor. 3:13; Lk. 2:35, where it is or becomes synonymous 
with K \ |va $ uc : the verb is also in parallel with
Cjf>o^ , II Cor. 4:10,11; Col. 3:3; I Pet. 5:4;
I Jn. 2:28; 3:2. Despite all this 'evidence', he seems to 
have failed to prove that 0 K o/ \ v O  can have this 
meaning. .
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i. Even if K&i-V li *KT\-o = S'ovc\pd^uJ , it only
means 'tested' 'proved'i
ii. Texts may be in a legal context but that does not 
warrant seeing in them the idea of judgment. In Ex. 20:26 
etc. the thought is of the actual uncovering of nudity, not 
of being taken in judgment.
iii. His theory of the Katechon seems to demand that he 
understands the verb in this way.
Our study will concern itself, with an examination 
of the verb and its cognate noun, o? a O , in
passages which suggest a disclosure, similar to that in our 
pericope. But before doing so we should look at the way the 
words are used in the LICX and N.T,
LXX
We have a varied usage of the verb. It can be 
taken literallv. Num. 5:18, uncovering hair? Ruth 3:4, 
uncovering feet? or figuratively, Ps, 36 (37):5, 'reveal thy
way to the Lord'? Amos 3:7, God reveals his secret? Jer, 20:12,
281revealed the situation to God . The noun is used once,
I Kgdms, 20:30, nakedness (Til'll )
N.T.
Both verb and noun are used frequently to denote
the revelation of truth or divine secrets, Mt. 11:25? Phil.
3:15 (for the verb)? Rom. 16:25; Eph. 1:17; Gal. 1:12?
'2:2 (for the noun).
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These texts are not particularly helpful for
11.2:3,6,8. All they show is the basic idea of something 
being uncovered and exposed. We shall look carefully there­
fore at two sets of texts. Those dealing.with the thought 
oof exjj^ ure of deeds and words and secondly, those set in an 
eschatological context.
(a) Exposure of deeds and words
Mt. 10:26, M)|
y o (p  GOT i \ /  K < cV \«^ \op> peV o  O O o K  ,
KdiA tCpuxTov/ o oi> yv'toiT'BijcrérTfXt » Are we to think
of a privately given message of Jesus, v.27, which will be
exposed: & "Xo Ko(.\u(|) 9 <rei'oLL in parallel with
y \/uo<r9»|V'eToit. ? In the Lukan parallel, 12:2 we have the ■
same text from ô C k ia.t .V- (D reads )
It is a question in Luke of whether we infer the words of the
disciples are to become public, 12:3, or assume that the
hypocritical lives of the Pharisees will become exposed, 12:1,
282perhaps by the disciples' preaching . Very similar state­
ments are found in Mk. 4:22, Ou y</ç> etrrV tl KpuTiTo/
pij i W  eyev^To < i K o K ^ o ( p o \ / ^ TuU
(jM\/êç)oV and Lk. 8:17, Q Ô  yolj> 6 G TV KpuXTt»/
Ou (2f(v6pc)\/ ouS'è cJ t x d y)o\/ &  Ou pJj yi/uo<r&^
VCfeM Apart from Lk. 12:2 in all
the texts mentioned there is only the thought of bringing to 
light (exposing) what is now hidden. In Luke, however, there 
are possible overtones of judgment. Similar ideas are found 
in Rom. 2:16, 'judging the secrets of men' ( Toc Kpu )
and I Cor, 4:5, O g Ko?i (|6w i/creL *Tc^  KpyXK Too cH<ùTov^
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(T6i y^ ouVols Tuo\/ kol A (,w\/ , perhaps
an echo of the tradition behind Lk. 12:2f., even if the 
Pauline Sitz im Leben is different^®^. Lk, 2:35
c) X0 K U  (j)0 w (T| / (£^K ILvV | ,
( adds To/Kj poL ), appears to mean that the child will 
be the cause of exposing the secret attitudes and thoughts 
of those whom he will later confront? in particular exposing
their attitude to himself. The thought of judgment or testing
285is not necessarily implied by the verb
(b) Eschatological exposure
Lk. 17:30,  ^ ^  o£ Tùu k v ' A D O& 7v D  K o i X  u L (D - \  u  cj) 9  The day of the Son
of Man finds an antecedent in the conduct of Sodom. In that 
future day the Son of Man will be openly disclosed to the 
pleasure seeking crowds. This revelation is illustrated in 
17:24, It is compared with lightning which itself conveys 
the thoughts of suddenness and universal visibility. It 
must be noted, against Sirard, that though this term is set 
in a context which relates the judgment to befall the wicked, 
the word itself does not acquire a juridiqi'al meaning. We 
cannot translate, 'in the day he is revealed for judgment* 
even though this is the result of his manifestation (cf. 17:29 
o(Xuj Xê cT^ V  V. 1. : a reference
to Sodom). The evangelist is mainly, if not entirely, 
dealing with the conditions prevailing before 'the Revelation', 
I Pet. 1:7 contains a similar thought. The author hopes that
Christian faith will be found unto praise, glory and honour 
Gv" (3 /VO K.oc'Xv tj' &L  ^I V X p ) (TTD U ', i.e. at his public
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appearing. Bigg is interpreting when he states the noun
means, "the revelation of Christ in His majesty as Judge and
R e w a r d e r B y  the time this letter was written there was
no doubt a closer association in mind between this revelation
and judgment for reward or punishment. The context implies
emphasis on the disclosure and not so much the purpose.
1:8 says that they have not yet seen Christ, but in a little
288while, v.6, they will apprehend him visibly , cf, 1:13 where
the same expression is used: a technical phrase? In 4:13
we have the genitive Tyjs added to the
noun, and it refers once more to Christ. For this feature see
I Cor. 1:7, V d  TbC K w pioO /pujv/ lyj(Tov
Y p V T p u  and 11.1:7, é/ k  T o u  t<up/ou
I K|(Tb V A  ^ 0 J V ,
Paul, in I Cor. 3:13, says that each man's work
(jboCV ^ pX \/ y 6 V (T^ ToC L , for ( y k p  ) the day will make
it clear ( \ w  ) because it (the day) is revealed
in fire which will test the work of each. The thought is
very similar to Lk,17:30. The Day of Christ will expose the
worth of what each has done with fire. The fire might be the
289means by which a test is made , or alternatively the Day is
290to 'to be lit up with fire' . There is no thought of 
judgment in the word itself, and we could not translate 'taken 
in judgment'.
The next group of texts, Rom. 8:18,19? I Pet, 1:5? 
5:1 refer basically to one idea; at the End-time the Christian 
can expect glory and salvation to be made visible and real.
Rom. 2:5 is the only other passage of interest:
KcaX (J?vc> S» Ko(\0»\p To V 0~é-OV .
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The genitive defines the nature of the revelation; it is 
an open display of the just character of God. This is what 
makes it a day of wrath. It will bring the afflictions of 
God upon the unrighteous. We must point out that even if 
the word is defined by the genitive in terms of judgment, it 
only refers to the 'revelation' (disclosure) of the attribute, 
not the judgment itself. If any word acquires the latter
f (thought, it is p 6 p , 'The Judgment Day', cf. Lk, 17:30
and the use of there.
We are now in a position to draw certain conclusions,
i. If the verb and noun are found in contexts relating to 
rewards and punishments we must not presume to translate the 
words by 'revelation for judgment or reward', It is probably 
true that the belief in the coming of Christ did lead to 
certain close associations, but we must beware of importing 
such without good evidence.
ii. The passages discussed have laid emphasis on one basic
idea? what has been hidden will be exposed to view .
In eschatological references this is particularly true.
It is more than coincidence that v %Tw ( —  ^ )
are associated with phrases and terms suggesting light?
lightning, Lk. 17:30? fire, I Cor. 3:3? glory, I Pet, 1:5,7?
4:13? 5:1? Rom. 8:18,19 „ II.l:7f. associates the
293revelation of the Lord Jesus with 'fire' , cf. Is. 55:15?
Mai. 4:1? Heb. 10:25 and stresses that the appearance will
294be from heaven, cf. Phil, 3:20 ? 1,1:10, thus heightening
the idea of a public entry by Christ at the End-time, This 
pattern of thought matches that of Acts l:10f., where the
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Shekinah glory swallows up the Risen Christ, and his
disciples are told that he will come in the same way as he
went. It is no doubt due to this tradition that 'glory'
and 'fire' are often associated with '.The Revelation' in the
minds of N.T. authors. In other words the emphasis lies not
295on the judgment but the open disclosure of Christ
iii. There is no need for a Middle meaning^^^ to be found for 
the Passive form in our passage or elsewhere. The thought of 
the Apostle requires the Anomos to be revealed by someone else,
iv. We cannot think of a particular time as the moment of the 
revelation of the Anomos. It could be the 'sitting and 
proclamation in the temple', 2:4 or performing the deceitful 
miracles, 2:9f. In view of the parallel with  ^ , 2:3
(which is another reason to reject Girard's view) the moment 
is left undefined,
V. The verb KtcY u TCTuV is entirely appropriate to
express the aspect of disclosure with regard to the Parousia.
It is interesting that this word and its noun are used far
more often to denote the Parousia event, than the Greek w o r d  
/ViT\ bL . We have suggested a reason for the decline
of the latter. The former has strong roots in the LXX and 
the thought world of the O.T. It is easy to see how the
terms could pass from the idea of openly communicating divine
297truth and Yahweh's Character (Is. 52:10 ) to a more concret*
nuance, namely,the exposure of a person at the End-time, and
298perhaps the character of that person . If Paul found the 
word useful (from tradition?) we can suppose it became more
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and more dominant in his mind, along with other Jewish 
expressions associated with Day of the LordJ The writer of 
I Peter uses it as a key word for designating the coming of 
Christ,
vi. It has been applied to the Anomos as another 'mocking' 
counterpart to Christ's coming (cf. pv (TTkj e v  ^  ^
*7vlo(po un oL Î words applied to God or Christ elsewhere).
We have fixed the meaning of the verb as 'public
disclosure' but we have to enquire about the origin of the
idea of a visible return. There are two texts which in our
opinion have had a powerful effect on this development within
Christian eschatology. The texts are Zech, 12:10 (and the
» 299following verses, 11-14) and Dan. 7:13, We shall deal with 
Zech. 12:10 first. There are three basic sentiments in it^
(a) 'They shall look unto me', *1 ,
('me': followed by LXX, Theod., Aquila, Sym. Tg.? 45 Heb.
MSS, have 'unto him', which is followed in the N.T. The
text of LXX is, e A* .
(b) 'whom they pierced', H ^  P 'rf h uj ^  .^ |r T V - 1
The LXX has KoCTuJ p ^  ^ «TKV To , Either the trans- .
lators read "1 P f o r  1 1? H inadvertently, or else
they were attempting to modify the daring anthropomorphism 
with a verb meaning literally, 'dance in triumph over', hence 
'treat d e s p i t e f u l l y ' Theod, and Jn, 19:37 have 613
o' 301
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(c) ‘and they shall mourn for him', V  V li) 1 D 5 1T  -r ; T :
LXX, K q  i p o V l U ^  ( (p o V  T U  I f ) è?\^  o(u \/(  u  u  T o  u  j  ^  A  ;  c < u  T û l ^  ,  ( p  ) .
At some stage in the life of the church this verse 
from Zechariah acquired Messianic significance. It is 
applied by the fourth evangelist as a proof text of the death 
of Jesus; (jî^oV'fotu Cr\S B \ / & (Tc< ^  19:37,
In Revelation the text is transferred to the Parousia, 1:7^^^. 
In this latter text all three sentiments from Zechariah are 
found, and strengthened by other phrases^^^: i L & T o i L
U o T o s /  'KS-S 6(|)6oC\ po^ KtA <DLT<\^ i^ oCoton/
K t^ 'x  K c > l l > û \ / r u L  o d r o U  - K ^ r u L  o i \  ( ^ u W u  " r ' k j ^  *
The mention of ‘tribes' is an allusion to Zech, 12:14,
TtS^ cTfcCt (j)u\oi.L U\ ü7vc>\Aê»ppeVp<C^^^ . We have not
finished looking at the influence of this text, but the 
thought of a visible appearance of Christ and a manifestation 
to the world are clearly expressed in Revelation on the basis 
of the Zechariah text. It is a thought which the meaning of 
XTiv ( ) conveys. In our opinion the
early church derived in part its belief from this text^^^ 
and 1.1:10; 4:16 and Phil. 3:2, possibly II.1:10,reflect this
expectation.
Linked with the Zechariah text in Rev. 1:7 is the
other important text of Dan. 7:13. Here the significant
307phrase for us is 'coming with the clouds' . In the 
Danielic passage the Son of Man is brought near to the Ancient 
of Days in order to receive publicly a kingdom, authority and 
honour; 6 (Theod. pd-q^ , ) Ti3 /
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Tou OVpDCVOU ufos k o k ) (Theod.
<5 p J(opé-\/c>5 ). It may be that the clouds in Daniel
represent a chariot by which the figure arrives. This cer- 
tainly appears to be the case in Rev. 1:7, d pe-T(<L
jj&'là. "t C j U  \/6^é;\ioi/ . It also serves to emphasize the
public manifestation of Christ cf. Rev. 14:14. VThether the 
clouds are taken literally or regarded as a reference to the 
Shekinah (cf. Acts 1:11) matters little to the argument.
Our concern lies with the following pointsi
i. The link of Dan. 7:13 and Zech. 12:10 in 
eschatological thought. 
iio The fact that both texts emphasize the public 
disclosure of the Risen Christ.
If 11.1:10 contains an echo of Zech. 12:10, it is 
quite probable that a relationship exists between Dan. 7:13 
and 11.1:7, èv " T o d Kv j)ioV l^tj(Tc?U
oôpuUûo The
'revelation ... from heaven' could be equivalent to 'coming 
with the clouds', Dan. 7:13. 11,1:7 has a close association
with the thought of Mt. 24:30, and the latter passage has a 
clear allusion to Dan. 7:13. There cannot be any doubt at 
all that 'angels of his power', 11.1:7 (cf. Mt. 24:30,31
éve>\/ ... and É^TCorreXé-?
^yy/Xoo£ vTov ) is a reflection of Zech, 14:5,
0»l o^yioi jjtr^  oCuToV (M.To 'you').
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The latter text probably influenced 1.3:13, 
jjGrri (Xy(w\/ o(l7oG and possibly 11.1:10
i'A T(?i^  k\j(otç^ (/u Tou , especially if 6/ ='with’not
among'. It has also affected I En. 1:9, cri)\/
"TpupvoccTiv/ auToO KoCl ToT^ oi\j\o^ pCuTou . This is
quoted in Jude 14 with B V  for cn/v/ . It must mean
'with'’ (cf. 11.1:10). 'Holy ones' in I En. 12:2; 14:23;
39:5, etc. refer to angels, cf. Dan. 7:10; 8:13, This
strengthens the identification of 11.1:7 (angels) and Zech.
14:5 (holy ones).
It will clarify the situation if we summarize our
findings so far. .Zech. 12:10 is quoted in Rev. 1:7; Jn. 19:37.
In Rev. it refers to the Parousia event.. The idea of a
visible coming has probably inspired the writing of 1.1:10;
4:16; 11.1:10; Phil. 3:20. Dan. 7:13 is quoted in Rev, 1:7;
Mt. 24:30 and probably underlies 11.1:7, which makes use of
Zech. 14:5, Obviously apocalyptic texts from Zechariah were
known by the early church. •
We shall now look in more detail at Mt, 24:30,
•310This is a text which contains many apocalyptic ideas and, 
for our immediate interest combines Zech. 12:10 and Dan. 7:13 
(cf. Rev. 1:7), The text reads, vC(xi TO Ko o i
u t  Koc"; ci [|)oN/lo(L T o V  ufo\/ T.
67x^1 rZy\/e(j)C'\i^y^^> The underlined words 
have been added in, no doubt, by the evangelist to the Markan 
account to locate the thought of v". 30 in Zechariah. We
have a combination in Mt. of Zech. 12:10 iCo ipû\/lf><.L and
o ' 0 pCL and 12:14 ••• » Tn the
other two Synoptic Gospels o  ( p o U T U  ’ stands by itself.
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Whilst we cannot be certain that Mark is using Zechariah 
it is probable that the word is an echo of Zech. 12:10.
The writer knew of Zech. 14:5 cf. M3c. 13:27 . The quota­
tion of Daniel in Mt. 24 not only serves to delineate the 
person who is coming, the Son of Man, but to suggest that 
the clouds are the vehicle by which he comes. The whole 
text, whatever its original Sitz im Leben, is now a clear and 
marked reference to the public uncovering of Christ. With 
its surrounding verses, 29 and 31, this section of the Apoca­
lypse is a highly dramatic apocalyptic piece of the denouement 
of Messiah.
This combination of O.T. texts is no mere coincidence, 
for it occurs again in Mt. 26:64 = Mk. 14:62 tXpTu
(Mk. omits), c>(jj6.o-0<c -T. u i o U  T*.
I w/ (Mk. )
TU)/ / u3\/ Tou (?upc<vou . A clear reference again to 
public disclosure such as is found in KO(\v 77TW ( - )
We note the use of olpercrQ^ é- and Dan. 7:13. We may also 
have the combination in Mt. 16:28 where certain people will 
not taste death until VSuocrjy/ T1 uTo\/ T. (X/6|)w7\ou 
&/ c^XCTiVêtc^  (xJtou
It is not our purpose to trace the history of these 
two texts in^the early church. Clearly the Daniel text has 
made a greater impression on eschatology than the Zechariah 
text; see Mt. 13:26; 24:30; 26:64 (and parallels); Rev. 1:7,
13; 14:14 for quotations. If we include 7:14 and 'The Son
of Man' references the list becomes very long. The combination 
of the two has not escapfed the notice of later early church 
writers.
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D id . 1 6 :8  T o  Ter o ijje7t<L 0 KO<Tpo^ "To\/ Kup ioU èpyopev^o\/
XkcJv'lo T. yltptXCjU7  oOJ>c<Voii.Obviously this is an allusion to
/Mt. 24:30 but with one significant alteration, KOG"po^ 
seems to be an abbreviation for 'all the tribes of the earth'. 
The thought of men seeing the descending eschatological Son 
of Man is found in other writings, Ep. Barn. 7:9,
olpovioLi ( X u f o /  T o T e  TbV t W
K o /KI n/ON/ veep) T ^ y  CTcXpKoC K oIl èpoOri/, O iT t o ^ âtTTw//
8\/ TCoTè fc<TT(Xu pilir/pfl/ u*o
è"p7\TuC?T</T<^ 5 It occurs fre­
quently in Justin Martyr.
Apol. 1:52,11, Ko [|/ oVT^L Apo^ K/) TbT6
l^|)0V70CL dV  KoÙ epou<T\/‘ KupKr
6 k \  «i A UTiO ûSôU <T~OVj  ^H  S ' o f p t ^ V
e u T^t xrepe-s p w \ /  a y e \ / / | g p i v /  ove ibog. 
Dial. 14:8, (a clear link of Dan. 7:13; Zech- 12:10), oTe e v
K<x\ 6T(/XlA) TiaJ/ Tc^péCTT/I K(X^  B  (pe: Toil o  XcXo^
V p\L\/ Koi'i yvK)pir6? é q
p6\/ €-/ e-Ké\/T>J 0»^  6 ^ ^  (j pu> v/ S êUTeptXv/
ore ù ^ ^ i y v w c T e g r Ù e  e f j  o V  & ^ e K e v f * | ( r x 7 6  K c < \  Hopoi/Tui
oil d)u\oii 6 u w y . 
64:7, The Lord will come again  ^ ^ ^ ^
oV op5/ péXXourv-KtM K o T T e ( T 0 / L  o f  G K V c W T v ^ i m V T e ^  o d u T o x / ,* 6 /  q  K o  7 \ T é r £ T & c x \  j u e X X o v r u  rùs/r^s» o f  J ? \ o  - r C i /^ v \ w \ /  u p w /  e v c K e v T v j  r o ( V T 6 5  rroZrox/  T o  \ /  y^ p^ ^^ Tov/.
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we have attempted to find a reason for the 
eschatological use of 3 Ko ) to denote
the visible appearance of Christ. Of course other eschato­
logical elements in the O.T, and later thought contribute to 
the idea but the two texts we have studied certainly provide 
part of the explanation for the belief. Two things have 
emerged; firstly, they were known in the apocalyptic milieu 
and secondly, they were adapted to Christian thinking as 
proof texts of future expectation. It is likely that these 
texts were adapted at an early stage since we have shown 
earlier that the Parousia idea is pre-Pauline. This means 
that before A.D, 50 the texts will have helped to shape the 
manner of that future hope. The texts then continued to be 
used at a later stage in the life of the church.
We can summarise briefly the discussion in this 
section in the following two points.
1. The words ) emphasize disclosure,
exposing what is concealed. In connection with Christ’s 
coming, the event is associated with descriptions, such as 
fire and light, which heighten the expectation of public dis­
closure. The Anomos has a similar coming, which is a mocking 
counterpart, a public disclosure of The Person filled and 
controlled by Satan.
2. Zech, 12:10 and Dan. 7:13 have moulded the manner of
Christ’s Parousia and therefore, indirectly, that of the
Anomos- Within our pericope there are indications of the
manner and purpose of the revelation of the Anomos which sup-
»port these conclusions.
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(a) The Anomos 'sits in the Temple' when he proclaims 
himself as God 2:4. This is part of the coming of the 
Anomos? this is how his presence is known. By way of con­
trast Christ sits at the right hand of power when he comes 
into public view, Mt. 26:64? (cf. 19:28? 25:31, the Son of
Man will sit on the throne of glory). The Risen Christ is 
said to be at present sitting at the right hand of power,
Heb. 1:3,13? 8:1? 10:12? 12:2; Mk. 16:19; Acts 2:34;
Rom. 8:34? I Cor. 15:25; Eph. 1:20; Col. 3:1. As Paul 
shared this belief he would probably see the action of the 
Antichrist as a complete denial of this truth.
(b) The Anomos comes for those who are already perishing, 
have rejected the truth, do not believe, and take pleasure, in 
unrighteousness, 2:9-12. In contrast, Christ comes for the 
wonder, glory and salvation of his people, 1.1:10; 4:16f.;
II.l:10ff,, and to gather them together for ever, 1.4:18; 
11.2:1.
From a study of II.2:3ff. it is impossible to 
deduce when Paul considered the actual revelation would take 
place; whether by the proclamation of dêty, 2:4, or the work­
ing of signs and wonders, 2:9 or both. Ebr can we presuppose
that Paul knew of the whereabouts or pre-existence of the 
315Antichrist . The iford 'revelation' does not focus attention 
upon these questions, but upon the manner of the event itself. 
No doubt Paul believed that when the event occured, Christians 
would be aware that it had and of the evil activity of the 
Anomos.
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B, The Activity of the Anomos
The work of the Anomos can be considered in two
ways: firstly in relation to himself and anything divine,
and secondly in relation to others who will become his 
followers. There is a very real connection between both 
aspects but for our puposes and the analysis of the passage, 
we can separate the two. We must remember that the word
is the link between the two. The future figure 
is the Man of lawlessness and it is the intention of the
Anomos to practice and encourage it wherever possible.
1. Lawlessness in. Relation to the Anomos
is not only rebellion but lawlessness
in the widest possible sense. This lawlessness shows itself
first of all in the way the Anomos figure sets himself up in
the place of God. Before Paul moves to consider how he
affects others in later verses, w.9ff« he describes the
attempted displacement of God, v.4 ( W(TT6 does not
316indicate that the man is successful) ; The first part of 
the statement of v.4 is a comment upon the nature or character 
of the activity of lawlessness. It is a theological way of 
stating his work. The second part of the statement ('so 
that he sits ... ') describes how he carries out his attempt 
to displace everything sacred and revered. We shall therefore 
discuss his activity in this section under two headings.
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(a) The Opposition & Self-exaltation of the Anomos 
In our study of the historical antecedents of 
the Antichrist figure we have looked at characters who have 
displayed a similar type of opposition to God. We shall 
only consider the background again in so far as it helps 
to exegete the passage and determine the meaning of some of 
the words.
The two words . and
Ü p dv p cfp €rVc?^  are linked together by a single article^^^,
in the same way that TToC p o u cT \ and é'TCv cTuv/pcy w  v|
are connected 2:1. Assuming this to be the case we can
either treat them as two substantives or two participles.
It is more likely that the words are describing the activity 
318of the figure than being used as descriptive nouns.
Either way it makes little difference to the sense of the 
verse. The former word quite clearly means 'oppose' as is 
shown by its use in other Pauline passages, I Cor, 16:9;
Gal. 5:17; Phil. 1:28; cf. I Tim. 1:10; 5:14^^^. If it is
a noun (or possibly a title) it can.be translated 'The 
adversary' or 'The opposer'. The real query lies with the 
use of . Can it be connected with the first verb?
If the c-TvL means 'over', as seems quite suitable for
po , then it becomes inappropriate if attached
to 'opposes'. The former verb is regularly followed by the 
dative, and this is what we might have expected here. Some 
commentators however think that the verb with the preposition
can be taken to mean 'against' (which is equally suitable for
(  ^ o 20) and believe this is the solution to the problem
391Both Biass-Debrunner (para. 233) and Moulton-Turner give no
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examples of + accusative meaning 'against', so we
must doubt this explanation. We can either assume that
the thought expressed by & TCiXVtoc .belongs in
Paul's thought to  ^ 6\/o$ , or else assume an
ellipse with. T w  Be-vo or Tvj X p b e i n g  understood.
The latter explanation is probably preferable in that the
following verb, u Ké p o( » p c/pé-vt> ^ , conveys the sense of
322'exalts himself over' rather than 'against' , Indirectly,
of course, opposition is implied.
The word u x ^ p i p w  occurs less frequently than 
the first. In the N.T. (apart from here) it occurs twice 
in II Cor. 12:7 and in the LXX six t i m e s O n l y  in 11.2:4
do we find it with e A l . The thought behind this word
seems to be that the Anomos places himself above, or exalts 
himself above everything else. It is not emphasizing so 
much the antagonism or opposition to other things, but the
assumption that the Anomos is greater than all else. It is
quite likely too that the thought of pride is present in the
The precise area against and over which the Anomos 
opposes and exalts himself is given by the words eiC\
'T^U^'Toi \ e y o y e \ / o V  0eo\/ re (loKTp ok . it is likely that
the To(\/TDL governs both subsequent nouns and that even 
the X y d/pérv/c i/ performs the same function. Paul makes
it absolutely clear that this figure will know no limits to
his claims. He exalts himself above all gods and idols.
325 'strictly speaking Griffiths is right in pointing out that
is masculine, applies to B e o V  only and 
should be translated 'everyone called god'». We should expect
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therefore that t S./' would occur before (T'd-|G>6<iirpc3c if
the thought of'all' is continued. It is quite probable that 
Paul expected 'all' to be repeated with the second noun and 
indeed it.is very difficult not to use it: the statement implies 
exaltation over not just a single but all. This
applies as well to the adjectival participle, 'termed' which 
can be read quite naturally with the noun.
Whilst grammatical points are important they do not
affect the total sense of the verse. This is true of
Ô y t V o U  , which has been taken in the sense of 'so-
326called' thus throwing doubt on the reality of 'gods'.
However we cannot deduce this from the word and we must trans-
327late 'termed god' irrespective of the reality of deity ,
The fact that the word is added acts as a safeguard against 
any implied polytheism whilst at the sametime showing the all- 
inclusive opposition and exaltation of the Man of lawlessness.
If the word is applied to crV^ occTjucL it serves the same 
function: 'everything termed an object of worship’, (cf. for
the noun. Acts 17:23; Wis. 14:20; 15:17; Bel. 27 (Theod).
Paul has added it to Dan, 11:36 (which is the text behind his 
statement) to include anything religious^^®. It might also 
be a reflection of Dan. 11:37, 'he will magnify himself above 
all ( &AL TxclvTolt» pé-vyoiVux/Ov^ crerToct. , Theod.)', Paul is 
specifying the Danielic 'all' in terms of sacred objects of 
worship.
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Conclusion
The meaning of this statement is very clear.
The Man of lawlessness will have no respect for anyone or 
thing called God or revered. His one aim is to oppose and 
set himself up in place of and above all that has been pre­
viously held sacred, Paul has described the real character 
of his anomias opposition and self-exaltation. The next part 
of the verse goes on to outline how he attempts to achieve this,
(b) Sitting in the Temple & Proclaiming Deity
TlcTTfr KuTo/  t W  Koi-Ox/ nbD Be no Kei 6 /(TolL ^
èpioTox/ ^TL eV-Ti/' . If we take the first
part of this text by itself we could provide several possible
solutions for its meaning. It could be a reference to
a) The Jerusalem Temple b) The Church c) some Future
Heavenly Temple or d) be understood figuratively. We have
already seen that in Is, 14;13ff. and Ezek. 28:2 the 'sitting
329in the temple' must be taken figuratively . On the other 
hand Mk, 13:14 might give the impression that we should seek 
some literal interpretation. The 'Abomination' is described 
as 'standing' or 'set up ( e < r T ^ v ^ o 7 o L ) where he ought not'. 
Although the thought of the Danielic 'Abomination of Desolation' 
lies behind the Synoptic Apocalypse and II we cannot be sure 
that Paul knew of the tradition which personalised the 
reference and the reference is to 'standing' (if we translate 
it that way) not sitting. If Paul borrowed from a tradition 
similar to that in Mk^ 13 we might have expected the same
word. The fact-that we have Ter'otc suggests that we
- > are on safer ground in considering the passages in Isaiah and
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Ezekiel as the background to Paul's thought but we shall
return to this in a moment.
To sit in the temple, or 'inner shrine' ( )
of God, means to 'sit in the place (instead) of God', This
can be done literally or figuratively. The only possible
place that Paul could conceive of the Anomos doing this
330literally is in the Jerusalem Temple , but did Paul regard
331Jerusalem as the place where God dwelt in a special way?
Surely Paul considered the church to be the place where God
332was, through the Spirit . The Old Covenant and its cult
333had ceased. There was now a New Covenant , In which case
does the refer to the Church?^^^ The only clear
reference to the Church as the new Temple is Eph. 2s21 cf.
I Cor. 3:16f.; II Cor. 6:16. The other reference, I Cof. 6:19,
almost certainly refers to individual Christians as a temple
335of the Holy Spirit , If the Ephesians text is quoted as
proof we ought to note that the Temple is 'made' by the growth
336of the community . It is something living and intangible 
which makes it difficult to imagine the Anomos sitting in it. 
Moreover does a solution which limits thé to a
particular group or religion suit the passage? Paul appears 
to be saying that he, the Antichrist figure, sets himself above 
every god and object of worship. The thought is of world­
wide opposition, cf. Did, 16:4, KocTp o k V , If we
relate it to some future. Heavenly Temple as described in 
certain Jewish texts, I En. 14:16-18,20; cf. 26:1,2;
T.Lev. 5;1,2; II B^. 4:2-6; 4 Ezra 9:26; 10:57; 4 QSl.
40:2-18 (modelled on Ezek. 40-48)^^^ we immediately transfer 
the opposition and exaltation away from the earth. As Best
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rightly points out, II.2s3f. assumes something of which men
338are aware if it is to be one of the signs of the Parousia ,
It is much more likely that Paul is using figurative
ideas when he talks about sitting in the temple. For one
thing he can recall that although Is. 14 and Ezek. 28 refer
to historical persons, it is improbable that a literal sitting
in a or the Temple is envisaged in either text. In fact
Ezek. 28s2 implies that the sitting refers to what is said by
the prince of Tyre? 'You have said, I am god, I sit in the
seat of God's in other words 'I assume God's place and divine
honours'. Likewise Is. 14sl3f., where the king of Babylon
says in his heart, -'I will ascend ... exalt my throne above ...
sit upon the mount'. He is not pictured as literally doing
these things. The conclusion of his inward aspirations comes
at the end of v.14, 'I will be like the Most High' ('I will
assume his place and honours’). We have a similar connection
in 11.2:4. The &7\o Sei Kx/6 eoiuTox/ oVl eeta'll\/ B é - û £
339is not 'an expression of what sitting in the Temple implies' ,
but the actual way in which he 'sits'. He does not proclaim
himself god by the sitting, but by actually stating he is
he shows he assumes the role of God/ and takes his
place and his honour^ (cf. Rev. 13:6, the Beast blasphemes
God's tabernacle, i.e. pours scorn on what belongs to God? he
does not enter it.)
The Anomos figure is a counterpart to the Divine.
In sitting therefore he is attempting what is said of God and 
341Christ .* In the O.T. we have many references to God sitting 
on a throne (I Kings 22:19? Is. 6:1? Dan, 7:9? cf. Rev. 4:2), 
sitting as a king for ever (Ps. 29:10), in the heavens
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(Ps, 2:4? cf. Is. 40:22). God’s throne is in His Temple 
(Ps. 11:4? cf. 18:6? Mic, 1:2? Hab. 2:20), or in the 
heavens (Ps. 103:19? Is. 66:1? cf. Mt. 5:34). In the N.T. 
Christ is given a role of sitting in majesty and honour 
(Mk. 16:19? Rom. 8:34? Eph. 1:20? Col. 3:1? Heb. 1:3?
8:1? 10:12? 12:2? I Pet. 3:22? Rev. 3:21? cf. Acts 2:33?
Mt. 19:28)342^
It is against this background that we must understand 
the future assertion of divine honours. The Antichrist will 
aspire to take the place of Christ by proclaiming that he is 
above everyone and everything human and divine, that he is in 
truth 'god'. This figure will herald the End and is an 
eschatological sign for the Christian community. The church 
must have been tempted to see a few years later Nero as
Antichrist? certainly the Church Fathers believed the Emperor
343to be a prototype of the coming Anomos
2. Lawlessness in Relation to Others
The activity of the Anomos in relation to others is 
described in II.2:9ff. Before we consider it we must decide 
which complement is to be attached to ou 6 (Th'(\/
o It is possible to link the statement with
three expressions.
(a) We can attach it to T 0 Î5 q(7\q W \ j y e v o x s ^ , 2:10.
As the complement is rather far away from the subject this is
i m p r o b a b l  e  ^  4 ^  ^
This
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(b) —  connect it to e ve <^-i o(\/ ... but this
seems to be an explanatory note on the parousia of the
Anomos, rather than a complement^^^^
(c) We prefer, therefore, to link the subject with 
&\/ &Si K / 2:9,10^47^
means that "To?^  wf t o XVo is dependent on this
complement and, as we have already suggested, the *
6 \/. "Too ZoC7 ot\/5 is explanatory. This seems to read more
naturally: 'TVhose parousia is, according to Satan's
with all power ... to those who are perishing'. Taking it
this way gives slightly more emphasis to the activity of the
Anomos in relation to others, whereas the second alternative 
gives added stress to the role of Satan. Ultimately there is
not a great deal of difference between any of the three pos­
sibilities: the thought of the passage is very clear.
We are now in a position to comment upon the 
activity of the Anomos. This can be done in two w a y s ^ 4 ® _
(a) The Means bv which he Deceives
E\/  j y  & L
Erv ^  o Koc'i 6 \/ We shall look
further at this statement under three headings,
(i) Power ( ).
The singular is used rather than the plural which
often means miracles, e.g. Mt. 7:22? II Cor. 12:12? Gal. 3:5,
The former emphasizes the force or energy to do something, 
Satan provides the real power to achieve the ends of the
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Anomos, although ultimately it is God who makes effective 
what is done. So in 2:11 we have
This means ’a possessing e r r o r '^ 4^ , that is, those who are 
doomed have to listen to the delusion of the Anomos because 
they are captivated by what is said and done. An example is 
found in III Kgdms. 22:9ff, Through the lying spirit sent 
by God (v.22) Ahab is deceived (cf. v.20, oî'KoiTo/uo ). The 
Voi p \ g represents then the force which is needed to 
deceive whether by supernatural or other means (see Rom. 1:4,16; 
I Cor. 2:4 + Uck , 5; 15:24; II Cor. 13:4 (bis) ;
Phil. 3:10; 1.1:5 - all of which stress the power which makes •
something effective ) .
/ m 350To reinforce 6 the word "7^ c<$ is
added. All available power is put in the activity of the 
351Anomos . Presumably to Paul this figure is the last chal­
lenge to God's complete rule and authority and therefore all 
of Satan's power to deceive is made available to and through 
the Man of lawlessness. We should note once more how a word 
( )t so frequently connected with God (I Cor. 1:8)
or Christ (II Cor. 12:9) or the Spirit (Rom, 15:19 v. 1 t Ô  e o o  
p4^ K L pm? + ^ \ j \ o o A D G al lat? + 0 ê-ou è\j\DO
(a harmonisation) 330 451), is applied to the Anomos  ^ He is 
the very counterpart of all things divine.
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(ii) Lying Signs & Wonders
( (TA u Teo^ cTii/ (jjeoioos) .
This is a word combination fonnd^quite often in the
N.T. Jn, 4:48? Acts 2:22,43? 4:30? 5:12 et al,? Rom, 15:19?
352II Cor. 12:12 . It is a standard Christian expression to
denote the supernatural works of God or the Spirit. By 
Satan's power the Anomos will perform supernatural works in 
the same way as Christians can through the Spirit. These 
works will make his parousia and claims attractive and compell­
ing. It will be the authentication of who he says he is,
2:4. The ij; ev v^ , which almost certainly must apply
to both words but not to makes a comment on
the 'signs and wonders*. Does it suggest they are false in
t h e m s e l v e s ? ^ ^ 4  This is unlikely. Paul is here commenting 
on the real character of the works. Although they will
actually happen they will lie as to their real purpose. They
355are intended to deceive
The signs and wonders are left undefined. However 
in view of the counterpart to Christian signs and wonders we 
can suppose that the Apostle intended healing miracles.
Acts 3:7? 4:30? miracles of judgment. Acts 5;5(?)? 13:11?
amazing feats. Acts 7:36? cf. Ex, 7:3? 14:21? also Acts 8:9,
and possibly prophecies. Acts 11:28. No doubt Paul left it 
deliberately vague. The Anomos will publicly use his 
supernatural works to achieve his aims.
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(iii) In all Deceit of Unrighteousness 
( K u )  k y n o l c r ^ <àS»V<\oCi )•
The is not to be taken as 'even' or regarded
as redundant. This last statement about the activity of 
the Anomos brings a new thought. He has the 'power', he 
can perform 'signs and wonders* but his chief means and end 
is to encourage K loL . He will find already that
there are those (whom we have identified as apostates) who 
take pleasure in it, 2:12. His work will be to continue that 
affection for evil. Paul is careful to phrase what he has 
to say; 'In all (notice the inclusiveness again> cf. 2:9) 
deceit leading to unrighteousness' This is to be 
preferred to 'originating from'^^^. The word <^ S'vc/o<v is 
also an inclusive word, which is why it is preferred to 
lawlessness. So with every deceitful means the Anomos leads 
his followers into sin,
(b) The Circle which he Affects
We have four descriptions of the people who will be 
affected by his activity.
2:10, 'T o 'i£ .
2:12, Oi pïj .
Gu So cto(.v/7^ 5 .
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In the first Paul stresses the condition of the 
apostates^^^. They are (prophetic present) on the road 
leading to destruction. The dative probably conveys ‘among’ 
and 'for'. Both ideas are implied by the text, cf. I Cor. 1:18? 
II Cor. 2:15? 4:3. The other three statements reflect the
following thoughts:
i. This group has had ample opportunity to respond to 
the truth. They have not been 'doomed' because they belong 
to one group by God's predestination (cn. IQS 3:17ff.).
359ii. They have rejected the love of the truth i.e.
commitment to it^^^. They have not believed in it^^^.
The To Tlo0/j\/cL\  ^ 2:10, is a way of intensifying
362the rejection . The salvation they could have experienced 
has not been accepted^^^, so they are perishing.
iii. Their rejection is positive in that they take pleasure
in unrighteousness^ 4^^
It is in consequence of the last three statements 
that we can regard these people as apostates and God judges 
them in the way He does. They have brought their own doom 
upon themselves. Part of that doom is the arrival of the 
Anomos and his specific activity to encourage them to sin and 
worship him. So in this section Paul has once more, cf. 2:5, 
re-iterated some of his eschatological detail about the 
Anomos and his work in order that the Thessalonian community 
will appreciate why the Day of the Lord has not come.
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Co THE END OF THE ANOMOS |
The end of the Anomos is briefly described in 2:8, |
6 Uupioc^  (v^ (Thu^  îiVdWî T'/t-Jpd'tt "Tov j
(Til) pCuTOU Kou j) y l'acre L 3^ T/|^  (YuTov,
It is described from two aspects; the means and the result.
The means are described in two ways; (a) the Breath of his
mouth and (b) the manifestation of his parousia. To be
strictly accurate we should attach the verbs ^ v g \<3t?
and KoiTci py L to these phrases, but the former indicate
what happens to tne Anomos, so we shall consider them under
the heading of, the result. The first clause is reminisq^ent
of Holy War imagery, which is quite likely in view of its O.T.
background and the presence of the most important element in
such imagery, the complete destruction of evil and anti-God 
355xorces
Io The Means
(a) The Breath of his Mouth
Together with «% v6-\ e-T there is an obvious ;
allusion to, but not a quotation of , Is, 11:4,
MT. W n  IT'/D'' v n S > Ù  TOhH-l V 9  L93 W—  T  . ' T X T :  -  ; • V  V  I . .. V  X  • :
LXX, Kou Ao(.ToiÇg-L. y \^/ Trp Voyro Thu çrrupcrTOÇ oCuTou ^
Tvn/6v poiTL y e A e w K  ^  Tiy -TCN/é-UpolTL) .
Paul has interpreted Is, ll;lff. messianically. The shoot and 
branch are the Lord Jesus, This is very much in line with 
other writers since Is. 11:1 is found in Mt, 2:23; Acts 13:23? 
Heb, 7:14? Rev. 5:5? 22:16, Is. 11:2 in Eph, 1:17? I Pet.
4:14? Is. 11:3 in Jn, 7:24. Is. 11:4 in Jn, 7:24? Eph, 5:17?
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Rev. 19:11 and Is. 11:5 in Eph. 6:14. In view of the 
widespread messianic interpretation of this O.T. passage, it 
is no surprise that Paul has also seen it in this way. If 
Christ is the subject, what about 'the wicked' (collective 
singular)? Has Paul taken it as a real singular? In view 
of Paul's choice of àv/üjjioc it is likely that he has 
chosen to ignore the Isaiah word altogether. Paul has freely 
adapted this text anyway cf. I 62:2; Ps.Sol. 17:24, in
that instead of using XoyoÇ^ he has chosen 'Tvv'érupK
to go with as the underlined words show. His
adaptation makes, in fact, little difference to the meaning.
A  X (r? is very close in thought to 6-L ,
Zech. 13:7 - slay. A o y o £  is a more 'concrete' under­
standing of T V  6-v pK , 2 *^to pot is virtually identical
to )((“? Xo^ . There is no need to see an unconscious or 
conscious allusion to Ps. 32 (33):6,
Breath can be taken figuratively and regarded as 
something very strong and powerful. Texts such as Ex, 15:18; 
Job. 4:9; Rev. 2:16; 19:15; cf. IQSb. 5:24 indicate that
this is so. The Breath of God is no mere wind, but a force 
that sweeps all before it. On the other hand it could be 
that Paul is referring to the Holy Spirit, as Giblin suggests^^^, 
but this is unlikely because it introduces a new person into 
the arena-of warfare and denies the allusion to Is. 11:4.
Breath can be better understood, at least initially» from the 
parallelism with X o^oS, in Isaiah, i.e. the very breath
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w h i c h  is use d  to expel a w o r d  is sufficient to topple the 
Ant i c h r i s t  f r o m  his throne. To put it another way? a w o r d  
is not necessary-to remove the Anomos. The B r e a t h  of Christ |
as i llustrated in the above texts, will deal h i m  a mortal blow. I
i
(b) The A p p e arance of his Parousia '
This phrase describes the End of the Anomos from ■
another standpoint. It also sets a time for his destruction?
the public manifestation of the Lord Jesus. The two words
are not to be equated in Paul. We have already determined that 
/VCK p 0 V (T\ o(. cannot be r estricted to ’c o m i n g ’ but conveys
the sense of 'presence'. This makes excellent sense here? 
it is the & 7\, ( K. of his presence w h i c h  b r ings to an
end the figure, since he can not stand in the p r e sence of 
Christ.
The word & loL (cf. TocpoucripC ) has
cultic associations and can also be linked to the appearing 
of kings. Pax defined it in terms of a sudden and swift 
appearance of divinity before men, under a physical or spiritual 
form^^^. Lührmann has challenged this and claims that in
11.2:8 and elsewhere in the N.T. it really means 'saving
369 'deliverance' . He argues for this on the basis of the
word's technical use (in classical times) as a military term
370used in the sense of 'saving intervention' . This would 
suit our passage which has holy war imagery, but the thought 
of a saving deliverance for God's people is not applicable.
Quite the opposite. It is the destruction of the Anomos which 
is to the fore.
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We find 6 7\ L (|) RV C \o( in Jewish literature, 
although mainly in II and III Maccabees where Greek influ­
ence is apparent. In II Mac, 3:24; 5:2f.? 11:8? 15:27 
it denotes celestial apparitions of one sort or another, or 
it refers to the manifestation of God, 12:22? 14:15? 15:27.
The same thoughts are found in III Mac. 2:9, God glorified 
the temple with (1/6 iV V ü T  p ev: cf. too 5:8, 51.
It is likely that Josephus has been influenced in his use of 
the term. Ant. ix,60? Elisha's men marvelled at the
d 7< I cj) (( \/if-1K and Cu / oc of the God of the Israelites,
371cf. xii.136? B.J. vi.298, a sign in the sky
VTiien we contrast this with the only other references 
in the LXX (i.e. apart from II and III Maccabees) we are 
impressed with the different use to which the word is put.
II Kgdms. 7:23, Tou -T^ oiyj^ cTci^  (Israel) pf y «XuotTu /nK
Esth. 5:1, The king had TCatro^ K 
c/vTou 6 / S e - c  ,
Amos 5:22, Kc<' e /\{(j)Uv'<f-ioi£ u / DtK I
By the first century B.C. the word in the Jewish literature
cited is reserved for the appearance of God or some celestial
sign (apparition). There is a clear meaning of 'coming into
372the light, into view'
The same thought continues in the N.T,; where the 
word is used six times. In the Pastorals,once it is used of 
the first coming of Christ, II Tim, 1:10 whilst the rest refer 
to the 'second', I Tim. 6:14? II Tim. 4:1,8? Tit. 2:13.
We cannot doubt that the cultic use of the term has influenced
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the way it is used in the Pastorals. The true 'epiphany'
or 'appearing of the p ' is set forth. This is
parallel to "TftApoucTiK which sets forth the true parousia
373in Christian terms. The two words are not synonymous ,
whether in 2:8 or elsewhere. The word é  is far
closer in meaning to (i K c u  ^ than D Ou K
since it lays emphasis on the coming into view, the appearance 
374of Christ . No doubt too, it suggested to Paul the true
epiphany over against false epiphanies of other deities.
375The term can^not be pleonastic if our translation
is correct and parousia is understood as 'coming'. What
does 'appearance of his coming' mean? It does not make good
sense. If we are correct in taking the latter to mean
'presence', or, at least, have that as its predominating sense,
then the translation 'appearance of his presence' ('making
his presence visible') is far more satisfactory. It is also
a good parallel to 'breath of his mouth'. In other words,
376the mere appearance of his presence will remove the Anomos 
II. The Result
(a) A v/Ki peuo »
This verb is used only here in Paul. It is fre­
quent in Acts (e.g. Acts 2:23) and twice in Lk (22:2? 23:32?
elsewhere in Mt. 2:16? 11.2:8? Heb. 10:9), If the meaning
of the word is slay (kill) then it can be taken quite literally 
(e.g. M t . 2:16? Lk. 22:2). It can be used figuratively as 
in Heb. 10:9, 'He removes the first (Covenant)'. The latter 
is to be preferred to 'slay'. Paul is not saying that the 
breath will literally kill the figure. tThe whole expression
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is metaphorical and so the thought of removal, 'be rid of', 
is in mind.
(b) Ko{-r w  «.
If the first verb predominates in Acts, the second 
predominates in Pauline writings. It is found six times in 
Romans, nine times in I Corinthians, four in II Corinthians, 
tliree in Galatianss otherwise once in Eph. 2:15; II Tim. 
1:10; Heb. 2:14. The use of this verb and the choice of 
&7\\ c|)ol\/6-toL and vÇocpovcnV shov/ Paul has constructed 
the thought, in contrast to the previous clause which was 
based on Is. 11:4<
The word does not suggest how the 'appearance' 
gets rid of the man. It certainly does not mean he is 
annihilated. It suggests that he is either disposed of, 
put an end to, and so destroyed (I Cor. 6:13; II Tim. 1:10; 
Pass> I Cor. 15:26; Heb. 2:14; Rom. 6:6) or rendered 
ineffective, powerless (Rom, 3:3; Gal. 3:17; I Cor 1:28).
The boundaries between the two ideas cannot always be clearly 
defined. The former is more suitable to our passage. The 
Lord will put an end to the Anomos and all his activity.
So the Apostle has outlined to the community 
teaching that he gave earlier on the subject of the Antichrist 
figure. If only they had remembered they would not now be 
harbouring an error. This person has not yet come, so the 
Day of the Lord has not arrived. The Anomos is an individual 
man with- Satanic powers. His one aim is to deceive by his 
power, through signs and VTonders and with the attractiveness 
of unrighteousness. Although he will hâve his 'time'
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(2:6) he  is ultimately not f r o m  Satan but God, who has 
sent h i m  as a punishment to those who have already rejected 
the t r u t h  and committed apostasy. His time lasts so long 
as G od sends and then The L ord will remove and destroy him. 
The mere appearance of Christ will b r ing this to pass.
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h io Schnackenburg, Die Johannesbrief e (K, Z, N.T„,3rd edn*), Basel, 1965, 1 Jn„ 2;7b,24? 3:11? 4:3?Ephp 4:21; 1 Tim, 4:16*
9^Too much must not be made of this. Paul may have envisaged political means as a way of procuring religious worship. This has happened in Rev. 13 and 17. The Beasts achieve apostasy and self-deification through non-religious means. Perhaps the author is drawing his own conclusions from II„2:3ffo since there are a great number of parallels betweenII.2 and Rev. 13 and 17. See R.H. Charles, Hebrew, Jewish and Christian Eschatolocv, London, 1899, p.383, n.l. 2:9 - 17:8, parousia of Antichrist? 2:9 - 13:2, cf. v.4, instrument of Satan? 2:9 - 13:13, cf. v.l5, performs signs etc.?2:10 - 13:14, deceives faithless? 2:4 - 13:4,5, blasphemesagainst God? 2:8 ~ 17:8,11? 19:15, will be destroyed,
^See chp. 7, fn.31«
^Best, p.288, cf. W. Neil, St. Paul's Epistles to the Thessalonians (Torch Bib, Comm.), London, 1957, pp. 135,138 who writes of a supernatural figure, involved in cosmic conflict, but cn, (Itoffatt), pp. 161ff.
cW. Bousset, Tlie Antichrist Legend (transi, by AoH. Keane), London, 1896, pp. 136ff.? Milligan, ad loc.
^On àvûy\c{., Bauer, s.v. j i h o y o i ?C.H. Dodd, The Bible and tne Greeks, London, 1935, pp. 77-80?Wo Gutbrod, ' , o t v o v o s 'in T.D.N.T, IV., pp. lOSSff,?Liddèll-Scott, s.v. . etc.? Rigaux,p. 655f.?S.J. deVries, 'Sin' in I.D.B., IV, pp. 361-376.
/ ^E.g, Ex. 34:7 A, & Ph ? Deut. 9:5 B,
cre ? Ps. 31 (32) :5 B, ci p c<. p"nC<\/ ? Mic, 7:18 A,
^s.v. J l 9  ^
9Schnackenburg, op. cit., pp. IBSff,
^^De Vries, pp. cit., p.362, finds this equation especially employed in poetic parallelism. In some cases, he says, synonyms accentuate the peculiar qualities of one another, e.g. Jub. 34:36,37.
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'Dodd, op. cit., po 80, concludes that there is a"strong tendency to reduce all manner of evil behaviour tothe concepts Z/b and , and particularly thelatter". Against the last phrase we ought to note that is used for nearly 8,0 times and occursabout the same number of times as . The formeralso tends to occur in a greater number of O.T. books. His statement that ^ (- iV ) is not infrequently equatedwith 71 is not proven: 5 times for the noun, once withthe adjective.
1 9Herodotus, Hist., 1:96,97 Deioces practiced justice ( ^ I Koi I v/ ) although there was a great dealof lawlessness ( ) in Media, Lawlessness( & / A ^ ) increased greatly. Euripides, Ion, 443, asks,
VCCoc, to y , vJuouS U Y Po ( p X  i«TKol\/e i v/ , cf. Isocrates, E p p . 6:64.
13. ^ ‘ Sophocles Oed. Col. 142, iK&TfJvo,-TvpocTt ^ ' V o v o V  I *0 sirs, I am not an outlaw under ban'. Trach. 1096 Heracles bemoans the days of his heroic deeds, when he overcame a half-man, ha If-horse which was lawless, 
i (U\/OjjOV^ ) »
^^Mt. 7:23, 13:41, 23:28, 24:12, Rom. 4:7,6:19 (bis); II Cor. 6:14, 11.2:3,7? Tit. 2:14, Heb, 1:9? 10:17? 1 Jn. 3:4? cf. "nokpoC v/o p/oL II Pet® 2:16.
1 cMk, 15:28 (almost certainly we should omit text with wN? A B G * D et al. ) ? Lk. 22:37? Acts 2:23? I Cor.9:21 (guat.): 11.2:8, I Tim. 1:9? II Pet, 2:8.
^^Rom. 2:12 (bis) : cf. p é Acts 23:3.
Gnilka 'II Cor, 6:14-7:1 in the light of theQumran texts and the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs',in Paul and Qumran (ed, J.M.-O’Connor), London, 1968, pp. 48-68 who tries to bring out the Qumran community contrast between righteousness and evil. Cf, IQS l:4f,? 5:1-4? IQH l:26f,?14:15f.? 16;10f.
^^There is no contrast in Lk. 22:37 and Acts 2:23 because the adjective is used in two 'technical senses', criminals and Gentiles respectively. On the other hand Is, 53:10-12 may feature behind both verses and set them in the context of the Righteous Servant, so highlighting the contrast 
between ^ and S \ koi \ •
1 9Gutbrod, OP. cit., p,1085.
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Ho Conzelmann, The Theology of St. Luke (transi, by Go Buswell), London, 1960, pp. 90-92 is not convincing when he considers in 2:23 originally meant Gentilesbut for Luke the Jews (cf. Die Apostelgeschlchtè , p. 29).Miy has the writer allowed a survival from his sources to indicate its original meaning, when according to Conzelmann on basis of in Lk 22:37 (= criminal, not non-Jew)and Acts 7:53 the writer has given it a new meaning i.e. ofthe Jews? Vfhat was the old meaning for Luke if not Gentiles?
21Gutbrod, ibid , p. 1087.
^^Rigaux, p.656? Giblin, pp.38,65? Best, p.283? Cranfield, op. cit., pp.233f., says in Paul has thesense of open rebellion, Rom. 6:19? II Cor. 6:14? 11.2:3?Tit, 2:14. In fact all these texts can be suitably trans­lated lawlessness,
23Against'Cranfield, op, cit., p.327 who says both refer to acts: 'doing of lawlessness ... would have as its consequences more and more lawlessness*, cf, 14oule, p. 68,= leading to,  ^However as ^KxA.9oip(lfbi is immediately . prior to and refers, it seems, to a state, the sameapplies to the latter. The state of leads tolawlessness, Gutbrod refers the state to the second, ibid,
24ii Cor. 6:14f.; Mt. 13:39,41 and 1 Jn. 3:4,8.
OKCompare the link with 'uncleanness* Mt, 23:28?Rom, 6:19 or the opposite ‘purifying*. Tit, 2:14? I Jn. 3:3? cf, too ‘redeeming from' Tit, 2:14.
^^In the affirmative, G, Kittel, ‘Der Jakobusbrief und die Apostolischen VSter', Z,N.W. 43 (1951/52) 54-112, p.74 (He almost turns the \*Jord into an 'Anomia concept')?X, de la Potterie, 'Le pëchë, c'est 1'iniquité (1 Joh. III, 4)' Nouvelle Revue Theologiaue, 78 (1956) 785-797? H. Kosmala, Hebrëer - Essener - Christen (Studia Post Biblica, 1), Leiden, 1959, p.196.
27See the comments of A. Sand, 'Die Polemik gegen "Gesetziosigkeit" im Evangelium nadi MatthSus u. bei Paul',B.Z, 14 (1970) 112-125, p.123. Anomia is not a specific offence in Mt, (including 23:28) but the self-surrender to the opposing godless power of disaster (Unheilsj and worthlessness.
^^Op. cit., p.790.
• p.790.
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Ibid , po787f. In Biblical Greek, he argues, the word loses a direct connection with the law cf. Ps, 31:1;50:4 etc. where it is the equivalent of cît. p ; similarly in Judaism and Early Christianity, 1 En, 9v:6; Ps,Sol, 1:8;I Clem, 8:3? Hermas, Vis* 11*2:2* The N*T« has this sense except for 0*To citations where it is in the plural* Hostility and revolt against God's kingdom in the last times is charac­terized by a Satanic aspect* For the latter he cites from Qumran (p. 789) IQS 1:23-24? IQH 3:12,18; cf* IQM 4:9.
31Ibid., p.794, committing sin is iniquity because it reveals one as a son of the devil, opposed to God and Christ. All this is in an eschatological framework, 2:18,28? cf. 3:2.A.W* Argyle's view, '1 John iii*4f.', E*T. 65 (1953/54) 62-63, that and are virtually identical hasnothing to commend it* The statement then becomes tautologous. Nor does Schnackenburg'SfOo. cit., p. 187, translation of Sin d.s Bpsheit (malice) , By this he means, with de la Potterie, the Christian who sins shows he is an ally of Satan, a child of the devil (3:9,10*), p. 186.
32Staab, p.51. Qetzetzlosigkeit? man without law or opposes himself against the law.
3 3Gen,of Quality, Moulton-Turner, pp. 212-214:'a feature of biblical Greek', in which a genitive provides an attribute normally supplied by an adj. In our passages 'Man of lawlessness' ='The Lawless Man' (Bl.-Deb. para. 165).
34It could be possibly found in Hellenistic Greek, cf. Moulton-Turner, p.208, but this is more with reference to family relationships. The genitive of quality argues for an origin in Biblical Greek, ibid , pp. 212f.
^Spt. 15:9, Belial = ? Ill Kgdms 20(21)sl3, A reads oinocr'icAxri'tA. t
^^Dt. 13:14 (13), ”7\cAp<x\/c? pü\ ? I Kgdms. 2:12,
37R.E. Brown, 'The Semitic Background of the NewTestament MY5TERION (I)' Bib. 39 (1958) 426-448, p.434. 
^^Brown, ibid , p.434,
^^Pp. 66ff.
^^Best, ad loc*
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For a discussion of the Antichrist theme and 
ba c k g r o u n d  W* Bousset, The Antichrist L e g e n d ? Die O ffenbarung 
Jo h a n n i s  (Meyer, 2nd edii, ), Gdttingen, 1906, p,377;
'Antichrist* in Enc. B i b ., I, Cols., 177-184? Bousset-Gressman, 
on. c i t o, pp. 254ff. R.H. Charles, The A s c e n s i o n  of I s a i a h , 
London, 1900, pp. li - Ixxiii? w i t h  modifications. The 
R e v e l a t i o n  of St. J ohn (I.C.C. Vol. II), Edinburgh, 1920, 
pp. 76-87. J. Ernst, op. c i t , Tlie latter is a v ery c o m ­
p l e t e  survey of the passages considered to l i e ,behind^the 
A n t i c h r i s t  figure. B. Rigaux, pp. 259-280 and L 'A n t e c h r i s t .M. Rist, 'Antichrist' in I.D.B. I ,  pp. 140-143. R . S c h n a c k e n b u r g ,j o p . c i t . , pp. 259-280, Exkurs 7, pp. 145-149; Volz, op. c i t ., j
p. 73. V o n  Dobschütz, pp. 291ff. O t her articles are f o und |
in D i c t i o n a r i e s  of the Bible and all m a j o r  commentaries. |
^^Behind Is. 14 and Ezek. 28 lie o l d e r  traditions j
f r o m  mythology, cf. Ernst, pp. 209f. and e s p e cially pp. 251- j
263 and M.K. Wakeman, God's Battle w i t h  the M o n s t e r , Leiden, !
1973, pp. 55-82. For mythical origins in the O.T. see j
r e f e rences to Rahab, Is, 51s9f., Leviathan, Ps. 74:14? j
Behemoth, Job. 40:19 and the Dragon, J o b  7:12? Ps. 44:20. !
A l t h o u g h  w e  have references to myths, the or i g i n a l  myths have, 
to a large extent, been denuded in the O.T. and it is 
u n l i k e l y  that Paul has b e e n  influenced di r e c t l y  by  them, ;
O n  the o t h e r  h a n d  Is, 14, Ezek. 28 and Dan, p a s s i m  f i n d  a i
det e c t a b l e  echo in Paul's Anomos figure, Cf, too, A.H. Keane i
'The O r i g i n  of the B a b y lonian D r a g o n  Myth' in Bousset, The |
A n t i c h r i s t  L e g e n d , pp. xi-xxvi. j
i
43This p a ssage m a y  p r e serve the Canaanite f o r m  of j
a nature myth, te l l i n g  of the attempt of the mo r n i n g  star^  ^
to scale h e a v e n  but to be cast d own by the sun, cf. H. Gunkel, i
S ch d p f u n g  und C h aos in Urzeit u nd Endzeit, Gdttingen, 1895, j
pp, 133f. This is applied to the tyrant. See R.B.Y, Scott, |
'The B o o k  of Isaiah' in I . B ., V, p. 261f. and E.J. Young, i
The B o o k  of Isaiah (New International C o m m e n t a r y  on  the O.T.,
Vol. I), G r a n d  Rapids, Mich. 1965, p,440. O. Kaiser, j
Isaiah, 13-39 (transi, by  R.A. Wilson), London, .1973 feels j
that the U g a r i t i c  m y ths o n l y  illuminate individual p o i n t s  of 
the text and do not provide parallels, pp, 38ff,
"^^The idea goes b a c k  to Gen. 3:5, Ernst, op. c i t ., *
p . 37 and see pp. 241ff, (on Gen. 3). We h a v e  already 
suggested that Paul's use of è vO , 2:3, was i n f l uenced ,
b y  Gen. 3, cf, chp. 4. Whilst there is no direct l ink w i t h  
that O.T. p a s s a g e  the thought of reb e l l i o n  an d  a s p i ration to j
be like gods i n  Genesis i s , very suggestive of the ideas in i
2:4.
45çf. S . O r , V. 272,. :
46 ' 'Young, o p. c i t .  ^ p,441.
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B.DoB. So V. 0 1 'n Hi ph. 1(d) 'set up!,'erect'; 1(f) 'lift.up', 'exalt' Prov* 3:35; 1 Sam* 2s10;
Ps* 92:11*
O* Kaiser, op* cit*, p*28 and E*J* Kissane,The Book of Isaiah, Vol. I, Dublin, 1960, p*161. Cf* the opening statement of v*14 for support.
^^Young, OP* cit*, pp. 439, 442.
^^It also reflects the pattern of Gen. 3,JoW. Wevers, Ezekiel (N. Cen. B*), London, 1969, p*213.
May, 'The Book of Ezekiel' in loB., VI, p. 217.
c oMay, ibid , p.218, and W, Eichrodt, Ezekiel, London,1970, p.390.
53.A.W. Blaclcwood, Ezekiel: Prophecy of Hope, GrandRapids, Mich., 1965, says that although some scholars consider the phrase ‘I am a god' implies a Tyrian belief in the deity of kings, this is not Ezekiel's emphasis, 'He shows a man, endo^^ ed by God with superb talents and opportunities %vho takes credit to himself for using the gifts God has given to him',
^^Theodotion's text of Dan, ll:36f. is considered to be behind 11.2:4. The LXX more faithfully renders the M.T, for V.36 (e.g. it has 'God of gods', which Theod. omits), For V.37 Theod. follows the M.T. text much more closely: LXX omits'regard for any god' and add^ s after u l b j  6tvo-
’roi\i^(TeTcLL oiSïCp . For v.38 Theod, follows M.T.As Paul does not give an actual quotation from Daniel it is impossible to draw a firm conclusion. Cf. for possible allusions, Dan. 2:44 (I Cor. 15:24); 2:47 (I Cor. 14:25); 7:13 (1,4:17);7:22 (I Cor. 6:2); 12:1 (Phil. 4:3) see too 12:3 (Eph. 2:15);6:21 (II Tim. 4:17). See further, J.B, Orchard, 'St. Paul and the Book of Daniel Bib. 20 (1939) 172-179, Irrespective of the version used by Paul all four elements are found in Dan. 11:36,37,
55Claiming Deity. V.38 does not oppose this. It asserts that the king will only respect the tangible i.e. fortresses.
Montgomery, The Book of Daniel (I.C.C.), Edinburgh, 1927, p. 388, suggests we read p 1 p W :dittography according to S.B. Frost, 'Abomination that makes desolate' in I.D.B.. I, p.14. ‘
57So Montgomery, op. cit., p.390,
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^^Preferred by Montgomery, op* cit., p*388 and Ao Jeffrey, 'The Boole of Daniel' in I.B., VI, p.476 (on 8s 13).
^^BoD.B* So V, 0 73 W give these t w D meanings but say the connection of the two meanings is not clear.
Driver, 'The Abomination of Desolation' inH.D.B., I, pp. 12ff. says the "exigencies of the sense"oblige us to treat it in this way.
 ^ ^^Ibid , p.13? cf. I Mac. 4:38, So\/ -ry
0^  v^ i oCfTpcC A pn p w)u T o   ^ p.r^ \vo uc/x/oV
0 VK.c^TiX,Ke-vCo(u p e\/c<^ K>T. X*
G^ibid , p.13.
Rowley, 'The Bilingual Problem of Daniel'^ Z.A.W. 50 (1932) 255-268, p.265. He does acknowledge that no examples of T3/0li) with the meaning of madness are used in the O.T. but cf. Mid. Rabba on Cant. 4:7.
'^^ Frost, ibid. , p. 13.
A Cn •Op. cit., p.12.
^^J.Co Dancy, A Commentary on I Maccabees, Oxford,
1954, p.79
py^(r&'/ /2 > £ e X o y p i é^v'^pvo(Tâ^S 7^^ % 'To
6  U (T1 Ck (TT /| piOV^.
^^F.M. Abel, Les Livres des Maccabees  ^2nd edn., Paris, 1949, pp. 28f. Cf. N. Porteous, Daniel, London,1965, p.143 suggests a baetvl was placed on the corner of the altar of burnt offering for sacrifices to Zeus Olympios.
^^S.A. Cook, The Religion of Ancient Palestine in the Light of Archaeology (Schweich Lectures for 1925), London, 
1931, pp. 17-25, 155-160.
^According to Dancy, ibid , p.79, cf. S.A. Cook, ibid , p.196 for the Arabian inscription.
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71Proposed by E* Nestle 'Zu Daniel', Z.-N*W* 4 (1084) 247-250, p.284. Cf. Philo of Bybios in Eusebius, Praep. evanq. i*10.7, jSe^ X<to<on/ 8 Co'tl "XJpo!
Kv ovpoi/ov , Zevs Se
7 9Sanh. 63 mentioned by S* Zeitlin, Tlie First Book of Maccabees, 1950, p.124.
^^Op. cito, p.47.
Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism (transi, by J. Bowden, Vol. I), London, 1974, pp. 285ff. has put the whole matter of the alleged claims to deity into perspective. Titles from the emperor cult (e.g. 'God Manifest') were used from 173/2 B.C. onwards on coins, but there is no uniformity throughout the coinage. Any approximation of the features of Antiochus with those of Zeus which appeared on the coins is not deliberate. There is no evidence for any identification of Antiochus with'Zeus (from available material). He con­cludes that the king probably followed the policy of his predecessors. The two chief gods were Zeus and Apollo to which the emperor cult was linked but on political grounds.He may have intended a syncretistic imperial cult.
75Josephus refers to a letter sent by the Samaritans, addressing Antiochus IV as, Qêro± ^He replied simply 'King Antiochus ... ', (xii.262).
*^ ^Hengel, o p . cit., Vol. II, p. 189 n«l75 says 'speaking great things' (Dan. 7sS etc.) could refer^to the claims of Antiochus found on some of his coins -
An interesting passage occurs in Dan. 8s23f,At the latter time ( ? LXX(Theod. wV~ ) , when the transgressors .have come to the full a king appears who proceeds to act against God's people. The reference to transgressors suggests a situation comparable to the one occuring at the appearance of the Anomos. Lawless sinners will become the followers of the Lawless one. The LXX and Theod. have impersonalised the reference, nüy £v'po(pTii5V U v t Cj V,The king (in Daniel) proceeds when the time is right. Cf.Lk. 21:24 (an echo of Dan, 8:23 and 12:7? Tob. 14:5.)
78For a study of these chapters in relation to the Antichrist figure, Ernst, o p . cit., pp. 198-205.
79H.H. Rowley, The Relevance of the Apocalyptic,3rd edn., London, 1963, p.34.
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No known historical equivalent has been found so far for the name of Gog, W« Eichrodt, op* cito, p.522,Rowley, op. cit., pp* 37f * and Ernst, op. cit. , pp*200ff*, who summarizes historical mythical and sym]x>lic views of the figure*
^^Quite rightly Wevers, op* cit*, p*283, writes of unfulfilled prophecies which in their present form have taken on an eschatological form*
89 In Ezek* 38:2 'land of Magog' is usually regarded as secondary,Eichrodt, o p . cit*, p . 285* The name probably comes from Gen, 10:2 where Magog is one of the sons of Japhet, It could possibly mean 'land of Gog'.
83The Ï Æ X  has Gog for Agag, Num. 24:7 and cf.Am. 7:1. In Judaism Jub. 8:25? 8.Or. III. 319,512;I 56 cf. 90:15-19? As.Mos. 10:4-7? II Bar; 70:7-10?4 Ezra. 13:5,33f. • See Volz, op. cit., p.l75f.
^^For the idea of forces from the North coming against Israel see Joel 2:20? Zech. 14,
85p.37.
86Ezek. 38/39 do not appear to be a stage in the figure of Antiochus in Daniel. There are two points of contact in thought (a) Gog and Antiochus make war on God's people, Ezek. 38:10,14? 39:4? Dan, 7:21 et al.(b) By implication Gog has profaned God's name, Ezek, 39:7 as Antiochus has desecrated the place where God has His name, Dan. 11:31.
87They are thought likely to have been composed between 63-30 B.C. in Palestine, O. Eissfeldt, The Old Testament, An Introduction (transi, by P.R, Aclcroyd), Oxford, 1966. D.S. Russell,OP. cit., pp. 57f. accepts the same period but is prepared to date it soon after 48 B.C.^ if 2:26f. refers to Pompey's death (with G.B, Gray in A.P., II, p.630).
^^See also Ant, xiv. 69ff. and B.J. i,148ff.In B.J. Josephus states it took Pompey three months to get into the Temple after he had been allowed through the city gates (63. B.C.). Many were slain who had fled to the sanctuary, or who were continuing the ritual (hence the reference to the altar in the Psalms), He says it deeply affected the people to see the potToV exposed toalien eyes, i,152. In^  Ant.. he writes of the sin against the sanctuary ( yrep') toV v/oco\/ . Tacitus, Hist. V.9 says Pompey 
was first to set foot in their Temple by right of conquest.
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On the whole episode E* Schurer, Tlie History of the J ewi sh People in the Age of Jesus Christ (ed* G* Vermes-E* Miller, Vol. I ), Edinburgh, 1973, pp.238ff.
89Wo Weil, 'I and II Thessalonians* in Peake's Commentary on the Bible (ed. M Black and H,H.. Rowley),London 1962, p. 100®^ Frame, p. 273,Charles, Ascension, pp.liiif.
90Cf, however 2:29 where he is considered to have aspired to be 'lord of land and sea' and failed to see that it is God who is great.
^^Cf, Philo, Leg, ad. Gaium, 188 oJfv'epiJv'roc gLv and Schürer, o p . cit., pp.396ff,
92Charles, Revelation, p.78? Ernst latterly,OP.cit., p.40.
93Op.cit,, p.22
94B.W. Bacon, The Gospel of Mark; Its Composition and Date, New Haven, 1925, suggests that Paul used an Apocalypse based on the profanation of the Temple in Daniel and the attempt to set up an image in the Teirple by Caligula. Later it became the Markan apocalypse. The original was issued by a prophet, see pp,85ff,, 126ff.? cf. similarly F.W. Beare, The Earliest Records of Jesus, Oxford, 1962, p.216, w . 14-20 antedate Caligula'sdeath 41 A.D, C.H, Dodd, The Apostolic Preaching and its Developments, London, 1936, pp. 81-85: Ca3igula might be a basis for II,2:3ff. andMlc, 13. F,C. Grant, Tlie Gospels; Their Origin and Growth, London, 1959, pp. lOOf,: w .  6-8, 14-20, 24-27 were filledout with sayings, perhaps from Q and going back to Christ? S.E, Johnson, The Gospel According to St, Mark (Bl. N.T.C.) London, 1960, pp,209f.? vv.5-8, 14-20, 24-27 were Christianprophecy at the time of the crisis.
95Assuming Paul wrote it, but cf. J.A. Fitzmyer, 'Paul and the Interpolated Paragraph in 2 Cor, 6:14 - 7:1',C.B.Q, 33 (1961), 271-280, p.279 who thinks this section is a passage with Qumran ideas, re-worked by a Christian and interpolated,
96Bousset, ibid, p. 153f.
. ^^See D.W. Thomas, ' V  ^a  in the O.T. *in Biblical and Patristic Studies (ed. J.W. Birdsall- R.W. Thomson), Freiburg, 1963, pp. 11-19,15.
^®B.D.B. s.v. ^ J  ^  ^ (worth, use
profit) and P. Joüen, 'Belial', Bib. 5 (1924) 178—183, p.182.
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99ToK* Cheyne, 'The Developments of the Meanings of Belial', Exp* V,l, 435-439, p.437. Cf* Thomas, op. cito, p*18f. who takes it as 'the swallower' or 'the abyss that engulfs'.
Gaster, 'Belial' in I.D.B., I, p.377.
101On Belial see further. W, Bousset-T.K. Cheyne, 
'Belial' in Enc. Bib., I, Cols. 525-527 (Basically Cheyne's work). W. Porjester, • ' in T.D.N.T., I, p.607.
1 no ^ Joüen, OP. cit., p.179 believes 'Belial' denotes"un (être) sans valeur" rather than an abstract noun "valeur".
103Op. cit., p. 377.
^^^Ibid? Cheyne, op. cit., p.437, treats it as a personal name for Satan, cf. II Sam. 23:6; Job 34:18.
105For Beliar and other synonymns, Volz, pp. 79f.; Bousset- Gressmann, pp. 332ff.
^^^Eissfeldt, op. cit., p.608 suggests a date of ca, 100 B.C.? Rowley, Relevance, p.65, 2nd cen. B.C.
107A.-M. Denis, op. cit., pp. 157f.
^^^Charles in A.P. II, p.9.
^^^Beliari 1:20? 15:23 ('sons of Beliar').
^^^Satan: 23:29? 50:5, Satan (adversary?) inparallel with evil destroyer, evil one respectively.40:9?46:2 speak of no Satan or evil during the time of Joseph. Almost certainly a proper name.
111Mastema: A very common name in Jubilees for thechief of evil spirits, 10:8? called 'prince', 11:5,11?17:16? 18:9,12? 48:2,9,12,15? see also 19:28.
112Y. Yadin's translation. The Scroll of the War of the Sons of Light against the Sons of Darkness, Oxford, 1962, p.322. Belial has to be read as a proper name in IQM. 13:11. The thought of Belial corrupting is very similar to Jub. 10:8 with reference to Mastema and his spirits. In the same place too, 10:9, God allows a tenth part of the demons to tvork evil.
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in it talks of the spirit of Beliar accusing God's people. Reminiscent of Job 2s4ff. ■
ch p-1 fn.'3S'. A Cirristian frameworkcannot be denied but much of the character of it appears to be Jewish, see Russell, on. cit., pp. 55ff.
^^^Beliars T. Reub. 2:2; 4:7,11? 6:3? T. Sim.5:3? T.Lev. 3:3? 18:12? 19:1? T.Jud. 25?3? T.Iss. 6:1?7:7? T.Zeb. 9:8? T.Dan 1:7? 4:7? 5:1,10,11? T.Naph. 2:6?3:1? T^Agh. 1:8? 3:2? 6:4? T&Jgs. 7:4? 20:2? T^Ben!.3:3? 4;8? 6:1,7? 7:1,2.
^^^Satan,T,sDân. 3:6? 5:6? 6:1? Y.Gad. 4:7?T.Ash 6:4. Other possible names: Devil, T. Naoh. 8:4?Prince of Deceit.T.Jud. 19:4? T. Sim. 2:7? Prince (of Dan), T.Dan 5:6.
117Cf. T.Gad 8:1, 'Judah and Levi, for from them shall the Lord raise up salvation to Israel' also T.Beni. 11:2 (MS.C)? 
T.Sim. 7:2.
118Bousset, OP. cit., pp. 154,173 believes we have a picture of Beliar coming as Antichrist but Foerster, T.D.N.T., I, p.607 only treats Beliar as a name of the Devil.
^^^On the question of the Messiah (a) in T.XII see R.H. Charles, The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs. London, 1908, pp. xcviif. who argues that for 20-40 years the expec­tation of a Levitic Messiah flourished until the hope of a Judaic Messiah re-appeared cf. also G.R. Beasley-Murray, 'The Two Messiahs in the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs *,J.Th.S. 48 (1947) 1-12? K.G, Kuhn, 'Two Messiahs of Aaron and Israel' in The Scrolls and the New Testament (ed. K. Stendahl), London, 1958, pp. 54-64? M. Black, 'The Messiah in the Testan^nt of Levi XVIII', EjsT. 60 (1948/49) 321-322? idem. E.T. (1949/50) 157-158, a reply to ff.R. Porter 'The Messiah in the Testament of Levi XVIII', E.T. 61 (1949/50) 90-91. For Qumran evidence,M. Smith, 'What is implied by the variety of Messianic Figures?' J.B.L. 78 (1959) 66-72 and R.E. Brown, 'The Teacher of Righteousness and the Messiah(s) in The Scrolls and Christianity (ed. M. Black), London, 1969, pp. 37-44.
1 20Charles in A.P.. II, p.334., on the grounds it is a Christian addition.
3 21See T.Lev. 3:3 (some MSS)? Armies in the second part of a tripartite heaven await the Day of Judgment to punish Beliar and his Spirits.
122we have a reference to Satan as the Prince of Dan. Charles considers w.6,7 a reference to the demoralization under
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the later Maccabees and the earliest connection of Anticlirist ■with Dan? hence the tribe's omission in Rev* 7:5-8, A.P.,II, p.334. Rowley disagrees, p.73.
^^^Fragments have been found from sections 1 (chps. 1-36), 4 (83-90) and 5 (91 -f) and probably 3 (72-82) of I Enoch, which means that these are pre-Christian, cf. Milik, Ten Years> p.33 and his most recent discussion on the Enoch fragments, ' Problèmes de la Littérature He no chi que a la Lumière des Fragments Arameens de Qumran, H.Th.R. 64 (1971) 333-878, pp. 334ff. He considers the Parables of Enoch (37-71) ivere substituted in the Christian era for the Book of Giants. We ourselves have reservations about quoting chps. 37-71 for pre-Christian thought.
^^^Azazel - especially in 1-36. Cf. further 8si,2? 9:6? 10:4,8 (causes all sin)? 13:1. He appears in theSimilitudes, 54:5? 55:4? 69:2 (where he is one of the fallenangels). In Section 4,86:1? 88:1.
1 ocSemjaza - Charles in A.P.. II, p. 191, notes the confusion of leadership with Azazel, since in 69:2 he appears as leader. Perhaps a cycle of Semjaza Ryths has crept into 6:3-8? 8:1-3? 9:7? 10:11.
^^^Probably the first part of 1st. cen. A.D., cf. Russell, OD. cit., pp. 58f.
^^^Charles in A.P.^  II, p.421.
128R.H. Charles, The Assumption of Moses. London,1897, p.85.
^^^E.g.IV:4? XVI:2? XX:1? XXIIIrl? cf. XVII:1.
^^^On the date Chp. 1, fn. 35,
131Charles, Ascension, p.25.
^^^Apart from II,167f. (Hennecke) the translations are by Lanchester in A.P.. II. S.Or. III.62-92 is the latter part of the 1st century according to Lanchester, p.371 but Bousset treats Sebaste in III.63 as a reference to Augustus and dates the section prior to B.C. 30, pp. 96f. This Sibyl, he adds, presupposes an earlier description, i.e. II.167f. Charles dates this ca. 200 A.D., Ascension, p.lxiv. He dates the references in Silyls IV and V ca. 80 and 71-74 A.D. respectively, pp. lixf. Russell,op. cit., pp. 54f. says Bks. Ill, iv, V are Jewish with Christian interpolations withIII.63-92 1st cen. A.D.
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133Ascension, p.26: w,4ff, refer to Antichrist andvv.2,3 the historical Nero* He considers 3:12-5:1^= The Testament of Hezeklah ; dates ca* 88-100 A.D., p.xliv, also A*P*, II, pp. 155f*
134cg^ VIII.200. Cleopatra is suggested for the mdow but Bousset prefers a recollection of the mythical sea monster originally conceived as female, p. 99.
135Lanchester, A.P* II, p.371 argues, in our view with more probability,that Sebaste is probably Samaria and the reference could be to Simon Magus as Belial or Antichrist, although he gives no proof of this suggestion.
^^^See Pitznyer, op. cit.. Gnilka, op. cit.tA.R.C. Leaney, The Rule of Qumran and its Meaning. London, 1966, pp. 126f.y P. von der Osten-Sacken, Gott und Belial (Studien zur Uimmlt des Nauen Testaments, 6), Gdttingen, 1968.
137Azazel appears in 4Q Ages (4Q180) 1:7,8? 'Azazel and his angels', and'4QHen 1.111:9 and 4QHen^ 1.11:26 (?)
138H.W. Huppenbauer, 'Belial in den Qumrantexten% Th.Z. 15 (1959), 81-89.
1 39Op. cit., pp. 34ff., 42ff.
, pp.
1 4.1I M â  f pp. 190ff? CD. 4:13,15? 5:18? 8:2? 12:2?19:14.
, pp. 206ff.
further, 4QF1.1:8,9? 2:2? 4QTest. 23(?)?4Qp Ps.37. 2:10? 4Q Tan, II.8-11:15(?)? 4QCat&. 1-4:10? 10-11:4? 12-13:4,6,7.
^^^The Antichrist Legend*
^^^The Ascension of Isaiah* and Revelation.
^^^L'Antéchrist.
147Die Geaenspieler.
cit.. pp. 252ff.
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For both points see pp. 155* The viewis thought plausible by M.R. James, 'Man of Sin and Antichrist' in HgDJB., Ill, p. 227. Neil has no doubt it gives us a truer appreciation of the mythological and Jewish background of Antichrist, (Moffatt), p.xxii,
137, 169£f.
^^^Pp. 171f.
^®^Pp, 160ff.
^®^Pp. 175ff. Dia Offenbarung Johannis (Meyer,2nd edn.), p.377.
^^^Pp. 224ff.
A.H. Askwith, An Introduction to the Thessalonian Epistles. London, 1902, pp. 119, l2lf. He says that even if in II Cor. 6:15 Beliar = Antichrist and I Jn. 2:18 = a technical name, it does not prove a Jewish expedition of an anti-Messiah.
ISGgge fn, 150.
157Rome or Nero were regarded as the Antichrist power, pp. 125ff.
1S*P.22.ISSp.lss.
It is only fair to mention that in his article ’Antichrist' in Enc. Relia. Ethics, I, pp. 57Sff. Bousset partly remedied his views by concentrating more on historical antecedents and less on the Beliar myth. The guiding thought, he argues, is that the figure of 'Antichrist' came to be separated from the historical figure of Antiochus IV and became the figure of the God-opposing tyrant, seen now and again in history (e.g. Pompey, Caligula, Nero). In II.2:3f. The Man of Lawlessness (Beliar?) remains, in his opinion, a false Messiah.
lGlp.77.
^®^Pp. 77-79.
163Ascension, p.lvi.
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80-87 for this paragraph*
^^^P*81f* Charles speaks of Beliar appearing as Antichrist, and Man of à/opiV being almost certainly a translation of Beliar,
lGGp.82.
167Antiochus IV is an example of a king who used political methods to achieve religious ends, cf, I Mac, 1:13 where the king allowed Jews to follow T() SiKo(iu5poL7t< tiOv This fails so Antiochus forced women who had circumcised their children to be put to death To -7\p6<rroi\(udiy(Syriac adds 'of the King'),
^®®E.g, I En, 99:5,7? J^. 23:19. See Rigaux,pp, 247ff, Hartman, QP.__qit., pp, 28ff. and Volz, op._cit,, pp, 147-163 on signs of the End,
A,L,* Moore, Parousia,
170For a summary of views . on Mk,13 and the Synoptic Apocalypse in general, see G.R. Beasley-Murray, Jesus and thé Future# London, 1954, and for more recent views, R. Pesch, Naherwartunaen# Düsseldorf, 1968, pp. 21-47. Virtually all scholars hold to the theory of an earlier source, Hartmann,OP. cit. refers to a pre-Markan exposition of Daniel upon which the evangelist had drawn, Bultmann, Synoptic Tradition, pp. 122f., 401ff., considers w . 7 f ., 12,14-22, 24-27 constitute Jewish apocalyptic sayings from an Apocalypse and Pesch talks of an apocalyptic pamphlet (Flugblatt) for which he mentions w.6,22,7b,8,12,13b, 14-17, 18?, 19-20a, 24^27. ibid., pp. 207ff. On the other hand J. Lambrecht, Die Redaktion der Markus- Apocalvpse: Literarische Analyse und Strukturuntersuchuno(Analecta Biblica,28), Rome, 1967 rejects the theory of a reworked apocalypse and asserts, pp. 263-297, that we have a unified work whose structure and function is due to the redactor. For his view and criticism, Pesch, pp. 41ff. Nevertheless Lambrecht does believe Q and the O.T. are used as sources, pp. 257ff. Another view concentrates on the use of loaia or groups of loaia as the source for Mk.l3. See V. Taylor, 'The Apocalyptic Discourse of Mk. 13', E.T. 60 (1948/49) 94-98? idem# The Gospel According to St. Mark# London, 1952, pp. 636- 644 (4 groups of sayings, w .  5-8, 24-27? 9-13? 14-23?28-37)? J. Schmid, The Gospel According to Mark (The Regensburg N.T. transi, by K. Condon), NOw York, 1968, pp. 231ff.y J. Jeremias, New Testament Theology. Pt. I ( transi, by J. Bowden), London, 1971, p. 126? W. Marksen, Der Evangelist Markus# Gdttingen, 2nd edn,, 1959, p. lOlff. and L. Gaston,No Stone on Another (Ndv. T. Suppl. 23), Leiden, 1970 pp. 25f, 61ff. who argues for prophetic sayings as the basis of Hk.13. Marxsen and he agrees that w .  14ff. originated from the time of Caligula. Apart from Lambrecht the general conclusion is
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that Mark has drawn upon earlier apocalyptic material whether in the form of a Jewish (-Christian) Apocalypse or locia^Many scholars consider the origin of the former arose from the time of Caligula. Pesch denies though that Paul has used a source behind Mk. 13, ibid. # pp. 214f.
171Marxsen, Markus# p.123 and Gaston, od. cit.. pp. 27f. think we have a reference to Antichrist.
Philadelphia, 1971, p.91 says there is general agreement that v.7f., 14-20, 24-27 belong to an apocalyptic source.
173Conzelmann, Theoloov of Luke# p.135, n.l.
174D. Daube, The New Testament and Rabbinic Judaism. London, 1956, pp. 425ff., 432. Marxsen on the other hand believes the wnriter is drawing attention to the grammatical anomaly of the masculine participle, op. cit., pp. 27f.
1 75 'See T.F.' Glasson, 'Mk xiii and the Greek Old Testament* E.T. 69 (1957/58) 213-215, p.214f. who suggests 13:7 = Dan. 2:28? 13:14 = Dan. 12:11? 11:31? 13:19 - Dan.12:12f. (?). For the great influence of Daniel oh the N.T.\«riters see J. Bowman, The Gospel of Mark (Studia Post-Biblica 8)? Leiden, 1965, pp. 241ff. Examples of references in a N.T. eschatological: setting are Dan. 2:45 (Theod.) = Mt. 24:6?Dan. 3:6 = Mt. 13:42,50? Dan, 4:12,21 - Mt. 13:32? Dan. 7:22 = Lk. 21:8? Dan. 9:26? 12:7 = Lk. 21:24? Dan. 12:3. - Mt. 13:43.
See Rigaux, pp. 98-101 and G.R. Beasley-Murray,OP. cit., pp. 232f.
177Words in brackets refer to Mt, 24.
178For Rigaux's o%m appraisal on all the parallels he lists, see pp. 104f. He rejects any written dependence of Paul on Mk. Rather, he suggests, both may depend on a discourse of Jesus taken up in the primitive preaching,
1 79Which is partly why J.B. Orchard, ‘Thessalonians and the Synoptic Gospels', Bib. 19 (1938) 19-42 connects any parallels with the redaction of the discourse in Matthew. See pp, 33ff. for II.2:Iff and Mt. He concludes that the evidence shows literary dependence, Cf. on the relationship of Paul and Matthew, C.H. Dodd, New Testament Studies#Manchester, 1953, pp. 54-57. J.P. Brown, 'Synoptic Parallels in the Epistles and Form-History', N.T.S. 10 (1963/64) 27-48 argues that in I and II the author has turned à nucleus of sayings (later found in Mk) into exhortation. In fact Mk. has used the Thessalonian apocalypse with Q material. According to A.W. Argyle, 'Parallels between the Pauline Epistles and Q.',
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Ê.T. 60 (1948/49) 318-320 æeerts Paul knew of tradition behind Q, although he does not deal with Mk, 13 or II.2.Later, 'M and the Pauline Epistles' E.T. 81 (1969/70) 340-342, he thinks Pauline parallels with M (e.g. 1.4:16 with Mt, 24:31 (the trumpet) strengthens the authenticity of M. One of the most thoiçough articles on the subject was written by B. Cothenet, 'La II® Epître aux Thessaloniciens et l'Apocalypse Synoptique', R.de S.R. 42 (1954) 5-39. He suggests that Paul based, in part, what he said on Mt. 24:3-27, perhaps in Aramaic, pp. 37,39.D.M. Stanley, 'Pauline Allusions to the Sayings of Jesus',C.B.Q. 33 (1961) 26-39. Dealing with, for example. I,5:1-3 and Mt. 24:9,36,43f. but not II.2:lff., he concludes that Paul was familiar with materials preserved in the oral tradition,
IGOgee fn. 94 
1 81R.H. Shaw denies any link with Mk. 13, 'A conjecture on the Signs of the End', Anglican Theological Review 47 (1965) 96-102.
182This view was common among the church fathers,Hippolytus, de Antichristo 6,Irenaeus, Ady. Haer. V.25.3,Commodian,,Cyril, Cat. XV. More recently Boussett, pp. 166ff.?E. Cothenet, op. cit., pp. 27f.? von Dobschütz with reservations, p.273; Oepke, p.152 (Jewish false prophet) and Best, p.284'the title (i.e. Man of rebellion) may suggest some figure coming out of Judaism'.
183For our argument, it does not matter whether we connect "TCoipo to any of the following three statementsvv.9,10.
^®^Eph. 1:19; 3:7; 4:16; Phil. 3:21;  ^Col. 1:29;2:12. In I Cor. 12:10 it is a vario lectio for 6 ve my 4y&L ^cf. too the D text of Acts 4:24, the church & TpZ
^®^For the Active trans. 1 Cor. 12:6; Gal. 3:5;Eph. 1:11,20; 2:2;
186For the magical references as well as those in Wis. 7:17,26; 13:4; 18:22, and III Mac. 3:29; 4:21; 5:12,28, see G. Bertram, ' è ) * in T.D. N.T., II, pp.652-654. » '
IB?! Cor. 12:6,11; Gal. 2:8 (bis); 3:5; Phil. 2:13a;Eph. 1:11,20.
^®®Eph. 2:2.
1 AOMt. 14:2 = Mk. 6:14; Phil. 2:13b.
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!  ^ K.W. Clark, 'The meaning of 6 V6 W  and(<.o!ni<pN/4-v-j in the New93-101, p.95.
•y *GV pV6uOre  Testament *, J.B.L, 54 (1935)
191The verb has been taken with a middle or passive meaning. Those who have argued for the middle sense include Bertram, op. cit., p.654? Bl.-Deb, parasol48 (1), 316 (1); Moulton-Turner, pp. 55f. (middle which is active with intransitive sense); O. Michel, Der Brief an die Rdmer ^Meyer,^13th edn.), Gdttingen, 1966, p.167 n.3; Bauer s.v. e ve p V//lo ^ 1.1. The passive is supported by J.B. Mayor,The Epistle of St. James# London, 1913, pp. 177-179;J.A. Robinson, St. Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians# London,1903, pp. 244f.; J. Ross, * £^\/c: p ^ l in the NewTestament'# Exp. VII.7. 75-77; Milligan, pp. 141f.;K.W. Clark, op. cit.; Rigaux, pp. 668f. It is likely that in 11.2:7 we have a passive, see chp. 7, pp. 3
cit.. p.97.
„ ^^Chrysostom implle^ this thought: ol'vB T i jTZoKTbiV 0(2TOO ^p6\/o<> "Twv/ v^érpyê'i^ v' , Frame,p.253, draws out the force of these words when, with reference to Chrysostom, he writes 'the figure ... is a man, a unique man, however, in whom Satan dwells and operates We cannot go as far as Frame (with Theodore) and believe there is a parallel between the incarnation of Christ and the indwelling of Satan in the Anomos. Indwelling as Frame has interpreted it in the quotation, and the incarnation of Jesus as understood by the early church, cf. Phil, 2;5ff.; appear to be two different concepts. On p.268 he compares this indwelling to the 'indwelling spirit of holiness in Christ', Rom. 1:4; a more appropriate idea.
194These include crying out, cutting oneself, super­human strength, animals acting in a totally unpredictable fashion, Mk. 5:13, foaming at the mouth, grinding teeth together, 9:20. 9:18 states clearly the motivation of thistype of behaviour, 'wherever it (the spirit) takes him*.On the other hand Satanic possession is marked by a quality of deliberateness and rationality which is absent from Synoptic demonism. Also demonism primarily affects the person who is possessed. The whole purpose of the Anomos is to affect others.
^^^CD 12:2f.
^^^So Yadin, op. cit., pp. 230ff. It is a tradition well-established in intertestamental literature and found elsewhere in Qumran writings. I Ei|. 1:9; 12:2; 14:23;15:7,19; (cf. 6:lff.); T.Lev. 3:3; T.Naph. 8:4; Jub. 5:lff.; IQS 2:5f.; 4Q Ages of Creation l:7f.
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cation. Gaster, qp  ^ cit., p.377, makes this identifi-
T.Beni. 3:3, let not 'the spirits of Beliar have dominion over you'^
199 K o W  oi tO 2.C citing this reference.
200.'Ill Bar. 13:2. Michael says to the righteous, in answer to their request to he free of evil men, 'you cannot depart from them, f'/ot K v p 6
201There is every reason to believe that this reference reflects typical Jewish thought. T.Naph. 8:2 occurs in the Hebrew Test, of the same name. This may , indicate that 8:6 was also known at the same time* Even though Charles (A.P.# II, p.339) marks two short expressions as of Christian origin, both could be equally well Jewish, vrhich suggests we have a Jewish setting for 8:6. W© need not be surprised by the use of S . It trans^lates ? U W T] • in the LXX, Job. 2:1; Zech* 3:lf;;1 Chron. 2f:f. ^
fn, 35,
202There is the problem of dating; see chp. 1
203A.P.# II, p.160.
^^^Por parallels illustrating divine causality I Sam. 1:5; 18:10; 19:9; I Kings 22:21; Judg* 9:23; Is. 6:10.
205Satan (name without the article) shows a persona­lity with a will and purpose of his own, J.M. Myers, I Chronicles (Anchor Bible), New York, 1965, p.l47. G. von Rad, *S’\o(flo\os ‘ in T.D.N.T.. II, p.74, considers we have a name not an appellative.
s.v. yiiXi . Only in the Hiphil: toincite, allure, instigate. In Chronicles it comes to mean 'tempt
207i 10:8. The Qumran author(s) reflected onthis question and suggested, IQM 13, that God has appointed from ancient times a Prince to help the Elect, whilst Belial has been created for the pit, along with his spirits, since it is his purpose to achieve wickedness and iniquity* This dualism is further clarified in IQS 3:17ff.:
He has created man to govern the world, and has appointed for him two spirits in which to walk Until the time of His visitation: the spirits of truth and
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falsehood .. All the children of righteousness are ruled by the Prince of Light ... all the children of false­hood are ruled by the angel of Darleness,(Vermes).
208Baal am. Num. 24:2; Saul and his messengers I Sam. 19sl8ff.
209M.R. James, 'The Testament of Job' in Aoocrvnha Anecdota II (ed. J.A. Robinson, Cambridge Texts and Studies, V), Cambridge, 1899, pp. xciiiff. believed the work to come from the hand of a Jewish-Christian in the second or third cen. A.D. His arguments were based on a few alleged parallels with the N.T. He thought, however, that the body of the work was a Hebrew midrash on Job, interspersed with hymnodic episodes from the author's hand. J.B. Prey, 'Apocryphes de I'A.T' in Dictionnaire de la Bible. Suppl, 1, 1928, p.455 considers the sentiments entirely Jewish and the parallels do not need to be explained by aiyliterary relationship. C.C. Torrey,The Apocryphal Literature. London, 1963 pp.140ff., explained these as merely idioms of Aramaic popular speech, and suggested that an Aramaic original may underlie the text (cf. Job 42:17, LXX), ibid. p.143, cf. C.T. Fritsch, 'Pseudepigrapha* inI.D.B.. Ill, p.961: an Aramaic midrash on Job. S.P. Brock,Test amentum lobi (Ps. V.T.G. II), Leiden, 1967, p.9, whose text is quoted, points out that only the variants in MS. Vhave a slightly Semitic flavour which he believes are due toreminiscences of the LXX. Fritsch aligns the book with the Hasidim, K. Kohler, 'The Testament of Job' in Jewish Encvclooedia (ed. I. Singer, Vol. VII), London - New York,% pp. 200-202,with the Essenes (so too H. Kosmala, op. cit.. p.235 n.6.)Kohler, Torrey, Fritsch decide for a pre-Christian date.Further evidence in A.-M. Denis on. cit. . pp. 100-104.
^^^MS.S and Slav, read e . Brockthinks the Paris MS. (P) is the best authority for the whole text, p.8, and as MS. V supports it in this instanceV i s  probably the correct reading. The variant is an attempt, to bring out the nature of Satan's activity.In the LXX occurs mainly in Jos. 10,11 where itmeans 'all who possess life*, (10:28,30 etc. cf. S.R. Driver, Deuteronomy (I.C.C.), Edinburgh, 1896, p.239). It is likely that the use of the w r d  for 'possessing life' is a reflection of Gen. 2:7, e\^  To -7\p6(Twro\/ o(GtoO .
tkVo W  . In wisi 15:11 is in parallel with
àuAuruvô and Gen. 2:7 provides the background to thestatement.
... Him that inspired into him an active soul ("ToVèvtç)\jou<rc<.v/' ) tod breathed into him a^ living spirit ( ^
Both verbs serve to emphasize not merely man receiving the breath of life, but God filling a man with His life. On the
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anthropology of the verse J* Fitchner, Wei she! t Sgloims (H .Z.A.T.), Tübingen, 1938, p.57. A curious use of the verb appears in Acts 9:1, Perhaps it stresses not that Paul ‘breathed out' (E. Schweizer, ’ àpTvVexo * in T.D.N.T., VI, p.452) but that he filled his mind with threatenings and slaughter which revealed themselves in actions against the disciples (cf. Grimm-Thayer, s^. i and E Kamlàhl•Geist* in Begriffslexicon zum N.T., Vol. I, Wuppertal, 1967, p.482. It could be that the author of Test. Job has used the verb as an antithesis to God's action of filling man with his life.
can be instrumental, Mk. Is23, 'man with an unclean spirit ', or possibly 'in the power of, 'in his realm', see Moulton-Turner, p.252 (ii) for the latter. Either way it emphasizes Satanic control. MS.V reads àiw -rou (fef
212 is used almost exclusively in MSS. P and S. V prefers (never in P) and Sio<.'poXd?S •
21 %See E. Best, The Temptation and the Passion* the Mar can Soterioloav (S. N.T. S. j; 2), Cambridge, 1965, p. 8 and T.Naph. 8:4; T.Iss. 7:7; T.Beni. 5:2,
^i^Ecclus, 25:24 has opened the door to the identifi­cation of the serpent with Satan, Identification is complete in Vit. Ad. 16; cf. II Cor. 11:3; I Tim. 2:14.
^^^XLIII.4: part of a hymnodic episode which givesthanks to God for forgiveness. It turns out to be in part a description of Elihu's act and its consequences. A similar description in 40 184. It describes the ruin and end of a harlot. No doubt Prov. 2:18ff.; 23:27 are the source of itsinspiration.
^^^Elihu has left his mark in Rabbinic tradition.See Kohler, 'The Testament of Job. An Essene Midrash on the Book of Job' in Semitic Studies in Memory A. Kohut. Berlin, 1897, p. 285. R. Akiba, Jerus. Sota. V.20d identifies him with Balaam.
21 7 cElihu is said to be a son of dar)cness XLIII:6, o(MS.V. vtpi ) -TOO 00%^  ^Tov (PvoJOS . Acharacteristic expression of Qumran, IQM 1:10; IQS 3:13-25;Yadin, op. cit.. p.242. Cf. too 1.5:5; Lk.l6:8; Jn. 12:36;Eph. 5:8. Elihu's destiny can be compared with that of theharlot,40 184:7,8 'she has no inheritance (in the midst of)among all who gird themselves with light'; J.M. Allegro,Discoveries in the Judean Desert of Jordan. Qumran Cave IV,Oxford, 1968, p.83.
^^®Liddell-Scott, s.v. G ^
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219Brackets Indicate the words are found in the Alchmira (Gi^eh ) fragment, which is not so original, accord­ing to Charles in A.P. II, p.167, as Fragments in Syncellus, and omitted from the Ethiopie, Later the Chester Beatty text for the last chapters of Enoch was found. See M, Black, The Book of Enoch (Ps.V.T.G. Ill), Leiden, 1970, pp,7ff.
920“ Charles, ibid., p.190, commenting on I En. 5:4 says that blasphemy is a frequent charge in chapters 91-104, which he dates B.C. 195-64, p.171,Russell oo. cit.# pp. 41ff, and Rowley, Relevance of Apoc.# op. cit.# p.57, date it in the Maccabean period.
221, ' in TfD.N.T., II, p.79.
occurs three times in John (6:70; 8:44; 13:2) and once (13:27). Thereis no need to doubt that £ » with the article =Satan. This influences an understanding of 6:70 where the word can be translated 'slanderer' or 'adversary*.This is inappropriate for the association with 'The Devil*, suggests 'one inspired hv Satan'; J.H. Bernard, Gospel of St. John (I.C.C., Vol. l], Edinburgh, 1928, pp. 223f. Foerster, 
OP. cit.# p.81, also rejects the idea of 'slanderer', 'adversary'
me.
223present in omitted by B C*D L
224,The time of the 'possession' in Luke and John is different. A useful discussion on the apostasy of Judas is found in S. Brown, Apostasy and Perseverance in the Theoloov of Luke (Analecta Biblica 35/36), Rome, 1968, pp. 82-97. He notes that Satan's role in relation to the faithful disciples is described with (Tix/i'oCJL (22:31) not i c e u  , probably because of diabolical possession. He also contrasts the role of Satan with that of demons, p.85.
^^^R. Bultmann, Das Evangel ium des Johannes (Meyer, 18th edn.), Gdttingen, 1964, p.368, goes too far when he sees this verse concerned with Satan himself as the opponent of God and not Satan in Judas.
^^^Conzelmann, Theol. of Luke# pp. 16, 28f. 199, has argued that between Lk. 4:13 and 22:3 we have a time without temptation. A new period then begins as indicated by 22:28,40,46. Similarly C. Stuhlmueller, 'John' in J.B.C., II, p. 156. This has been disputed by S.G. Wilson, 'Lukan Eschatology', N.T.S. 16 (1969/70), 330-347. However Conzelmann has highlighted the importance of Satan's activity just prior to the Passion. C.H, Dodd, The Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel# Cambridge # 1953, pp.408f., has argued persuasively that the darkness mentioned in Lk. 22:53 and Jn. 14:30f. symbolises the dominion of Satan whilst in Jn. 13:31f. ' Jesus arises to
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meet the final enemy rather than Judas, Did Paul see evil spirits as at least one reason for the crucifixion, I Cor. 2s8 ? (J.M, Creed's suggestion. The Gospel According to St. Luke, London, 1930, p.260),
^^^Strach-Billerbeck, II, p.559 on Jn. 13s27 cite Sota 3a where Resch Lachish (ca. 250) is said to have stated,‘Man does not commit sin unless a spirit of infatuation (folly) has entered into him ( 311 L9 W T) 1 ^  ) as it issaid, if any man's \dLfe go aside ( ) the word isso written it can be read Tl L9 W  T) ','i.e. an act offolly', Cf, Test.Job, where Job's wife's name Sitis may be connected to 1 W 'roam about* o r  7) O  O  'go astray' (Kohler, o p , cit., p.273). In Test,Job she was led astray by Satan disguised as a bread-seller,
^^®For the B text, W. Bauer, Das Johannesevanaelium (H,Z,N.T., 2nd edn,), Tübingen, 1925, p.163.
OOQFor the D text, Bultmann, Ev. Johannes, p.353 n,4.If A?B were original and it was intended that the Devi^ had put it into his own heart we would expect e\^  voO/ •It cannot be translated, he writes, 'into Judas' heart'. The J? B text is therefore a correction to avoid a contradiction with V.27, according to Bultmann. J.N. Sanders-B.A. Mastih,The Gospel According to St, John (Bb,N.T.C.), London, 1968, p,304 n.5,suggest that for the AK etc, and Ç readings the ' 5 'may have dropped out accidentally from : themajority of witnesses have the genitive.
230L. Morris, The Gospel According to St, John.(New International Comm.), London, 1973, p.614 prefers to read it of the devil making up his mind? also O.K. Barrett, The Gospel According to St. John. London, 1955, p,365.
231The verb is in the Active voice? it is also a peculiar word to use - 'put'. See R.E, Brown, The Gospel According to St, John (Anchor Bible, Vol. II), London, 1971, p.550 and B. Lindars, The Gospel of John (N.Cen.B.). London,1972, p.449 for these criticisms, Bernard is right, o p , cit., ad loc. in saying that the A K and D texts smooth out the ^  B text, Bauer, op, cit., ad loc. also makes the point that the name of Judas may have been left until the end for dramatic effect.
932Cf. the statement found in T.Sim. 2:7, 'I setmy mind against him to destroy him (i.e. Joseph) because the prince of deceit ( b ) sent forth thespirit of jealousy and blinded'ny mind',
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/-rort is read, 13:27, (omitted D L 565 pc it sy® sa bo Pt) the precise point of Satanic possession is highlighted. Bauer, op. cit., p.170 'Das '-rore markiert scharf den Moment' '.
934Temptation and Passion, p.22.
935So T. Ling, The Significance of Satan. London,1961, p.30.
936Moulton-Turner, p. 260, remark on the use of the preposition in the Johannine literatures it means 'devil-ists', 
Jn. 8:44? I Jn. 3:8? cf. Jn. 8:23? 15:19? 17:14 which meansthose not belonging to or possessed by the world, Ktlmmel, Introduction, p.312: Origin of I John between 90-110 A.D..
237It is unlikely that the author would contradict himself in 1:7-10 and 3:9. As R. Schnackenburg, o p . cit.,pp. 190f. wites, there is a tension between the fact of newbirth and the life lived out by the Christian. V.6, he goes on to say, explains v.9: The Christian should abide in God,If he did he would not sin. The unbeliever has never abided in God or known His seed within, so he sins,
238Cf, too Marxsen, Introduction, p.264,
Brown, op. cit., pp. 98rl09. on this pericope, notes the parallels with the apostasy of Judas.
(1) Satan caused the sin, Lk. 22:3? Acts 5:3.(2) Money is the means used ty Satan, Lk, 22:5? Acts 1:18?5:2.(3) Sin is punished with sudden death. Acts 1:18? 5:5,10.
, 2^®Por the text p® A B D E P pi sy cop®^*^ et al. 
^tcK&i pcKcTù)/  ^ p^^ , two Old lat, MSS.j Vg, Athanasiuset al. The evidence overwhelminglysupports the verb , For the idea of 'takingfull possession' see Edclus, 9:3? Jn. 16:6? Hermas,Mand. XI.2
de Boor speaks of a heart filled previously by the Spirit but filled now h y  Satan, Die Apostelaeschichte, Wuppertal, 1965, ad loc. In view of 4:8? 6:10 and 13:9,which speak of possession by the Spirit, a contrast is probably intended by the author. Similarly E, Haenchen Die Apostel­aeschichte (Meyer, 14th edn.), Gdttingen, 1965 ad loc.
It is the" Holy Spirit and Satan who confront each other, and whose respective instruments Ananias and Peter are.
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942H.H. Wendt, Die Apostelaeschichte (Meyer, 9th edn.), Gôttingen, 1913, pp. 119f. draws attention to the fact that it is assumed by the question, ‘Why has Satan filled your heart?’ that this need not have happened. Moreover he adds, the sense of the question is, 'Why have you given to the tempter room in your innermost being?' Judas also had a choice of action*
^^^With destruction. Acts Is18? 5s5. For divine punishment in this way cf, 1 Kings 14:1-20.
244Apart from literature mentioned previously seeO.G. Wliitehouse, 'Satan* in H.D.B., IV, pp. 407-412? T.H. Gaster 'Satan* in I.D.B. IV, pp. 224-228. The word occurs in the following Pauline passages, Rom. 16:20? I Cor.5:5? 7:5? II Cor. 2:11? 11:14? 12:7? 1.2:18? 11.2:9? cf.I Tim. 1:20? 5:15. For II Cor. 6:15.
MeToCfTY A U D I T is used in T. Job VI;4, 6Gr\c G TvtxiTM/ uoLTitrb , (MS. V has
6  )? C f l  x k i i i s i r i r  '
^"^^Qumran was familiar with the concept of exclusion from the community, IQS 6:24ff., although if the offence was pardonable the exclusion was only for a determined period. • Profanation and words spoken against the community are regarded as mutiny and expulsion is for life, IQS 7:2, 23ff.? cf. IQS. 8:20ff. In IQS 2:4ff. we find a close parallel with ICor, 5:lff. The men of Belial are cursed and offered to Godso that he will deliver them to the avenging angels, cf.CD 9:1. Presumably there would be an exclusion from the Christian community but no formal excommunication is necessarily implied. 'Delivering to Satan' suggests that they were to be no longer regarded as members. See F. Büchsel, ' w ^  v 'in T.D.N.T. II, pp. 169-172, 170. A. Robertson-A. Plummer,The First Epistle of St. Paul to the Corinthians. (I.C.C.), Edinburgh, 1914, pp. 99f. refer not only to a solemn expulsion but the culprit being sent back to Satan's domain.
^^^A.C. Thiselton, 'The meaning of S'A p % inI Cor. 5:5', S.J.Th. 26 (1973), 204-228 has rightly queried the popular interpretation which suggests death or physical suffering. His own suggestion, self-satisfaction ( ,3:Iff.) must be destroyed, parallels our own in so far as it focusses not on the literal body but evil within.
248C.J. Roetzel, Judgement in the Commun!tv i^s ambivalent between physical ‘âeath,pp. 121, 138, and removing the evil vetzer from man, pp. 123f.
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O A Q Apart from 11.2:9 there are three other possible references to Satan in Thessalonians, 1.2:18; 3:5; 11,3:3.In the first Satan has the power to frustrate and hinder Paul's missionary activity, cf. Rom. 15:22. The precise meaning is left unanswered by Frame and Rigaux ad loc.A similar thought is present in 1.3^5 "Kws l>Kù\ù<K(rev' u'poCs 6 TvGi If "ToC ' is masculine,11.3:3 (Rigaux; von Dobschtitz is uncertain), we have yet another example of Satan's activity against the saints for xirhich they must have the Lord's strength. We must presume the community were instructed about the nature and activity of 
Satan.
Caird, The Revelation of St. John the Divine 
(Bl. N.T.C.), London, 1966, pp. 65ff., is probably correct though. The sea is the reservoir of evil out of which the monster arises and through xvhich redeemed must pass (13:1; 15:2,3).
251On the question of the relation of John to the Synoptics see the remarks in the commentaries on John's Gospel,B.E. Brown, The Gospel According to St. John (Anchor Bible,Vol. I), London, 1966, p.XLIV argues for minor cross-influences from the ^noptic tradition during the five stages of redaction in John's Gospel. For an earlier discussion. New Testament Essays, London, 1965, chp. 11. Sanders-Martin, op, citi, deny Mark is a source for the John, but considers the sources of Luke and John overlapped, p.12. R.H. Lightfoot, St. John's Gospel (ed. C.F. Evans), Oxford, 1956 feels John's Gospel interprets the other three, or at least 'the earlier traditions,', p. 33, and is nearest theologically to Mark, p. 34. Lindars,
O P .  cit., p p .  26f. concludes that 'most scholars today favour the 
view that John made use of independent parallel traditions.' John's sources were at some points identical with, or closely similar to sources, possibly written, used ty Mark and Luke.L. Morris, op. cit., pp. 49ff. (see earlier Studies in the Fourth Gospel, Grand Rapids, Mich., 1969, chp. 1) also denies any written dependence but considers that there may have been some relationship on the basis of oral tradition. R. Bultmann, Ev. Johannes, throughout his commentary shows that he believes John used the synoptic tradition, pp. 58, 151 etc, andG.B. Caird, The Gospel of St, Luke (Pelican Gospel Comm.) London, 1963, pp. 20f. views John and Luke relying on two allied streams of oral tradition. Our own position is that whilst written dependence cannot be substantiated, parallel ideas indicate that the sources of the evangelists reach back into earlier traditions of the church.
p.363.
253C.H. Dodd, Historical Tradition in the Fourth Gospel, Cambridge, 1963, pp. 26ff., 54.
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954.Ev, Johannes, p.36.
955M, Wilcox, 'The Composition of John 13:21-30* in Neotestamentica et Semitica: Studies in honour of M. Black(ed, É.E. Ellis, M. Wilcox), Edinburgh, 1969, pp. 143ff.
ZSGlbia . p.28.
957Conzelmann, Die Apostelaeschichte. p.39.
958J.S. Billings, 'Judas Iscariot in the Fourth Gospel', E^. 51 (1939/40) 156-157.. Barrett. John,on 17:12, writes that the author probably saw in Judas the eschatological character (i.e. the Anomos) who must appear before the manifes­tation of the glory of Christ.
259Op. cit., ad loc. For the same use of see I Jn. 2:7b, 24? 3:11? 4:3? Eph. 4:21; I Tim. 4:16.
^^^Giblin, p.62 n.2 , has confused the thought of von Dobschütz. The latter mentions Is. 57:4 as a probable background to 11,2:3 not Ps. 8 8 (89):23, p.273. According to him there is no special significance in UÎ0 3 which is equivalent to . In which case why did Paul notuse the term? 'Son' may give extra emphasis to the genitiveof relationship,
^^^R.E. Murphy, 'Sahat in the Qumran Literature',Bib. 39 (1958) 61-66, p.6 6 n.4 and H. Kosmala op. cit.. p.201.
262There are other O.T, examples of this type of expression: I Sam. 20:31 'son of death'; II Sam. 7:10 'children of xfickedness'; cf, Jub. 10:3 'sons of perdition'(= , according to Milligan, p. 99).In the îC tI’ "Mt."23:15 'son of Gehenna', 1.5:5 'sons of light'.On this type of genitive. Moule, p. 174; Moulton-Turner, pp. 207f,
263Evidence for Greek sources using this type of expression, A. Deissmann, L.A.E.. p.165.
264^^ list is enormous,von Dobschtttz, Milligan,Frame, W, Neil, L. Morris, Rigaux, Best all ad loc. For the expression in John, Bultmann, Sanders-Mastin, and Bauer? also ad loc.
^^^For the word Bauer, s.v. and A, Oepke,' ^ ‘ in T.P.N.T., I, pp. 396-397.
266Thg expression occurs in
Mt, 7:13? Acts 8:20; Rom, 9:22? I Tim, 6:9; Heb. 10:39;
Rev. 17:8,11, It is impossible to completely remove from
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these occurrences the idea of realm.
267 Y)^ 2  ^  . Qere reads IM - , vel. 1 ,
^^^HQpTarg.Job Col.18 has
 ^ The author may have borrowed it from any of thereferences we have given in the texts. He certainly used the book of Job, cf. Rev. 9:6 with Job 3:21; 7:15,16.
270B.D.B. give it as a proper name - place ofdestruction.
971It also signified a realm to Qumran writers.IQH 3:19 'Thou hast redeemed iry soul from the Pit and fromthe hell of Abaddon’ ( Tlflü)); IQH 3:32 'Torrents of Belial (a'proper name?) shall break into Abaddon* ( H ).This is in parallel with 017111 ~ ^  . ^Lohse suppliesAbaddon and Sheol to IQH 3:16 but S. Holm-Nielsen rejects the conjecture and prefers "gates of Sheol" (for the ungodly, not for the release of demons), Hodavot Psalms from Qumran (Acta Theologica Danica, II), Aarhus, 1960, p.59 n.34.The Aramaic form of Abaddon occurs in the Genesis Apocryphon, Col. 12. In it Noah praises the Holy One who rescued them from Abaddon, Cf. J.A. Fitzmyer, The Genesis Apocrvphon of Qumran Cave I (Biblica et Orientalia, 18), Rome, 1966, p.49, who says that the precise nuance cannot be determined from the broken context, see also IQM 15:18,(text defective). This evidence is very reminiscent of the material found in the O.T,
979R.P.C. Hanson, 'St. Paul's Quotations of the Book of Job', Theoloav 53 (1950) 250-253.
273cf, j En. 108:11 'generation of light'.
^^^Ad loc.
275Both ad loc. Wohlenberg, p. 110 sees the Day as the time of salvation in which Christians share and have a part. Best, ad loc., says the Day retains its eschatological flavour but is passing over into the sense of daylight,
27Gp.563.
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 ^ y In other words the expression 6 uws Tm sdenotes the realm in xvhich the Anomos is to he located. It also refers to his End. The same two thoughts are expressed in 1.5:5 ; Christians are of (belong to) the realm of light and are destined for it. Tlie author of IQH 3:24f. expresses similar ideas:
I have stood in the realm of wickedness 
( Ti ÿ Y ) and my lotwas with the damned ( )(Vermes)
and IQH 3:22
Thou has allotted to man an everlasting destiny ( 0^1^ ? (vermes)
The former idea may have been inspired by Mai. 1:14 where men call Edom the HJP lÿn ^ (LXX)« T t * ; I
278'Giblin pays no attention to the content of the word but Rigaux thoroughly examines^ it, pp. 204-206. Cf. the commentaries on 11,1:7 ( w'At? K&tVu U> ), Burton,
OP. cit.  ^ pp. 433-435? Milligan, Note P, pp. 149-151?Oepke, ' ( - ikt ^ )*in T.D.N.T.. Ill,pp. 563-592? H.Schlier.An die Galater. p.47? B.P. Westcott, St. Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians, London, 1906, pp. 178f,
979See chp. 7,pp.341f. but cf. Moore, p. 1,01, who refers it to Christ.
280, 93f.
Oepke, ' o^ iCt?v<v&c\u>7vTuD ', pp. 571ff, shows that when the verb (in the LXX) is related to Yahweh the character and work of God is depicted. At the same time he notes that "ATW is found commonly in a literal sense, p.576.
282For our purpose it is not necessary to show precisely what is uncovered. Commentators are divided about this and the very original setting of the loala.
283Cf. too Gospel Thomas. 1:5? P.Oxy, 654.4.
284D.M. Stanley, o p . cit., p.35 refers I Cor. 4:5 back to Mt. 24, no doubt in view of his acceptance of Matthew as the first Gospel. If there is a written basis (although an oral tradition is more probable) Lk. 12:2 is à possible source,
 ^ ^®^The verb also occurs I Cor. 2:4: D has Ko(Xvl|^ (:L(for c/Ao Se* ^  u ) = an open display of the Spirit 's work.
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^^^A.R.G. Leaney, The.Gospel According to St. Luke(Bl. N.T.C.), London, 1958, p.70, refers 17:30 to 21:27 =the deliverance of God's people after the destruction of Jerusalem by the Gentiles. The parallel text in Mt. 24:28 (Synoptic Apocalypse) does not have the same meaning he alleges, although originally this material referred to the day of the Son of Man, i.e. one final Day. Of course the destruction of Jerusalem and the final triumph are never distinguished clearly, Caird, Luke, pp. 198-200.
^^^C. Bigg, The Epistles of St. Peter and St. Jude (Ï.C.C.), Edinburgh, 1901, p. 105.
288K.H. Schelkle, op. cit., ad. loc. remarks that wehave the objective genitive in 1:8 : Christ is revealed byGod before the world. According to Schlier, An die Galater. p.47, we have the same genitive in Gal. 1:12, which together with 1:16; Eph. 3:3,5; Rom. 16:25; (cf. Gal. 3:23), represents Christ as present, an anticipation of the eschatological event. Similarly Rigaux, ad loc. who states that the word finds, "sa dernière et réelle valeur" in eschatology,
289Instrumental Dative, Bl.-Deb. para. 195 1 (c) citing Mt. 3:12 ~ Lk. 3:17; Rev. 14:10; cf. H. Lietzmann - W.G. Kümmel, o p . cit., ad loc.
290Associative dative, Bl.-Deb. para. 198; Moulton-Turner, p.252.
291 • •Cf. von Dobschûtz, pp. 245, 271. ■
292see too 11.1:9.
, "Avp* may be connected with/ V.8, not è(Ko * v.7. For adiscussion of this problem, von Dobschfltz pp. 246ff. He refers the phrase to both. Rigaux, p.628, disagrees.
^^^Por an excellent study of this verse, M. Dibelius -H. Conzelmann, Die Pastoralbriefe (H.Z.N.T., 4th edn.), Tübingen, 1966, p.74; idem. An die Philipper, ad loc.
295Alford, ad loc., has noted this: it means"brought out into the light ... unfolded, displayed".
Schmiedel, p,37.
Kd'l à,KOK.«Xili (btt •Tdv' âpcKVi'ciViK -To/(XvTov -TTotynoN/ "Tw/ eD/w/  ^ in parallel with
£?pû\/rKL xo(vToc -T% yîîi (rwrn pAv t VT’eu Apc?\/ , cf. 53:1 and Oepke, ' o f ',
pp.571ff. ■
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298We agree with Burton, op.cit., p.434 that the verb often conveys the idea of perception, but to find it in every case, as he tries to do, is doubtful. The verb in 11.2:3 is in parallel with w  and implies coming into view.Burton admits that the eschatological use of em­phasises the objective appearance of a person. So any thought concerning the relevant character of the Anomos in our passage must remain secondary.
299For a summary of the views on this chapter, seeC. Stuhlmuellér 'Zechariah' in J.B.C., p.396.
^^^See Liddell-Scott, s.v. pçtv «
^^^On the verb , H. Schlier in T.D.N.T.,II, pp. 446-447.
302 < /The verb o pocuD is used frequently for ' seeingthe glory of God', Jn. 11:40; Rev. 22:4 (= Is, 66:18f.);Mt, 5:8; I Jn. 3:2; Bauer s.v.
303 ^ See Bauer, Johannes, p.221. He also comments thatin John is connected to (not trô<v/as in Justin, Apol. 1:52,11; Dial. 14:8; 32:2 and Schlier,‘ '/ p.447. The subject is already the Jews.We find in Rev. 1:7 and Justin the crucifixion or the piercingof the hands and feet of Jesus are in ylew not the lance thrust,Bultmann, Ev. Johannes, p.525 n.l.
304Words not underlined.
305W.H, Simcox, The Revelation of St. John the Divine. Cambridge 1893, p.45 considered these, words to be based on Mt. 24:30 as well as 26:64. A,P. Loisy, L'Apocalvpse de Jean. Paris, 1923, pp. 72f. alleges that Mt. and Rev. depend on a repertoire of messianic texts exploited according to taste. G.B. Caird, Revelation, p.18, thinks of the two authors drawing on an older tradition of scriptural exegesis, Charles, Revelation. Vol. I, pp. 17ff. argues that the com­bination of the Zech. and Dan. texts has been achieved in the Jewish-Christian Apocalypse (Mt. 24) and the writer of Revelation knew this. He rejects any idea of a prophetic testimonia and further considers that "the visible and victorious return of Christ with a view to judgment" is found in Rev, 14:14, 18-20; 19:11-21 and probably 20:7-10. If the oral tradition under­lying the Synoptic Apocalypse was known by Paul, see the text of chp. 6 pp. 200ff, and likewise the combination and use of Zech.12:10 and Dan. 7:13, it is possible that these texts have coloured his view of . B. Lindars is cautious inhis judgement: "If it is right to postulate one common non- Septuagint text underlying the three New Testament allusions, it is bound to raise the possibility of a written Testimony- Book in the early days of the Church", At' the very least
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there is, he goes on to say, "a living apologetic tradition, oral rather than written". New Testament Apologetic, London, 1961, p.126.
^^^Possibly Is. 52:15 has influenced the acceptance of Zech. 12:10 in any messianic testimonia in the early church. M.T. a n ?  ' ' ‘ ~
LXX c/tu 0Î5 oOK /ï\ yy i\vi ’Tv.cm «v^ tov o'ipùV’î^n^ * lîlboth references a servant of the Lord suffers and the suffering is visible to all. The Is, 52:15 text is taken up by Paul in Rom, 15:21 but given a totally different meaning from its original setting.
307R.B.Y. Scott has an excellent article on these words, 'Behold he cometh with the clouds', N.T.S. 5 (1958/59) 127-132. He attempts to trace the way the words became associated with the descent of Christ at the End-time (e.g.1.4:17; Mt. 24:30; Rev. 1:7); although he considers Mk. 13:26; 14:62 (and parallels) retain the original sense of coming to God to receive the Kingdom in vindication and triumph.
308The fact that II.l:7ff. is no more than a collec­tion of O.T. texts (Bornemann, pp. 336ff,; Rigaux, pp. 94f.) may indicate that we are not amiss in seeking an O.T. back­ground to Paul's use of the word ).
circumlocution for God in Mk, 14:62; Mt. 26:64. The phrase itself 'angels of his power' may go back to Dan. 7:10f. cf. T.Jud. 3:10; T.Lev. 18; 4 Ezra 7:28; 13:32;I En: 61:10 - Jude 14.
310See T.F. Glasson, 'The Ensign of the Son of Man (Mt. 24:30)', J.Th.S. 15 (1964) 299-300.
. I 14:62, has i v  v e S e \ c i 7 < ; Lk. 21:27,
^ V V 6 (p ,
31 oSo D.E. Nineham, The Gosnel of St. Mark (Pelican Gospel Comm., rev- edn.), London, 1968, p.388: an O.T.quotation adapted perhaps from a collection of O.T. texts.
31 3In the parallels Mk. 9:1; Lk. 9:27 'the Son of Man' is omitted, but all three Synoptics have 'Kingdom (of God^Mk and Lk) which may reflect Dan. 7:13ff. In Mt, 16:27 and parallels the Son of Man (or Kingdom of God) comes ev 
T<\ TOV (XvTov pfeTi ,cf. Illl:7; Mt. 13:7; 25:31; Zech, 14:5.
omits Ket’i *
315Bicknell, Bornemann, Dibelius, von Dôbschütz, Frame, Masson, B. Weiss and others ad loc. consider Paul thought the Anomos existed at the time. ’
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Frame, Best ad loc.
317It is almost impossible to take the article only with • This would make it a substaptive,'the Adversary' (Syriac and I Tim. 5:14, Tiy cî'/Ti i  pe\/iy / 
cf. Zech. 3:1 Tav o^\/TiKfTcrb<:<vi. ) but followedawkwardly by a participle. For thè article attached to both, Wohlenberg, von Dobschûtz. Frame, Oepke, Masson, against Dibelius, Schlatter and Neil, (Moffatt). If the first is to be regarded as a substantive we should treat it as a descriptive title not a proper name: so Alford, 'The Antichrist' andStaab,'Der Widersacher', ad loc.
318Milligan, ad loc. two ptc, clauses.
^^^In the LXX (including variants). Ex, 23:22?II Kgdms. 8:10? Ill Kgdms. 11:14,25? Esth. 8:11? 9:2?Job 13:25? Zech. 3:1? Is, 41:11? 45:16; 51:19; 66:6;I Mac. 14:7? II Mac. 10:26? Ill Mac. 7:9.
320Schmiedel, von Dobs chût z. Frame,. Best, ad loc.
321Pp. 271ff. There are no examples in Liddell- Scott either, s.v.. / . Probably bKc means 'against'in Dan. 11:36, LXX - 9 eoV Tvo/(Theod. reads XocXtA <r&L KcA ), 'Bauer, s.v- lll.l.a.e cites examples from the Gospelsand Acts. Mt. 10:21? 12:26; Mk. 13:8; Lk. ll:17f.;Acts 4:27, but none from the Pauline epistles.
322This is how it appears to be used in Dan. 11:36(LXX
B.D.B. j^ p, 757f. note that it meaihs '"against''', very often aftera verb of attack or implying attack,■ ■ .
323 /^^^Ps. 37 (38):4; 71(72):16 t vxep . Prov. 31:29;II Chron. 32:23? Ecclus. 48:13; II Mac. 5:23 t Dat.
II Cor. 12:7 where Paul is^in danger of becoming proud about his experiences, TvK 6 ;see too II Mac. 5:23. For the verb suggesting exaltation to a new status II Chron. 32:23; Ps. 71 (72):16.
325J.G. Griffiths, '2 Thessalonians 11.4', E.T.52 (1940/41) 38, although Frame noted the point earlier, p.243. Cf, Moulton-Turner, p.151.
326Von Dobs chût z, Moffatt, Wohlenberg, ad loc.
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^^^Frame, Neil (Moffatt), L„ Morris, (Tyndale), 
and Best, ad loc.
^^®Neil, (Moffatt), ad loc.
^^^Chp.5 pp. 164 ff.
^^^Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. V.25.4 and 30,4? Cyril,Cat. XV:5, Rigaux is attracted to it by reason of the use .of and the dependence on Daniel, cf. Mk. 13:14 andMilligan, Bailey.
331On the basis of Markan stories, Gaston, on. cit., pp. 65-102 has argued that the early church was not interested in the temple cult.
as is more than likely,II Cor. 5:lf. refers to the church we have a clear insight into Paul's view of the church? God dwells in (among) his new people - 'the temple of the living God', Lev, 25:12 is now transferred to the New Israel, cf. Rev, 2:1. E. Best, One Bndv in Christ, London, 1955, p.168, writes'God no longer dwells in buildings made with hands nor only in the hearts of his worshippers, but in the whole gathering of his people’. (Eph. 2:21? I Cor.3:16? II Cor. 6:16).
333On the new covenant, I Cor, 11:25? II Cor. 3:6ff., 14. Pauline arguments against Judaism are found in Rom. 2:17ff. and Gal. 3:lff. Cf. P. Richardson, Israel in the Apostolic Church (S.N.T.S. 10), Cambridge, 1959, pp. 70-158 and 'La Conception Paulinienne de la Nouvelle Alliance' in Sparsa Collecta: The Collected Essavs of W. C. van Unnik. Pt- I(N-T. Suppl., 29), Leiden, 1973, pp. 174-193. The latter pays close attention to the content of the Covenant theme (divine mercy, pardon of sins, renewal in the Spirit) in Paul.
^^^Giblin, pp. 76-80. Earlier Clirysostom, Theodore,Theodoret.
335I f  In I Cor. 3:16f, the Christian can destroy( 6-1 ) not merely harm the temple; in 6:19 thetemple is apparently a literal <rw u . II Cor, 6:16 is almost certainly a reference to the community,V though the plural does not ofitself prove that = The Church. R.J. Mckeivey, TheNew Temple; The Church in the New Testament (Oxford Theol. Monographs), Oxford, 1969 has nothing to say on ,pp. 98-102, and treats 6:19 as 'a particularization of the conception of the church as the temple' p. 102. He has no doubt II Cor, 6:16 denotes the church (pp. 93-98). However he does have one reservation. The texts in I Cor. refer primarily to the local church, p. 106. C.K. Barrett. I Cor, p.91,
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says as it is a local church of which Paul is thinking it can be destroyed. The same identification of Christian community and Temple for I Cor. 3 and II Cor. 6 is found inB. Gdrtner, The Temple and the Community in Qumran and the New Testament (S.N.T.S., 1), Cambridge, 1965, pp. 49-60. Heconsiders c|)G(r/pw (four times in Paul I Cor. 3:17; .15:33?II Cor, 7:2? 11:3; cf. Eph. 4:22) may reflect I? ‘II Wwhich it often translates, but he takes it in the sense of avoiding the snares of the evil one, p.59. Does this do Justice to the verb and secondly does 3:10ff. necessarily speak of building God's Temple = church as McKblvey thinks, p. 997
Eph. 27:20-22 see Mckelvey, op. cit., pp. 108- 124 and Gartner, o p . cit.. pp. 60-66. . The former points outthat here (a) the church in its widest sense is in mind and (b) the image is used for doctrinal instruction rather than ethical purposes, p.108, The last point is true of 11.2:4 where eschatological instruction is being given. Best,One Body, pp. 166ff. makes the point that in v.20 the building is complete whilst in v.21 it is regarded as growing.
337Mckelvey traces the thought of a new temple in Jewish literature Is. 2:2ff? Mic. 4:1-3? Ezek, 40-48?Is. 56:7? Tob. 14:5? Ecclus. 36:11-14? Ps.Sol. 17:33f., etc., pp. 9-24, There then developed a tendency to think of the new temple in supernatural terms. Although there are hints of it in the O.T. (e.g. Is. 6:lff.) the fullest descrip­tion of a heavenly temple, he says, occurs in the Psèudepi- graphical literature, which we have cited in the text of the thesis. Cf. too B, Ta'an 5a? Gen. R, 55:7 and see pp. 25-41. For Qumran material where the New Temple - the community, Gdrtner pp. 16-46 espcw p.21, 'The Qumran texts contain eschatological passages which make no mention of the future restoration of the Jerusalem temple, but represent the 'new' temple of the future.entirely in 'spiritual' terms, referring to the community and its life according to the Law' • The problem with Mckelvey ' s study is that
(a) Some texts can hardly be said to denote a future heavenlytemple, descending to earth e.g. 1 En. 14:16ff,? 4QS1 .They describe the present heavenly one of God.(b) The fusion of the Heavenly Temple of Yahweh with the NewTemple of ideas (cf. p. 90) has not been demonstrated.
The material given needs to be structured to shed light on the idea of a heavenly and new temple. We reject therefore the possible meaning of \/dLo% in 11.2:4, p.l35f., as the New Heavenly Temple in heaven*
^^^Ad loc.
339Best, ad loc.
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oG eiKVujj L in the N;T. s Acts 2:22,'approved of God’ (cf. Jos. Ant. 11.261 'father commended his children'? 25:7, ('could not prove'(i.e. charges)?I Cor. 4:9 'God has appointed the apostles ...' (cf. Jos.Ant, vii.65). The verb can take the meaning of show (prove) appoint, commendjad*, and less frequently, proclaim. Best rightly considers the first three to be inacceptable since they indicate success, so we too take it in the sense of proclaim, cf. Dan. 2:48 (LXX)? See Lightfoot, p.113, Liddell-Scott, G e L r. 1.1 and II,1. Forthe idea, Strack-Billerbeck, ill p.640,
^^^We probably have the same contrast in Revelationfor in chps. 13:1,11 the Beasts arise from the sea and landwhereas Christ appears from heaven, 19:11.
^^^See D.M. May, Glorv at the Right Hand (Soc.Bib. Lit. Mon. 18), New York, 1973, pp. 53-103? a study ofPs. 110:1 in N.T. literature.
^^^Bousset, Antichrist, pp. 126, ISlf.? Charles, Revelation, II pp. 83^f.? Ernst, pp. 146ff.? cf. Rev. 13:3,14
^^^We have already remarked that e is hotmerely prophetic (cf. Frame, ad loc.). He objects to taking it to mean 'in process of coming', but if means'presence' èr-Tix/' comments not on a process of coming, but on the continued existence of the Anomos.
^^^As Frame, ad loc., remarks, logically the advent of the Anomos is for the doomed.
^^^Best, ad loc., considers this to be the easiest,
347With Bornemann, von Dobschütz, ad loc.
^^^Moffat, p. 49 in his own comments apposit^ely divides w.9f. in the following way: (inspiration),
è v  (method) and results (v.lO).
^^^Cf. Calvin, ad loc., 'the wicked will be blinded', Frame, 'an energy unto delusion'.
is not to be carried on to 'signs and wonders' as Lightfoot, Milligan and others ad loc. It becomes redundant and as the third phrase, v.lOa has why did Paul not add it 'for signs and wonders* if he intended his readers to understand it in this way?
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Staab tries to draw a distinction between ‘in jeglicher Macht' and 'Allmacbt', p.56. There seems to be little difference in meaning when applied to the verse,
Cf, S.V. McCasland, 'Signs and Wonders',J.B.L. 76 (1957) 149-152. He traces the expressions (Tn u In the N.T., Jewish Hellenisticwriters and the O.T. cf. the possibility of the phrase in 4 Ezra 9:6 'in prodigiis et virtutibis and Box's comment in A.P., II, p.599.
Against Lightfoot, Milligan, Plummer, Frame, Morris (Tyndale) ad loc. To say the /oi y is false or lying does not make good sense. The use of IP e JGo comments on the concrete tangible evidence of the 'abstract or intangible power which motivates and empowers the Anomos.
354i.e. a genitive of quality, Dibelius, ad loc., not of origin. Frame ad loc.
355Adeney,* p.241 "real miracles that mislead".
SSGgadie, p.285.
357Morris and Best, ad loc.
358Milligan says the verb marks out those who have "already ideally (his italics) reached a state of eioLp.104.
359This i^ made very clear by the introductory expression, civ B  ^ V s it is very common in the LXX e.g. cf. Amos 5:11, but only occurs in 11.2:10 and the writings of Luke (four times).
^^^'love for it', objective genitive. The truth is ultimately Christ, cf. Chrysostom, ad loc.
11 KTTev w  t Dative elsewhere in Paul only in citations (e.g. Rom, 4:3? 10:16).
362Either purpose or result. Whichever is under­stood the meaning is clear. These apostates have missed salvation.
^^^Cf. the clause S  & ToV XoV^Y T Ô v  B é - û ü
which was current in the primitive church. Acts 8:14? 11:1?17:11? 1.1:6? 2:13? I Cor. 2:14? II Cor. 8:17? Gal. 4:14.
It
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T oÇ o k /u) -T"/u 1 Bad. 4:39; Ecclus. 18:31(A) 7 I Mac. 1:43, With &\/ see I Cor. 10:5? II Cor,12:10.
R.de vaux. Ancient Israel; Its Life and Institution, (transi, by J. McHugh), London, 1961, pp. 258-267,See IQM passim? I Cor. 15:24-28? Rev. 19:llff.
365 'See chp, 3 on 2:8 for the textual problem, j
3G7pp. 92ff. i
Pax, ETTI Ct) R Ki I R : Ein reliaionsaeschichtlicher^Beitrag, Mdnich, 1955, p.20, cf. pp. 259-261. Abel, o p . cit., p.311? L. Cerfaux, o p . cit.. pp. 34f.? Dibelius-Conzelmann, op. cit., (on II Tim. 1:10), pp. 77f.? J. Dupont, ry;M XPtyTto» ; L'union avec le Christ suivant Saint Paul.Bruges, 1952, pp. 73-77? Milligan, pp. 148-9? W.M. Ramsay,'The Greek of the Early Church and the Pagan Ritual', E.T. 10 (1898/99) 208-209, p.208? Rigaux, pp. 201ff.? M. Rostowzen,' '£ 7  ^» c()/v6\otL ', klio 16 (1920) 203-206, examples of cultic !use? P. Wendland, ' z wT  HP : Eine religionsgeschichtliche Untersuchung', Z.N.W. 5 (1904) 335-353, pp. 349f. See also,A. Deissmann. L.A.E.. p.371 n.l.
369D. Lührmann, ' Epiphan eia . Zur Bedeutungsgesch- ichte eine8 griechischen Wortes' in Tradition und Glaube Festgabe ftlr.K. G. Kuhn (ed. G. Jeremias, H.-W. Kuhn andH. Stegemann), Gôttingen, 1971, pp. 185-199. {
37°Ibid , p.190. . See Pax, ibid , pp. 9-13.
371^ See Abel's note ibid.l p.311 and C.F. Keil,Commenter tlber Die Bûcher der Makkabfler. Leipzig, 1875, p.303.
^^^Liddell-Scott, s.v. & 7\\(|) (fve-i oL «
373Frame and Dibelius, ad loc.
^^^Not the coming itself, as Rigaux and Best assert.Paul could have used V(r%^  by itself.
^^^Bauer, s.v. e
*^^ S^o Chrysostom, vToV,(it is sufficient for him to be present).
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CHAPTER SEVEN •
THE KATECHQN AND KATECHON
In previous chapters our discussion has centred 
on II.2:1-5,6b, 8-10, but in moving on to consider the 
theme of the Katechon we shall consider the rest of the 
verses in 11.2:1-12. In doing so we shall group our comments 
under the following headings:
I. Views about the Katechon
II. The Meaning of the Word
III. A Theocentric Understanding of the Katechon
I. Views about the Katechon
Whatever view is put forward for the nature and 
function of the Katechon, it will suffer from certain 
limitations. That should not prevent us from providing a 
possible and plausible solution and trying to substantiate it 
as far as we can. Any interpretation must take into account 
the various restrictions listed below.
(a) We must choose a fairly common meaning of the word 
rather than translate from an unusual meaning of the verb.
(b) We must consider the context of II.2.
(c) We must present a solution which would have had a 
relevant meaning to the Thessalonian community.
(d) We must explain the relationship of the neuter and 
masculine participles.
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(e) We must reconcile an interpretation with the theology 
of Paul,
Augustine's remark, "Ego prorsus quid dixerit, me
fateor ignorare"^ should not deter us from this daunting task?
it has not discouraged many others.
To begin with we shall group the theories under 
2three headings . It is recognised that certain features of 
some theories could place them in one or more category, but 
to do that would make the classification over-elaborate.
The three groups are:
A. Contemporary-Political
B. Contemporary-Religious .
C. Mythical and/or Theological
The first two categories concern theories which find 
the Katechon to be something or someone present in Paul's day. 
The last group deals with theories which consider the Katechon 
to be a force or power outside the natural realm.
A, The Contemporary-Political View
This theory supposes that a suitable political figure 
or power, present in Paul's day, is holding back the revelation 
of the Anomos. Tertullian in de Res. Garnis c.24 is the first 
known exponent of this view, though we might well believe that 
the idea goes back even earlier. He considers the Apostasy 
is closely related to the Katechon, in that there is a present 
falling away of the Empire but that at the same time the state 
is an obstacle to Antichrist. "What obstacle is there but
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the Roman State, the falling away of which, by being 
scattered into ten kingdoms, shall introduce Antichrist?"
There is a need to pray for the stability of the Empire, 
which alone retards (retardari) all that is to happen . 
Although Tertullian does not say so, it would appear that the
stands for the Emperor^. This view may have been
5developed from Irenaeus » It is certainly continued in other
early writers, Hippolytus^, Chrysostom, Jerome, Theophylactus
V 8and John of Damascus ? Augustine mentions the interpretation ,
We should note the association of the fall of the Empire (the 
fourth Danielle Empire, Dan. 7) with the emergence of Anti­
christ whilst Tertullian^ prays for its disappearance to be 
delayed, Jerorae^^ merely records that it is to be destroyed 
and ventures no further comment, cf, 4 Ezra 5:3; II Bar. 39:7,
This view was followed by many scholars at the turn
11 12 13of this century, notably Bousset , Charles , Askwith ,
Denny^ "^ , Bornemann^^, von Ddbschutz^^, J. Mbffatt^^ and it has
been revived recently by Oepke^^, Whiteley^^ and Richards^^,
Whiteley tries to ally this view with mythology. Perhaps,
he says, Paul has resorted to "Historisierung" in II, in that
history has been described in mythological terms: in reality,
he surmises, the Roman Empire is being described. Oepke
expresses the same thoughts.
Akin to this view of the Roman Empire is that which
considers we have an indirect reference to the Empire.
21Lightfoot argues that the restraining power is, perhaps, a 
principle of law, order or civil government of which the 
Roman Empire was a type. is a personification
of this. Milligan^^ and Morrisfollow the suggestion but
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24Orchard's independent view sees the neuter as the unful­
filled event of the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans 
and, inconsistently, the masculine as a reference to the 
archangel Michael,
F i n a l l y  two recent views should be p l a c e d  in this 
25group. Betz argues that the Katechon is not an ad hoc idea. 
From a detailed study of IQ27, in which he finds parallels 
with II, he attempts to show the source of Paul's thought.
He also sees parallels in the of Dan. 9:25,—  . - r
and in Cyrus, Is. 45:1, who hold back evil. He therefore 
proposes that Paul has in mind a similar person, probably the 
Emperor Claudius, • D.W.B. Robinson^^ has a very different 
approach to the problem. He rejects ~ restrain
and translates instead 'hold sway', so 'occupy' or 'possess'. 
Hence in II.2 we have a title for the occupying or possessing 
power which in his opinion is Rome,
Comments Upon Contemporary-Political Theories
1. From the standpoint of the present day the Roman Empire 
has vanished and Antichrist has not appeared. Paul made a 
mistake. This of course does not invalidate these views.
On the contrary many scholars would associate this with the 
failure of Paul's expectation of an imminent Parousia in which 
he hoped to share, cf, 1,4:15,
272. Frame has made two points about the view, and we can 
link them together. Nowhere else in Paul's writings is the 
Roman Empire viewed as a restrainer. He may have had a high 
regard for its authority and institutions (cf, Rom. 13) but it
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is not described as a force which holds back Antichrist.
It is possible that Paul (or earlier tradition) formed
this opinion and then, so far as we know, did not use it
again. The other point Frame makes is that the theory has the
merit of providing a reason for the use of veiled language.
As Augustine and Chrysostom have stated, Paul had no wish to
28offend Roman authorities
3. The basic objection to the view, other than on linguistic 
grounds, is that a historical-political reference is introduced 
which does not seem warranted by the passage. The emphasis
is very much on forces which are spiritually orientated and 
yet to be disclosed. In an apocalyptic book, such as Daniel, 
no human Empire carries out the function ascribed to the Roman 
or any other state. Of course if we translate yoo
'hold sway' the objection is less valid because the emphasis 
falls on the continuity of state, not its moral, social or 
political restraint.
4. Apart from Robinson, those who share this approach to the 
problem have the following points in common.
(a) The verb is taken in the sense of 'prevent',
'keep back','detain' or 'be an obstacle to'.
(b) The Katechon is considered to be a good force, or 
at least beneficial.
(c) The mystery of lawlessness is understood as a
reference to evil at work inside the state
29(Nero may be a precursor ). From it Antichrist 
will arise.
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(d) The Greek phrase, 6vl y t ( T ( > v >  \ j e \ / Y ^ ' 7 t > i i  ^ 
means 'be removed* or 'disappear'.
B, The Contemporary-Religious View
Some very interesting and important contributions
30have been in this group. In 1921, Hartl i took 11.2:3,4 as 
the main spring of Paul's thought and in particular the 
enthronement of Antichrist in the temple of God. Tfhat pre­
vents this, he suggested, was the present tqmp^e cult, in 
which synagogue and church have a part. KatechSn is a 
personality which plays a role in the Katechon but Hartl is 
reluctant to go beyond this, and is content to equate the
neuter with 'To f e  f>o and the masculine with S
31Buzy understood the Man of Lawlessness figure to
be a collective term. This left him with the problem of
deciding what hindered those Anomoi, who are not necessarily
32possessed of eschatological significance . On the basis
of what he calls 'obstacles’ (Mt. 24:14; cf. 10:5-7, 16-20,
26-27? Rev. ll:3ff.) he considered the obstacle to be the
"la predication de l'Evangile par les apôtres, prophètes,
^ 3 3missionnaires ou témoins" . His view is to be rejected for 
the following reasons.
i. Antichrist, or to be accurate, the Anomos is an individual 
eschatological figure, rather than a number of individuals.
ii. Buzy has to plead a distinction between ordinary Anti­
christs and those who happen to be at the End-time, since they 
will appear after the obstacle has been removed.
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iii. The distinction between masculine and neuter is not 
made clear,
iv. The whole passage, in our opinion, is eschatological,
Cullmann has produced one of the most plausible 
schemes of recent times^^. Attaching the \/Zs/ of v.6 
to KoLT and taking the verb in the sense of 'retarder'
(delay), he argues that a new messianic sign is being given 
to the Thessalonians, This has its origins in Rabbinic 
thought. In the Talmud the question is asked, "'/O .
This arose because the End did not materialise and an explana­
tion had to be found. One such explanation was that Israel
35had not repented . In Cullmann's view this notion of
national repentance, coupled with the return of Elijah to
give an eschatological call to show true contrition^^, is the
antecedent of Christian thought. In the N.T. there are a
series of texts in which the thought of preaching, judgment
37and the End are brought together . From this he concludes 
that preaching, as a sign of the Messianic era, takes a new 
turn in Paul to the extent that in Rom. 9-11, Paul himself, 
the Apostle to the Gentiles (Gal. 1:15; Rom. 1:5) becomes 
the one who carries out the role of the KoLTe w\/ . The 
preaching of the Gospel to the Gentiles is the present delay 
( To ) before the End-time events.
Munck follows Cullman's scheme, but seeks to stress 
more fully the connection between Paul's apostolic ministry 
to the Gentiles and his eschatological task. He writes,
"the apostolic consciousness reaches a greater intensity than 
in the case of any other apostle or any other O.T. prophet.
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In a way he is called upon to play the part of prophetic
39herald in the sense of Jewish apocalyptic thought"
However no extra evidence is given by Munck. Moore^^ also
accepts the basic idea of the theory without specifying the
X' as Paul, and Evans^^ is attracted b y  the view.
Comments Upon Cullmann*s View
1. Paul has become, in effect, Elijah, forerunner of Messiah, 
But the Katechon is prior to the Anomos, not Messiah.
It is special pleading to say that Paul had this con­
sciousness of his eschatological role to the Gentiles, Apart 
from II.2s6f, no other evidence is forthcoming^^
3. We must question very seriously his understanding of 
the verb KocTe yw in the sense of delay. We would have 
expected
4. If Paul talks of ’disappearing', what of his hope to be 
present at the Parousia? Cullmann cites Phil. Is23 for the 
thought of Paul's death, but this text appears in later 
letter^^.
5. Why did Paul talk so cryptically about his work? Surely 
he would have explained his role before the End in clear and 
unmistakable terms,
6. Paul is not talking about the delay of Christ or the End
45in II.2 but why the Day has not yet come.
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Most recently Giblin has produced a very thorough 
monograph on the whole subject. He takes as his point of 
departure the meaning 'seize' or ' take hold o f  for ,
The verb conveys something and someone hostile to the com­
munity and God^^. At present the community are experiencing 
( oVSotTér this force and person, which is stigmatised by
the use of y w  as "a Dionysiac, demonic, viz., pseudo-
prophetic f o r c e T h i s  present tlireat, otherwise undefined, 
is linked intimately with the future manifestation of "the 
archetypal anti-faith figure", or again, the present threat
is "ordered to the future climatic manifestation of the latter,
49the false prophet par excellence" . So v.6a and 7 refer to
50the present and v.6b and 8 to the future Rebel . Giblin 
has made detailed stylistic, grammatical and word studies to 
support his theory. The simplest way of following his view, 
is to quote his translations
And now you know by experience the seizing power for his being manifested at his own (proper) time. For the mystery of rebel­lion is already at work, but the Seizer (is to be, is to seize) for the present until he is ousted* And then will the Rebel be manifested^!.
Comments Upon Giblin's View
1. Although Giblin translates 'seize' he
wants to understand the word in the sense of 'possessed' and
he admits it is unusual for the active of the verb to have 
52this meaning
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2. j^^cToO does not warrant the trans­
lation of 'ousted'.
3. The relationship between v.6a and 6b is very obscure.
It does not seem clear or logical. To is not given a
final force, and if treated as introducing a result it makes 
little sense, especially as he agrees that the Katechon of 
V.6a is distinct from the reference to the Rebel in 6b,
He tries hard to maintain that there is an "ontological rela­
tionship" between these two parts of v,6. (as well as v.7c and 
8)^^. On his theory there are two evil forces in view, but 
it is not adequate to link them without a basis in the text.
It would be easier to say, 'when one thing goes (i.e. the 
Katechon) the other is revealed (i.e. the Rebel)'.
4. With the relationship of v.7c and B he has the same
problem. He talks about an "ontological relationship"
because he does not wish to give the KoC* i/o v/ temporal
force. Citing texts with i/o\/ in eschatological
54contexts and inferring they mean "decisive moments" will 
not do. All the texts he mentions show temporal force, and 
since our passage is littered with temporal verbs and terms 
we cannot evade this sense.
All the theories we have considered in this section 
have a number of objections which render them doubtful, 
however plausible they appear at first. We shall itove on 
then to look at the final and larger group of mythical and/or 
theological solutions.
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C. Mythological and/or Theological View
In this category we place theories which do not 
look for historical solutions but seek instead answers from 
a consideration of myth, prophecy, apocalypticism and 'Old 
Synagogue' traditions. Against this background is viewed 
Paul's description of the Katechon. We can group the theories 
into three divisions but inevitably there will be some over­
lapping of ideas.
1. Mythical Origins
2. The Will of God
3. Hostile Forces.
1. Mythical Origins
55Gunkel suggested that the idea of a restrainer 
really lies in past myths which refer to evil powers, already 
in existence, but held back. Of course, Paul is not thinking 
of some nebulous power implied by a particular myth but some­
thing more concrete as the Restrainer, for instance Elijah.
56Dibelius developed this idea with greater clarity. Using
O.T. texts, (Amos 9:3? Is. 30:7? Job 40:26ff.? Ps. 104:26? 
cf. I En. 60:24? 4 Ezra 6;51ff.? II Bar. .29:4) he asserts 
that the milieu from which Paul's thought arises is that of 
the chaos monster in chains until the End. Antichrist, a 
false Jewish Messiah, is already in existence but held fast.
We cannot guess who holds him and the change from neuter to 
masculine is unimportant as it shows, perhaps, the uncertainty 
in Paul's mind. We must make the comment that the O.T. texts 
given by Dibelius do not yield a very clear picture of
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monsters in chains awaiting release for a final evil
onslaught and better evidence would appear to be required.
57However W. Neil has found Dibelius' views 
attractive and he largely follows his scheme. The only real 
difference is that Neil suggests it could be Michael or 
Elijah who is the means by which evil is held in check.
Even Cullmann, in developing his own view, thought that 
mythological ideas underlie 11,2 and both Oepke and Whiteley 
share the same feeling even if they consider such thoughts 
crystallize into a political reference in our passage •
It may well be that mythical traits do underlie Paul's thought, 
but how definitely t^ey shaped his Katechon, it is impossible 
to say* The idea of God keeping evil in control and then 
allowing it to flourish is, we consider, the background to 
our passage but texts such as Amos 9s3 seem to stress God 
punishing sin, not holding back the Serpent, which is also 
the implication of 11*2:11: God sending The Lie® One final
comment must be made* Whatever the origins of the Katechon 
for Paul, it must have been a concrete and readily under­
standable idea to the Thessalonians* We are right to consider 
what it meant to Paul in relation to the 0*T®, extra-biblical 
literature and early church tradition, but we must bear in 
mind what it meant to the readers*
2* The Will of God
Chrysostom mentions but rejects the view that the
Katechon is the grace of the Holy Spirit^^. He does so on the
grounds that Paul would have written that, or its equivalent 
\ /'Tû<î ypCf»<5^ «-ToC « These gifts, he wirites, have ceased
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so by  n o w  A n t i christ should hav e  come* Theodore and 
Theodor et  also re a l i s e d  h o w  untenable this was and they 
hav e  c o m m e n t e d  accordingly* Theodore writes, Tô'oTo 
KocT^yoN/ 6 ^A7^orTo\o5 'ToG D&oo To'/ 6poY,
0 Ù e \ /  ocufoV T w
(c o( V Tbu l/c/tpiAj.
Theodoret explains further, è Sq k / y oUTfe \jà p 
o  t C o \ /  9 ê - o s ,  T O Y  C T u \ / i e X e f c i ( ^  o C u T o } /
6 (|)0  L Tbv 0 6 0 V  T O lV u / y StW  OpOS \/v \/
èy^^Yerl (pb( V'^  \/L *
) /It is interesting to note Theodoret*s use of <£7v6^ tO
/for K_oLT e , which he understood in the sense of 'restrain*.
The divine plan suggested is nothing vague but that revealed
in Mt. 24:14 and Mk. 13:10. In his comments upon 11.2:7 he
writes, Ae? Se /^ oivrcxcrDoiL , voYi
"TcXoCi/Kj// Ko(l. p^v^VoLu T é3o<yyé\ioi4 Whilst the logic
of his view (and Theodore's too ) points to God being the
KatechSn, neither church commentator makes the equation.
In any case their criticism of the argument that the Katechon
referred to the Holy Spirit (it was impossible for the grace
of the Spirit to cease entirely: T o o  Uvev )
would also apply to their own view.
The 'solution* that Katechon is the will of God was
taken up in 1913 by However he supplied no new
material or sustained arguments . but much more recently in
1961, the theory has found fresh support in the work of 
61Strobe 1 . He has much in common with Cullmann in that he
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argues we must exeget3ell.2 f r o m  w e l l - k n o w n  traditions, and 
in part i c u l a r  Hab« 2s3.
ovVi Firn i W  ''3,4 —  I T  '
oF'? js’b.; cvb ■’p iV npTt
S\o-y\. kri û ' p a i T i ç ,  e - ' s  V < u , \ p i ) \ /  K o i X  à ^ c i T ê V ê - ?  e - i j  p e l ;K . o Ù  6 v  K  e i ^  \A&VOV*  2 ^ /  6  ( T T e  p  /  6 K 0 p e t / c ) \ /  / G t o n / /
C T L  e p y ^ o ' p ê v / o s  f ) ^ Ç e r L  l / o G t  o v  y ^ p o \ / T .
The following points will attempt to clarify his
view*
(a) He tries to establish the widespread knowledge of the
delay motif (Hab. 2:3) in Jewish-Hebrew witnesses, citing as
examples IQpHab; IQM 27? Sanh. 97b? Targ. Hab. 2:3? Targ.
Is. 46:13? 4 Ezra 4s33f.? 5:44f. The delay motif is also
present in Dan. 9:19, the interpolation of Hab. 2:3 in the
text of Is. 13:22? 51:14 and Pseudo Philo 51:5. In the N^T.
we find Hab. 2:3 quoted in Heb. 10:35ff. and II Pet. 3:8f. and
dealt with in one way or another in I Clement, Justin Martyr,
Aristides, II Clement, Hermes and Tertullian. Much of the
material which he uses is late (i.e. post II) and what little
evidence there is makes us treat with caution the idea of a
62well-known tradition at the time of Paul
(b) He equates Pi. with 6 yw  citing
Gen. 24:56, since the Hebrew -I Tj. ^  ^ is
translated 1^ pîj KpCTe ® It is interesting to compare
Cullmann*s equation? ClDZ)) (the Talmud) = =
3p:^ (Job 37:4).
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(c) In Hab, 2:3, as in 11,2, the appointed time is due to
God alone. In his estimation v,7 is parallel to v,6 and
reflects the O.T, thought, V.6, God's will permits the
revelation of Antichrist and v,7, God, himself, allows Anti-
53Christ to emerge. So he attributes to Paul the use of the 
theocentric traditional Hab, 2:3 idea and draws a parallel 
between 1/ T w  Koiipw and the Hebrew, 1 )d V ®
God is the Katechon of times and seasons, 1,5:1,
(d) He refers the g k  peirov yeV. . , v,7, to Antichrist and 
translates "bis es (endgdltig) beseitigt wird"^^. The ^  
refers both to the Anomos and the Secret of Lawlessness and the
beseitigt has nothing to do with manner? it is either the 
equivalent of 1D A) or a Latinism, e medio toilers.
We consider that Strobel has pointed in the right 
direction for a solution to the riddle i.e. one that is theo­
centric, but he has created problems which Ernst, closely 
following him, has made no attempt to answer^^. The follov?ing 
comments will highlight these problems.
1, Our passage has nothing to do with delay. We made the 
same criticism of Cullmann's theory, Paul is not saying,
"You know what delays the Parousia"^^,
2, cannot be equated with , and his
reference to Gen. 24:56 is inappropriate as it is best to 
translate there, "Hinder, or detain me not
3, In Hab, 2:3 the verse deals with a Delay of a particular 
'End.*, whereas in II.2 the delay (if we accept his view) is of
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Antichrist, The two texts are not parallel. If Hab, 2;3 
is to be a base for 11,2 we have to argue that the O.T, text 
has been adapted and modified, which is not impossible, but 
it requires proof,
4, Strobel has not proved a well-known tradition by quoting 
some texts, many of which can be considered later than 11,2, 
and others which are doubtful for such a view e.g. Dan, 9:19,
5, It is difficult to treat pè(Tûv yeV. / v,7, as Strobel 
suggests because
(i) it is hard not to translate 'be 
removed' or even 'eliminated'.
(ii) we have a difficult change of subject
from 7b to 7c? one refers to God, the
other to Antichrist,
If we are going to succeed with a theocentric solu­
tion we must look for texts which speak not of delay but of
God holding on to evil and then allowing it to flourish for a
time, cf. Rev, 20:3.
3, Hostile Forces
The views which we are going to look at now, find 
their answer in treating the Katechon as something hostile or 
an evil obstacle to the coming of Christ. We may start with 
Schdfer^^, 1890, who indicated that it was possible to take 
intransitively and in the sense of 'rule' or 
‘hold sway', (herrschen) « According to this scholar, the 
neuter referred to the mystery of lawlessness, g < J t o \ /  of
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68V.6 to Christ and the masculine, v«,7 to Satan.' Frame ,
1912, modified this scheme by agreeing that Satan is the 
person in view in this passage but treating the masculine as 
a reference to Satan as "the god of this age" the temporary 
ruler, o KoCT. c/^ p*Tc cf, Eph. 2s2 and the neuter as "the 
evil spirit" who works in the sons of disobedience. The 
Apostasy and Anomos only appear when Satan's time is up and 
he is out of the way, (cf. possibly, he suggests. Rev. 12:7ff.). 
The weaknesses of this view are, Satan seems to be very active 
during Antichrist's time v.9ff., and the use of
in the sense of 'rule' is doubtful.
69Freese , 1921, like Schdfer considered the delay 
of Christ is the point of the passage. The Katechon is 
something which delays it, so the neuter refers to the 
Apostasy and the masculine to the Man of Lawlessness. The 
first is present, but the second has yet to occur. i^art 
from many criticisms which can be made of grammatical points, 
the major objection is the importation of the delay of Christ
into the passage.
70Schmid , 1949, took issue with Buzy over the col­
lective interpretation of Antichrist. He emphasized the 
uniqueness of this figure. The Anomos is also the Katechon. 
whilst the neuter stands for the mystery of lawlessness which 
precedes the Anomos - oCu T o \/ , v.6. Knox^^ 1952, suggested 
we have here an obstacle to Christ's coming. The neuter
refers to the incredulity of the Jews and the masculine stands
72for Satan.- Coppens , 1960, touches briefly on the Katechon, 
but in doing so expresses his own solutions the masculine 
refers to the Man of Lawlessness and the neuter to the Apostasy.
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An important piece of argument comes from 
73Andriessen , 1960, Adopting the delay-of-Christ approach, 
he believes that v.6 refers to the Apostasy which precedes, 
accompanies and follows Antichrist's manifestation^^. V.7 
refers to the Anomos himself. Agreeing with Freese that 
eV y//. means appear (but for different reasons) he
proceeds as follows, 'You know what retains Christ, in order 
that Christ will be revealed in his own time? it is the 
Apostasy, past, present and future, the mystery of Lawlessness 
which is already at work. Only there is one who retains 
(retient) at present until he appears and separates from the 
Just*. In other words ye\/. is really The Apostasy,
Our comments on his theory are as follows.
1, Although he uses the word retain (retenir), it is most 
inappropriate as he is using it to convey the idea of delay.
It would be better to use retarder, but we have already 
pointed out that the question is not, 'What delays Christ 
from appearing?'
/ /2. He tries to extract too much out of eic ytcrov y dv/k^ Tocv,. 
It does not mean disappear to re-appear or separate, cf.
Mt. 13:49.
3. Most serious of all the functions of masculine and 
neuter do not seem to be clearly related. The Apostasy is 
an on-going affair, the Anomos is one definite figure in the 
future and the two ideas do not fit Cullmann *s rule .
4. He has to supply an to v,6a to make sense of
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(c) He explores the meaning of oCKoKkXu and translatesP(it 'taken in judgment*, v.3,6,8. The y t c T ù u y^ rVvjTon
6b, We should note however that Katechon is treated as a 
noun, and does not require an object.
Another closely argued theory was published a
76 ■year later. In it Sirard paid very careful attention to
the structure and vocabulary of the passage. His main points
were :
(a) has a basic sense of "tenir auprès de soi",
which he says can be used in the sense of 'hold captive',
Rom, 7:6, This must not be watered down to, 'to be an obstacle i 
to', 'restrain' or ' = tenir a l'écart*. The verb
can also mean "tenir sous sa domination", which he accepts for
I11,2 and argues, is the ordinary sense of yvO (he cites
Schdfer: dominer)«
(b) "To kotTÊ Vo\/ is the general effect of evil forces, 
and is equivalent to Satan's n^stery of lawlessness, cf.
II Tim. 3:13? I Jn, 2:18-22? Mt, 24:12-24? Jms, 4:4?
Gal, l:4é The neuter is due in fact to the neuter 
^0 is apparently the Anomos, He is not very ,
clear at times. It is possibly Satan, since he says that the
true sign of the End must be the fall of the kingdom of Satan,
cf. Schafer and Frame. So the Day of the Lord has not come 
because Satan's kingdom has not yet fallen.
V.7, refers to the same event
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(d) There are some small but important points, where he 
differs from other scholars. In v.6, e-\^  is taken in the 
sense of until, (= eio^ ), because of the meaning he gives 
to <57Co\^(5(.\vJ 7\tva5 ? . see point c. Tc^p in v.7 stands as
'to explain further'. Sirard wants a very close connection 
between verses 6 and 7. hHovoY is attached to O 
KoCTe^ cA;/ c^ pTu and translated, 'he is the Katechon of the 
moment '. Finally in vv.8,9 he reads, 'The Lord will nullify 
the appearing of the presence of Anomos. whose (i.e. the 
Anomos) presence is due to i ^ETvi wk/dn / in the
accusative is read by a few witnesses and Sirard considers
77their reading to be.original
Comments Upon Sirard's Solution
1. It is doubtful if can be translated
'exercise 1'emprise'.
2. The link between 6a and 6b is only possible by trans­
lating T(/ 'until' which is very unlikely,
3. The relationship of the personal and impersonal functions 
of vCbL-Tey^ o/ (-w/) is not at all clear.
4.  ^A-7Cokoi\u7xTu> can only be taken as Sirard suggests 
if the context dictates#II.2;Iff does not indicate this. 
Moreover we have argued earlier that the real meaning of the 
verb is 'public disclosure' and the context admirably suits 
this.
5. If a theory depends on minor textual support, as for 
<i7^ \cj)(i\/en^ ec , then it is most unsatisfactory.
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6, 'Atvü kol\u \/(iv. does not appear to refer to the
f (
y c r ü D ü yé-v/^same event as eve uér<rDU UfVAjiXL.
78Finally Best , 1972, has added his own understand­
ing of the problem. He considers that the verb may take the 
meaning 'occupier' or 'possessor'. What occupies is some­
thing hostile, in fact the force of evil (neuter) whilst the 
KœTe^iAj\/ stands for some person, who is human or super­
natural. Criticism made of similar views, also applies here. 
The transition from 6a to 6b is not clear and we question the 
meaning of occupying in the sense of 'holding sway' or 'ruling'.
We have surveyed various theories not only because 
they have not been grouped and criticised in this way before, 
but because it is useful to draw conclusions about the group 
as a whole. It will help to focus attention on the problems
to be avoided or answered.
General Comments on all Theories of the Katechon
(i) The verb has been taken in what we may
call, for want of a better description, a 
: negative and positive sense. In a negative 
sense the meaning is, detain, restrain, hold 
back, prevent. hinder or be an obstacle to.
In a positive sense the meaning is, hold fast. 
hold swav. occupy, rule, seize.
(iij The delay of Christ is indirectly
. /present whatever meaning we give Vvoci e 
However if the ^uTp\/ , v. 6b, refers to 
Christ, or the verb is understood as 'delay'
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then it is directly implied. If the delay 
of the Parousia is in view, 5 TNOvCoi-VuTTui 
has to be given the sense of 'taken in 
judgment' or the uncovering of the real nature 
of a person i.e. the Anomos.
(iii) If our passage is discussing the delay 
of Christ, we appear to have a change of 
argument. In w .  2-4 Paul is saying the bay 
of the Lord cannot have come because two things 
must happen first, whilst in vv.6ff. he is 
saying you know why there is a delay in the 
coming of Christ. There are two different 
questions being answered. Paul however 
appears to be answering the question 'Why is 
the Day of the Lord not present?' not 'Why is 
the Parousia of Christ delayed?' throughout 
the entire passage.
(iv) Theological theories do have the 
advantage of fitting in with a passage which 
is very much oriented to this type of 
thought, cf. 11.2:9-12 particularly.
(v) Suggestions have been made that we
"> / ) understand eve y t ( T d v y Tki other than
in the sense e medio tollere.
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(vl) Theories which take Koi~v6 in
a 'positive* sense, have greater difficulty 
in maintaining a smooth progression of 
argument from w.3,4 to vv.Sff. This can 
be seen more clearly if we set out the 
negative and positive sense of the verb.
Negative : First must come the Apostasy and the 
Man of Lawlessness be revealed, who will ... You recall these 
things, ... and now you know that which prevents, restrains 
etc., him and hence the Day coming.
Positives First must come the Apostasy and the M. 
of L. be revealed, who will ... You recall these things ... , 
and now you know what seizes (Seizing force), occupies 
(Occupying force), holds sway, rules, in order that, (so that, 
until) he (Christ or the Anomos is revealed (or taken in 
judgment).
The positive has the apparent advantage of having 
an intransitive and absolute sense for masculine and neuter. 
Even so the question remains, 'occupies (seizes, holds sway 
over, rules) what?' The negative really requires an object 
and fails to treat the verb as a substantive.
In view of the recent attempt to provide t yw
with a positive sense in II.2 we must now proceed to take a 
careful look at the verb and its possible translation.
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( 79II. The Meaning of y^vvo
In view of the different ways of translating the 
verb, we must make a careful assessment of its use in 
biblical and non-biblical texts. At the same time we must 
remember that the context which best suits one of the possibi­
lities is more likely to provide the correct solution.
A. LXX Usage
The word occurs forty six times in the LXX 
(excluding apocryphal books). Giblin notes, in connection 
with his own translation of it, that it is often used for 
T T \ ^  , 'grasp',' 'take hold of'^^. We shall look at each 
of these references in turn. All are in the Qal except for :
Gen. 22:13, Niphal.
' Negative' Sense
II Kgdms. 6:6. The first time it is used it comes 
to mean 'prevent' because of the following  ^ =
Uzzah 'stretched out his hand to the ark to prevent it (i.e.
from falling, ye?\/ ) and he seized it'. See too
I Chron. 13:9. Gen. 22:13, Niphal ram caught in a thicket',
( K o t T t ) » Job 23:9 (Negative sense?) 'On his
left hand, when he works, then I do not have him', ( o3 )
'Positive' Sense
II Kgdms. 1:9? 2:21? 4:10. 'took hold of, so 'seized' to
fight.
III Kgdms. 1:21. 'took hold of the altar'.
Ps. 118 (9) :53. 'Horror has taken hold of me'.
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Ps. 138 (9)sl0. 'Thy right hand takes hold of me'.
Cant. 3:8. 'All taking hold of swords'.
Jer. 13:21. ‘Shall not trouble take hold of you?'
Where there is a reference to 'taking hold of' reference is 
to the act first of all, not the possession.
We can have a look next at translation of jpTn 
'be, grow firm or strong, strengthen', by KoiTyw 
All cases are in the Hiphil except for IV Kgdms. 12:13 (12) 
(Piel).
Judges 19:4,E text. 'And his father-in-law detained him'. (N) 
Jer. 6:24. TTie same meaning as 13:21, (P)
III Kgdms, 2:28 Joab 'took hold of the altar horns' (P)
Neh. 3:4 (tris.), and IV Kgdms. 12:13 (12) have a special
use of the verb. It comes to mean 'repair'.
In all other cases of the Greek verb we find it is 
used to translate different Hebrew words, never more than 
twice.
Gen, 24:56 ( ^ T) = delay, tarry). 'Hinder me not ' (
y m e  ) (N)
Gen. 39:20 ( ^  Qal. = imprison, bind). 'Prisoners were
bound there'. (N)
Gen. 42:19 ( h îx? Niphal) 'Let one of the brethren be bound, 
retained'. (N)
Ex. 32:13 ( !p n j = get or take as a possession). 'possess 
land'. (P)
Jos. 1:11 ( W 'I = inherit). 'Take hold of the land', (P)
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Judg. 13:15,16,B text ( = restrain, retain), 'Let
us detain you' ,,, 'If you detain me', (N)
Ruth Is 13 (  ^1^ Niphal = shut oneself in or off)., 'Do not
refrain from marriage ( Ko^ -TkcTye <r06* ) '. (N) •
II Chron, 15;8 ( H  O  ^  = seize, capture). 'Jeroboam possessed
abominations', (P).
Job 34:14 ( ^  ^  - gather, remove), 'Restrain his spirit
in him*, (N)
Prov. 19:15 ( ^ D ] = fall, lie). 'Cowardice keeps down
(or possesses) the effeminate man'. (N?)
Is. 40:22 (Ht)"* = sit, remain, dwell). '
T p/ yupov/ limits or restrains? (N?)
Ps. 68 (9):36 ( = as Ex. 32:13). (P)
Ps. 72 (3):12 ( TilW Hiph. = grow, increase). 'Sinners
possessed wealth'. (P)
Job 15:24 ( ^  p H = prevail over). 'Distress takes hold
of him*. (P)
Job 27:17 ( p V n  = share, divide). 'True ones possess'. (P) 
Jer, 27 (50) :16 ( W 5>31 = lay hold of, wield). 'The one who
holds a sickle in the time of harvest', (P)
Ezek. 33:24 ( u3'1 — as Jos. 1:11). 'Abraham possessed the
land*. (P)
Dan. 7:18, LXX & Theod. ( JD 71 = take possession of).
•Saints shall possess the kingdom'. (P)
Dan. 7:22, LXX & Thepd. ( J D  T1 = as Dan. 7:18). 'Saints 
possessed it'.
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No doubt translators of different sections of 
the LXX used vCkn e yuj in their own particular way and 
with freedom. In spite of its use to translate varied 
Hebrew words it seems to have a basic meaning of 'take hold 
of*/ whether in a negative or positive sense. The rest of 
the texts given below have no Hebrew word underlying them.
On the positive side we find
III Kgdms. 2:29, 'take hold of the altar*.
Judth. 5:19/ 'God's people, regathered, have possessed 
Jerusalem'.
Ecclus. 46:9, 'possessed an inheritance'.
Jer. 37 (30):6, 'hold on to loins'.
On the negative side,
Tob. 10:2, Tobit asked, 'Are they detained?'.
I Mac. 6:27, 'you will not be able to restrain them', i.e. 
rebellious Jews? possibly 'rule them*.
II Mac. 15:5, 'he did not restrain (sic, himself) to carry 
out his cruel will'.
III Mac. 5:12, 'he was held fast, by the working of the Lord', 
Two texts are debatable ?
Prov. 18:22, 'he who keeps, ( o h e  ) an adultress
is foolish and ungodly*.
Wis. 17:4, Neither the corner keeping them, guarded them 
from fear ...
II Kgdms. 6:6 has an unnecessary "Tov k o L i \ /  added 
to the text. . '
IV kgdms. 3:10, A text, makes little sense.
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We have set out all the references in which the 
verb is used so that we may accurately assess its meaning.
It appears, by way of conclusion, that the word conveys the 
negative sense of 'keep back', 'hold on to', 'restrain',
'detain' as well as the positive, 'seize', 'possess', 'have'.
It is interesting that we do not find an instance of the 
sense 'hold sway', 'rule' (or 'occupy' in the same way).
There is no thought of exercising power, nor is there, directly, 
any thought of delay as Cullmann would wish.
B. Classical and Hellenistic Usage
Liddell and Scott in their A Greek-English Lexicon^  ^
give a comprehensive list of possible meanings for the verb.
We shall cite all meanings and illustrate those we feel are 
pertinent to our study,
A, Transitive
I.l.a. hold fast (only one example is given).
Hesiod. Theog. 575, K'stqk Gè v
'And down from her head she held with her hands, a 
bordered veil, a wonder to see'. Kfot a very clear 
example.'
b. hold back, withhold, restrain. (Numerous examples). 
Plato, Phaedo 117d,
'He, (Crito), could not restrain his tears'.
Sophocles, Electra 1011, KocrcLryeg ,
'restrain thy wrath'
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Oed. Col. 874, ooVôc 0upoV^
'restrain my will'® 
c® detain
Thucydides, Hist. 8.100, KoA /optVoki o^StW
'Thrasyllus hopes to keep, detain, Mindorus at Chios'.
d. in imprecations, inhibit
e. Pl ace under arrest
f . k e e p  an o a t h
2. w i t h  gen® gain p o s s e s s i o n  o f , be  m a s t e r  o f .
1 Mac, 6:27 (control), III Kgdms. 1:51 (cling to)
II.1,a. possess, occupy especially of rulers. (Three examples)
Aeschylus, Septem contra Thebas 731, X0(^ v/o<. \
Ç\oL7^ijkt^^ f 732 OKo(ToLy^ UC(X\ . (I>B I pe\/Ol0l / ‘ 
KoCTey^ e-i\/  ^ 'The cruel steel which allots so much 
ground to dwell on, as they hold when slain', or 
•occupy in death'.
Euripides, Hecuba 81,
7 \ U 7 p ( o o  (f>o\ocKo<7(n \/ - ^
'Save my son, who ••• inhabits the snowy Thrace 
under the protection of ... '.
Isocrates, Panath. 12:242, cTw^ e-i/ JiVép 
c / r / 'KoCToC®^ vv;T/ , 'and safeguard whatever they 
have once made their own'. None of these 
references have the connotation 'hold sway' or 
apply to the thought of 'ruling'. They do, 
however, have parallel usage in the LXX.
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b® dwell in, occupy
2. of sound, fill
3. continue to live a life
4. to be spread over, cover
5. of the grave, confine, coyer
6.a. of circumstances etc., hold fast, have one in their power
b. of circumstances, etc., prevail
Herodotus, Hist. 6:40, "Tv 1Y j/W E TpiVuo iVéc
Twy KocîéyJ/Tu>\/^
'All this happened three years before that which now 
occupied him'.
Sophocles, Ajax 142, pey4Xi?u KdTeyou(f^
'murmurs are rife among us*
7. seize, occupy. Especially in historical writers. 
Herodotus, Hist. 5:72, ^ v -
o x o \ i \ / K o L T o l ...
'When he went up to the Acropolis with the purpose 
of taking possession of it
Xenophon, Cvr. 3.1.27, 'construct fortifications to 
occupy the strong points of the land ',
8. achieve, effect an object
9.a. master, understand, arasp
b. keep in mind, remember
10. possess of a god
Mostly in the Passive, of persons, to be possessed, 
inspired
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Plato, Ion 533e, Socrates talks of the poet's need 
to be inspired or possessed by a god ( )
in order to write beautiful poems.
ibid. 536a, Ion says that people speak of a poet and 
say he is é yd-T L.
ibid. 536b, some poets are Kt/Tdydu e§ .
III. follow close upon, press hard
IV. bring a ship to land
B. Intransitive
1.a. control oneself
b. stop, cease
2. come from the high sea to shore, put in
3. prevail
Thucydides, Hist. 1.10, The report prevails, 6  \d\jog 
KkTd YoCL that the expedition was as great as 
the poets related.
ibid. 3.89, About these times when the earthquakes 
happened, (prevailed).
4. gain the upper hand, gain one * s purpose
C. Med.
I.l. keep both for oneself, embezzle
2. cover oneself
3. hold, contain
II,1. Aor. Med. = KoLT^yW B.2,
2. in pass, sense, subdued, was seized with
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We have tried to set out meanings of the verb 
which are well-established or else have been used in our 
passage. On the evidence cited the idea of 'hold sway' 
does not appear to be substantiated.
C. Papvri Usage
82Moulton-Milligan have provided many examples to 
illustrate the negative and positive aspects. P. Pay 109:11 
(early 1st A.D.) t\\ dwo/ 41;i/ -
7TpO(f|ydVo^  l<^ X&w/'Do not detain Cleon, but go and meet him',. 
Coptic Ostraca No.522, a heathen charm. 6
“ToV 6upW ToV
K.tA* 'Cronos, who restrains the wrath of all men, 
restrain P. Oxy XII.1483:13 (2/3rd A.D.)
"Tkyoug 7^2/ *** "To/ lyyofjTvjV (Too
'Unless you pay all quickly, I shall seize your security'. 
Many other examples are given of 'seize', 'possess' and 
'take possession of.
D. Usage in Christian Writers
83Lampe gives helpful examples of the various uses 
of the word including a section with reference to II.2:6f. 
Chrysostom takes K/xdyiA) in the sense of KtoVuu)
Diog. Ep. 6:7, 'Christians are confined, (detained), in the 
world as in a prison'. KoA p W
6\/ Op0upo( udcrpLO The meanings 'hold fast'
and'possess' are clearly present, although no examples are 
given of the latter sense in the Apostolic Fathers.
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E. New Testament Usage
In the N.T. the verb occurs seventeen times
(excluding one v.l.) The basic sense of 'hold on to' appears
85with both a negative and positive application . On the
positive side we have the following references. Hold on to
the word, Lk. 8s15? traditions, I Cor. 11:2? the gospel,
I Cor. 15:2? the good, 1.5:21? boldness and confidence,
Heb. 3:6,14? and the confession of our faith, Heb. 10:23.
Christians possess all, II Cor. 6:10 and must buy as though
they possessed not, I Cor. 7:30.
On the negative side? the crowd wanted to detain
Christ, Lk. 4:42? hold down the truth in unrighteousness,
Rom. 1:18? bound by the law, Rom. 7:6? detained (Onesimus)
with me, Phlm. 13. If Jn. 5:4 "disease by which he was held
captive" is omitted ^  B C*D; only two references do not
fit into either category^^. So we have, excluding II.2:6f.,
87five positive texts and three negative ones in Paul < .
Giblin^^ has paid special attention to texts which 
occur in (a) cursing formula, (b) Serapium references,
(c) sundry references to Dionysiac ecstasy. With regard to 
the first, Giblin is hard put to draw a distinction between
kocreyvAj and W  with which it is frequently
89 I fassociated . In the second > yu) and/or Kk To
are used of those connected to the Serapium. The terms may
denote ecstatic seizure or prisoners of God. We cannot base
too much upon these references therefore, and Giblin himself
thinks it unlikely Paul alludes to these specifically.
Thirdly, there are texts (nearly always using the Passive and
participle forms) in which the verb denotes those seized by
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Dionysiac power as well as other texts which speak of 'god- 
possession', cf. Plutarch and Plato.
If we agree that the word does mean 'inspiration' 
and 'possession' two questions must be resolved.
1. How does this help our understanding of II.2? Giblin 
becomes unclear at this point. Paul, he agrees, is not 
saying the Thessalonians are 'possessed', but if an object 
has to be supplied "conceptually (not grammatically) it would 
be ". In other words the ones in danger of being 
possessed are the Thessalonians. It would be better if Giblin 
did not try to bring in Dionysiac references at this point and 
kept to his understanding of the word as 'seize'.
2. Can we consider 'possession' in view of the use of the 
active participle? Giblin has noted (see above) that this 
is rare.
Conclusion to the Studv of u) >
We have set out the evidence for the use of the 
verb and shown that a variety of meanings exist which can be 
used in our passage, providing the context suits them. At 
the same time we can be a little more specific in our con­
clusions by considering the following points.
(a) If Paul was wanting to denote some kind of 'possession' 
we would have expected him to use the Passive, or some other 
verb.
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(b) There is no firm evidence for using 'occupy* or
90'possess* in the sense of 'rule', 'hold sway'
(c) Paul uses the verb in a negative or positive sense*
This may or may not help us, since it is possible the word 
is used as a technical term* However we have shown that 
the basic idea of the verb is 'hold on to, to oneself
(d) The participles are not given complements and the use
of the article appears to indicate that they are to be treated 
92as nouns • In which case we must find a meaning which can 
be used intransitively.
(e) The context must remain the governing factor in any 
Interpretation.
III. A Theocentric Understanding of the Katechon
A careful study must now be made of 2s6-12 and in 
particular w.6,7.
1. Thessalonian Knowledge. 6a
Kol\ X /J i /  -To K.oLT6)^oV oV&oCTa.
Clearly the 'TpCvTot of verse 5 refers to the two
signs mentioned in verses 3 and 4. Paul is saying that his 
readers ought to be able to know that the Day is still future. 
He had repeatedly told them ( U \ e y o \ /  )* "Whether or hot we 
include v.6f. will remain uncertain. However it is clear 
Paul is saying that at the time of writing they know the
t :Katechon. They could have deduced it, have been taught about
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it, or even experienced its function.
As with Tbcu”r«C too much emphasis ought not to 
be placed upon the Kot'i i/J \/ of the opening statement* If 
a Katechon solution depends upon taking this in a particular 
way, we must regard it as suspect. The Kou may
re-inforce the ocre indicating that the phrase is
temporal and the sense is 'And now i.e. at this time of 
writing . But can we give it a more definite sense?
(i) Some scholars are quite content to regard it as a
93general time reference, "and at this present time ..."
(ii) Others prefer to make a contrast with verse 5, èVc-
^ , ' \ L  ^ 94.Lov/ T^ pos u . Against this is the fact that Paul
might have used some other expression^^. Moreover we çcrust 
question any contrast, seeing that Paul only broke off to 
administer a mild rebuke, before returning to the theme of 
II.2. Added to which we have to connect it to oVSoC-Tér 
which immediately makes us ask, 'What new knowledge had 
they and how? ' If Giblin is correct in taking oVSoC 
to mean experiential knowledge^^, it is still possible to 
have a contrast with v.5. However v/u\/ is not very 
close to c7SoC'T‘<e .
(iii) Cullmann^^ attaches V'Cv' to 'To which indicates
a contrast between verse 5 and/or 6b. Again we would expect
v/uV to be placed in closer proximity to Koil& \/ 
or Paul to have used perhaps or as in 7a,b.
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It is possible to take KoA )/G\/ in a logical
98sense and translate, 'consequently, you know ...'
This sense or no. (i) seem to be the most likely possibilities. 
What Paul is doing is bringing the readers back to his break 
in thought at verse 4.
If, and with good reason, we take oVSoC in the
way Giblin has suggested, the verb itself makes it clear that 
no new information is being given in the letter. Giblin^^^ 
says there are two basic kinds of knowledge conveyed by oVS< ; 
conceptual (speculative) and experiential. For the first he 
refers to 1,4:5; 5:2; 11.1:8 and for the second 1.1:5; 2:1;
3:4. To the second list we could add, I.2:2,5; 4:2;
11.3:7. If we look carefully at these texts we can see that 
the knowledge referred to is that gained by experience.
In other words we can translate, 'you know from experience, 
you are aware of ...'. Giblin notes that most commentators 
treat oV&oC in a conceptual way, but applying his sense 
to 11.2:6 the writer is saying, 'And now, you are experiencing, 
or aware of in reality, the Katechon « If conceptual
knowledge is in view (You know about) then our understanding 
of the Katechon will not be greatly affected but for Giblin 
it is imperative that he treats it experientially. However 
this sense is well-founded.
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2. The Relation of the Katechon to CK To & the Meaning of 6b,
102Giblin finds it necessary to consider in detail
the relation of Tc> K.T. X* with 6a, which he argues is
dependent on the main verb & olT6- and introduces a result? 
there is no parallel, he adds, for making it dependent on a 
participle. His translation "And now you know the Seizing 
power for his being manifested at his own (proper) time" 
does not make good sense and it shows the clause to be 
dependent on His "for" hardly seems to
introduce a result, but appears to be causal.
We have already examined 'Xo in detail and
take the sense we argued for in 11.2:2, namely purpose (or 
possibly r e s u l t ) O u r  translation will read therefore,
'You are experiencing the in order that (so that)
he ^ ocuToV, may be revealed This makes far better
sense* It means (a) To depends on KT6- and
(b) the Katechon is treated absolutely. It also provides a 
clue for the right meaning of . If positive and
hostile as well as parallel to cV J To (v.6b) we have
problems finding a good translation for e-q To , but if 
negative the verse makes very good sense.
There is one problem to be faced. To whom does 
o^uToV refer? -- -
(1) The Katechon? But why do we have a neuter and then 
a masculine reference? The only possible explanation is
i fthat pu<rT»/^  p\o\/ has affected e , when really
IQCthe mystery is personal, as v.6b and 7b,c.
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2. Christ?^^^ The subject is too far away, 2:2.
1073, The Man of lawlessness? This is most likely, and
especially if loiun'oG is read. But whether the reading 
is &c/uTo u or o( vTo o , God (or Satan) could be in mind
here.
We can omit any discussion of the meaning of
. We have already indicated our understanding
of the verb; public disclosure of a person^^®. We reject
any idea of "taken in judgment". We must mention however that
the verb is in the passive tense, which indicates that it is
not the Anomos who reveals himself. If this were so it would
be quite out of keeping with the passage. The Agent can be
(i) Satan We read that the parousia of the Anomos is
due to Satan. But we have seen parousia means more
than coming-presence, because,
of(a) the descriptiony(the parousia involves power, 
signs and lying wonders which imply a period 
of time.
(b) eioc means "possessing* rather than
"at work* in 2:9.
(c) God sends the Lie = the Anomos. according to 2:11
(ii) God In view of what we have just said and the fact
that God alone, in Paul's view, would have the right 
and authority to bring about this kind of "anti- 
revelation" to Christ we are probably correct in 
accepting God's agency. We do not even need to read 
0^  V To V of God. The whole expression "to be
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revealed in his time" must mean in "the time 
appointed for him".
The important word in 6b is not 
Barr is quite right to point out that the idea of "a decis­
ive time appointed by God' cannot be limited to a lexical 
word or stock^^^. However quite a number of contexts do 
indicate that this is what the word means. The same is true 
of our text. The whole passage, to our mind, shows God's 
fixed eschatological plan, and the temporal particles and the 
future verbs are together indicative of this. The Day of 
the Lord has not come because God's appointed time for certain 
events has not been reached.
3. The Mvsterv of Lawlessness 7a
folp is explanatory in that it introduces a com­
ment upon the relationship between the function of the 
Katechon and the revelation of the Anomos. What kind of 
comment depends on our exegesis of v.Ta and in particular of 
the expression, 'nystery of lawlessness'.
The most important word is pu<npio\/
111because of the way it is separated from its genitive
Many commentators assert that 'mystery' in the N.T. refers to
a secret, whose content, otherwise unknown by human under-
112standing, is revealed ® This is not strictly true, since 
it is the context which gives the meaning of 'revealed secret*. 
It is used in association with
Rom, 16:25? Eph. 3:3,5. 
yv/uJp/'5io Eph. 1:9? 3:3? ^ 6:19,
I Cor. 2:7?. Col. 4:3.
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The word occurs predominantly in the singular hut it is 
found four times in the plural, Mt. 13:11 = Lk, 8:10;
113I Cor. 4:1? 13:2; 14:2. It has a variety of meanings
Other than the general one of 'revealed secret'? I Cor. 13:2, 
'mysteries' refers to all religious Icnowledge? Rev, 1:20? 
17:5,7, 'symbolic meaning'? Rev. 10:7, mysterious will of 
God and Rom. 11:25? 16:25? I Cor, 15:51, hidden purpose or
secret plan.
If we consider its use in the LXX (Tobit, «Judith, 
Wisdom, Ecclesiasticus, II Maccabees) we again find a varied 
usage. Mysteries of God, Wis, 2:22? 6:22? disclosing secrets
of private life, Ecclus. 22:22? 27:16? symbolic dream,
Dan. 2:18,19,27 et al.? cf. Rev. 1:20. There are three 
references for the thought of 'secret plan* which we need to 
examine more closely in view of what we shall argue later,
Tob, 12:7,11, 'It is a good thing to safeguard the mystery 
(i.e. secret counsel or plan) of the king'
Judth, 2:2, 'The king communicated to them his mystery (i.e. 
revealed his secret plan to his servants)'.
II Mac. 13:21, 'Rhodocus, who was within the Jewish host, 
disclosed the mysteries (i.e. secret plans of the Jews) to 
the enemy',
Quite a few scholars have set II.2 against the 
background of Qumran^^^. Whilst denying direct influence 
they are impressed by parallels. The word 'mystery' was 
clearly very popular among the members, of the community and 
it features in a wide range of the literature found there.
The following points can be made from a study of the material
available.
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(a) At Qumran the word ( T'l ) is used most frequently 
in the plural although it is found in the singular in 
e.g. IQS ll;3f.? IQ27.1:3. From the N.T. we have 
given above the only four examples of plural use 
from a total of twenty seven occurrences of the word,
(b) The vast majority refer to God, IQS 3:23? IQM 3:9? 
16:11? IQpHab, 7:8, or one of his attributes such 
as wisdom 1 V D W IQS 4:18, or knowledge Tl ^  1 
IQS 4:6, Often is attached to the noun
because they are his wonderful mysteries, IQS 9:18?
CD 3:18.
(c) Over against God's mysteries are those of Belial, 
These are mentioned in a very few texts. In
IQM 14:9 we have "mysteries of his (i.e. Belial's) 
hatred* IQH 5:36? f50:5? IQ27,1:2 'mysteries of
sin' and IQ27.fl3:3 "mysteries of the abyss'.
However any secrets of Belial and evil are under the 
control of God,
IQS 3:22f, By the dominion of the Angel of 
Darkness men commit evil in accordance with the 
mysteries of God,
IQS 4:18. In the mysteries of His understanding, 
and in His glorious wisdom, God has ordained an 
end for falsehood.
IQM 3:8f. Upon the trumpets of ambush they shall 
write, "Mysteries of God for the perdition of wicked­
ness *.
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IQM 16:9. Skirmishers are allowed to fall 
according to God's mysteries, and thereby test 
all those destined for battle, cf. 17:17.
IQpHab, 7:8. God's mysteries of wisdom may ■ 
prolong the final age i.e. implying evil still 
continues.
(d) It is unlikely that IQ27.1;7 is a parallel to
11.2:7. The Hebrew text as read by Bar the lemg(y-
is "T'-i V m
116Vermes and others wish to read and translate,
"All who cleave to the mysteries of sin ( ^  WD "''T'l
shall be no more" which is quite different from
'holding back wonderful mysteries'. The text
is too uncertain for us to make a sound judgment,
11 7although Betz believes we can .
(e) Whereas in the N.T.' the emphasis comes to be placed 
on the ' secret revealed *, in the DSS the emphasis 
lies on the mystery which still exists. In other 
words it is by God's "nysteries" (the most appro»** 
priate translation) He does or brings things to pass.
Four things emerge from a consideration of this word 
which do find echoes in II.2,
(i) There are counterpart mysteries to those of God.
In 11.2:7 we have a counterpart to the mystery of Christ.
(ii) T'i in a few places yields the meaning, 'plans', 
'purposes', e.g. IQS 3:23? 4:18? IQM 16:9 and in these
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instances the content is revealed. This parallels the 
N.T. concept of the 'secret revealed'.
(iii) God allows evil to prevail even if 'the Sons of light' 
suffer for a while (IQM 16:9) and apostasy becomes a reality 
(IQS 3:23? cf. II.2:3f., 8-10).
(iv) Evil has an appointed end, IQS 4:18; cf. 11.2:8,12.
We cannot say with assurance that Paul borrowed from
Qumran but it provided part of the milieu from which his
thought arose and there are too many similarities for it to
be ignored. Having surveyed the background to the word, and
especially that at Qumran# we must return to the question with
which we began this section. 'What comment is 7a making on
118 119verse 6?' Have we in 7a a genitive of apposition , quality
120 121 content or agent ? Is the emphasis on the secretly
working anomia which is to culminate in the Anomos figure?
These views share one thing in common: Paul is understood to
be describing evil in the world, which heralds The Final Evil
122Figure. So reference is frequently made to I Jn,2:18? 4:3
whilst the Church Fathers saw in Nero and the heretics the
123growth of lawlessness from which Antichrist would come 
To confirm this approach stress is laid on the (already).
Even in Paul's day lawless events were taking place which in 
one sense were secret yet ultimately linked to a public 
disclosure of the Antichrist,
We must question this interpretation. The 
has a closer connection with the last statement-of 6b, which 
concerns the Anomos. So it seems that the best translation
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/of pv (Ti is 'purpose* or 'secret plan', with the
subjective genitive denoting possession, "For the secret 
plan of (belonging to) Anomia is already at work". The 
emphasis lies on the production of Antichrist (his revelation, 
6b), not evil leading up to Antichrist, It is noteworthy 
that those who take it differently cannot eradicate the idea 
of the coming of the Anomos, The verse is not making any 
comment on how the plan is at work? it is only stating the 
fact that whilst the Anomos will be revealed in God's time, 
there is a secret plan belonging to Anomia which is at work^^^,
In effect Anomia has become personified, but in the light of
in Rom," 7:7-25 this is not strange,
*> ^The verb 6 v6 eW is almost certainly passive, 
'Mystery' is always associated with passive verbs in the N.T. 
in addition to which a number of passive verbs are used in
II.2 a similar way. If the secret plan has been set in 
motion, who is its source? The choice lies with the Anomos. 
Satan, the Katechon (if hostile) or God, It is unlikely to 
be the Antichrist figure and we consider the Katechon to be 
other than hostile. Satan is a likely figure but in view of 
our argument that God discloses the Man of lawlessness, 6b, 
we consider the same person sets the secret plan in operation. 
To attribute this to God's design is in accordance with the 
belief that all is beneath God's control, cf. Amos 3:6?
IQS 3:23? Rev. 20:3.
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4. Verse 7b and c and the Purpose of Kl oVq\/ «
The appears to set some form of limitation
on the 'mystery of lawlessness'. In our view the idea of
limitation accords better with Koc-re in a negative
rather than positive sense. It is strange if the argument is,
'The mystery of Anomia is already set in operation, only (or
only until) the hostile person who is now, will be removed',
125Giblin recognises this difficulty for his own theory and 
spends considerable effort trying to prove that pt?Vo\/ has 
no temporal force. Klovo/ , he argues, is concessive ('But', 
cf. Gal. 5:13), and to be understood as an imperatival con­
struction, 'But let' the KoLTé y be what he is right now, 
until he is ousted'. This is one more example of special 
pleading and arises from the difficulty he and others face if 
they posit two hostile forces in v.7.
As the text stands. ( po\/o\/ b  p^Tt,
tiAj^  L k  yt(ro\j )it is possible to take it in two
ways, although the meaning seems little affected either way.
In both cases j ^ o v o U has the sense of 'but*, except that 
it introduces a situation not a concession.
(i) 'Only the Katechon now'
The situation is that the Katechon exists at the 
present and so we need to add &(TTi / . However if KoCTtywV
is treated (wrongly) as a participle, we should probably add 
'let him hold back (or seize now)'. The following 
will set a limit on the é , It is very unlikely
that the subject of yet/»^ToCl is other than the KoCTeyW\/ 
as we would expect a different subject to be specified^^^.
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(ii) 'Only until the Katechon now is out of the way'
Here there is no doubt about the subject of
The situation is that the secret of Anomia will remain so
until » The connection with 7a is not as good as the
first translation and really requires pov/oV i é  , 'but
only until ... and the verb ecTTiv/^  . or preferably
1 /eyecT-Tw^  ^ I Cor, 3s22? Gal. 1:4. We consider the first
suggestion to be the better and translate accordingly, "The 
secret plan of Anomia is set in operation, but the Katechon 
is (exists) now, until ... And then ...
What does- e K pÊTifou ya/. mean? Giblin gives it
127 128a very strong force of 'be ousted' , others 'be removed'
129and more recently, 'disappear to reappear' . At least the 
last suggestion has the merit of showing that the clause does 
not necessarily imply 'ceasing' or the manner of 'removal'.
All the text states is that the Katechon will come out of 
the middle. One problem which has been frequently raised 
is how it is possible for God or the Holy Spirit or other 
spiritual forces to 'cease'? Unfortunately the uniqueness 
of the phrase in the Greek Bible does not help us to solve
j, ; fthis, nor do references to the expression eve ye(TO\J
which is frequent in the O.T. (e.g. Gen. 35:2? Is. 57:2).
130Fulford has demonstrated that the clause can
denote voluntary action. To support this he cites Herodotus,
/Hist. 3:83, where Otanes -ro v p6(roo (TTO f 'withdrew
from the contest' and Plutarch, Tim. 238B, where the hero 
makes up his mind to withdraw (leave) his previous way of life 
Koc©-* &K p . y e . ' There are other
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references which confirm this conclusion.
Herodotus, Hist. 4:118, w\/ p. Ko^Tr|pf\/t>L.
The Scythian legation tell their barbarian neighbours to be 
part of the contest, ‘Do not stand aloof*. 
ibid. 8:22, K u \  vZ\f &K T- p. <^p7\/ .
•even now withdraw from the war'.
Plutarch, Moralia 150D. After the minstrel had played 
Melissa withdrew ( 6K pe<rt>u pc-TecrTi^  )®
Xenophon, Anabasis. I.v.14 'You ordered him to remove himself, 
withdraw' ( eRéVeureVe Te o/vTo / i v  T, p* 6§ iVfoicr^ oiw)•
So with some verbs the clause can express voluntary
withdrawal. In addition to which used with
 ^ 131ÇrK { Ti/ ^ 5 ) can take an indefinite sense of 'come* and
the spatial aspect is relatively unimportant.
Mk. 1:11, Ko(. » (j) 6y& l/drTO érK. T(PV (P V VOU ,
= Lk. 3:22 Koc'l OupoC\/(?v y ^  iT L .
Lk. 9:35, Kc/)» 6 y 6-VdrTo B 6/ , D ^  .
Dan. 4:31, Theod. T o d  \ o y o o  6/ cTlt/poiTu T o d
(|)wvi^  è(K^ àyeve"îo .
II Mac. 2:21, K<X i To(£ 6 ^  v \J^\/o jjcVeC^ Cr7\i(^o(i>^à(o(^
 _
Similarly ih~II.2:7, 'until he comes from the midst'. The 
passive of y  Jj o C l is used frequently in 1.1:5,5? 2:5,
7,8,10,14? 3:5.
So the objection which we voiced, can be answered 
in two ways.
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1. yl<To\) plus a verb can within certain contexts
mean other than compulsory removal.
2. r/\/o cl t plus 6k can have an indefinite connotation.
In our view the clause 'come out of the midst', means 
132'withdraws ' . If God withdraws, where does he withdraw
to? This question is as pointless as asking the Seer how 
did the angel come down from heaven. Rev. 10:1 or the Beast 
appear from the sea, 13:1. Spatial references are suggestive 
of 'spiritual truth' rather than visual facts.
5. The Activitv of God, 10-12
Finally we look at a very neglected area at the . 
end of the pericope where, in our view, we have in w ,  10-12 
a basis for understanding the figure and function of the 
Katechon. We shall therefore set out the following points.
(a) The people upon whom the Anomos exercises his 
influence are those who are perishing, v.lO,
They are further described as those who did not 
receive the love of the truth cf, 11,1:8 and 
the Aorist, i.^ oCx/'TO— shows that this w s  a 
deliberate rejection. It is the reason why 
the Anomos finds such fertile ground. These 
people have known the truth but deliberately 
spurned it. If we only had these statements 
we would be left with the impression that Satan 
and the Anomos had taken advantage of a situation 
but this is not so.
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(b) Verse 11 dispels this idea. God sends^^^
( ér L an error which takes hold of
them. It is God not Satan who orders all things,
i KoA Sii Too TO shows the grounds
for God's judgment - it is consequent on
1 3 Kdeliberate rejection, cf, v.l2
tii Tÿ ér p 7v é-i is present. There is a 
definite parallel with 6 (TTi , v,9.
Although the Anomos' presence (parousia) is
I(exists and continues) by Satan's fiol
there is a complementary and yet paradoxical 
thought, God sends the Lie. The latter is 
dependent upon God's will. So long as God 
sends, the parousia of the Antichrist figure 
continues. The very same sentiment is found 
later in Rev. 17:17, "For God did put in their 
hearts to do his (probably = God's mind and to 
come to one mind, and to give their kingdom 
unto the beast, until the words of God should 
be accomplished", cf, with 17:13.
iii The error working in 'the perishing' 
produces faith in the Lie, ( 'To ),
In view of the number of definite articles, which 
identify someone or thing in our passage as 
unique, it is probable we should treat S05
.in the same way^^^. We have. The Man of 
Lawlessness, the Apostasy, The Anomos and 
The Katechon (on). The expression 6 ?^  To
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T  \(TTeG t Date, which occurs again in 
Paul only in two O.T. citations, Rom, 4:3?
10:16, underlines the commitment made? it is to 
a person not what he says. The Aorist 
infinitive is indicative of this.
We have tried to show in our exegesis of II.2:6ff. 
that a 'hostile' understanding of V C K 1 6 d o e s  not suit 
the passage. If we use a 'negative' sense of the verb 
(restrain) and treat the two participles as substantives we 
must translate. The Restraint and the Restrainer? the 
former being quite naturally the function of the latter.
If we use the various points we have made from 2:6,7 about the 
theocentric nature of the section (God sets in operation and 
appoints the time), together with verses 10-12, we are led to
1 37one conclusion. The Katechon is a reference to God •
Then why did not Paul write 'God*? If, as we have argued,
the Thessalonians had been instructed in eschatological
matters they would recall that God ordained times and seasons
(1.5:1), which is what II.2 deals with. Who else could the
Re strainer be? Paul knew that they would know who was meant
fbut used the verb to emphasize the holding back
of the appearance of the Anomos . If too, Paul had said
é deoç^ âç'TL some could even suppose God might cease to
exist. Paul has in mind God in the role of Restrainer and
ffor that reason has used KolT 6 ® If the two participles
are treated as substantives there is nothing mysterious 
in the passage. He is not alluding cryptically to the
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Roman Empire or Emperor. Moreover the thought of God 
sending the Lie is another way of looking at God withdrawing. 
There is no apparent difficulty in viewing God in the role of 
Katechdn.
Our translation of II.2:6f. runs as follows:
And now, you are experiencing the restraint in order that he, the Anomos, will be disclosed in God's appointed time. For the secret plan of Anomia is already in operation, but the Restrainer is now, until he withdraws. And then ...
At the outset of this chapter we listed a certain 
number of points which had to be taken into account if a 
satisfactory solution was to be found.
(a) We have used a well-established meaning of the word 
'restrain'. In addition the two particles are treated as 
substantives which is how they appear to be used by Paul,
(b) We have argued, from a close study of the chapter, th&t 
the passage is emphasizing a theocentric approach to eschatologi­
cal .matters, The Day of the Lord cannot have come because
certain God-ordained events have not occured. They cannot 
occur until God withdraws.
(c) We have given a solution which will have a relevant 
meaning for the church community, V.6, 'You are experiencing 
the restraint'. They would have no difficulty in under­
standing the way God holds back evil.
(d) We have paid attention to the relationship of masculine 
and neuter, and the translation 'Restrainer' and 'restraint*
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showsa person and his function,
(e) We have not yet dealt with the theology of Paul®
Tliere is nothing in Paul even remotely similar to the idea 
of God (or for that matter the Roman Empire etc,) preventing 
an evil force from breaking out® But there is nothing
parallel to the idea of the Anomos either® We have in 11.2
two ideas which without question have origins in earlier 
Jewish and Christian material but are developed by Paul in 
his own way. However we also have the idea of 'withdrawing' 
and 'sending', 11.2:7,11 and there are points of contact for 
these ideas in other Pauline letters. .
Rom. 1:24, God delivers up ( TNovp e S tOKéV ) those who have 
already rejected clear knowledge of God, v.l9f. Their
punishment is a positive surfeit of evil pleasures, v.26ff.
Rom. 9:18, God hardens ( p J ) whom he will.
An example has been given, that of Pharaoh at the Exodus,
Ex. 9:16. Yet he has already rejected God,
Rom. 11:8, a quotation from Is, 29:10. God gave ( )
the Jews a spirit of stupor, which is proof of his hardening 
of the Israelites of Paul's day.
I Cor. 5:4,5, By the power of Jesus an immoral man is delivered 
/(X. L ) to Satan (cf. 'in order that they should 
believe the Lie, 11.2:11).
When we widen the horizen to look at earlier 
material the background to our passage is illuminated con­
siderably. In the Old Testament we find the following points 
made. References are%he M.T. with the I5DC in bracketsA.
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where appropriate,
1. God is Responsible for Sending Sin
Judg. 9:23f. God sent ( Xe\/ ) an evil
spirit between Abimelech and the men of Shechem 
because of the murder of Jerubbaal's sons.
I Sam. 16s 14. The spirit of God departed ( )
from Saul and an evil spirit from the Lord worried him. 
Josh. 24s20. 'If you forsake the Lord ... he will turn 
and do you evil'®
fJudg. 16s 20. The Lord's departure ( ) from
Samson means captivity and degradation.
Is. 19:14. God sent ( à Ré p (Tlf ) a spirit of perverse­
ness which made Egypt go astray,
2. God Hardens Mens ' Hearts or Makes them Act in a 
Particular Wav
Usually this is because of previous sin.
Ex. 10:20,27? 11:10 etc. Pharaoh's heart was. hardened.
Dt. 2:30. Sihon's heart was hardened, so he refuses a
passage for Israel.
Jos. 11:20. Certain peoples were hardened by God, so 
as to fight the Israelites and be defeated. The reason
is given in Dt. 20:18.
I Sam. 2:25. Eli's sons refused to listen because the 
Lord would slay them.
I Kings 12:15. Rehoboam failed to listen because the 
Lord had planned it. The reason is given in 11:11,31.
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II Sam. 2451 = I Chron. 21 si. God and Satan are 
said to have made David number the Israelites.
3. God Gives Sinners Up
Ps. 81:12, I^ let them go after the stubbornness
of their own hearts'.
Ezek. 20:39. 'Go serve your idols'.
Judg. 2:14? 6:1? 13:1? II Kings 13:3? 17:20
all speak of God delivering Israel into the hands 
of other nations because of their sin.
4. God Allows a Particular Period of Evil
Jer. 29:10, Seventy years for the Exiles.
Dan. 7:25? 12:7, Time, times and half a time*
Dan. 12:11, 1290 days, cf. Asc. Is. 4:12, Antichrist
for 3 years,. 7 months, 27 days.
Dan. 9:24, Seventy weeks.
Dan. 11:36, This is alluded in 11.2:4. 'He shall 
prosper till the indignation be accomplished for that 
which is determined shall be done'.
These ideas find expression in other Jewish literature,
We have already cited passages in Qumran which stress that God
1 OQcontrols evil and allows it to flourish . A very important
text is found in CD 8:2
so shall it be for all the members of His Covenant who do not hold steadfastly to these (MS.B: tothe curse of the precepts). They shall be visited for destruction by the hand of Satan. That, shall be the day when God will visit ... (vermes).
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We could not have a closer parallel with II.2.
i. God visits ( 'I p S> ) ? Satan (Belial) visits 
(also ).
ii. Judgment falls upon apostates (8:1 ü ‘'lioan )
iii. An outline of the actions of apostates is given, e.g. 
revenge, malice, greed etc., CD 8:4ff.
iv. After our quotation of CD 8:2f. there follows a
quotation from Hos. 5:10. MS A is defective and corrupt
but plainly it had the quotation which in MS. B follows the 
139M.T. . 'The princes of Judah have become like those who 
remove the bound ', (Vermes ; H  ^  '*1'* 9 ?? ? ) .
V-13.^  means 'bound*, 'limit ' or 'border'. LXX has •
yeToC'Ti so the idea of iCoc7&^p\/
(restraint) is implied.
CD 2:13 mentions that those whom God hated he led 
astray, cf. IQS 3:22-24. A time of evil is called Belial's 
dominion, it is the age before the End, IQM 14:9? CD 4:12f.? 
IQS l:17f.? 2:19? cf. I En. 9:10£. The war with the Sons .
of Darkness will last for forty years, IQM 2:8,9? CD 20:15?
4Qp Ps37.2:6ff. We ought, perhaps, also notice how clear 
IQS 3:17ff. is about the Angel of Darleness having subjects, 
children of falsehood, whose allegiance is never in doubt.
The Anomos also has his devoted followers.
In Jubilees we find the same theme of God using Satan 
to bring about his own judgments. In chp. 10:Iff, the follow­
ing points are to be noted.
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i, Noah pleads for all evil spirits to he hound because 
they are already causing wickedness amongst his sons, vv.1,5.*
God agrees to this prayer, v.7.
ii. Mastema, chief of spirits, pleads for their freedom 
to work amongst the sons of men who are already wicked, v.8.
iii. God grants this but only allows one tenth to be subject 
to Satan on earth. The rest are imprisoned, w.9,11,
we have a clear assertion that these spirits are 
allowed scope for deceit and evil among men (Noah's sons are 
now excluded, v.l3) under God's ultimate control. An example 
of this is found in 48:15,16. Mastema is bound for five 
days and then released to harden the hearts of the Egyptians 
and so bring about God's judgment on them.
In the New Testament we also find references to 
periods of evil. Lk. 22:53, 'your hour and the power of 
darkness'. Rev. 11:2, the holy is city given to the nations 
for forty-two months, cf. 13:5; also 12:6,14. After a
thousand years Satan must be loosed ( Se? X ) for a 
little time. In Acts 7:42 God turned and gave up ( SuJu6\/ ) 
the Jews to serve the host of heaven. In the light of 
Josh. 24:20 and Is, 63:10 it probably means God "turned away".
We have already cited Rev. 17:17 to show how God orders evil 
to his own ends, cf. I Kings 12:15.
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The four points from the O.T., illustrating God 
•sending' evil, are the background to the Katechon. . It is 
a belief continued in Qumran and accepted by Paul. The 
restraint is not to be seen merely in terms of 'holding 
back' but the revelation of the Anomos at the proper time.
What is the proper time? V.12 provides the clue. The 
belief in the Lie is for the purpose of judgment, tVcK.
KpiêtAjTi/ » The Anomos is God's way of judging those 
who have committed apostasy. Those who have disobeyed God 
and G V K will find their sin punished
with sin. The particular calamity which befalls them is a 
figure who sums up all JSm/oc , v.lO and & RDjuiL
v.3. It is important that we see 'restraint' in this way,.
The idea of being an obstacle is secondary, as is any idea 
of delay (whether of the Anomos or Christ).
Conclusion
We have sought to provide a satisfactory solution 
to the Katechon riddle. We have argued that only a theocentric 
theory will satisfy an exegesis and understanding of the
passage^^^. There remains one question more. Why has the
Katechon teaching apparently disappeared from Christian thought? 
Unfortunately we have too few extant Pauline letters upon which 
to make a judgment. No doubt if we had a much larger col­
lection we would find elements relating both to the Anomos 
(who reappears in literature at the end of the first century,
I Jn. Rev.) and the Katechon. On the other hand it may be
that Paul's experience in teaching eschatology to newly
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converted pagans convinced him that he must present such 
matters in a clearer way and leave no room for misunderstand­
ing and error. As it is we possess one short passage in the 
N.T. in which these difficult matters (cf* II Pet. 3:162) are 
presented in the context of missionary teaching of the early 
church. At least we are given a glimpse of some of the 
eschatological beliefs held during this period of the church's 
life.
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^^P«228. Mal, 3:1; Ecclus, 48:10f.; 4 Ezra 5:25;Mk. 11:14; 17:10; Lk. 1:70.
^^Mk. 13:10 = Mt. 24:15; Acts l:6f.; 3:19; 10:42;II Pet. 3:12,15; Rev, 6:1-8; 19:11.
Munck, Paul and the Salvation of Mankind (transi, by P. Clarke), London, 1959, pp. 36-43.
S^ibid , p.41.
40pp. 102f.
^^Resurrection and the New Testament (S.B.Th., 2nd Series, 12), London, 1970, p.155,
In I Cor. 15:7ff. he is very conscious that he is one apostle among many. He mentions his call to preach but does not give it any eschatological significance, vv.11,14.
^^Cf, Mt. 24:48; 25:5; Lk. 1:21 or possiblyActs 9:38.
44It depends on which imprisonment , Caesarean, Ephesian or Roman. See Kümmel, Introduction, pp. 230ff,
^^For a criticism of the theory, Rigaux, pp. 653f.; Masson, pp. 99f. and Giblin, pp. 21ff.
^^See pp. IBlff. for a study of the meaning of the verb and pp. 176ff. 224ff. for the notion of a hostile threat to the community. Cf. too Best, pp. 301f,
^^Pp. 159ff.
246.
 ^P.248 and 246 for the respective quotations.
50Cf. D.W.B. Robinson, op. cit., pp. 636f,
P . 37.
240.
S^See pp. 205, 232, 245.
■54 '^%t. 7:22f.; I Cor. 4:5.
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^^OP. cit., pp. 223ff.
^^Pp. 42ff. (2nd edn.) = pp. 49ff. (3rd edn.).
^^(Moffatt), pp. 166-173; (Peake), p.1000.
^®Cullmann, (1936), p.215; Oepke, p.152; Whiteley, Theology, PP» 239f. and in the commentary, ad loc.
O t  p 6 \/ "TOv TTvdrU |->olTo^  "Tfj  ^ oClTlt/.
^^'Die heramende Macht im 2. Thessalonicher Brief, Pastor Bonus 25 (1913) 610-615.
Strobel, op. cit., pp. 98-116.
G^Ibid , p.102.
G^Ibid , pp. 109f.
G^ibid., p. 104.
^^Op. cit., pp. 48ff.
Grayston, The Letters of Paul to the Philippians and to the Thessalonians (Camb. Bible Comm.), Cambridge, 19'67, p.103., says is.
A. Schôfer, Erklërunc der zwei Briefe an die Thessalonicher. Münster, 1890, p.159,
GGp»261.
Freese, ' To Ko<.T(^ V6)\/ und 8  KoCTe Vuj\/(II Thess. 2,6-7)', Th.S.K. 93 (1920/21), 73-77. Cf.'Giblin»s comments, pp. 176f.
70J. Schmid, 'Der Antichrist und die hemmende Macht (2 Thess, 2, 1-12)*, Th.Q. 129 (1949), 323-343.
71R. Knox, Naw Testament Commentary, Vol. II,London, 1954, pp. 312f.
72 N /J. Coppens, 'Le "mystere" dans la Theologie,Paulienne et ses parallèles Qumrani^ ' in Littérature et Theologies Recherches Bibliques V (éd. A. Descamps), Louvain, 1960, pp. 142-165 = Chp. 7 in Paul and Qumran, op. cit., pp. 132-158. See pp. 149, 164 of the original article.
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*7 3 ''Celui qui retient la venue du Seigneur (2Thess 2,6) ( To W T 6  )(^o \/ ) ', Bi 1 dragen 21 (1960) 20-30,
^^Ihid , pp, 24f,
75The neuter designates "la fonction impersonnelle de l'obstacle", the masculine", l'agent personnel de cÊtte m#me fonction", (1936), p.213,
Sirard, on. cit.
77See chp, 3 on 2:9,
7Gp.301.
79 /Bauer, s.v. ? Giblin, pp. 181-204;Hanse, ' KcLTe * in T.D.N/r., II, p.829; Milligan, pp.154-157; Rigaux, pp. 593, 665; Sirard, on. cit., p.94,
^^All méanings of Hebrew words translated by are taken from B.D.B.
81 t
82^ „ \K & y^vo »
pQG.W.H, Lampe, A Patristic Greek Lexicon, Oxford,
1964, p.731.
B^cf. 8:10; III Bar. 8:6,
^^Most studies of the use of the verb in the N.T. draw this two-fold distinction (Bauer, Hanse, Milligan).
®^Lk, 14:9 (the proud man may have to take (KocTeye^/ the lowest seat) and Acts 27:40 (nautical term 'steer for').Cf. the noun vcoii , Acts 7:5,45; Heb. 1:5 =PS. 2:7f. •
^^Giblin, pp. 185-192 denies the connotation of restrain in Rom. 1:18; 7:6 and Phlm. 13. In each text hetries to find the idea of 'seize' but only by.straining the passage does he manage this.
®®Pp. 192-201.
^^His statement, Kpi.teVvO connotes violent seizure and can mean 'lay hold of^, lacks proof.
568
We must not equate KV-i ^  V K) with KOoCTd w  (cf. Frame, pp. 207f.). Giblin, p.172 n.3., notes the latter verb carries the connotation of 'power over', i.e. domination.So Liddell-Scott s.v. Kpo^ "reu3 (hold sway, rule, conquer),
91To that extent we agree with Rigaux, p. 593;Sirard, op. cit., pp. 89ff. and Giblin, p.17 against Hanse, ibid , who considers that the sense of 'hold fast' pre­dominates in the LXX.
92Moule, p.104, says a neut.ptc, + art, is virtually a noun, especially an abstract noun; cites 11.2:6. Cf, Bl.-Deb. para. 413 (3); Moulton-Turner, pp. ISOf,; E, Mayser, 
OP. cit., p. 346.
93Frame, Best, ad loc.
94Above all, Rigaux pp. 663ff., who argues strongly that Paul is giving new knowledge to the Thessalonians and -ToevToL = w.3,4. If it is new knowledge it would appear difficult for the Thessalonians to grasp immediately.
95 r ^  \ V\/vv 8<= or oCpTc
96See below in the text,
97 (1936), p.212; Dibelius, ad loc.
^^Bl.-Deb. para. 442 (15).
in I and II; 1.1:4,5; 2:1,2,5,11;3:3,4? 4:2,4,5; 5: 2,12; 11.1:8; 2:6; 3:7. 0Y& K. + o'fLis frequent in Paul, e.g. Rom. 2:2; 3:19; I Cor. 3:16;Gai. 2:16; t a direct obj. (personal knowledge from experience) I Cor, 16:16; II Cor. 9:2.
^^^Pp. 159-166.
1 01 Cf. too Plummer, p.56.
205ff.
^ Best also has problems with e'j T o because he regards -ro Kotr* and otÙToV (v. 6), as hostile powers, see p.301,
^^^See comments on T o  , chp. 2. Cf^ . for
one thing giving way to another with the use of the “Toconstruction. Gal. 3:23; 1 Pet. 1:6, it is introducingresult, 2:6, the meaning is hardly affected.
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lOSçjf^  -TvRcj AUw<rew^ followed
by e (T-rK^ KOTtL , Mk*' 13:14. '
^^^Moore, ad loc.
107So most scholars®
^^®See chp. 6 for a discussion of the verb.
Barr, Biblical Words for Time (S.B.T., 33), London, 1962, pp. 47ff., as against Cullmann, Christ and Time, pp. 37ff,, Cf. Rigaux, p.667 and G, Polling ' po% 'in T.D.N.T., III, pp. 458-462, 460. '
110For a study of the word and idea, see particularly, R.E. Brown, ‘The Semitic Background of the New Testament MYSTERION I', Bib. 39 (1958) 426-448; II, 40 (1959) 70-87.R.E* Brown, ‘The Pre-Christian Semitic Concept of "l^stery"’, C.B.Q. 20 (1958), 417-443; J. Coppens, op. cit., pp. 142-165; P.H. Furfey, 'The Mystery of Lawlessness', C.B.Q. 8 (1946), 179-191; E. Hatch, Biblical Essays, Oxford, 1889, pp. 57-62; Rigàux, pp. 272f. anS ‘Révélation Des Mÿst&res et Perfection à Qumran et Dans le Nouveau Testament N.T.S. 4 (1957/58), 237-262; J.A. Robinson, op. cit.. pp. 234-240; E.E. Schneider, 'Mysterium iniquitatis. Das heilige Geheimnis■ der Sünde Th.Z. 19 (1963) 113-125; Westcott, op. cit. pp. IBOff.
^^^Milligan, ad loc.
112E.g. J.A. Robinson,. Westcott, both ibid.Best, ad loc.
113We basically agree with the meanings attached to the word by Brown in his two articles in Biblica 1958 and 1959.
114E.g. Coppens, Betz, op. cit.
115Op. cit., pp. 102ff.
llÔs^own, (1958), p.436 and Rigaux, N.T.S. 4 (1957/58), p.243.
117Op. cit.. pp.279ff.: 'restrain the mysteriesof sin' is equated with o and 'shall be no npre '
with C K  j;e‘(roo
118Bornemann, von Dobschütz, and Masson, ad. loc.
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120.^Theodoret, -T^ S TXo/vAV^  : Anomia(personified) lays a snare. ■
1 PIFrame, Rigaux, ad loc.
^^^Neil, (Moffatt), p. 166.
123Chrysostom, Tïieodoret.
124Cf. Grimm-Thayer, p.420 "secret purpose formed by lawlessness"; Hatch, op. cit., p.59 "The secret purpose or counsel of lawlessness is already working".
"^25pp. 210ff.
^^^Strobel, op. cit., has e^ referring to the Mystery of lawlessness.
247.
128Frame, Best, et al, ad loc.
129Andriessen, o p . cit., pp. 21ff.
II Thess.
131
132
Fulford, ' &K peVou ,2:7', E.T. 23 (1911/121, 40-41. \ '
See Bauer, s.v. y //OjVoiL 4.c 
Cf. Theophylact, o(3tW  d\0fc?\/.
Position of is emphatic, Plummer,Frame, ad. loc.
^^^This must not be watered down to mean merely 'permit', (as Theodore, Theophylact) but regarded as a positive , judgment of God in punishing sin with sin, Lünemann, Masson, 
Bailey, ad. loc. On T\cvrrw “Ttv/u cf. I Cor. 4:17;Phil. 2:19. '
7  (r /  •Irrespective of whether kLc»l\ itself is consecutive 'so* (Plummer, ad loc.) or designates only the correspondence of guilt and punishment. The passage shows clearly that their rejection is followed by punishment. To be strictly accurate K m e a n s  judged (as Chrysostom notes) but the thought of punishment is derived from the context (Milligan, ad. loc.).
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 ^ 136go Adeney, ad, loc. Cf. Theophylact
6 KpoiTi^ (re\/ o<J To?^  To
137We agree with previous theocentric theories in so far as they point to the Katechon as God, but we regard the role of God in terms of restraining evil and then unleashing it as a punishment for sin, rather than any idea of delay (Strobel, on. cit.) or preaching the gospel = will of God (Theodore, Theodoret),
Kattina spoke of a thousand year period of desolation, Sanh. 97a, and R. Hanan b. Tahlifa reported a scroll which mentioned an evil period occuring 4231 years after the Creation, Sanh. 97b. Cf. other statements by the rabbis on an evil period before the End, Sanh. 97a - 98b.
^^^Except it reads 7 1 H iD for M.T, Sin 3 bD
140c £^  Isho-dad of Merr, in Horae Semiticae;
Commentaries (ed. M.D. Gibson, XI, Ft, 2), Cambridge, 1913, pp. 8 8f. "Satan, since the coming of our Lord hath this project, how he is able to hurt men; nevertheless God hindereth him ... The Interpreter says that (Paul) sometimes calls that which withholds His care and sometimes His fiat", (translator's italics).
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